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'Here' is' a. TRUE story of' international intrigue, rbmanees, '
orizuption, g'na;Et, and political assassinations, the like of which
Law. never-been written before. It i~ the story of how different
:'i'1>u.pS of atheistic-materiadistic men have played 'm an' inter- r
national' chess tournament to decide 'which g'roup would win
ultimate control'-of the wealth, natural resource~ ~, and man-power
.g -the entire world. It Is explained how the game ha~ reached
he.l.1inal stage. The International Communists, and the' Inter-
national Capitalists, (both of whom have totalitarian ambition~~)

najyé temporarily joined hands to defeat Christian-democracy.
The .Cover design shows that while the situation is decidedly
erioqs it is definitely.;-not- hopeless; .The -.solution is to end the

the"International':G'C6nspirat6rs have been playing' -right
1ow-=before one .or_..another .-.totalitarian-minded' group impose
heir ideas on the i'est of mankind. The ~tory is sensational
md ~hooking, but it is educational because it i~ the TRUTH.
Fhe author offers practical solutions to 'problems so. many people
:insider :in ; oluble.' ' - ' .
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Available al1out.September 80th,'-1956, will b°'.€!The Red Fd§". This 'Boel¢,- '
ay the same author, is the Tory of the Communist Conspiracy in North -.':-' " _
lmerlca from 1920, to date. The Ottawa .Spy Trials only exposed ONE spy -." L;
°ing. "The Red-5 FOg" expo~ ~es four others 'and .-explains HOW subversive .̀ -:- .:"
Cells' have indltrated into every level of.' GovernmeNt and into-=everyl~¢lass.;=-.
of society. 'It exposes their activities; in' Pblities,. Labour, Industry, Eduea# A..- .
Zion; Religion, 'the Armed Forces, the Civil -Serve ~, ahd Veteran ai!'a.lrs._ = 4 -
'The.Red Fog" exposes the hook up between,the-Legal -a.hd Illegal secti9n~. i.:' '
if the Communist Party .... ... The alllliatlimi between the Communist r-
Zl'nderground` and the Criminal Underworld.'~l15lie'way_lll kinds of rackets-
Ind illegal trails and trade as used to undermine-the' National economy-i'~ :
. T-he . -and' `then
lipids juvenile ddlnqugngy, Q - ..: . . '. -'Jo I

Order your copy new. Send no money-pay .C.O.-D.... .". " ...' ' ' -'.
Order through your.. local Book ~tore but, if they cannot, or' will not,
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"Pawns In The Game" has been published to expose the ramifications of

the International Conspiracy which was organized 'by a small group of `
wealthy and inlluentiM men in 1773 for the purpose of ultimately obtain-
ing' undisputed control 'of the wealth, natural re ounce , and manpower
of the entire world. The author explains how the continuity of their
Long. Range .Plan was assured by 'appointing their succes ors from their
own-entourage while still alive - .

Commander -Carr has drawn heavily on his Personal experiences as well
as historical and other records, making "Pawns In The Game" a continuous
record.. The" first two chapters are the historical background, and the
successiVe'-chapters are a record of events in their chronological order.
Strictly avoiding bias, he shows that in-temational intrigue is not confined
to any one race, but is the plotting jointly-in many instances-of both
Oriental and Caucasian personalities. .

Reader - - '- You are a pawn! The usurers, who have usurped power
through' the manipulation of finance and taxation, use all--.the highest
and the lowest-in their global ches game I

Read-how they used the Duc d'Orlean ; Mirabeau; Marie Antoinette :
Prince Cardinal de Rohan. in France; Cromwell and William of Orange
in England ; Alexander Hamilton; john -Sherman and Wilkes' Booth in
America. '

Read how they established py rings and set up luxurious den of
iniquity for the purpose of obtaining evidence that would enable them
to force men of indigence and position to do their bidding or be exposed.
Learn how the Glass 'Club in London, England, was used to force men
of Cabinet rahk into the discard. Read how whispering campaigns, known
as '-L'Infamie', are used to remove other human obstacles from the path
of those who have con tituted themselves 'The Secret Power' behind
governments and international affairs.

"Pawns In The Game" takes you -behind the scenes of international
affairs from 1600 right up to date. The author reveals romances, intrigue,
revolutionary plots, eold- blooded assassinations and' . historical records
unknown to the general public. -He proves that these obscure events a-
in reality the 'Cause ' in the past which have product the unsatisfactory
'E:fl'ects' we are experiencing today.

"Pawns In The Game" is not anti-semitic. The author proves that the
'Directors' of the international conspiracy in 1773 were bankers, scientists,
economist , goldsmiths, and industrialists exactly as they are today, Study
of the events of history proves conclusively that these conspirators have
used the world :evolutionary movement (as organized in the Pale of
Settlement), Darwinism; Marxism; Nietzsche-ism, and more recently
Zionism to further their own secret plans and ambitions.

The author proves that the documents published under the title of
"The Jewish Peril" by Prof. -S. Nilus in Russia in 1905; and by Mr. V.
Marsden in England in 1921, under the title of 'The Protocols of The
Learned Elders of Zion'; did not originate with the Elders and Rabbis of
the Jews. He proves that the documents were modernized versions of the
original pint a outlined to the other international conspirators in The
House of Anselm Meyer Rothschild in Frankfort, Germany, in 1773. In
the original document found on the body of a. messenger killed by

f



lightning in Ratisbon in 1787 the conspirators are proved .to have agreed
to sacrifice as many of the 'Lesser Brethren' `(Jews) as was necessary
to serve their purposes and to aggravate anti-semiti Rh to also further
their ends. . . .

-The author is no pacifist. He presents a. very strong case for national
prepardness and Civil Defence until such time that the overwhelming
weight of public opinion force their governments to take action against
the three hundred men who now constitute the International ConspiratOrs.

Commander Carr explains the international intrigue which has been
going on behind the scenes from 1900 to 1955. His knowledge of thi
subject enabled him to predict what would happen as the result of the
Y.alta and other agreements long before they came to pass. He works on
the principle that history repeats itself . because the International Con-
spirator are committed to a Long Range Plan which -is not altered but
is continually being revised to bring it up to date. They adapt it so the
directors can make full use of the advancement of applied science.

The author explains clearly the continuing .phases of the international
conspiracy in such a manner that it is easy to .understand the slanted
news' which appears in the press, and the moves which take place in the
United Nations. By studying the 'Causes' in the immediate past
Commander -Carr predicted, several months 'before the events happened,
that Sir Winston Churchill would be forced to resign and \V'I-IY. He also
predicted that an attempt would be made to oust Aneurin Bevan, from the
British Labour Party, but predicted that it would be Bevan's enemies who
would be expelled and WHY.

-Commander Carr proves that all the information contained' in "Pawns
In The Game" ha been made available to the \Ve tern Governments and
that the top-level oilicials have failed to acquaint the public of their
danger, and to take steps to free them from the danger which threatens
to reduce the vast majority of the people to physical as well as economic
slavery. . .

Commander Carr is strongly opposed to those who preach 'Defeatism',
and those who claim there is nothing we can now do to correct the present .
unsatisfactory state of affairs, He believes most sincerely that -there is a
great deal -can be done. He provides what he considers solution to the
'present political, economic, and social problems. He points'out that history
proves that less than TH-REE HUNDRED MEN have controlled the
policies of National -Governments, and International Affair , for the past
several hundred years. He explains what Benjamin Disraeli, who was
twice Prime Mini ter of Great Britain, meant when he had his hero Sidonia
say in his novel 'Coningsby': "You mow my dear Coningsby, the world is
governed 'be very different personages from what -is 'imagined by those who
are not behind the scenes."

-Commander Carr names the men who have been, and still are, operating
behind the scenes. He accuses them of reaping tremendous financial gains,
'and obtaining extraordinary political and economic concessions, while at
the same time their agents blame .the governments who give them these
profits and concessions for all the harmful results brought about by their
diabolically inspired international conspiracies. 'The author believes that
if sufficient people learn the TRUTH that the TRUTH will save them.
"Pawns In The Game" is the 'TRUTH as sponsored by the National
Federation of Christian Laymen. Edmund Burke said "All that is necessary'
for the triumph of evil, is that good men do nothing." Read "Pawns In
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The Game", and then send a copy to your elected 'representatives: Send as
many copies as you can afford to people you know are sincere and anxious
to put the Will of God before Materialistic considerations. Christianity is
the religion of Faith., Hope, u.»n.d Clmrity; Atheism is the religion of doubt,
de pair, and 'hatred.

The present issue is very clear. Our duty is equally clear. Either we
work actively to bring about God's Rule upon this earth or the world, and
the people in it, will literally go to the devil. There is no time for further
delay; World War Th/ree 'must be prevented. The powers of Evil must be
defeated.

The extraordinary feature about the author is that by studying the
events of history he can come up with remarkable predictions which the
last chapter will prove extremely accurate. This foreword was written
after I had read the proofs of the story received from the printers.

A. Herridge,
. National Federation of .

Christian Laymen,
Toronto, Canada, April 9th, 1055.

.edica lion
THIS' 'BOOK IS DEDICATED T~O THE

. HONOUR AND GLORY OF GOD
LOYALTY TO THE 'QUEEN

* DEvoT1o11r TO THE FLAG
AND TO THE MEMORY OF THE MILLIONS

WIHO DIED FI-GHTING FOR THEIR
IDEALS, LITTLE THINKING

. THEY VVERE
"PAWNS IN THE GA:ME=»
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In order to understand the Causes in the 'past which have produced the
Efocts we experience to-day,. especially in regard to the unsatisfactory state
oflNational and International Affairs,'history must be studiedbecause hist-
ory does repeat itself. History repeats itself because tliere'ha .'been'pei'féct
continuity of purpose in' the struggle which has been going on'sinee` the be- .
ginning of Time between the forces of Good and of Ev-il to decide whether
the Rule of. 'Almighty God, shall prevail, or. whether the world shall literally
go to the Devil. T-he i sue is just as simple as that.. It i a fact thzit both
the force. for Good, and .t=he forces for Evil, have been divided and split into
factions. -TheSe -factions oftenlOpposelcachlOther iii an .effort to reach a
common goal, - this makes a study of the subject complicated. These' 'differ'-
ences In opinion' have.. been produced by .propaganda which is used more often
for spreading lie and half truths, thaN it is used as a medium fOr.'telling
the plain unvar.nished"truth regarding any given event or subject. .'

War-mongers have used propaganda tO divide ho-man beings into opposiNg
camp. on political, social, economic and religious .issues so they Could stir
them up into such a state of emotionalism that they will.fight and kill each
other. In order to discover the causes which have produced the effects we
experience to-day all available evidence must be studied carefully.. Truths
must be separated from falsehoods, and fiction from fact. P.ast.eventS Cast,
their shadows before them. They must be studied to 'see how.they- have af-
feeted and influenced .Condi-tions existing to-day. .. .. ' '. ...

The human race is divided into two main camps as. far as .religion iS 'COn-
cerned. Those in the
other camp deny the existence Of a Supreme Being.of. any kind..This fact
i. of major importance, because it will be proved that all wars and revolu-
tion. have been the result of one group or another trying to force their.ide-
ologies upon the people of the entire world. r

. The conception of GOD varies with different sects. Theism teacake that
God is a personal being and the author and ruler of the Universe, Pantheism
identifies God with the Universe but not as a personal Being. Pantheists
believe the doctrine of the universal Presence of the Divine Spirit in nature.
A kind of Pantheism ha found its way into many religious and .philosophical
systems - Buddhism and Hinduism both partake of this doctrine. Belief
in a personal God includes belief in a celestial world; -belief in the soul; 'and
life in the celestial world after.the death of our mortal bodies. People who
believe in a personal God must of necessity believe in the existence of Satan-
a personal Devil. . - -

A study of comparative religions proves that, as far as it is possible to
probe back, the members of-even isolated tribes have a\ways.had a religious
instinct which can ed them -to discuss and ponder the questions: Why were
we born"". "For what purpose do we live"". \V-hat: ends do we serve"".

_'Those in one camp believe in the existence of a God.
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"-Whither do we go when we die?". Even the most backward tribes of
Central Africa and Australia seem to have had no doubts regarding the
existence of God; a spirit world; and another existence for their own souls,
after the death of their mortal bodies.

A study of comparative religions also indicates that most, if not all,
religions (which teach belief in a Supreme Being) started out on a more or
less uniformly high level in which the worship and love of Almighty God :
respect for our elders and parents; love for our neighbours; i.e. benefactors,
and the offering of prayers for deceased relatives and friend formed the
basic principle. Evil men, actuated by- motives of elfishne s and greed
and the desire for power, caused nearly all religions to deteriorate to the
levels we find them to-day. Some religions deteriorated until the priest
sacriileed human being as their oEerings to God. Even Christianity. which
II. one of the most recent religions, deteriorated. Christianity has.. been split
up into many fractions (denomination ) and it would require a great deal
of iMagination to picture the vast majority, who profess to be Christians
today,as true soldiers, or follower , of Jesus Christ. . . .

Generally speaking, Christianity has deteriorated in regard to the practice
of 8°od works. This becomes a. matter of major importance when we study
the struggle going on between the forces of Good and Evil today, because
the practice Of good works created neighbouz-liness, and brought about unity
in the Christian Fold. The real definition of the word Neighbour is a person
who has PrOved himself your benefactor; a person upon whom you can rely ;
A person whom you are certain wouldn't do you any harm underlany cir-
cumstances; . That man or woman is Your neighbour. The Scriptures tell us
we must. love. our neighbor as ourselves for God's sake. The only way to
make good neighboUrs is to perform good works unselfishly. Lack of in-
dividual good works means lack of unity aNd lack Of the proper community
spirit. Today we have adopted the cold Cheek-book type of doing good
works. We leave the performance to professional Social Welfare Workers.
This has justified the use of the term "A cold as professional charity". It
is well to remember that even government .Social Security legislation does
not relieve individuals of the duties of neighbourliness. Prayer without good
work. availeth a man nothing. In Christian weak re s and disunity lies the
Atheistic strength. `

For one' reasoN and another many Christian denominations are fast losing
their hold upon the youth of the so-called Free Nations. Each person lost
to the C=hristian belief usually turns to secularism and often ends up a a
"Fellow Traveller" in one or another of the Atheistic ideologies of Com-
muniSm or Naziism.*

The vast majority of professed Christians are not real "-Soldiers of Jesus
Christ" whereas every card-bearing member of either the Communist or
Naziist parties must swear to give unlimited obedience to the leaders; to
devote every waking hour to the furtherance of the Cause; and contribute
one tenth of his, or her, income towards financing the party'. activities.

While Ghrietian are hopelessly divided into approximately 400 denomin-
ations, Communists and Nazis are all olidly united as anti-Christians, A
. The terms Nazi &: Naziism ure used t
hers of the "'Ri l}it Wing" parties who g'
minded Aryan ar Lords who plotted t
and ambitions in exactly the same was
bankers. monopolists and certain polnt,I
groups "Left" of centre to further the!
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continuation of this state of affairs cannot help but enable the leaders of
one ora.notl1er atheistic group winning world domination. When they do
they will enslave, body, soul and mind, all who refuse to accept their heathen
ideology of atheistic_.mate1'ialistic--totalitarianism. . ' . ..

There is a. great imilarity in the beliefs of those who worship a-suprerne
Being, regarding the origin of .Man.- The majority believe that "The Great
Father" Peopled this world for the purpose.of giving the less culpable ,of
those who followed Lucifer during t.he heavenly revolution another chance
to .decide, of their own free will, whether they will accept God's authority,
and give Him unlimited obedience or, literally, go to the Devil. It is such
beliefs that sustain -such despised sects as Doukhobors in their passive .rests-.
lance to man-made laws which they consider are .contrary to '.God's .Divine
Laws.` -It is well to remember that the name Lucifer means Holder of the
Light - -a very brilliant being'--a very intelligent person. The Scriptures
tell us...that Lucifer was the "Brightest" of the Angels and that his followers
were the most intelligent of the .Heavenly Host. Notwithstanding' these
special gifts and privileges, they revolted against the. supremacy Of Al-.
mighty God. When brought. to =task and asked "\Vill.you obey.God's_La;vs
and recognise Him as.THE Supremes 8ei'n§?", LuCifer replying for himself,
!ndl!1i. followers, paid, "No, `\Ve will not do sq". .̀ . '. 2 . . .. =~;'

-Moet people, other than A.theists,- accept the -Scriptual story of the Greation;
There are. however, a great many different opinion . regarding. the .story of
Adam and Eve and the Garden of Eden. Many students of. Comparative
Religion argue that' it is likely God created many worlds, and 1nany.Adams
and Eves, and placed them in locations where they could reproduce .their
kind and populate the Planets upon which they lived.. . '_ .
..The.fact that human beings are placed. on this earth..by 8, method-and

process of birth which prevents them having' -any knowledge' of a-previous
existence fits in with this -theory. All we.know, regarding-the period-` -befor'e
-Creation, is.what has -been revealed .to u as. told in. the Scriptures. -It réal-ly-
doesn't matter a great deal if there wa one or .many. Adams and Eves.--The
important' thing to remember'is the fact- that all human beings have- been
given -a..Free.~ win and' must .decide for themselves whether they -lieliéve-l~ihi
8._GOd; .atid_a 'Devi1,.or if. they beJ.ieve".in the- at'heis.tic~mate1=ia1is8tie` ideology-.
Each; and. every:.8';uman~ being'must make-up. his," ~dl2` het '.MindJ6ne- Way-dr
the other; . If- a .persorn ?bel.ieves theres a Godzand `8 Devi1','ihen= that;-perSOn'
must decide which he is going to erve. An Atheist, if he joins either of the
totalitarian ideologies serves The Party and The State. He must give un-
li-mited obedience to the head of the Party and the State. The penalty for
diversion is suffering, imprisonment, and possibly death. -'

Belief in the existence of God automatically includes belief in super-
naturally Good and Evil -Spirits which can influeNce men' minds for Good
or Evil purposes. It is the struggle going on for the po sessioN of men's
Souls that causes the conditions which prevail upon 'this earth today. The
power of the Devil was dramatically emphasized when he tempted Christ
himself, while he was -in' the desert preparing himself for hi ministry.

Atheists, on the other hand, do not .believe in the ex fence of Supernat-
ural Beings. They argue that God has never been proved to exist. There
are many groups of Ataheists. True Communists, Grand Orient Masons, Free
T-hinkors, Members of the League of the Godless, Illuminatists, Nihilists,

l
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The terms "True Communist." "True Nazi"
who have

Nazi Military Grand Orient Lodges.
The reader must realize the difference between Nazilsm

'Anarchists, True Nazi,*- and the Mafia. Many Godless people subscribe to
various forms' of Secularism, even if they fight shy of becoming active in
the Atheistic Communist and Nazi groups." . .

Most Atheists ha e their beliefs on the principle that there is only one
reality-MA'TTER»- T-hat the blind forces of MATTER (sometimes refer-
red to as ENERGY) evolve into vegetable, animal, and man. They deny the
existence of a Soul, and the possibility of life, in another world, after the
death of our Mortal bodies. - .

Evidence will be produced to prove that Modem Communism was organ-
ized in the year 1778 by a group of Atheistic International Money-Barons
who have used it since, as their manu-al of action, to further their secret
plans to -bring about a Totalitarfian Godless -State. 'Lenin made this clear in
his book Left giVing Communism. On page 53, he said: "Our theory (Com~
monism) is not a dogma (Settled Doctrine) : it is a manual of. action".
Many modern leaders have aid and done the same things as Lucifer did
during the 'Heavenly revolution. Therelis no appreciable difference between
Red and Black Atheism, The only difference is in the plans used by the op-
posing leaders to ultimately win undisputed control of the world's resources;-
a.nd bring into being' their ideas for a Totalitarian, Godles , Dictator hip.

Karl Marx (1818 - 1883) was a -German of Jewish descent. He was ex-
pelled from Germany, and afterwards from France, for his revolutionary
activities. He was given asylum in England. In 1848 he published the
Communist Manifesto. -Marx admitted -this long range plan, to turn the
world into an International of Soviet =Socialist Republic , may take centur-
ies to accomplish. .

Karl Ritter (1779 - 1859) was a German Professor of History and Geo-
political science. He wrote the anti-thesis to Karl Marx's Communist .Man-
ifesto. He also drew up a plan by which he maintained the Aryan Race
could first dominate Europe and then the entire world. Certain Atheistic
leaders of the Aryan Group adopted -Karl Ritter's plan. They organized
Naziisln to further their secret ambitions to obta)in ultimate control of the
World and turn -it-into a Godles State, under their-.conception of a. Total-
itarian dictatorship.. 'This small group of men- know'-they must et-ther join
up-with, or destroy, the power and influence of the International Bankers.
It is doubtful if more a mere- handful of .the top level leaders-of the
Communist and Fascist movements know their organizations are being used
to further the secret ambitions of these two small groups of totalitarian-
minded AtheisM

According to the leaders of both atheistic groups the EState must .be Sup-
reme. This being so the Head of -the State is God on E°arth. This belief
bn°ngs into actual practice the deification of man.

Much more is generally known about Karl Marx and Communism than
about Karl Ritter and Naziism. Ritter was for many years Professor of
History at Frankfort University, Germany. Afterwards he taught Geog-
raphy at Berlin University, In educational circles he" was considered, one
and *;§°",¢= gflgtée *we totalitarian ?dncdologies.. ""°b8'InI8=.¥8'3'iEt.. 388 ii'h"e'I§'
age; ,;;,° GgrmahumM sm i n Gr a n d Orient 1~reema.sonry or the Pagan Aryan Rites

#au . and Fascism because.
§%=,;1::yma2e:.2:& 3,8"§1§l.%'§$'§n"£893*3'h"'i319"°"$l°?n¢3?»g2?8Té -8§°J'13,,,E;;,,,an cmsafgg
to combat "'°8J°'Ym'J°¢"'18 §'Ih=;t'§e35'§,,*°°g"bvoggrt as'L%?3L°'.n¢ the International Bapnkers. Industrialists and politicians. N War
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of the greatest authorities on History, Geography, and Geopolitical Science.
Because the "Aims and Objects" of the Leaders of the Aryan Party have
always been kept secret, Karl Ritter's connection with the Leaders and
Naziism is very little known.. Intelligence Officers 'connected with the
British Government unearthed his connection with the Aryan War Lord
when studying Political Economy; Geopolitical Science; and Comparative
Religions, in German universities.* This information was passed on to the
proper authorities bu-t, as so often happens, -political leaders and diplomats,
either failed -to realize 'the significance of what they were told or wished
to ignore it.**

Karl Ritter-'s study of History convinced him that a very small group of
wealthy, and in-flucntial, international Bankers, who_ gave allegiance to no
country but meddled in :the affairs of all, had, in 1773 organized Grand
Orient Freemasonry for the purpose of using The World Revolutionary
Movement to further their secret ambitions. Their Long Range Plan was
for their group to gain ultimate control of the Wealth, Natural Resources,
and Man-power of the entire world. 'Their ultimate objective was to form
a Totalitarian Dictatorship based on their theories of Atheistic dialectical
and historical materialism. Ritter claimed that most of, if not all, the Inter-
national Bankers were of Jewish descen.t,.regardless of whether or not they
practiced the Jewish faith.- ' . .. . . ' .

In his anti-thesis to Karl Marx's Commun-ist -Manifesto 'he dealt with the
dangers-to be faced if this group of men were allowed to continue to control
and direct the policies of International Communism. -He offered the German
Aryan \Var-Lord very concrete, and practical,-suggestions for defeating
the conspiracy of the International -Money-:Barons.*** Profes or'Ritter gave
the Aryan Wa.r-Lords an a.1ternative Long Range Plan by which they could
ga;in'u1timate control of the World's resources for the Aryan races.

To offset the plans of the International Money-Barons, Karl Ritter ad-
vised the Leaders of Me Aryan Groups to organize Naziism and use Fascism
1.e. National Socialism, as their manual of action' to further their Secret
ambitions, for world conquest." ' Professor Ritter also pointed out that be-
cause the International Bankers intended to use all phases of Semitism to
further their plans,"the Aryan Leaders should use all-- phases -`-of anti-
semitism to.further their Cause; . ' ' -' .. :__ ' ' :
"Karl Rittei~'s Long -Range Plan for ultimate world conquest included the

following suggestions* . .
1. The subjugation of all E-uropean countries by Germany, To achieve

. this end he suggested the German military Junkers be encouraged
and assisted to obtain control of' the Government so they could engage
in a. series of Military Adventures, interspersed with economic wars.
The objective being to weaken the economy and manpower of the

* The Aryan Nazi .War Lords must confused with the more moderate Junkers
who were young Germans who took military training to
"Germany's National political and economic rights as threatened by
minded groups.

intlmatcl toboth World Wars. He and 'i both investigated
but when we checked our evidence we found we wereagreement. .
*** is used to define theBanking. Industries, andThey are the men who have used Communism to destroy const°uted
existing religious inst.itutlons,- In order that, they
u n d i s p u t e d con t ro l o f t h e \Vor ld's resound-ees f o r themselves.

u

not be
protect what they con idered

International

** One of Britalns greatest Intelligence Odicers Is Godfather my daughter Eileen.
I have known mm since October 1914. I served with him. on occasions. in

independently
close to complete

The term 'International Money-Barons' International Group
of. men who control International Trade and Commerce.
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-'European nations to he subjugated! . ..
"Karl Ritter stated that. it was' NOT absolutely essential, to the
succe~ s of-his Long Range- Plan, that each Military 'Adventure emf
in a clear cut victory provided the other nations involved were left

-` in-such a. weakened. condition that .their recovery economically, and
'Z .' in :strength of man-power, -took long'e:r.than that pf .Germa.ny. Karl
'- 'Ritter stressed the importance-of convincing the..German people that

-' they 'were .physically and- mentally superior to the. ~exnitic races.
.: '.̀ - _ From this .thought Aryan propagandists. developed the idea. of The

German Master Race. They did this to counter the Propaganda of the
International Bankers which claimed- the Semitic Race is God'~ Chosen
People-and Divinely chosen to inherit the earth.. The athei ~tic leaders
promulgated the doctrine that "Their Race was. The Master Race
on this Earth; They thus 'divided .millions of people into opposing

-~ .camps..-.. . _ -_ . . . `.
.. Karl Ritter recommended a financial policy. which woul.d prevent-the

. .. International Bankers .obtaining con-trol of. the economy of G~~rmany,
.. and her.=Sa.tellite States as-;t_hey_had-. .obtained.economic control in

England, -France and.-Americaf.-; - _ ..1 -. - . -

-He'recommcnded the.organiza.tion._.of.a Nazi. '6t.h -'Column to-. counter-
act the Communist Underground organisatioro.;Its--objective was to

.-.in '. -persuade Ethe upper; and -middle classes.: of the countries they planned
.. --to ~ubjugate, to accept Fascism is the. only antidote-to Communism.

German 5th Columnists were to condition people in other countries
to welcome the German. Armies as their Military Protectors again~~t

- -threatened Communist aggression. Karl. Ritter warned the leaders
- . - of.the Aryan Group that a Military .Invasion of .another country

should NEV.ER be undertaken until the 5th Column, and propaganda
machines, had. thoroughly paved the-w4$y»~ and -convinced the majority

. of the people. to-accept their-armed intervention as the set of Saviours
_ or_crusaders,. and not.as aggressors..** .- Z . . . _

Karl Ritter.coldb_loodedly'.recommended the total destruction of Com-
-.;_-.munisr4.-4414. :the ex.terminatigp.-. n£-..th9- Jewish Race a essential _ to

°ht-Iininz. _.ultimate -°qntr9l-_ of ..1;1t9r.nnti°mal .-Affnirs..by;..the Aryan"..
Leaders. He justified this drastic s¢ipu.lstion.nn- thefacts- of history:

-..,which.he claimed proved. Communism was.b.9ing used -by'.the Inter-
'  Nati " Jewish Bankers to further their' own selfish- ma-terialistic

0

Illustration of how the Anti-Communist
" and use others to servo theirL

ambitions.
There were many more items making up the over-all Long Rrznge Plan

but in this chapter it is sufficient to 8roduce enough evidence to unlock the
door, behind which the Secret plans of two small groups of totalitarian-
minded, atheistic-materialistic men were h-idden. The study of Comparative
Religions, Geo-political Science, and Political Economy, and year of
intensive research, revealed the truth that many millions of 1-Iuman Beings
have been used as Pafwns in the Game by the leaders of the two atheistic
totalitarian-minded groups who will continue playing their hideous game of
International Chess until one or the other is eliminated. Evidence will be
as This is an extremists also use the "Joint
St k C P I pi s hi l L¢»?§¢¢°»§'2£8"i'n=J¢'.}§'°rs remain hidden and unknown to ¢»§'é'1¥é'n8r8 puebllge actual
**. When Hitler acted contrary to the fundamental principles laid down by Karl
Ritter the German Generals who belonged to the Hard Core of the Nazi Leaders triedto have him assassinated, rggardlesa of the fact that they had originallyas the Instrument of their fill. . 6 . set him 'up
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produced to show how this game has been conducted in the past, and what
moves are likely to be made in th'e near future, to enable One group to" Evin
the game. . . ' . .

The followers of all religions, which teach the existence' of God, and life
in a hereafter, believe in the love and'wo1-ship of God; and charity towards
all men of good will. Sincere believers will-su1¥er any'hardship`, and make
any sacrifice, i`n order to ensure-their eternal salvation. The followers of
Atheism are taught to HATE all who refuse to accept their m.laterial istle
creed. "l`he determination of the leaders of both Atheist groups, to achieve
world domination, permits them to conceive the most diabolical conspiracies,
and perpetrate all kinds of crime, from individual assassinations tO genocide.
!They torment wars in order to weaken nations they still have to subjugate.

!The study of Comparative Religions shows 'also that Communism' and
Naziism are utterly incompatible with all religions which believe in the
existence of an Almighty God. Experience, and history, proves that the e
who believe in God, and those who deny 'His ex teriee, are in such-contra-
diction that neither can survive the triumph of the other, A-thcistic leaders
in subjugated countries may, for a time, tolerate ielig-iOns .'which teach
belief in -God but they only allow the priests to function oN the social per-
iphery. They take good care that the priests do not have -the opportunity
to influence the social and political. behaviour of their congregatioNs.
Evidence proves that the ULTIMATE objective of both -major Atheistic
Ideologies is to obliterate fromlthe minds of mankind, by -persecution and
a systematically applied program of continuous Bfrdin-washing, all' kNow-
ledge of a -Supreme Being; the existence of a -Soul; and- hope of life in a
Hereafter. The e being facts, any talk of so-existence is either utter Non-
sense or propaganda. .. ` ' . . .

The trouble today is the continuation of the Heavenly Revolution. I f
God has placed -human beings on this- earth so they may know Him; love
I-I-im; and serve Him in this life in order to be happy with Him forever-in
the next world, then it is logical to Lea on that the only way in --which
Lucifer could hope to win back the Souls in dispute would be to inoculate
them with the doctrine of Atheistic-materialism. ' :

Undoubtely many people will ask "But -how could the Devil -inoculate the
minds of men with Atheistic and other evil ideas?" That question can be
answered in this way,- If HU'MAN Beings can establish radio, and tele-
vision stations, from which one individual can influence millions of other
by broadcasting his opinions on any given subject over the invisible air-
waves then why' shouldn't it be possible for CELESTIAL Beings to broad-
cast their messages to us? No brain specialist has dared to deny l that in
the brain of each individual there is one kind of mysterious receiving Set.
Every hour of every day Human Beings are saying "I was inspired to do
this," or "1 was tempted to do t-hat." T'houg'h°ts, be they good or evil, must

'originate somewhere, from some "cause", and be tra_nsmitted to the human
brain. The body is only the instrument which puts the dominating thought
for "Good" or for "Evil" into effect. -'
` One fundamental fact which all people, who believe in the exit once' of
God, must never forget is this:- If we are on this earth for a period of
tr ial; I f we have been given our Free \Vill, it is to enable us to decide
whether we want to go to God or want to go to the Devil. Therefore, if
the Devil did not have the opportunity to influence the minds of men there
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would be no test.
If Almighty God sent his prophets .and His son Jesus Christ, to show us

clearly' what is Good and what is Evil, then why wouldn't the Devil send
his false -Chri ts and h-i false prophets to try and- prove to us that Evil is
Good and that Good is Evil? - . . ' .

The Simplest way to understand what is going on in the world today is
to study the events of Hi tory a the moves being made in a continuing
game of International Chess The leaders of the Atheistic groups
have divided the people of the world into two main camps. They used King
and -Queens; Bishops and. Knight ; and the masse of the world's. pop-
ulation, as pieces in their game. The ruthless policy of the leaders is to
consider all other human beings as EXPEND'ABLE, providing the sacrifice
of a Major -piece, or a Million Pawns, places them a move nearer their
ultimate totalitarian goal.

Professor Ritter is reported to have said the p1-esent.phase of thi game
started in the Counting House of Maier Amsdmel Bauer, located at
Frankfort-on-the-'Main in -Germany, when thirteen Gold and Silver miths*
decided they must remove all the Crowned Heads of Europe; destroy all
existing governments ; and eliminate all organized religions, before they
could secure absolute control of the Wealth, Natural Re ounces, and Man-
power of the entire world, and establish a, Totalitarian Dictatorship based
on their conception of Dialectical, and Historical, Atheistic Materialism.

Strange though it may seem, history will prove that leaders of both the
Semitic and Anti-Semitic groups have on occasion joined forces to fight
against a common enemy such as the British Empire or the Christian re-
ligion. And while the masse fought, the Atheistic Leaders, who constitute
the Secret Power behind the World Revolutionary -Movements, jockeyed for
the best position from which they would derive the greatest future benefit,

-'The leaders of both -Communism and Naziism have crossed, and double-
crossed, each other, bu-t it is doubtful if many of the leaders realized,
before it was too late, that even they'were only tool controlled by the Inter-
national Money-Baron , and the Nazi War Lords. 'When the Secret Powers,
heading either group, even suspected one of their "tools" knew too much,
they order him Liquidated. Evide.nce will be produced to prove that the
leaders of these two groups of totalitarian-minded men have instigated
many individual assassinations, and caused many revolutions and wars, in
which tens of millions of Human Beings have been killed, while millions have
been wounded and rendered homeless. It is difficult to discover a military
leader who can justify the decision to drop atomic bombs on Hiroshima or
Nagasaki where, in the twinkling of an eye, approximately 100,000 people
were killed, and twice the number seriously injured. The Japanese Military

. forces had already been defeated. -Surrender was only a matter of hours
or days when this diabolical act was. perpetrated. The only logical con-.
elusion i that The Secret Powers, who, it will be proved, influence and
control the policies off most national Governments, decided that this most
modern of all lethal weapons had to be tried out while the United States
wa.s till at war with Japan. This is the only excuse that can provide even
the resemblance of justification for such an outrage against humanity.

But the atomic bomb, and the hydrogen bomb, are no longer the world's
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most lethal weapons. Nerve Ga
\
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, now being stockpiled by both Communist
and Non-Communist nations, is capable of wiping out all living creatures
in a country, a city, or a town. The extent of total de truction of all human
life"-in a nation can be adjusted to the military and economic requirements
of those who decide to use Nerve Gas to reach their goal.

Nerve Gas is the most penetrating' and deadly gas ever discovered by
man.. It is colourless, odourless, tastele s and economical to produce. One
single drop, even when heavily diluted with water or oil, will, if it comes
in contact with a living body, cause paralysis of the breathing apparatus,
and death. In a. few minutes it will penetrate even through rubber cloth-
ing such a is worn by firemen when on duty. Nerve Gas will not harm
inanimate objects.

Within a few days after the Nerve Gas had been applied i t would be safe
for the invading force to enter the contaminated areas again. They would
be areas of the Dead, but all buildings and machinery would be intact. The

.only known antidote to Nerve Gas is the drug Atropine. To be' effective it

. must be injected into lthe veins of the victims_ immediately, and repeatedly,
after they have been contaminated. This means of defence is not practical
for locations where the population is den e. Both Communist and Anti-
Communist governments have Nerve Gas. The knowledge that both sides
have this Gas In quantity may cause both sides to hesitate to use it. But it
Is a well known fact that desperate, and ruthless, men will resort to any
extreme to gain their ohjeetifves. And, as will be proved, they have never
hesitated to sacrifice millions upon million of human beings - men, women
and children, if bar doing' so they advance themselves` only one step nearer
to their ultimate goal. '

We may well ask the question "How is the struggle now going on upon
this earth going to end?" It is doubtful if there is a single living Being
who -hasn't a.sked this question. It is a question young married couples
anxiously ,ask each other when they debs-te if they should allow their con-
nubial bus to bring more children into this -hate-dominated world.
The most complete an wer is to be found in the Gospel of Saint Matthew,
-Chapter XXIV, verses 15 to 35 It reads: "At that time Jesus said
to His disciples; When you shall ee the abomination of desolation,
which was spoken of by Daniel the Prophet, standing in the Holy
Place (he that readeth let him understand), then they that are in
Judea, let them flee to the mountains; and he that is on the house top let
him not come down to take anything out of his house; and he that is in the
field let -him not go back to get =his coat, And woe to them that are with
child, and give suck in those days. But pray that your flight be not in
winter or on the sabbath; for there shall be great tribulation such as hath
not been from the beginning of the world until now, neither shall be; and
-unless those day shall -be shortened NO FLESH SHOULD BE SAVED ;
but for the sake of the elect, those days shall be shortened." .

Christ then proceeded to deal with the problem of the false leaders and
the anti-Christ who he foretold would use 'propaganda to befuddle men's
thinking. He said: "Then if any man shall say to you Lo, here is Christ
or There do not believe him; for there shall arise Christs and false pro-
phets who shall show great ions and wonders in so much as to deceive
(if possible) even the elect. Behold I have told it to you beforehand. If
therefore they shall say to you Behold, he is in the desert go ye not out.
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Behold he is in the close. believe'it not. For as lightning' cometh out if the
East ahd appearcth even unto the West, so shall als'o the coming of the Son

'bf Man.'be.' \-Vheresoevcr the body shall be, there shall' the eagles be gather-
edtogetherl And iminediately after the tribulations of those days, the s.un
shall be darkened, a`nd the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall
be moved; and then shall appear the sign M the .Son of Man in heaven, and
then shall the tribes Of the earth mourn; and they shall see the 'Son of .Man

'coming in the clouds of heaven, with much power and majesty; and He
shall send His angels with a trumpet, and .a great voice, and they shall

. gather together His elect from the four winds, from the farthest part of the
'heavens to the utmost -bounds of them. And from the fig- tree learn thi
parable; when the branch thereof is now tender, and the leaves come forth,
you know that summer is nigh, So you also, when you shall see all'these
things, know ye that it is nigh even at the doors, Amen I say to' you th'at
this generation shall not pass till all these things shall be doNe."

. The branch is indeed now tender, many leaves' have budded out, we need
only one more war` in which both sides use atomic and hydrogen bombs, and
nerve 'gas, and we will have 'in-flicted upon ourselves the abominations of '

. desolation which will reduce the human race to such chaotic'conditions that
Divine intervention 'will be our only. salvation. Today it is common practice
for people, especially those w»ho act willingly,'or unwillingly, as the agehts

I of the Evil Powers, to blame God for the sorry mess in which we find Our-
selves. The intelligent person will admit that God cannot be blamed. He
gave us our Free Will, He gave us the Commandments as our guide; He
gave us Christ as a teacher and living example. If we obstinately refuse

.to accept the teachings, and example, of Christ; if we also refuse to obey
the Commandments bf God, how can we reasonably blame any agency other
than ourselves for allowing the Forces of Evil to go-in supremacy in this
World of Ours? Edmund Burke once wrote: "All that i necessary for the
triumph of Evil, is that good men do nothing." He wrote a great truth. '

The study of comparative religions, in relation to the conditions We are
experiencing in the_ world today, brings the .un-biased student to' the con-
clusion that those human beings who worship God, and believe in another
.life after death of our mortal bodies, enjoy a religion of Love and Hope.
Atheism is a religion of Hate and bla»ckcst Despair. And yet, never before
in the history of the world, has such a determined effort been put forth .to
introduce secularism into our lives as since 1846, when C. J. Holyoake,
`C. Bradlauglr, and others asserted their opinion "THAT HUMAN INTE'R-
EST SHOULD BE. LIMITED TO CONCERNS OF THE PRESENT
LIFEJ These advocates of secularism were the predecessors of the most
re.cent flock of false Christs and false Prophets. Karl Marx, Karl Ritter,
Le..min, -Stalin, Hitler and Mussolini, These men did deceive .millions upon
millions of people by working great signs and wonders. They deceived many
professing Christians who should have known better, .

-
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The Forces of Evil realize that in order to win undisputed control of the
material assets of the world, and establish an Atheistic Materinlistie Total-
itariun Dietatarship, it is :necessary to destroy all forms of' constitutional
government and organized religion. In order to do this the Forces of Evil
decided they must divide the people of the world against each other on
various issues. Dating back into antiquity the Aryan and Semitic races
were driven into enmity against each other to serve the secret ambitions
of their atheistic materialistic leaders. Had the people of the Aryan and
Semitic races remained stea.dfast"to their belief in God, and faithful to
His commandments, the Forces of Evil could never have accomplished
their evil purpose. In expo ing the "Causes" of the past which produce
"Effects" we experience to-day, the terms Aryan and Semitic are used

' loosely and in the broad sense of the words. -

. The term Aryan actually denotes the lingual and ethnological groups
otherwise known as Indo-European or Indo-Germanic. It comprises two
groups. The Western or European, and the Eastern or Armenian. The
Aryan languages show a common origin ivy their vocabulary, system, and
inflections. Actually the word Aryan means "An honourable Lord of the
Soil". Thus it is that most leaders of the Aryan group in Europe were
Landed Barons who maintained strong armed forces to protect their pro-
perties. From amongst these B.arons came the Aryan War Lords. They
in turn organized Naziism, and used Fascism, and all anti-semitic groups
right of centre to serve their purpose, and further their secret plans for
world domination.

The Chief Divisions of the Aryan groups are the Teutonic; the Romania s
the Slavic; and the Celtic. races, who settled in Western Europe. The
Turks;. the Magyars; the Basques, and the Finns are non-Aryan races.
.The common ancestors of the Aryan groups dwelt among the Pamirs at
a. period of remote antiquity.

On the other hand the .Semitic group are actually divided into two .ec-
tions. One includes the Assyrian; the Aramaean; the Hebrew; and Phoen-
ician groups. The other section includes the Arabic and Ethiopian groups.
The Arabic is the most: copious group, and the Aramaean the poorest. The
Hebrews occupy an intermediary position.*

Today the term Jew is used very loosely to define people who have at oNe
time or another embraced the Jewish Faith. Many of these are not act-
ulally Semitic in racial origin. A great number of people who accepted
the Jewish Faith are descendants of the Herodians who were IdUmeans of
Turki h-Mongol blood. They are actually Edomites." The important fact
to remember is that among the Jewish leaders, in exactly the Same way
as among the Aryan leaders, there always ha. been a small, hard core of
=¢ See Pears Cyclopedia Pages 514 and 647.
** See Jewish Encyclopedia Vol. 5, P. 41: 1925 It states "Edam je in Modem Jewry."
Also Professor Lothrop Stoddard the eminent Ethnologist states: "The Jews own
records admit that 8 her cent of those who subscribe to the Political Zionist move-
ment are Ashkenazlms. so-called Jews. but not Semitic. ' '
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on who always have been, and still are, Atheistic-Materialists. They may
have given lipservice to the Jewish or Christian religions to suit their own
purpose, but they never believed in the existence of God. They are Inter-
nationalists. They give allegiance tO no particular nation although they
have used, on occasion, na¢tionali.m to further their causes. Their only
concern is to gain greater economic and political power. The ultimate
objective of the leaders of both groups i identical. 'They are determined
to win, for themselves, undisputed control of the wealth, natural. resources,
and man-power of the entire world. They ,intend to. turn the world into
'THE-IR conception 'of a. Totalitarian-Godless Dictatorship. .

'Hue Non-Semitic Turk-Finnish races infiltrated into .Europe from Asia
about the first century after the advent- of Christ., They took the land
route North of the Caspian- -Sea. 'These people=are referred to in history
as Kiiazars. They were a pagan people. They settled in Eastern Europe
and established the powerful Khazar Kingdom. They expanded their
domains by military conquests until, by the end of the 8th Century, they
occupied the greater portion of Eastern Europe :west of the Ural Moun-
tains, and North of the Black- -Sea. The Khazars ultimately accepted
Juda.ism as their religion in preference to Christianity or -Mohammedanism.
Synagogues, and schools for teach-ing Judaism-, were -built throughout their
Kingdom.. At the peak of their power the- Kihszars were collecting tribute
from twenty-five conquered people .
. The Great Khazar Kingdom flourished for almost five hundred years.
"Then, towards the end of the 10th century, the Khazars were defeated in
battle by the Varangians (Russians) who swept down upon .them from the
Nortah. The conquest of the Khazars was completed by the end of the 18th
Century. The revolutionary movement in piled by the Khazar-Jews went
on within the Russian Empire from the 13th Century until the Red October
Revolution of 19-17. The conquest of the Khazars in the 13th century ex-
plains how so many people, now commonly referred to as Jews, remained
within the Russian Empire.

'There is one other important fact which sheds light on the subject of
Aryanism and Semitism. The Finns, and other groups generally classified
as Varangians (Russians), were of non-Aryan origin and the German
people generally speaking have treated them as enemies. -

It is generally accepted that Jesus Christ was a Jew. One act of His
has a, great deal of importance in the tudy of the World Revolutionary
Movement. -Christ was a radical who based his refozvn movement on the
worship of Almira-hty God, obedience to constituted authority, and love of
one's neighbour . The Tory of the Life of Christ shows that ho loved ALL
people except one particular group, He hated the money-lenders With a.n
intensity that seems strange in a man of so mild a character. Jesus repeat-
edly admonished the -Money-lenders for their practice of Usury, He
publicly denounced them a.s worshippers of Mammon. He told them they
were of the Synagogue of Satan. (Rev. 1: - 1). ,
His extreme ha.tred.of the_ Money-lenders when he took a. whip and drove
them out of the Temple. He admonished them in-these words: "This Temple
was built as the house of God .... aBut you have turned it into a. den of
thieves." By performing this act of vengeance oN the Money-lenders Christ
dgned his own death warrant. - . . '

It was the Money-lenders, and the false Priests and Elders in their pay,
12- . .
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who hatched the plot by which Christ would be betrayed to the Roman
soldiers. It was they who supplied the forty pieces of silver used to bribe
Judas.-It was they who used their propagandists to misinform, and mislead
the Mob. It was the agents of the Money-lenders .who led the Mob when
they accepted -Barrasba and screamed that Christ be crucified. IT WAS
T-HE MONEY-LENDERS WHO ARRANGED MATTERS SO THAT
THE ROMAN =SOLDIERS ACTED A.S THEIR EXECUTIONERS.
Then, after the foul deed had been done, and they had had their revenge,
the conspirators stepped into the background and let their guilt rest on the
masses of the Jews and their children. History proves they had a fiendish
reason for putting the guilt for the death of Christlon the Jewish race.
History proves that they intended to use the hate, engendered amongst the
Jewish people as the result of persecution, to serve their vile purposes, and
further their secret totalitarian ambitions. Christ knew all these things. He
made his knowledge 'known in the most dramatic matter possible. As he
hung dying on the Cross he prayed to His Heavenly Father and He said :
"Father forgive them for they know not what they do". Surely he was
praying lfor the Mob? -He was asking forgiveness for the men who had
been USED by the Money-lenders no be the INSTRUMENT of their 're-
venge. History proves the International Money-lenders have been using
the Mob to further their secret ambitions ever since. In the Lenin Institute
in Moscow the professors who lecture to aspiring revolutionary leaders
from all over the world invariably refer to the Masses as "The Mob". .

Study of the World Revolutionary Movement (W.R.M.), from the time
of -Christ to the present day, proves that it is unjust to blame the whole

'Jewish Race for the crimes committed against humanity by a small group
of false Prie ts and Money-lenders. These men always have been, and
still are, The Secret Power behind Internationalism. They use Communism

'to-day as their manual of action to further their secret plans for ultimate
. . world domination. .

-Study of history will prove that it is equally unjust to blame the whole
German, and Italian, people for the crimes against humanity committed by
the small group of Aryan War Lords who organized Nazism,in the hope
that they could defeat International Communism and Political Zioni m and
give them world domination by military conquest. History proves clearly
that the leaders of the two opposing groups have divided the masses of the
people regardless of race, color, or creed, into two opposing' camps and then
used. them all as pawns in the game of International Chess. They .play to
decide which group will ultimately defeat the other and establi h, once and
for all, undisputed control over the world, its wealth, its natural resource.,
its msn-power, and its religion. It must be remembered that as the pur-
pose of the Devil is to win men's souls away from God, Satan uses both
"Red" Communism and "Black" Naziism to influence the mlnds of men .o
they will embrace EITHER Atheistic ideology. Those who accept EITHER
Atheistic ideology sell their souls to the Devil.

'Historical events prove the continuity of the evil purpose of the Money-
lenders. Many Theologian agree that this' perfect continuity of their Long
Range Plans is positive evidence that.they are, a.s -Christ named them, "Of
the .Synagogue of 'Sa.ta.n". Theologians base their opinion on the theory
that nothing human could have such a continuing record of evil down
through the ages of time, The continuity of evil is the exact oppo ite of

' 1:3 .
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the Apostolic succession of the Roman Catholic Church. In this, as in many
other things, we are forcibly reminded of the actual power of the super-
natural forces to influence our individual lives, national policy, and
Intemiational affairs. Arguments of this kind regarding evil minded Jews
are equally ,applicable to evil minded Aryans, and evil minded men of all
race , colour and creeds. _ '

History proves that Seneca (4 :B.C. to 65 A.D.) died because he, like
Christ, triedlto expo e the corrupt practices and evil influence of the
Money-lenders who had infiltrated into the Roman Empire. Seneca was a
famous Roman philosopher. He wa.s chosen tutor to Nero who became
Emperor of Rome. For a long time -Seneca was Nero's best friend, and
most.trusted advisor. Nero married Popaea who brought him under the
evil influence of the Money-lenders. Nero became one of the most in-
famous rulers -the world has ever known. =His licentious conduct, and
depraved habits, developed in him a character so base that he lived only
.to persecute and destroy everything that was good. His acts of revenge
took the form of atrocities usually committed' in public upon the victims
of his wrath. Seneca lost his influence over Nero but he never stopped
publicly denouncing the Money-lenders for their evil influence and corrupt
practices. Finally the Money-lenders .demanded that Nero take action
against Seneca who was very popular with the people, So as not to arouse
the wrath of the people against himself, and the Money-lenders, Nero
ordered -Seneca to end his own life,

This is the first recorded case in which the Money-lenders made a person
commit suicide because he had -become troublesome to them, -but it was by
no means the last.. History reco'rds dozen of similar uicides, and murders
which were made to appear as suicides.

One of the most notorious in recent years was that of JaMes V. Forrestal.
In 1945 Forrestal had been convinced that the American Bankers were
closely affiliated with the International Bankers who controlled the Banks
of England, France and other countries. He was also convinced, according
to his diaries, that the International Money-Barons were directly respon-
sible for the outbreak of Vifoz-ld ¥Vars One and Two. He tried to convince
President Roosevelt, and other 'Top Level Government oiilcials, of the truth.
Either he failed, and committed suicide in a fit of depression, or he was
murdered to hut his mouth for ever. Murder, made to appear like suicide,
has been accepted policy in the top levels of international int1°ip;ue for many
centuries.*

Justinian 1. (Flavius Anicius Justiani-amus 483 - 565 A.D.) wrote his
famous book of law "Corpus Juris Gililis" to try to put an end to the illegal
methods of traflie and trade indulged in by certain Jewish merchants, By
engaging in illegal trade, and wholesale smuggling, the Jewish Merchants,
who were only agents of the Money-lenders, obtained unfair advantage
over their Gentile competitors. They put them out of business. The book
of law, written by Justinian, was accepted as the text book of law rig-ht
down to the 10th Century. Even today it is considered the most import-
a.nt of all documents of uri prudence. But thelMoney-lenders were able to
offset the good Justinian tried to do. Funk &. \Vagnall's Jewish Encyclo-
pedia has this to say about the Jews in those days - "They enjoyed full
religious liberty .... Minor offices were open to them, The trade in slaves
In "The Forrestal Diaries" Viking Press. New York, 1951.
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constituted the main source of livelihood for the Roman Jews, and decree.
against this traffic were issued in 335, 336, 389, 384 etc."

There is the story in black and white. But history reveals that the
Jewish merchants, and Money-lenders, did not confine their illegal activit-
ies to the slave trade. It is recorded that they engaged iN every form of
illegal tragic including the drug' trade; prostitution: wholesale smuggling
of liquors, °perfumes, jewels, and other dutiable. goods. In order to protect
their illegal trade and trailic they bri-bed -and corrupted oiiicials; By use of
drugs and liquors, and women, they destroyed the morals of the people.
History records -that Justinian, although Emperor of the Roman Empire,
wasn't strong enough to put a stop to th in aetivitiesJ*

Edward Gibbon (-1737 - 1794) deals with the corrupting influence of the
Jewish merchants and money-lenders. He credits them with contributing
greatly to "The decline and Fall of the Roman Empire". He 'wrote the
book with that title. Gibbon gives considerable space to 'the part Popaea,
Nero's wife, played in bringing about the conditions which tarted the
people of Rome reeling drunkenly towards their own destruction. \Vith
the fall of the Roman Enipire, Jewish predominance was established. The
nations of Europe entered into what. historians name "'The Dark Ages",.

Th'e Encyclopedia Britannica has this to say on the subject. "There was
an inevitable tendency for them (The Jewish Merchants and 'Money-lenders)
to specialize in.commerce for which their acumen, and ubiquity, gave them
special qualifications. In the Dark Ages the commerce of \Vestern Europe
was largely in 'their hands, in particular, the Slave Trade."

Jewish control of trade and commerce, both legal and illegal, grew tighter
and tighter. It spread far and wide, until every European country' econ-
omy was more or less in their hands. Evidence in the' form of Polish and
Hungarian coins bearing Jewish inscription gives some indication of the
power they exerted in financial matters during those days. The fact that the
Jews made a special effort, to issue and control currency supports the op-
inion that the Money-lenders had adopted the logan "Let us issue and con-
trol the money of a nation and we care not who make its laws," long before
Amschel Meyer Bauer" (1743-1812) used.the slogan to explain to his co-
con pirators -the reason the Jewish-.. Money+lenders had obtained control of
the Bank of England in 1694. . . . . . .
. The. barons, who .}g.ere.the..lea5iers.-of. Aryanism, determined they would
break the Jewish control of trade, commerce, and money in Europe. It was

-with this purpose in mind that in 1095 they obtained the support of certain
Christian rulers to start The Crusades or Holy Wars.*** Between 1095 and
1271 eight Crusades were organized. 'OHlcially, the Crusades were military
expeditions undertaken to ensure the safety of Pilgrims who wished to
visit the Holy Sepulahre and set up *Christian Rule in Palestine. In actual
fact they were wars fomented -for the purpo e of dividing the population
of Europe into two camps. One camp pro-Jewish and the other a.nti-Jewish.
In more recent years, the Secret Powers divided the white race into Semitic
and Anti-Semitic groups. Some of the Crusades were successful, some were
not. The net result was that, in 1271, P.alestine till remained in the hands
* The same evil influences are responsible for the same evil conditions which exist
3.9. °1isabli§r°itsl°5i§°Jd¢83'ish Goldsmith who established 'The House of Rothschild' 1
Frankfort-on-the-Main. He and his (confers) plotted the I4&°ench Revolution of f78
*of Because hate and revenge are the Stock-in-Trade of the forces of evil they will

to foment. wars and revolutions even to using the name of God.
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of the Infidels, although the countries of Christendom had spent MILLIONS
IN MONEY and treasure to finance the -Crusades and sacrificed MILLIONS
OF HUMAN -LIVES fighting those Holy Wars. Str.ange to relate, the

I
There is one phase of the Crusades which must not be overlooked when

the "Causes" are being studied in relation to the "Effects" they produced
in later years. In 1215 the Roman- Catholic Hierarchy held the Fourth
Lateran Council. The main topic under consideration w.as Jewish aggression
in all the countries of Europe. During this period of history the Rulers of
the 'Church, and the Rulers of the -State, worked in unity. The rulers of
the Church, after due deliberation, expressed themselves in favor of contin-
uing. the Crusades. They also drew up, and passed Decrees, designed
to put an end to usury and the Jewish Money-lenders practice of
using unethical methods in traffic and trade to obtain unfair advantage
over Gehtile competitors, and to curb corrupt and immoral prac-
tices. To achieve this purpose the dignitaries attending the Fourth Lateran
Council decreed that in future the Jews be restricted to living in their own
quarters." Jews were absolutely prohibited from hiring C-hristians as their
employees. T-his decree was passed because Jewish Money-lender , and
merchants, operated on the Joint Stock Company principle. They employed
ChriStians to act .as their front men while they hid in the background direct-
ing' operations. This was convenient because, when anything went wrong,
the Christian Front men got the blame, and the punishment, while they got
off Scot-free, In ~addition, by the Decides, Jews were absolutely prohibited
from employing Christian females in their homes and establishments, This
decree was passed because_ evidence was produced to prove that -young
females were systematically seduced, and then turned into prostitutes ;
Their masters used them to obtain control over influential oiiicials. Other
decrees Ma'de it unlawful for Jews to engage in many commercial activities.
But even the power of the -Church, supported by most Christian oilicials of
the -State, could not make the Money-Barons amenable to thellaw. All the
decrees accomplished was to intensify the hatred the Jewi h leaders had
for the -Church of Christ, and' they started a continuing campaign to
separate the Church' -from the State. To achieve this purpose they'intro-
duced the idea of secularism amongst the laity. .. . . " L
. Ih 1253 the French'Government ordered the Jews expelled because they
refused to obey the law. Most of the Jews who were expelled_went over to
England. By 125'5 the Jewish money-lenders had obtained absolute control
of many 'Church dignitaries and most of the Nobility.* That, the money-
lenders were in league with some of the Rabbis and Elders was proved by
evidence given during the investigation oderered by King Henry III into
the Ritual slaying of St. Hugh of Lineoln in 1255, Eighteen Jews were
proved to have been the culprits. They were tried, found guilty, and executed,
In 1272 King' Henry died. Edward 1. became King' of England. He deter-
mined'the Jewish leaders must give up the practice'of usury. In 1275 he had
Parliament pass the Statutes of Jew-ry. They were designed' to curb the
power Jewish Money-Lenders were exerting over their debtors, both christ-
Ia$¥P?J,882'5|n,?°€§P <§e,g-83°°°8' 1a1§P>'2~§-'"°9'8§¥é§'8.*JSw°i.E"'§?1¢§'&?§>°€éI§'n¥','°{h'?;
to say. "Their numbers and prosper y increased. Aaron or Lincoln (whose house
.till stands to this day) became the richest man in England. His financial trans-
* *°"z °2X°"6i an: 32:82 serif; é't'2§'e,°°'2.'8.8,'¢'2a"}'3 are of the leading' Nobles and8¢"€£°. 'é'x¢a,que.- had to be.createxd to deg! with the 2=¢&'Z¥i"' and a snacial branch
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ions, and fellow Jews. The Statutes of Jewry were probably the first
leg lotion in which The Commons in Parliament had an active part. They
cannot be classified as Anti-semitic because they -actually protected the
interests of honest and law-abiding Jews.*

But, as had happened o often before, the Jewish Money-lenders thought
that the power they could 'exert over both the Ghurch and the State, would
pernndt them to defy the K-in§'s decree in the same way as they had
set 'at naught those passed by the Lvateran Council They made a
grave mistake. In 1290 King' Edward issued -another decree, ALL Jews
were expelled from England. This was the start of what historians call
The Great Eviction. . . .

After Edward -1 started the ball rolling, all the Crowned Head of Europe
followed his example, .

In 1806 France expelled the Jews. 'In 1848 Saxon-y followed suit, In 1860
Hungary; In 1870 -Belgium ; in' 1380 Slovakia; In 1420 Austria; in 1444
The NetherlaNds; in 1492 Spain.-- . -

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain has special significance. It throws
light on the Span-ish Inquisition. -Most people have the idea the Inquisition
was instituted by Roman Ca.tholics'to persecute Protestants who had broken
away from the Church. As a. matter- of fact the =Inqu'isition, as introduced
by Pope Innocent III, was a. means of-unmasking heretics, and infidels, who
were masquerading. as Christians for the purpose of destroying the Christ-
ian Religion from within.** It didn'tlmake the slightest difference to the
Inquisitors whether the accused was Jew or Gentile, bi-ack or white. The
terrible ceremony of the ."Auto-da-Fe" or "Act of Faith", was specially
designed to be used in connection with the execution of all convicted heretics,
and infidels, when Torquemada (14.20=1498) was Grand Inquisitor.***

It is these hidden 1ncidents'wlh=ich reveal so much truth. It was in Spain,
during the 14th -Century, .that the Jewish "Money-lenders first succeeded
In having th'e loans they made the .State secured by the right to collect the
taxes levied upon .the people.' They -used such cruelty, when demanding
their Pound 'of' Flesh;,_'th.at.it only. required the inflammatory oratory Of the
priest Fernando M-artenez to produce mass action which ended in one of
the.bloodiest massacre.: recordeden history. Here again is` aperfect einem-
ple of how' thousands- of innocent-Jews'-were victimized-' for the sins, and
crimes, committed' against huznaniftyby just a !éW.1 : . '. ' : ' ": .

In 1495 Lithuania 'expelled the Jews. Inl1498 Portugal s" in 1540 Italy:
in 1551 -Bavaria; It is important to remember that during' the general
evictions certain wealthy and influential Jews managed to obtain sanctuary
in Bordeaux, Avignon, certain Papal States, Marseille, Northern Alsace,
and parts of northern Italy. But, as stated in the Encyclopedia Britannica,
" '.l'lhe masses of the Jewish people were thus to be found once more in the
bar '{,§33§3t1.°=H°rMq°ww -8t<= printed in detail as' appendix 1 in
** .Because the Jews were being evicted.!rom all European countries Cher or. Rabbi
g!peArlos 1;pg;g;t1==<=¢» from the s=== ;;»; '°°=**°dN'gvgm°gg;=';g'8=;,-
It was sl ned V.S.S. - . of the Jews. t advised the Rabbis to use the
8488¥.0!gc.18:>8 é'{€§"é'8u1a ae=¢t3§dm"2"é°hri"82ln"§'€'tT.<§'u'}3'§==°mL°¥v'3§lh."""'°"' and
an* The Encyclopedia Britannica on Page 57. vol." is. 1947 has this to say: "The 14th

was Age of the Jawa in Spain. In 1931
Fernando. Martenez..led to the thirst general massacre

were envied their . prosperltyand hated because they were tax

This is dealt with more fully in the_ chapters On Spain.
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East, and in the Polish, and Turkish Empires. The few communities
sufl'eled to remain in Western Europe were meantime subjected at last
to all the restrictions which earlier .ages had usually allowed to remain
as an ideal; so that, in a sense, the Jewish .Du/rk Ages may be said to begin
with the Renaissance. This admi sign would indicate there is some justifi-
cation for the claim nlade.by certain histo.rians that not until the Vifestern
European nations wrested economic control from the Jewish money-lenders
did the rebirth of .western civilization occur. .
. FollOwing the Great Eviction the Jews again resumed living in Ghettos
or Kahals. Tlhus, isolated from the ma ses of the population, the Jews
were under .the direction and control of the Rabbi and the Elders many
of whom were influenced by the wealthy Jewish money-lenders who
remained in their various sanctuaries. In the Ghettos, agents of the
Evil Minded Money-lenders inspired a spirit of hatred and revenge in the
hearts of the Jewish people against those who had evicted them. The Rabbis
reminded them that, as the chosen people of God, the day would come when
they would have their levenge and inherit the `earth. . .

It should be .mentioned that most Jews who settled in. Eastern Europe,
were restl1-icted to living within. the "Pale of Settlement" located on the
western borders of Russia and extending from the shores of the Baltic Sea
in .the north, tO the ".ho.'res of the -Black. Sea in' the south.. Most-lof -them
were Khazar Jews.* ThelKhaSar Jews were noted for their Yiddish culture ;
their repacious practices in financial .nlatters, and their lack of ethics ill
commercial transactions. They should not be confused with the Biblical
I-Iebrews_who are mild mannered and, generally speaking, pastoral people.

Within the Ghettos, in an atmosphere of hatred,'the desire for revenge
was developed by the agents of the Money-lenders. They organized these `
negative conditions into the \Vorld. Revolutionary Movement, .be ed on
Terrorism. From its very inception the Internationabminded Money-Barons;
and T-HEIR High Priests, designed, fiNanced, and controlled the \Vorld
Revolutionary Movement. They used it as the instrument by which they
would obtain their revenge on the Christian churches, and -the Crowned
Heads, of Europe. . . .. _ . . ..

History proves HOW the Money-Barons developed the revolutionary
movement into International Communism as..we know...jt .today. They
organized individual acts .of terrorism intp.a disciplined revolutionary more-.
rent. They then planned systematic .infiltration of the Jews back into the
countries from which they had been expelled. 'Because their re-entry was
illegal the only method by which infiltration could be accomplished was to
.establish Jewish Undergrounds... -Because the Jews who infiltrated into the
Undergrounds of the European cities could not obtain lawful employment
they were supplied with funds with which to develop the Black Ma/rket
system. They indulged in every kind of illegal trailic and trade. Working
on the principle of the Joint =Stock Co., the identity of the Money-Barons,
who owned and controlled this vast underground system always remained
secret.**

-Count De Poncin ; Mrs. Nester Webster; .Sir Walter Scott; and many
298H.49 Wells defines the differences very clearly in his Outline o! History, pages

IZn¢§£¢"8§%»¢°333¢é€§§'{4u,.H¥§§§".§;'é£'i'h§"§?.d"JF £3'i8°v88'8°w.§"'i=v1denc8""*'"°produced to prove the Underground is invariably associatedcharacters who constitute the underworld.
_ . 18 .
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other authors and historians have suspected that a small group of Interns.-
tional 'Money-Barons were The Secret Power behind the World Revolutionary
Movement, but it was not until recently that suii'icient` evidence was pieced
together to prove that what they suspected was an actual fact. As the
events of history are unrolled in their chronological equence it will be seen
how two small groups of totalitarian minded Men, one group using- the
Semitic groups, the other the Aryan groups, to serve their purpose, have
involved millions upon millions of people in revolutions and wars to further
their own secret and self h ambitions. \Villiam Foss and Cecil Gerahty
who wrote The Syxmish Arena saidz- "The question of who are the leading
figures behind the attempt of the JOINT STOCK COMPANY domination
of the world, and how they obtain their ends, is beyond the scope of this
book. But it is one of the important Libres a faire yet to be written. IT
WILL HAVE TO BE WRITTEN BY A MAN OF T-HE -HIGHES'T COUR-
A-GE WHO wl-LL COUNT HIS LIFE AS N-OTHING COMPARED
WITH ENLIGHTENING T-HE WORLD AS TO WHAT THE AT-HEI-STIC
SELF-APP-OINTED PRIESTHOOD VVOUL-D OR'DAIN.

How succe ful the plan, to infiltrate back into the countries from who-ich
they had been expelled, turned out to be can best be judged by the following
records. T-he Jews were back in England in 1600; back in -Hungary in
1500. They were expelled again in 1582; they were hack in Slovakia in
1562 but were expelled again in 1744; they were back in -Lithuania in 1700.
But, regardless of how many times they were expelled, there always remain-
ed the Jewish underground from which the revolutionary activities of
the Secret Powers were conducted.

Because King Edward 1 of England had been the -first to expel the Jews,
the Jewish money-Barons in France, Holland, and Germany decided it
.would be poetic justice if they tried out their planned revel-utionary tech-
nique in England first. They used their underground agents, or Cells, to
cause trouble between the King and his government; -employers and labour :
ruling class .and workers; Church and State. The plotters injected contro-
versial issues into politics and religion, to divide the people into two
opposing camps.* First they divided the -people in England into Catholics
and ProteStants, then -they divided the Protestants into Conformists and
Nonconformists.

When King Charles was brought into disagreement with his Parliament
a Jewish money-Baron in Holland, named Manasseh Ben Israel, had his
agents contact Oliver Cromwell. T-hey offered him large sums of money if
he would carry out their plan to overthrow the British T-hrone. Manasseh
Ben Israel, and other German and French money~lenders financed Crom-
well. Fernandez Carvajal of Portugal, often referred to in history as
The -Great Jew ; became C=romwell's C-hief Military Contractor. He 1'80r-
ganized the Round Heads into a model army, He provided them with the
best arms and equipment money could buy. Once the conspiracy was under
way, hundreds of trained revolutionaries were smuggled into England and
were absorbed into the Jewish Underground.

The head of t-he Jewish underground in E-ngland at that time was a Jew
named De Souze. The Great Jew, Fernandez Carvajal, had used his infl-
uence to have De Souze appointed Portuguese Ambassador. It was in his
house, protected by diplomatic immunity, that the Leaders of the Jewish
* Sombert's work - "The Jews and Modern Capitalism" and the
podia". bear out. the above statement_ 19 . "Jowl h Encyclo- -



revolutionary underground remained hidden .and worked out their plots and
intrip'ue.* .

Once t-he revolution had been decided upon the Jewish plotters introduced
Calvinism into England to split Church and State, and divide the people.
Contrary to general belief, Calvinism is of Jewish origin. It was deliber-
ately conceived to split the adherents of the Christian religions, and divide
the people. Calvin's real.name was Cohen! When he went from Geneva
to France to start preaching his doctrine he became known as C-au-in. Then
in England it became Calvin. 'History proves that there is hardly a revolu»
tionary plot that wasn't hatched in Switzerland ; there is hardly a Jewish
revolutionary leader who hasn't changed his name.. _

At the B'nai B'rith celebrations held in Paris, France, in 1986 Cohen,
Gauvin, or Calvin, whatever his name may have been, was enthusiastically
acclaimed to have been of Jewish descent." . . -

In addition to the religious controversy, the revolutionary leaders organ-
ized armed mobs to aggravate every situation injected into politics and
labour by their masters. Isaac =Disraeli, 1766 - 1848, a Jew, and father of
Benjamin Disraeli who afterwards became Lord Beaconsfield, deals with
this angle of the British Revolution in detail in- his two volume story The
Life of Charles It. He remarks that he obtained considerable information
from the records of Melchior de Salem, a Jew, who was French Envoy to
the :British Government at that time. Disraeli draws attention to the great
similarity, or. pattern, of the revolutionary activities which preceded both
the British and the French revolutions. In other words the handiwork of
the secret and real directors of the World Revolutionary Movement,
( W.R.M.) could clearly he seen in both, - a fact which we will proceed to
prove. .
. The evidence which ABSOLUTELY convicts Oliver Cromwell of par-

ticipating in the. Jewi h Revolutionary Plot was obtained by Lord Alfred
Douglas, who edited a weekly review Plain English published by the North
British Publishing Co. In an article which appeared in. the issue of Sept.
3rd, 1921 he explained how his friend, Mr. L. D.Van Valckert of Amsterdam,
Holland, had come into possession of a missing volume of records of the
Synagogue of Muljeirn. This volume had been lost during the Napoleonic
wars. The volume contains records of letters written to, and answered by
the Directors of the Synagogue. - .

They are writ.ten in German. One en-try, dated June 16th, 1647 reads:-
From O.C_ (i.e.) Oliver Cromwell, to Ebenezer Pratt.

"In return for financial support will advocate admission of Jews to
England; This however impossible while Charles living. Charles
cannot be executed without trial, adequate grounds for which do not
at present exist. T-herefore advise that Charles be assassinated,
but will have nothing' to do with arrangements for procuring an
assassin, though willing to help in -his escape." -

In reply to this dispatch the records Show E. Pratt wrote a letter dated
July 12th, 1647 addressed to Oliver Cromwell.

"win grant financial aid as soon as Charles removed, and Jews
admitted. As .assignation too dangerous. Charles should be g`ivén

* This policy has been common practice ever since. The Soviet Embassies in every"
country have been turned into the Headquarters of intrigue and espionage as further

prove.
` *of This tact was commented upon In the catholic Gazette In February o! that year.
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an opportunity to escape;* His recapture will then make trial and
execution possible. The support will be liberal, but useless to discuss
terms until trial commences".

On November 12th that same year Charles was given the opportunity -to
escape, He 'was of course recaptured. Hollis and Ludlow, authorities on
this chapter of -history, are both on record a considering the flight as the
stratagem of Cromwell. After Oh-arles had been recaptured events moved
apace. Cromwell had the British Parliament purged of most.:members he

'knew were loyal to the King. Notwithstanding this drastic action, when
the -House at all night on December -5th,1648, the majority agreed "That
the concessions offered by the King were atisfactory to a settlement."
. Any such settlement would have disqualified Cromwell from receiving the
Blood-money promised him by the International Money-Barons through
their agent E. Pratt, so Cromwell struck again. He ordered Colonel Pryde
to purge Parliament of those members who had voted in favor of a settle-
ment 'with the King. What then happened is referred to, in school history
books, as Prydes Pwr-ge.** When the purge was finished fifty members
remained. They are recorded as The Rump Parliament. T!hey usurped
absolute power. On January 9th, 1849 "A HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE"
was proclaimed for the purpose of putting the King' of England on trial.
T.wo thirds of the members of the Court were "-Levellers" from Cromwell's
Army. The conspirators couldn't find an Engli h lawyer who would draw
up a criminal charge against King' Charles. Carvajal, in tructed.an allen
Jew, Isaac Dorislaus, Manasseh Ben Israel's Agent in England, -to draw
up the. indictment upon which King Charles was tried.- 'Charles was found
guilty of the -charges levelled against him by the International. Jewish
Money-lenders, not by the people of England. On January 80th, 1649, he
was publicly beheaded in front of the Banqueting House at \Vhitehall
London.. 'The Jewish Money-lenders, the -Hig:h Priests, the Directors, and
Elders of the Synagogues, had had -their revenge because Edward 1 had
expelled the Jews from England. Oliver Cromwell received hi Blood-money
just .as.Judas had dome. . . . - .

History proves that the International Jewish Money-lenders h-ad a pur-
pose other than revenge for getting'rid of -Charles. They removed him to
obtain-control of England's economy and government. They planned to
involve many European eountnie in war with England. Great sums of
money are needed to fight wars. By loan-ing.the Crowned Heads of Europe
the. money they required to fight wars they fomented, the International
Money-lenders were enabled to rapidly increase the National Debts of all
European Nation . . .

The Chronological sequen.ce of' events from the execution of King Charles
in 1649 to the institution of the Bank of England -in 1694, shows how the
National Debt was increased. The International Bankers used intrigue
and cunning to throw Christians at each others throats.
1649 Cromwell financed by Jews, waged war in Ireland.. .

Captures DrOgheda and Wexford. ..
' British Protestants blamed for persecution of Irish Cathol-ics.

1650. Montrose in rebellion against Cromwell. - Captured and executed.
4. Qharles was in custody at this time. - . ' .
4* It is important to note that school history books make no mention of the two
opposing groups of men who have been the "Secret Power" behind International-
A! airs who made history. This policy seems to have been by tacit agreement. Author
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lug' centuries. Ca.ba.la. was announced as "a spe a.l
to to hidden

Charles 11 invades England. Defeated and flees back to France.
England involved in war with Dutch.
Cromwell proclaims himself Lord Protector of England.
England involved in more wars.
Trouble started in American 'Colonic . `
Death of Cromwell -- -Son Richard named Protector.
Richard, disgusted with intrigue, resigns.
General Monk occupies London. Charles 11 proclaimed King.
Truth revealed regarding intrigue entered into 'by Cromwell and his
cohorts Ireton, and Bradshaw, causes serious public reaction. Bodies
are exhumed and hung from gallows on Tyburn Hill, London.

1662 Religious strife is engendered 'to divide members of'the Protestant.
` denominations. Non-conformist to the established Church of England

are persecuted.
England is again involved in war with Holland.
A' great depression settles over England. Unemployment and short-
ages of food undermine the health of the people and the Great
Plague breaks out.*
England involved in war with France and.Holland.
Cabal agents start new religion and political trite.**
England and Holland make Peace. The men directing international
intrigue change their characters. They become match-maker . They
elevate plain Mr. \Villialn Stradholder to the rank of Captain-

. General of the Dutch -Forces. He became William Prince of' Orange.
It was arranged that he meet Mary, the eldest daughter of the Duke
of York. The Duke was only one place removed from becoming King

• . of En-gland.
1677 Princess Mary of England married William Prince of Orange, To

place William Prince of Orange upon the Throne of England it. was
necessary to get rid of both Charles 11, and the Duke of York, who
was slated to become James 11.

1683 The Rye House Plot. was hatched. The intention was to assassinate
- doth King Charles 11 and the Duke of York. It failed. .
1685 King C-harles 11 died. 'The Duke of York became King James 11

of `England. Immediately' a campaign of L'Infamie was started
against James II. The Duke of Monmouth was persuaded, or bribed,
into leading an insurrection to overthrow the King. On June 30th,
the Battle of Sedgemoor was fought. Monmouth was defeated and
captured, He was executed July 15th, In August Judge Jeffreys

# More recent examples of Genocide, a practiced by the leaders of both Nazi and
authorities that the Greatthe first experiment of this kind. It was only

"Hg the extermination of the population of London. and a great percentage of the
Br tlsh Isles, by the outbreak o the Great Flre or London. known as "The
Qleaner." The Nazi U-boat war-fare planned to "Starve" the peo je of Great Britain
into submission or death is only a. modern version of the same thing.
** closely related Cabala a. mysterious Hebrew theosonh

but which active during the 10th and succeedrevelation" which enabled Rabbisexplain the Jewish people the meanings of the Sacred writings.
Pear's Enoyclgpedla 5'It edition. page 529 says "Cabalism was later carried tc.-

great excess. ' abadtst leaders preten log to read signs. and evklence. in letters.
and forms. and numbers. conta ned in the Scriptures. The French named this

designate any group
or private intriguers. The Cabal becau e the

Clifford Ashley.
and Lauderdale. letter

mysterious
political

chief
Rite Cubicle. The French used the term Cabals to

of Enfflieh coined the namepersonages concerned with Caballetic ntr~l§ue in England were
Buckingham. Arllnlgton, In t at order. The first of their
names Capella Cabal. Caballste were the instigators of various forms of political and
religious unrest during the unhappy reign o Charles :l:'l'_ .
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opened, what historians have named, "'The Bloody Assizes". Over
three hundred persons concerned in the Monmouth Rebellion we-
sentenced to death under 'circumstances of atrocious cruelty. Nearly
one thousand others were condemned to be sold as slaves. This was
a typical example of how the Secret Powers, working. behind the
scenes, create conditions for which other people are blamed. Others
are aroused to take active opposition against those they blame. They
in turn are liquidated. King James still -had to be disposed of before
\Villiam of Orange could -be placed on the Throne to carry out their
mandate. Every person in England was bewiched and bewildered.
They were not allowed to know. the truth. They blamed everyone,
and everything' except the "Secret Powers" who were pulling the

. strings, 'Then the conspirators made their next more, .
1688 They ordered William Prince of Orange to land in England at

Torbay. This he did on November 5th, King' James abdicated. He
fled to France. He had become unpopular by reason of the campaign
of L'Infamie, intrigue, and his own foolishness and culpability.

1689 \Villiam of Orange and Mary, were proclaimed King and Queen of
England. King J-ames did not intend to give up the Throne without
a fight. -He was a. Catholic, so the Secret Powers set up William

. of Orange as the Champion of the Protestant Faith. On February
- 15th, 1689, King' James landed in Ire]-and. The Battle of The BOyne

was fought by men of definite, and opposing, religious convictions.
The Battle has been celebrated by Orangemen on the 12tlh of July
ever since. There is probably not one -Orangeman in ten thousand
who knows that all the wars and rebellions fought from 1640-to 1689
were fomented by the International Money-lenders for the purpose
of putting themselves in position to control British politics and

. economy. Their first objective was to obtain' permission to .institute
. a Bank of England and consolidate and secure the debts Britain owed

them for loans made to her to fight the wars they instigated. History
.hows how they completed their plans. . ..

In the final analysis, none of the countries and people involved in the
wars and revolutions obtained any lasting benefits. No permanent or .sati -
factory solution was reached regarding the political, economic, and religious
issues involved. THE ONLY PEOPLE TO BENEFIT WERE THE
SMALL GROUP OF MONEY-LENDEIRS W-I-IO FINANCED THE WARS
AND REVOLUTION-S, AND THEIR FRIENDS AND AGENTS WH'O,
SUPPLIED THE ARMIE-S, THE SHIP-S, AND THE MUNITIONS.

It is important to remember th-at no sooner was the Dutch General sitting
upon the Throne Of England than he persuaded the British Treasury so
borrow £1,250,000 from the Jewish Bankers who had put him there.
The school book history informs our children that.the negotiations were
conducted by Sir JOhn Houblen and Mr, William Patterson on behalf of
the British Government with money-lenders WHOSE IDENTITY RE-
MAINED =SECRE'T.. .

Search of historical documents reveals that in order to maintain complete
secrecy the negotiations regarding' the terms of the loan where carried on
in a Church. In 'the days of Christ the Money-lenders used the Temple;
In the days of W-illiam of' Orange-they desecrated a church. .

The International Money-lenders agreed to accommoda-te British
za- •

the
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Treasury -to the extent of £1,250,000 providing they could dictate their own
terms and conditions. This was agreed to'. The terms were in part: -
1 That the names of those who-made the loan remain secret; and that

they be granted a Gharter to e tablish a. B-ank'of England.*
2 That the directors of the Bank of England be granted the legal

right to estafbli h the Gold Standard for currency by wihch -
3 . They could make loans to the value of £10 for every £1 value

of gold they had on deposit in their vaults. ' '
That they be permitted to consolidate the National Debt; and secure
payment of amount due aS principal and interest by direct taxation

- of the people. '
. Thus, for the sum of £1,250,000, King William of Orange sold the people
of- England into economic bondage. The Jewish Money-lenders gained their
ambitions. They had usurped the power to issue and control the currency
of the nation. And, having secured that power, they cared not who made
the laws* .

'Just What the acceptance of the Gold Standard meant is best illustrat-
ed by citiNg a simple transaction. The directors of the Bunk of l8'nglalnd
could loan £1,000 for every £100 worth of :old they had on deposit as
ieeun'ty. They collected interest On the full £1,000 loan. At -5 per cent
'this amounted to £50 a year. 'Therefore' at the end of the first year the
'bankers collected' back -50 per 'cent of the amount they had originally put
up to secure the loan. If a. private individual wished to make a loan, the
bankers made him put up security, in the form of property, stock , or bonds,
mich in excess of the value of' the loan he required. If he failed to meet
.payments of Principal and interest, foreclosure proceedings wow taken
'against his property, and the Money-lehdérs obtained .ziiany time the value
of' the loan. . ` L

- The International Bankers never intended that England- be allowed to
pay off the national indebtedness. The plan was to create international
conditions which would plunge ALL nations concerned deeper and deeper
into their hands.** . .

As f.at as EnglaNd iS eoneerned',` inlonly four years, 1694 to 1898, the
NatioNal Debt l was increased from one to sixteen million pounds sterling..
This-debt accumulated -because of Wars( ' It- is interesting' to note that'Jolrn
'Churchill 1650 - 1722, became the' leading military figure during this period
of EngliSh history. BecaUse off his military genius, and his services to
Britain, he was created the first Duke or Marlboroug'h.***

The Secret PoWer behind the World Revolutionary Movement pulled the
necessary strings and brought about The Wars of the Spanish Succession.
In 1'70-1 the Duke of Marlbough was made Commander-in-chief of the armed
forces of Holland. No less an authority than the Jewish Encyclopedia
record the fact that FOR HIS MANY SERVICES T-HE DUKE OF

The

any answer he made the c°§£E¥Z2° WFFfurther particulars read- "Facts about the Bank of England" by Ahtield, P. 4.i* If such a. mollcy logical conclusion it is only a. matter of time
before the In ernatlonal Money-lenders controlled the wealth. natural resourcesof 38e2n;82 world. History shows how rapidly they have progressed

. . ` . the Prime Ministerof England today...1Je. 1954 - Churchill Is self-acknowledlzed as having been the tore-
most Zlonlst of this era. .He is the man most responslb e for influencing the United
Nations to create The State o! Israel".

* Identity of the men who control'the Bank f E I d till mains
The MacMillan Committee la lpolnted In 1929 .to ¢8r°w"91'£§n Zn 52 subject '858
comp letely. Mr. Montague Norman, the official Head of t e Bank of
mos evasive and non-committal in to

is carried to its
and man-power
toward their goal
*mr The' Du e is the direct ancestor of Sir Winston Churchill.



MARLBOROUG-H RECEIVED NOT LESS ¢TI-1AN £6,000 A YEAR
FROM THE DUTCH JE\VIS'H BANKER, SOLOMAN MEDINA.

The events leading up to the French Revolution show how between 1698
and 1815 the National Debt of -Britain was increased to £885,000,000. By
1945 the British National Debt had reached the astronomical figure of
£22,503,5322372, and for the years 1946-46 the carrying charges alone
amounted to £445;446,241. As an Irish economi t remarked "Only a Jewish
controlled organization would insist on the odd pound."

CHAPTER THREE

In the previous chapter evidence was given to prove how a small group
of foreign Money-lenders, operating' through their English agents, remained
anonymous while they secured control of that nations' economy for the
modest sum of £1,250,000. Evidence will now be produced 'to identify some
of these International Jewish Money-lenders and prove they, or their ue-
cessors, plotted and planned, and helped finance, the Great French Revolution
of 1789, exactly the same way 'as they had plotted and planned and financed
the English Revolution' pf. 1640 - 1649. In succeeding chapters evidence will
be produced to prove that the descendants of these same International
Jewish' Financiers have been The Secret Power -behind every war and rev-
olution from 1789 onwards . . .

The Jewish Encyclopedia says Edom is in modern Jewry This is a very
Important admission, because the. w9.rd.Edom means Red. History reveals
that a. 'Jewish Goldsmith, Amschel Moses'Bauer, tired of. his wandering
in Eastern Europe and decided in 1150 to' settle down in Frankfort-on-the
Main in Germany. IIe opened a shop, or Counting House, in the Junden-
strasse district. Over the door of his shop he placed as his sign of bu ness
A RED SHIELD. It is of the greatest importance to remember that the
Jews in Eastern Europe, who belonged to Me revolutionary movement based
on te'r»ro»r'ism, had also adopted The Red flag as their emblem because it
represented Blood. . .

Amschel Moses Bauer had a son dorn in 1743 and he named him Amschel
Mayer Bauer. The father died in 1754 when his son was only eleven years
of age. The boy had shown great abili-ty, and extraordinary intelligence,
and his father had taught him everything possible about the rudimentary
principles of the Money-lending business. It had been the father's intention
to have hi son trained as a Rabbi but death intervened.

A few yea.r after his father's death Amschel Mayer Bauer was employed
by the Oppenheimer Bank as a clerk- He soon proved his natural ability
for the bankiNg business and w.as rewarded with a junior partnership.
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Later he returned to Frankfort where he secured control and ownership
of the business which had been established by his father in 1760. The Red
Shield was.still proudly displayed over the door. Knowing the secret sign-
ificance of the Red Shield Amschel Mayer Bauer decided to adopt it as
the new family name. Red Shield in German is Roth Schild and thus
The House of Rothschild came into being.

Amschel Mayer Bauer lived until 1812. -He.had five sons. All of them
were pecialy trained to become Captains of High Finance. Nathan. one of
the sons, showed exceptional ability and, at the age of twenty-one, went to
England with the definite purpose of securing control of the Bank of Eng-
land. The purpose was to -use this control to work in conjunction with his
father and other brothers to set up, and consolidate, an International Bank-
ing Monopoly in Europe. The combined wealth of the International Banking
Pool could then be used to further the secret ambitions his father had made
known to all his sons. To prove his ability, Nathan Rothschild turned
£20,000,' with which he had been entrusted, into £60,000 in three years.

In studying the World Revolutionary Movement it is important to remem-
ber that The Red Flag was the symbol of the French Revolution and every
revolution since. More significant still is the fact that when Lenin, financed
by International Bankers, overthrew the Russian Imperial Government and
established the first *Totalitarian Dictatorship in 19117, the design of the
flag'was a Red Flag, wi'bh a Hammer and Sickle, and THE FIVE POINTED
STAR OF JUDEA imposed. .

In 1'773,. when Meyer Rdthsehild was only thirty years of age, he invited
twelve other wealthy and influential men to meet him in Frankfort. His
purpose was to convince them that if they agreed to pool their resource
they could then finance and control the World Revolutionary Movement and
use it -as their Marnual of Action to win ultimate control of the wealth,
natural resources, and man-power of the entire world.

Rothschild revealed how the English Revolution had been organized. He
pointed out the mistakes and errors that had been made. 'Phe revolutionary
period had been too long. The elimination of reactionaries had not been
accomplished with sufficient speed and ruthlessness. The planned reign of
terror, by which the subjugation of the masses was to be accomplished
speedily, had not been -put into effective operation. Even after all these
mistakes had been made the in-tial purpose of the revolution had been
achieved. The bankers who instigated the revolution lhad established
control of -the national economy and con validated the national debt. By
means of intrigue carried out on an international scale they had increased
the National Debt readily by loaning the money to might the wars and
rebellions they had fomented nee 1694. .

Basing' his arguments on logic and sound reasoning, Meyer Rothschild
pointed out that the financial results obtained as the results of the English
Revolution would be as nothing when compared to the financial rewards to
be obtained by a French revolution provided those present agreed .to unity
of purpose and put into effect his carefully thought out and revised 'revolu-
tionary plan. The project would be hacked by all the power that could be .
purchased with their pooled resources. This agreement reached, Meyer
Rothschild unfolded his revolutionary plan. By clever manipulation of
their combined wealth it would be possible to create such adverse enconomie
Condi-tions that the masses would be reduced to a state bordering on starva-
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lion by unemployment. By use of cleverly conceived propaganda it would
be easy to place the blame for the adverse economic conditions on the King,
His Court, the Nobles, the Church, Industrialists, and the employers of
labour. Their paid propagandists would arouse feelings of hatred and
revenge against the ruling cla ses by exposing all real and alleged cases of
extravagance; licentious conduct; injustice; oppression; and persecution.
'Dhey would also invent infamies to bring' into disrepute others who might
if left alone, interfere with their over-all plans.*

After the general introduction to build up -an enthusiastic reception for the
plot he was about to unfold Rothschild turned to a manuscript and pro-
ceeded to read a carefully prepared plan of action. The following is what
I have been assured is a condensed version of the' plot by which the
con pirators hoped to obtain ultimate undisputed control of the wealth,
natural resources, and man-power of the entire world.

1. The speaker started to unfold the plot by saying that because the
majority of men were inclined to ev-il rather than to good the best results
in governing them could be obtained by using violence and terrorism and
not by academic discussions. T~he speaker reasoned th'at in the beginning
human society had been subject to brutal and blind force which was after-
wards changed to LAW. He argued t-hat LAW was FORCE only in
disguise. He reasoned it was logical to conclude that "The ln.-ws of nature'
lies in force." . .

2. He next asserted that political freedom is an idea and not a fact.
He stated that in order to usurp political power all that was necessary
was to preach 'Liberalism' so that the electorate, for the sake of an idea,
would yield some of their power and prerogatives which they could then
gather together into their own hands. '

3: The speaker asserted that the Po-wer of Gold had usurped the power
of liberal rulers even then. i.e. 1773. He reminded his audience that there
had been a. time when FAITH had ruled but stated that once FREEDOM
had been Substituted for FAITH the people did not know how to use
it in moderation. He argued that becau e of this fact 'it was logical to
.assume that they could use the idea of FREEDOM to bring about "CL-ASS
WARS". He pointed out that it was immateria'1' to the success of HIS
plan whether the established governments were destroyed by internal or
external foes because the victor had of necessity to seek the aid of 'Capital'
which "Is entirely in our hands."**

4. He argued that the use of any and all means to reach their final goal
was justzified on the grounds that the ruler who governed by the moral
code was not a skilled politician because he left himself vulnerable and in
an unstable position on his throne. He said "Those who wish to rule must
.be cunning and to make-believe because great national qualities like frank-
ness, and honesty are vices in politics."

5. He asserted "Our right lies in force. The word RIGHT 'is an abstract
thought and proves nothing. I find a new RIGHT
RIGHT of the strong, forces of
order and regutatton,
* These were the or was;
*In This s'_at-err.er.':_1.=1 Ps... :ii or O.. nor
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become the sovereign Lord of all those who left to up the RIGHTS to
their powers by laying them down 'voluntarily 'in their 'Liberalism'."

6. He than admonished his listeners with these words "The power of
our resources must remain invisible until the very moment when it has
gained such. strength. that no cunning or force can undermine it." He
warned them that any deviation from the Line of the strategical plan he
was making known to them would risk bringing to naught " THE LA-
BOURS OF CENTURIES." . . .

7. He next advocated the use of 'Mob Psychology' to obtain control of
the ma ses. He reasoned that the might of the Mob is blind., senseless,
and unreasoning and ever at the mercy of suggestion from any side.
He rared "Only a despotic ruler can rule the Mob efficiently because
without absolute despotism. there can be no existence for civilization
which was carried out NOT by the masses, but by their on-irle, wfio-ao-
ever that person *m-ight be." Hc warned "The moment the Mob seizes
FREEDOM in its hands it quickly turns to anarchy."

8. He next advocated that the use of alcoholic liquors, drugs,. moral.
corruption, and all forms of vice, be used systematically by their
"Agenturs"* to corrupt the morals of the youth of the nations. Ho
recommended that the special 'agenturs' should be trained as tutors,
iaekeys, grxveriiesses, clerks and by our women in the places of dissipation
frequented by the 'Goyim.** He added "In the number of these last I count
also the .o-called society ladies- who become 'voluntary followers of the
others in corruption and luxury. We must not stop at bribery, deceit,
and treachery when they should serve town/rds the attainment of our
end." .

9. Turning to politics he claimed they had the RIGHT to seize property
by any means and .without hesitation if by doing so they secured sub-1
mission and sovereignty. He pronounced "Our STATE 'marching along
t.he'path of peaceful conquest has the RIGHT to replace the horrors of
wars by less noticeable' and more satisfactory sentences of death'
necessary to maintain the 'terror' which tends to produce blind sub-
mission."
.' 10. Dealing with the use of slogans he said "In ancient times we were

the .first to put the words 'Liberty', 'Equality' and 'Fraternity' into the
mouths of the masses ... words repeated to this day by stupid poll-
parrots; words which the would-be wise men of the Goyim. could make
nothing of in their abstractness, and did not note the contradiction of
their rn.erl.ning and into-r-relation." He claimed the words brought under
their directions and don-trol 'leg~ions' "Who bore our banners with
enthusiasm." He reasoned that there is no p'lacc in nature for 'Equality',
'Liberty' or 'Fraiernityh He said "On the ruins of the natural and
genealogical dristoeraoy of the Go2/im we have set up the aristocracy of
MONEY. The qualifications for this aristocracy is WEALTH which is
dependent upon us." .

10. He next expounded his theories regarding war. In 1773 he set
down a principle which the governments of Britain and the United States
publicly announced as their joint policy in 1939. He said i-t should be the
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policy of those present to foment wars but to so direct the peace con-
ference o that neither of the combatants obtained terr-itorial gains. He
said the wars should be directed so that the nations engaged on both
sides would be placed further in their debt, and in the power of 'Our'
Agenturs.

11. He next dealt with administration. He told those present that they
must 'use their wealth to have candidates chosen for public office who
would be "servile and obedient to our commands, so they may readily be
used as Pawns in our game by the learned and genfious men we will
appoint to operate behind the scenes of government as official advisers."
He added "The men we appoint as 'Advisers' will have been bred, reared,
and trained. from ch.-ildhoorl in accordance with our ideas to rule the
a.0lu.irs of the whole world." .

12. He dealt with propaganda, and explained how their combined wealth
Could control all outlets of public information while they remained in
the shade and clear of blame regardless of what the repercussions might
be due to the publication of libels, slanders, or untruths. T-he speaker
said' "Thanks to the Press we have got gold in own hands notwithstanding
the fact that we hurl to gather it out of the oceans of blood and tears . _ .
8u.t it has paid us even though we have sacrificed many of. our own
people. Each victim on our side is worth, a thousand Go1/im." .

13. He next explained the necessity of having their 'Agenturs' always
come out into the open, and appear on the scene, when conditions had
reached their lowest ebb, and the masses had been subjugated by mean
of. want and terror, He pointed out that when it was time to restore
order they Should 'do it in such a way that the victims would believe
they -had been the prey of criminals and irresponsibles. He said "By
executing the criminals and lunatics after they have carried- out our
preconceived 'reign of terror', we can make ourselves appear as the
saviours of the oppressed, and the champions of the workers." The
speaker then added "We are 'interested in just the opposite ... in the
diminution, the killing out of the Goyim."

14. He .next explained how industrial depressions and financial panics
could be brought about and used to serve their purpose saying "Enforced
unemployment, and hunger, imposed on the masses because of the power
we have to create shortages of food, will create the right of Capital to
rule more surely than it was given to the real aristocracy, and by the
legal authority of Kings." He claimed that by having their agenturs
control the 'Mob', the 'Mob' could then be used to wipe out' all who dared
to stand in their way.

15. The infiltration into continental Freemasonry was next discussed
extensively. The speaker stated that their purpose would be to take
advantage of the facili-ties and secrecy Freemasonry had to offer. He
pointed out that they could organize -their own Grand Orient Lodges
within Blue Freemasonry in order to carry on their subversive activities
and -hide the true nature of their work under the cloak of philanthropy.
He stated that all members initiated into their Grand Orient Lodges
should be used for proselytizing purposes and for spreading their
atheistic-materialistic ideology amongst the Goy-im. He ended this phase
of the discussion with the words. "When the hour strikes for our
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sovereign Lord of all the World to be' crowned these same hands will sweep
wwoz/ everything that might stand in his way."

16. He next expounded the value of sy tematic deceptions, pointing
out that their agenturs should be trained in the use of high sounding
phrases, and the -use of popular slogans. They should make the masses
the most lavish of promises. He observed "The opposite of what has been
promised can always be done afterwards ... that is of no consequence."
He reasoned " that by using 'such words as Freedom and Liberty, the
Goyim could be stirred up to such a pitch ofpatriotic -fervour that they
could be made to fight even against the laws of God, and Nature, He
added "And for this reason after we obtain control the very NAME' OF
GOD will be erased from the "Lexicon of life."*

17. He then deta.-ilcd the plans for revolutionary war; the art of street
fighting; and outlined the pattern for the 'Reign of Terror' which he
insisted must accompany every revolutionary effort "Because it is the.
most economical way to bring the population to' speedy subjection."

18. Diplomacy was next discussed. After all wars secret diplomacy.
must be insisted upon "in order that our agenturs, masquerading as
'p o liticu,l', 'Finan.cEal', and .'E'eonomic' advisers, can carry . out our man-
dates without fear of exposing who are 'The Secret Power' behind
national and intewnatioNal aHr1.irs." The speaker then told those present
that by secret-diplomacy they must obtain such control "that the nations
cannot come -to even an inconsiderable private agreement without our
secret agents having a hand iN it." .

19. Ultimate . World Government the goal, 'To reach this goal the
speaker told them' "It will be necessary to establish huge monopolies,
reservoirs of 'such colossal riches, that even the largest `fortunes of the
Goyim will depend on us to such run extent that they will go to the
bottom together with the credit of their governments ON THE DAY
AFTER THF GREAT POLITICAL SMASH." The speaker then added
"You gentlemen here present who are 'economists just strike an estimate'
of the significance of this combination." ' . . .

20.`- EcoNoMic wai'.- PlaNS "to rob the Goyim of their landed' 'bropcrties
and -industries Were then discussed- A combination of' high taxes, and
unfair competition was advocated -to bring' about the economic 'ruin of
the Goyim as far as their national financial interests and investments
were concerned. In the international field he felt they could be
encouraged to price -themselves out of the markets. This could be
,achieved by the careful control of raw materials, organized agitation
amongst the workers for shorter hours and higher pay, and by subsidiz-
ing competitors- The speaker warned his co-conspirators that they must
arrange matters, and control conditions, so that "the increased wages
obtained by the workers will not benefit them in any way."

21. Armaments. It was suggested that the building up of ' armaments
for the purpose of making the Goyim destroy each other should be
launched on such a colossal scale that in the final analysis "there will
only be the masses of the proletariat left in the world, with a few
m.'£1l'iona-'lves dsvotcd to our cause _ .. and police, and soldiers sufficient to
pro"ect cow intcre:=f;s."

22- The New Order, The members of the 3213 \Vorld Government would
* The "Lexicon of Life" he referred to was Almighty God's plan of creation.
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be appointed by the Dictator. He would pick men from amongst the
scientists, the economists, the financiers, the industrialists, and from the
millionaires because "in substance everything will be settled by the
question of figures." .

23. Importance of youth, The importance of capturing the interest
of youth was emphasized with the admonition that "Our age-nturs should
infiltrate into all classes, and levels of society and government, for the
purpose of fooling, bemuseing, and corrupting the younger members of
society by teaching' them theories and principals we know to be false-"

24,. National and International Laws should not be changed but should
be used as they are to destroy the civilization of the Goyim "merely by
twisting them into II contradiction of the .interpretation which first masks
Me law and afterwards hides it altogether. Our ultimate aim is to
substitute ARBITRA TION /or LAW."

The speaker then told his listeners "You may think the Go;/im will
rise upon us with, arms, but in the WEST we have against this possibility
an organization vf such. appalling terror that the 'very stoutest hearts
quail ... the 'Underground' ... The Ibletropolitfnns ... The subterranean
corridors ... these will be established in the capitals rvml cities of all
co14.nl,ries before that clcmger threatens."

The use of the word 'WES'T' has great significance. It makes it plain
that Rothschild was addressing men who had .joined the World
Revolutionary Movement which was started ~in the Pale of Settlement
in the 'EA'ST'. It mu t be remembered that before Amschel Moses Bauer
settled down in Frankfort, Germany, he had followed .his- trade as a
gold and silversmith, travelling extensively in the 'East' of Europe,
where he had undoubtedly met the men his son Maier Amschel addressed
after he developed from a -Moneylender into a Banker and established
THE HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD in the Jundenstrasse where the above
meeting is said to have taken place in 1773.

As far as can be ascertained the original r-lan of the conspiracy
ended at the point where it terminated above. I am satisfied that the
documents which fell into the hands of Professor S. Nilu in 1901, and
which he published under the title 'T-he Jewish Peril' in 1905 in Russia,
were an enlargement of the original plot. 'There appears to be no change
in the ilrst section but various additions disclose how the conspirators
had used Darwinism, Marxism, and even Nietzche-ism_ More important
still the documents discovered in 1901 disclose how Zionism was to be
used. It must be remembered that Zionism was only organized in 1899.-

This matter is referred to later when the intrigue leading up to the
abdication of King' Edward VIII is explained. The translation Mr
Victor Marsden made of The Jewish. Peril, was published by The Britons
Publishing Society, London, England, under the title The Protocols of
The Learned Elders of Zion in 1921. This book is ' also discussed. It
appears logical to say that the discovery of the later document confirms
the existence of the earlier one. Little if anything is changed but consid-
erable material is added probably due to the rapid development of the
international conspiracy. 'The only 'point upon which. there seems to be
grounds for disagreement is in regard to the titles chosen by Prof. Niluc
and Mr. Marsden for their books. Mr. Marsden definitely states the contents
of his book are the Protocols of the meet1:'n4Is of the Learned Elders of Zion
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whereas it would '-appear it was a plot presented to Money-lenders, Gold-
smiths, Industrialists, Economists, and others, by Maier Amschel Rothschild
who had graduated from Money-lender to Banker.

Once the spirit of revolt against constituted authority had been arousal
within the hearts and minds of the m-asses, the actual revolutionary effort
would be carried out under the impetus of a preconceived Reign of Terror.
The Reign of Terror would be conceived by the leaders of the Jewish Illum-
inati. 'They in turn would have their agents infiltrate into the newly
organized Fiench Freemasonry and establish therein Lodges of Grand
Orient Masonry to be used as the revolutionary underground and as their
instrument for proselytizing .the doctrine of' atheistic dialectical and his-
torical materialism. Maier Rothschild ended his discourse by pointing
out that if proper precautions were taken their connection with the revolu-
tionary movement need never be known..

The question may well be asked "How can it be proved these secret
meetings were held?" - and "If they were held how is it possible to prove
what matters were discussed at such meetings"" The answer is simple.
The devilish plot was made known by "An Act of God".

In 1785 a courier was galloping madly on horseback from Frankfort to
Paris carrying detailed information regarding the World Revolutionary
Movement in general, and instructions for the planned French Revolution
in particular, The instructions originated with the Jewish Illuminati in
Germany and were addressed to Grand 'Master of the Grand Orient Masons
in France. The Grand Orient Lodges had been established as the revolu-
tionary underground by the Duc D'Orleans after he, as Grand Master of
French Masonry, had been init-ated into the Jewish Illuminati in Frankfort
by Mirabeau- The courier was struck by lightning- while pa. sing through
Ratisbon, and killed. The documents he carried fell into the hands of the
police who turned them over to the Bavarian Government. A record of
historical events told in chronological order connects the House of Rothschild
with the Jewish Illuminati i.n Frankfort and the Illuminati within French
Free Masonry known as the Grand Orient -Lodges as will :be shown. -

It has been recorded how *the Jewish Rabbis claimed the power to interpret
the secret and hidden meanings of the writings of Holy Scripture by special
revelation obtained through Cabala. -Claiming to have such powers was of
little avail unless they had an organization, or instrument, in their hands
to put the in piration they claimed to -have received into efl'ect. The money-
lenders; certain High Priests, Directors, and Elders decided to organize a
very secret society to serve their evil purpose-they named it "'The Illum-
inati". The word Illuminati i derived from the world Lucifer, which means
Bearer of the Light, or Being of extraordinary brilliance. Therefore the
Illuminati was organzied to early out the inspirations given to the High
Priests by Lucifer during' the performance of their Cabalistic Rites. Thus
Christ is proved justified .when he named them Of the Synagogue of Satan-
The Supreme Council of the Jewish Illuminati numbered thirteen. They
were, and still remain, the executive body of The Cowneil of Thirty Three.
The heads of the Jewish Illumine-ati claim to po ses superlative knowledge
in everything pertaining to religious doctrine, religious rites, and religious
ceremonies. They were the men who conceived the Atheistic-materialistic
ideology which in 1848 w.as .published as "T~}he Communist Manifet o"
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by Karl Marx. Marx was the nephew of a. Jewish Rabbi but he disassoci-
ated himself officially from .the Jewish High Priesthood when designated
to perform his important duties, putting into practice once again the Joint
Stock Co, principle of operation. .

The reason the Supreme Council numbered thirteen was to remind the
members that their one and only duty was to destroy the religion founded by
Christ and his twelve Apostles. To ensure secrecy and avoid the possibility
of Judas-like-betrayal, every man initiated into the Illuminati. was required
to take an oath of Unlimited Obedience to the head of the Council of Thirty
Three and to recognize no mortal as above him. In an atheistic organization,
such as -the Illuminati, this meant that every menrrber acknowledged the head
of the -Council of Thirty Three as his God upon this earth, This fact
explains how =high level -Communists, even today,` swear on oath that they do
not give :allegiance to Russia. They don't. They give allegiance only to the
head of the directors of the \Vorld Revolutionary Movement.

The Supreme Council decided they would use the Ingdelstadt Lodge to
organize a campaign by which the agents or Cells of the Illuminati would
infiltrate into Continental Freemasonry and, under the cloak of social enjoy-
ment and public philanthropy, organize their revolutionary underground.
Those who infiltrated in-to Continental Freemasonry were ordered to estab-
lish Lodges of the Grand Orient sand use them for proselytism so they could
-quickly contact non-Jews of wealth, position, and influence connected with
both -Ghurch and State. Then, by using the age-old methods of bribery,
corruption and graft, they could make them become willing, or unwilling,
disciples of Illuminatism. T'hey could make them preach the inversion of
the Ten -Commandments of God. They could make them advocate Atheistie-
-ma*erialism. ' .

Once this policy had been decided upon, agents of the Supreme Council
contacted the Marquis of Mirabeau as the most likely person in France
to serve their ends. He belonged to the Nobility. He had great influence
in Court circles, he was an intimate friend of the Duc D'Orleans whom
they had decided they would use as Front Man to lead the French revolu-
tion.. But more important still, the 'Marquis of Mirabeau was' devoid of
moral and his licentious excesses had led him heavily into debt.

It was a simple matter for the Money-lenders to have their agents contact
Mirabeau, the famous French. orator. Under the guise of friends a.nd
admirers they offered to help him out of his Financial diiiieulties. W-hat they
actually did was lead h=im down the "Primro e Path" into the very depths
of vice and debaudiery until he was so deeply in their debt that he was
forced to do their bidding. At us meeting' to consolidate this debts, Mirabeau
was introduced to Moses Mendlessohn, one of the big Jewish financiers who
took' him in hand- .Mendlessohn in due time introduced Mirabeau to a
woman," famous for her personal beauty and charm but without moral
scruples. .

This stunning Jewess was married to -a man named Herz, but, to a man
like Mirabeau, the fact that she was married only made her more desirable.
It wasn't long' before she was spending more time with .Mirabeau than she
was spending with her husband. Heavily in debt to Mendlessohn, tightly
ensnared by Mrs. -Herz, Mirabeau was completely helpless....:l:-Ie had swall-
owed their bait hook, line, and sinker. But, like good fishermen, they played
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him gently for a time. If they exerted too great a pressure the leader might
break and their fish might get away.

Their next move wa to have him initiated into Illuminism. He was sworn
to secrecy and unlimited obedience under pain. of death- 'The next move was
to lead -him into compromising situations which mysteriously became public.
This method of destroying a man's character became known as the practice
of L"£*n.fa'mie. Because of scandals and organized detraction, Mirabeau was
ostracized by many of his social -equals. His resentment produced a desire
for revenge and thus he embraced the revolutionary Cause.

Mirabeau's task was to induce the Duc D'Orleans to lead the Revolution-
ary Movement in France, It w.as implied that once the King had been
forced to abdicate -he would become the Democratic Ruler of France. The
real plotters of the French Revolution were careful not to let either. Mira-
beau or We Duc D'Orleans know they intended to murder the King and
Queen and thousands of the nobility. They made Mira-beau and the Duc
D'Orleans believe that the purpose of the revolution was to free politics
and religion from superstition and despot m. Another factor which made
the men- who were The Secret Power behind the revolutionary movement
decide that the Duc D'Orleans should be their Front man was the fact
that he was Grand Master of French Freemasonry.

Adam Weishaupt was given the task of adapting the ritual and rites of
Illy-minism for use of initiation into the Grand Orient Masonry, He also
lived in Frankfort, Germany. ~Mirabeau introduced the Duc l)'Orleans and
his friend Talleyrand to Weishaupt who initiated them into the secrets of
Grand Orient Masonry, By the end of 1773 Phillipe, Duc `D'Orleans had
introduced the Grand Orien-t Ritual into French Freemasonry- By 1788
there were more than two thousand lodges in France aililiated with Grand
Orient Masonry and the number of individual adepts exceeded one hundred
thousand. Thus the-' Jewish Illuminati under Mendlcssohn wa introduced
into Continental Freemasonry by Weishmaupt under the guise .of Lodges of
the Grand Orient. The Jewish Illuminati next organzicd ecret revolution-
ary committees within the lodges. Thus the -revolutionary underground
directors were established throughout France. .

Once Mirabeau had succeeded in having' the Duc D'Orleans amalgamate
The Blue or National freemasonry in France with the Grand Orient rites,
he led his friend down the same "Primrose Path" which had led to his own
social ostracism. In exactly four years, the .Duc D'Orleands was sn heavily
in debt that he wa PERSUADED to engage in every form of illegal traffic
and trade to recuperate his losses. But in some mysterious manner his
ventures always seemed to go wrong and he lost; more and more money.

By 1780 he owed 800,000 livres. Once again the money-lenders came
forward and offered hi=m advice in regard to his business transactions and
financial aid. They very nicely manouvred him into the Po ition of signing
over to them as security for their loans, his palace, his estates, his house,
and the Palais Royal, The Duc D'Orleans signed an agreement under-'which
his Jewish financiers were authorized to manage his properties and estates
so as to ensure him suflicicnt income to meet his Hnanical obligations and
-leave him a. steady and adequate income.

The Duc D'Orleans had never been too bright in regard to financial
matters. To him the agreement he signed with his Jewish Bankers appeared
to be a sound financial deal. They had offered to manage his busines
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affairs and tum them from a dismal failure into a great financial success.
What more could he want? It is doubtful if the Due D'Orleans even sus-
pected that there was a nigger hidden deep in the wood-pile. It is doubtful
if he even suspected -he had old himself body and soul to the Agents of
the Devil...But he had done so. -He was completely in their hands.*

The Secret Powers directing the French Revolution appointed Chlodere
de -Ladles to manage the Palais Royal and the Duc D'Orlean' estates. De
Lacles is thought to have been a Jew of 'Spanish origin. When he was
appointed manager of the -Palais Royal he was acclaimed as the author of
Liaisons Dangereuses and other pornogra phic works. He publicly defended
his extreme immorality on the grounds that he studied the politics of love
in all its varied aspects because of his love of politics.

It matters little who -Chlodere de Lacles was, it is what he did that is of
importance. He turned the Palais .Royal into the greatest and most notor-
ious house of ill-fame the world has ever known- In the Palais Royal he
established every kind of lewd entertainment, licentious conduct, shameless
shows, obscene picture galleries, pornographic libraries, and staged public
exhibitions of the most bestial forms of sexual depravity. Special oppor-
tunities were provided for men and women who wished to indulge in every
form of debauchery. The Palais Royal became the centre in which detail
of the campaign for the systematic destruction of the French religious
faith and public morals were conceived and carried out. This was done
on the Cabalistie theory that The best 'revolutidnwry is a youth. devoid of
morals.

Associated with De Lacles was a Jew from Palermo named Cagliostro,
alias Joseph Balsamo. He turned one of the Duc's properties into a. printing
house from which he issued revolutionary pamphlets. Balsamo organized
a Stall' of revolutionary propagandists. In addition to literature they organ-.
ized concerts, and plays, and debates calculated to appeal to the very lowest
instincts of human nature and further the revolutionary cause. Balsamo
also organized the Spy-rings which enabled the men who were The Secret
Power behind the revolutionary movement to put into. operation their plan'
of L'Infamie to be used for systematic character assassination. .... . . '

Men and women, who were enticed into the Web spun by De. Lacles' and
Balsamo, could be black-mailed into' doing th'eir biddie, Tli'us. it' was the
Duc -D'Orleans estates were turned into the Centre of ReVolutiOnary Politics:
while, under the guise of Lecture Halls, Theatres, Art Galleries, and
Athletic Clubs, the gambling rooms, brothels, and wine and drug- shops did
a. roaring- trade- In this revolutionary .underworld potential leaders were
first ensnared. Their consciences were at first deadened by evil associations
and then killed by indulgence in evil practices. The estates of the Duc
D'Or-leans were turned into factories in which the Secret Power behind the
World Revolutionary Movement manufactured the Pieces they intended to
use in their game of International Chess. -Scudder, who wrote "Prince of
the Blood" says of the Palais Royal:-"It gave the police more to do than all
other parts of the city". But as far -as the public was concerned, this infam-
ous place was owned by the Duc D'Orleans, the cousin of the. King. Only
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a ineie handful-of men and women knew that the Money-lenders controlled
it and used it to crate -a revolutionary organization which was to be the
instrument of their revenge and their manual of action to further their
secret aims and ambitions.

After the secret documents found on the body` of the Courier had beeN
:cad -by the police the documents were passed on to the Bavarian Govern-
Ment. The Bavarian Government ordered the police to raid the headquarters
of the Illuminati. Further evidence was obtained which exposed the wide-
spread ramifications of -the Viforld Revolutionary MovemeNt. The GoVern.-
ments `of` -France EnglaNd, Poland, Germany, Austria and Russia 'were
informed Of the International Nature of the revolutionary plot, but as has
happened repeatedly since, the governments concerned' took no ieriou
action to stop the diabolical conspiracy, Why? The-only answer to this
question is thisz- The power Of the men behind the world revolutionary
Movement is greater than thel.power of any elected government. T-his fact
will' be proved time and time again as the story unfolds. . .

The malevolent men who plot' and plan -the \V.R.M. have another advant-
age over decent people. The average person, who believes in God and.llnds
pleasure and enjoyment in the beautiful things with.which God.has..bleseed
Us, juilt.cannot. -bring him, or herself, t.o believe such a diabolical. plan 'el
hatred and revenge could be conceived by 'human beings." Although. all
Christians believe most sincerely that the Grace of God enters their Own
soul. as the result- of attending their religious services, receiving the
Sacraments,.and saying their prayer , they cannot make themselves 'beliéve
that through the ceremonies and Rites of the Illuminati, be it the Seniitiq:
Cabala'or the Aryan- Pagan Grand Orient type, the Devill.does inoculate
his 'evil' influence and powers into the hear ts and soulsl6f. the. Men arid
women who accept, 'as their, religion, Atheistic-materialism, and '.Pult .the
theories of their High Priest into practice, ` . .. " .` . ' .-
.. A.few illustrations will be_given to show how individual and g°overnments.
have remained justas stupid and naive in- regard to warnings giveN them
concerning the evil .Mechanism of the real leaders of.the `\¢Vorld Rexrolutionf
any Movement. . . . . .
. After variou governments failed. to act on. the information made kNown
By t:he.Bavarian police' in. 17'85, th'e".Siste1' of Marie Antoinétte wrote her
personal letters warning her of the revolutionary plot; the connection of
the International Bankers ; the part Freemasonry was destined to play,
and her own danger. Marie Antoinette (1755 - 1793) was the daughter of
the Emperor Francis 1 of Austria. .She married Louis XVI of France- She
just couldn't bring herself to believe the terrible things her own sister old
her were being plotted by the Illuminati. To the repeated warnings .ent by
her sister, Marie Antoinette wrote long letters in reply, In regard- to her
sister's claim that evidence had been obtained that the Illuminati operating.
under the guise of Philanthropic Freemasonry planned to destroy both t-he
Church and State in France, Marie Antoinette replied: - "I believe, that
as far as France is concerned, you worry too much about Freemasonry.
Here it is far from having the significance it may -have elsewhere in
Europe."

How wrong she proved to be is a matter of history. Because she refused
consistently to -heed her sister's repeated warnings she and her hunband
died under the guillotine. . .
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Between 1017 and 1919 the British Government was given full- ivarticulars
regarding the International Bankers who were at that time The Secret
Power behind the \V.R.~M. TI1e information was submitted ofiicially- by
British Intelligence Otlicers; American Intelligence Officers ; and confirmed
by Mr. Oudendyke and- Sir M. Findlay. Mr. Oudendyke was the representa-
tive of the Netherlands Government in St. Petersburg (now Stalingrad) at
the time. He looked after Britain's interests after The Mob had wrecked the
British Embassy, and killed Commander E. N. Cromie.' This aspect of the
\V.R.M, is dealt with in detail in subsequent chapters on Russia.. '

The majority of students of history believe Marie Antoinette was a
woman who entered fully into the spirit and gaiety of the French Court.
It is generally accepted as a fact that she engaged in many affairs l'amour
with her llusband's close friends, and indulged in reckless extravagances.
That is the picture Balsamo and his propa.gandists painted of her. The
fact that they made their L'Infamie stick enabled them to have the Mob
demand her life. But their version of the conduct of Marie Antionette is
a pack of lies, as historians have proved. The fortitude with whichlshe bore
the sufferings inflicted upon her by her enemies; the dignity with which
she met het* fate; and the resignation and courage with which. she Of¥lered
up her life on the scaffold cannot be reconciled with the characteristics of
a wanton woman. . ' . -' .. .
. In order to defame Marie Antoinette, \Veishaupt and Mendlessohn

thought up the idea of the D-ia-mo-nd Necklace. At the time, the financial
resources of France were at their lowest ebb and the government of France
was begging the International Money-Barons to grant. them further credit.
A secret agent of the arch-conspirators ordered a fabulous diamond
necklace to be made by the Court Jewelers. The order for this necklace.
the estimated value of whieh.was a quarter of a' million livres-was `-plaCed '
in .the name of the Queen. When the -Court Jewelers brought the Diamond
Necklace to the Queen for.her acceptance .she refused to have anything to
do with it, She disclaimed all knowledge of the transaction. But the'new.
of the fabulou necklace leaked out as the plotters intended it should.
BalsaMo put his propaganda machine into operation. Marie Antoinette
was deluged with criticism; her character was smeared; her reputation
dressed in-the.mire by a whispering -campaign.of character assassination.-
And, as usual, nobody could ever p-ut a finger on the person or .persons
who started the slanders- A'i'tcr this build-up Balsamo uncorked his own
special master-piece. His printing presses turned out thousands upon
thousands of pamphlets which claimed 0. secret lover of the Queen'l lta.d
lent the necklace as u mark of appreciation for her favoursi

But those who operated L'h1..llc¢m-ie thought up even more diabolical
.landers to circulate regarding the Queen. They wrote a. letter to Cardinal
Prince de Rohan to which they forged the signature of the Queen. In the
letter he was asked to meet her at the Palais Royal about midnight
an discuss the matter of the diamond necklace. A prostitute from the
Palais Royal was engaged to disguise herself as the Queen, and involve the
Cardinal, The incident was played up in newspapers and .pamphlets and
the foulest innuencloes were circulated involving two of the highest
personages of both Church and State.

History records that after the diamond necklace had served its foul pur-
pose it was taken over to England-and taken apart. A Jew had-ned Eliason
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is said to have retained the majority of the valuable diamonds used in its
original composition. .

Another piece of evidence which connects the English Jewish money-
lenders with the plot to bring about the French Revolution was unearthed
by Lady Queensborough, author of "Occult Theocrasy". \Vhile doing some
research work she read a copy of "L'Anti-Semitisme" written by a Jew
named Bernard Lazare and published in. 1849, With the leads obtained
from thi -book Lady Queensborough claim Benjamin Gbldsmid, his brother
Abraham, and their partner Moses Mecatta, and his nephew Sir Moses
Montefiere, were Jewish financiers in England who were definitely affiliated
with their continental Jewish brethren -in the plot to bring about the revolu-
tion in France- Further evidence was found to tie Daniel It sig of Berlin,
and his son-in-law David Friedlander, find Herz Gergbeer of Alsace in
with the Rothschild's and the plot. Thus are revealed the men who at that
time eonstitu-ted the Secret Powefr behind the World Revolutionary
Movement.

Knowledge of the methods -t-hese men used to maneouvre the French
Government into financial difficulty is of importance, because it set the
pattern they followed in America, Russia, Spain and other countries
afterwards.

Sir Walter Scott in Vol. two of 'The Life of Napoleon, gives a clear story
of the initial moves. He then sums up the situation with these words -
"These fin-anciers used the Government ( French) as bankrupt prodigals are
treated by usurious money-lenders who, feeding the extravag-ance wit-h
one hand, with the other wring out of their ruined fortunes the most un-
reasonable recompenses for their advances. By a long succession of these
ruinous loans, and various rights granted to guarantee.them, the whole
finances of France were brought to a total confusion".*

After the Government of --France was forced into the position of seeking
huge loans because of debts incurred in fighting wars to further the secret
ambitions of the International Conspirators, they very kindly offered to
supply the money providing' they could write the terms of -the agreement.
On the surface their terms -were most lenient. But again they had placed
a nigger .in the wood-pile in the person ~of one M: Neeker- He was to be
appointed to the French King's 'Council as his Chief Minister of Financial
Affairs. The Jewish financiers pointed out that this financial wizard would
pull France out of her monetary troubles in less than no time at all. What
he actually did during the next four years was to involve the French
Government so .badly with the Jewish financiers that the National Debt
increased to £1'!0,000,000. .

Captain A. H. M. Ramsay sums up the ituatioh aptly in- The Nameless
War. -He says: "Revolution is a blow struck at a paralytic- When the
debt-grip has been firmly established, control of every form of publicity
and poll-tical activity soon follows, together with a full grip on industrial-
ists, (both management and labour), The stage is then set for the
revolutionary blow. The grip of the Right h-and of finance establishes the
pairalysis; while the revolutionary Left hand holds the dagger and deals
4- Because of his alleged anti-semitic utterances Sir Walter Scott's important workstotal of nine volumes dealing with many phases of

*II'°" '€I\"§'£i"'°e8"°8&8>l§°'8'iM¢°h'é' press The are alma t u tta.1§{,9',h§,&?;t 'IZ "7~?u5.'L'm Li br-aggesI 43.4 are never listed 'with hi; other wokana n-
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the fatal blow- Moral corruption faeiliates the whole process."
While Balsamo's propaganda sheets damned the .higher officials of both

Church and State, special agents of the Illuminati organized the men who
were to be used as leaders 'in the Reign of Terror planned to accompany
the revolutionary effort. Among #these leaders were Robespierre, Danton,
and Marat. To conceal their real purpose the men who were to release the
prisoners and lunatics to create the necessary atmosphere for instituting
the preconceived Reign of Terror, met in the Jacobean Convent. Within
the walls of the sacred edifice the detail of t-he bloody plan were worked
out. T=he lists of reactionaries marked down for liquidation were compiled.
It was explained that while the criminals and lunatics ran wild terrorizing
the population by committing mass murders and publicly performing rapes,
the organized underground workers, under direction of Manuel, Procurer
of the Commune, would round up all the important political figures, heads
of the clergy, and military oilicers known to he loyal to the King.* T-he men
who were to emerge from the Jewish organized underground were formed
into .Iacobin Clubs. Under leaders, who Wall°€ well versed .in the duties
required of them to direct the "Reign of Terror", they conducted the mass
atrocities so they would serve the purpose of their hidden masters, and
move them further towards their ultimate goal. ..
3 Sir Walter Scott - "Life of Napioleon", Vol. § P. so says "The demand of theommunuate do Paris. now the San edrln of the acobln, was o! course. for blood.

CHAPTER FOUR

Z7Ae Jnlefzna tional €on.4pi'zacg -

The International Bankers planned the French Revolu-tion so they could
become The Secret Power behind the governments of Europe and further
their Long Range Plans.

\Vith the outbreak of the revolution the Jacobins took over con-trol. They
were men who had 'been hand picked by the Illuminati and Grand Orient
Masonry. T'hey used the D.uc D'Orleans to serve their purpose right up
to the time he was required to vote for the death of his cousin the King.
The Due believed he would be made the constitutional monarch, but the
Jacobins had other instructions. Once he had voted for the death of the
King, and assumed the blame, the left the real plotters free from suspicion.
Then those who comprised The Secret Power behind the revolution ordered
him liquidated also- They switched the full force of their propaganda, and
I/Infamie, against him. In an unbelievably short time, he was on his way
to the guillotine. While riding over the cobble stones on the death-cart he
heard himself reviled, and execrated, by all classes of the people.

Once Mirabeau realized what a terrible instrument -of vengeance he had
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helped to bring into being, he repen-ted. \Vild and dissolute as he had been,
he just couldn't stomach witnessing the terrible and shocking atrocities
which the Jacobins were systematically perpetrating on all those who were
Fingered for` outrage. and death by their secret masters. Mirabeau was
actually opposed to any violence being done to t-he King: His personal plan
had been to reduce Louis XVI to a Limited Monarch, and .then have him-
self appointed his chief advisor. WV-hen he realized that his Masters were
determined to kill the King he tried to arrange for Louis to escape -from
Paris so he could place himself under the protection of his loyal Generals
who still commanded his army. When his plans Were betrayed to the
Jacobins, Mirabeau was ordered liquidated also, In his case a public execu-
tion could not he arranged because his enemies did not consider they had
time to frame charges against him and make them stick, so he was poison-
ed and his death made to look like suicide. A book was written about The
Diamond Necklace already 'referred 1.0. In it is the sig-nificant remark
"Louis was not ignorant of the fact that Mirabeau had been |:»oisoned"- .

Danton and Robespierre were -the two devils incarnate \\'hO stepped up
the Reign of 'Farrar designed by the Jewish Money-lenders to give them'
revenge upon their enemies, and to remove. personages they considered
obstacles in their path. Yet, w.hen they had served their purpo e, their
two chief executioners were arrested and charged vi-th their many infamies
and then executed.*

Lafayette was a Mason. He was a good man. He joined the revolution-
ary forces because he honestly believed revolutionary action was necessary
to bring about much needed reforms speedily, But Lafayette 11 ver thought
for a moment he was leading' the people of France from their old oppres-
sion into a new subjection. \Vhen he tried to save the King he was packed
off to figh-t a war in Austria. Since the French Revolution of 1789, up to
the revolutions going on to-day, the Secret Power behind them have used
many Duc l)'Orleans ; Mirabeaus, and Lafayettes- Although the men have
borne different names they have all been used as tools and played similar
parts. They Ihuve been used to foment the revolutions and, after having
served their purpose, they -have .been liquidated by the very men they
served. Their deaths are always so arranged that they die under at blanket
of Gui]-t which should rightfully have covered the shoulders of' the men
who still remain The Secret Power behind the scenes in International
Intrigue. -

Sir \-Valter Scott, understood a great deal about how The Secret Power
behind the French Revolution worked. Any person who reads his Life of
Napoleon will sense that the author thought he detected the Jewish' origin
of the plot:s.**

Sir \Valter points out that the real key figures in the revolution were
=¢= IL is of interest to note, Protocols of Zion Number 15 reads "\Ve execute Masons
in .uch wise that. none save the brotherhood can ever have a suspicion of it" -and again 'In this way we with those GOY masons who get to knowtoo much." E. Scudder. In lil Mlrabeuu" says - "He (Mirabeau) died at It.moment when the revolution might still have been checked."

My investigations prove that the men who have contsltuted The Secret Powers
behind the Scenes of International lntrlnue and directed the W.R.M. and the Nazi

World Conquest. have not all been of Semitic origin. or members of theI eel certain they were all Athelstzc-Matermllsts. regardless of
a sincere belle! in the ex fence of an Almlzhts'

Monopolists. Grasping Politicians. never hesitated
crimes they committed against humanity

plan for
Jewish rell'gion.
Racial orly n. None of them had
God. Money-Barons. Industrial
to blame Jews and Gentiles alike. for the
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mostly foreigners. He observed that they used typically Jewish terms
such as Directors and Elders, in their work. He points out that a man
named Manuel was in some mysterious manner appointed Pfrocwre-r of the
Commune. Sir \Valter states that this one man was respond i~ble for the
arrest and detention, in prisons all over France, of the victims of the pro-
arranged massacres which took place in September 1792, -During' the
massacres 8,000 victims were murdered in the prison of Paris alone. Sir
Walter also noted that the Communaute de Pari (the Paris County Conn,
oil) became the -SANHE])RIN of the Jacobins who cried 'for blood and
more blood- Scott relates that until they had served their purpose Robes- .
pierre, Danton, and Marat shared the high places in the SYNAGOGUE
of the Jacobins. (My emphasis) It was Manuel who parked the attack
against King- Louis -and Marie Antoinette which finally led them to the
g-uillotine. Manuel was well supported by a man named David who, as a
leading' member of the Committee of Public security, tried Munuel's many
victims. l)avid's voice always called for blood and death.

Sir \-V.alter records that David used to preface his "bloody work' of the
flay with the professional oh rose Let us of-iml enou,gh. of the Red." I t was
David who introduced The Cult of the Supreme Being. The =heathen 'ritual
was Cabalistic mummery which was substituted for every external sign of
rational devotion. Scott also mentions that Chlodere de Lacles, thought
to have been of Spanish origin, was -manager of the Palais Royal which
played such a devilish part in the preparations for the outbreak of the
Revolution. Another matter of importance is this: After Robespierre had
been ordered liquidated two men named Reubel and Gohir were appointed
l)-it-actors of The Council of Elders. \Vith three others they became the
actual government of France for a time, The five men referred to were
known 'as The Directo-ires. It is a very remarkable fact that Sir Walter
-Seott's Life of Napoleon (in nine volumes) which reveals so much of the
real truth is practically unknown.
. -Mention must be made to G. Renie-'s L-ife of Robespierre. He writes as
if some of the secrets were known to him. He says- "From April 27th to
July 28th, 1794, (when Robespierre was defeated), the reign of terror was
at its height. 7t was never a dictatorship of a single man, least of . all
Robespierre. Some 20 men shared in the power", Then again- "On July
28th Robespierre made a long' speech before the Convention...... a Phtlllplc
against ultra-terz°orisbs...... during' which he uttered vague and general
accusations". Robcspierre is quoted to have said "I dare not name them
at this moment and in this place. I cannot bring myself entirely to tear
asunder the veil that covers this profound mystery of iniquity. But I can
affirm most positively that among the authors of this plot are the agent;
of that system of corruption and extravagance, the most powerful of all
the means invented by the Foreigners for the undoing of the Republic:
I mean the impure apostles of Atheism; and the immorality that is its
base", Mr, Renier added- "Had he (Robespierre) not spoken these words
he might still have triumphed"-

Robespierre had said too much. .
silencs him effeetlvely until he could be dragged to the guillotine the
e The volumes are never mentioned or reprinted with his other works. They are
almost unobtainable. As the story of The Secret Power unfolds the reader will
realize the importance of this significant fact which illustrates how the channelsof publicity are controlled. 41
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following' day. Thus another Mason, who knew too much, was disposed of
As the events wlhieh led up to the Russian and 'Spanish revolutions are ré-
viewed it will be shown that the Hidden Revolutionary Sectibn of the
Illuminati within the Grand Orient Lodges of Continental Freemasonry
was the instrimient of the men who constituted The Secret Power behind
the World Revolutionary Movement. Thousands of Individuals are publicly
blamed, and many organizations brought into disrepute, simply becau e it
was within -the power of the -secret leaders of the W.R.M. to saddle them
with the blame for their crimes and thus conceal their own identity. There
are not many people living to-day who know that Robe pierre, Marat, and
Danton, were only the instruments used by the thirteen International
Money-lenders who plotted and directed the Great French Revolution. It
was the men behind the scene who preconceived the pattern of The Reign
of Terror as the means of gratifying their desire for revenge. Only during
a. Reign of Terror could they remove human obstacles from their path.

Having' run out of victims, the men who directed the French Revolution
decided w engage in International intrigue again- For the purpose of
increasing their economic and political power Anselm Meyer Rothschild
trained his son Na-than Meyer for the special purpose of opening up a
House of Rothschild in London, -Engl.and. His intention was to consolidate,
more strongly than ever, the connections between the men who controlled
the Bank of England and those who controlled the Banks of France,
Germany, and Holland. Nathan undertook this important task at the age

of 2-1. He tripled his fortune. The Bankers then decided to use Napoleon
as the Instrument of their will. They organized the Napoleonic \Vars w
topple several more Of -the Crowned Heads of Europe. .

After Napoleon swept over Europe he pronounced himself Emperor in
1804. He appointed his brother Joseph, King of Naples- -Louis, King of
Holland; Jerome, King of Westphalia. At the same time Nathan Roths-
ehild arranged matters so that hi-s four brothers became the Kings of finance
in Europe. They were the Secret Power behind the newly established
Thrones. The International Money-lenders set up a headquarters in
Switzerland- It wa agreed between them that, in their interests, and for
their security, Switzerland should be kept neutral in all disputes. In their
=Swiss headquarters at Geneva they organized the different combines and
cartels on an international scale. They arranged things so that no matter
who fought who, or w.ho won and who lost, the members of the Inter-
national Money-lenders Pool made more and more money. This group of
men soon obtained control of the Munition plants, the ship-building industry,
the mining industry, chemical plan-ts, drug supply depots, steel mills, ete.
The only fly in the ointment was the fact that Napoleon grew more and
more egotistical un-til he finally had the temerity to denounce them publicly.
Tihus he also decided his own fate, It was not the weather, nor the cold,
that turned his victorious invasion of Russia into one of the most tragic
military defeats the world has ever known. The failure of munitions and
supplies to reach his armies was due to the sabotaging of -his lines of
communications.

The secret strategy used to defeat Napoleon, and force his abdication,
has been accepted as essential for all revolutionary efforts since that date.
It is very simple, The leaders of the revolutionary movement arrange to
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place their agents secretly in key positions in the departments of supply ;
communication; transport; and intelligence, of the anded forces they plan
to Overthrow- By sabotaging supplies; intercepting orders; issuing eon-
tradictory messages; tying up or misrouting transports; and by counter
intelligence work; revolutionary leaders have discovered they can create
utter chaos in the most efficient military organization on land, at sea, or
in the air. Ten Cells secretly placed in key positions are worth ten thousand
men in the field. The methods used to bring Napoleon to ruin the early part
of the nineteenth century were u ed to bring- about the defeat of the
Russian Armies in the war again t Japan 1904, and again to cause mutiny
in the Russian Armies, 1917, and mutiny in the German Army and Navy
in 1918. .

-Communist infiltration into key po motions was the real reason the German
Generals a ked for, and were granted, an Armistice in November 1918. The
same methods were used to destroy the effectiveness of the Spanish Army,
Navy, and Air Force in 193-8. Exactly the same tactics were used to bring
about the defeat of Hitler after his victoriou advances into Russia in
World War Two. Thus history repeats itself, because the same powers
use the same methods over and over again. But most important of all :
it was 'the descendants of the men who brought about Napoleon's downfall
who brought about the defeat of China's National Forces in 1946 and on-
wards. Mysterious orders were given which caused millions upon millions
of dollars worth of arms and ammunition to be dumped in the Indian Ocean
when they should have gone to -Chiang-Kai-Shek. The true story of the
manner in which British and American politicians . betrayed our anti-
communist Ohinese and Korean allie will prove that it was the agents of
the International Bankers, maneuvring to let Communism obtain control
of Asia, who deceived and ill-'advised our top-level statesmen. Com-
munism is to-day what it always has been since 1773, the instrument
of destruction, and the manual of action used by the international arch-
conspirators to further their own secret plans by which, in the final
analysis, they intend to obtain control of the wealth, natural resources,
and man-power of the entire world,

History records how Napoleon was forced to abdicate in Paris in 1814 :
He was sent into exile on St. Elba ; He escaped and tried to make a come-
'back. But he was playing against men who use loaded dice. Nathan
Rothschild, and his international clique, had backed Germany to defeat
Napoleon. 'They :had planned to make money regardless of the outcome of
the struggle. When the 'Battle of W-aterloo was about to be fought Nathan
Rothschild was in Paris. He had obtained, as hi place of residence, a palace
which overlooked that occupied by Louis XVIII- He could, when he wished,
look right into the window of the palace occupied by the aspirant to the
throne of France. He had arranged also to have agents on the field of
battle despatch to him by carrier pigeon information regarding the fighting.
Nathan- Rothschild also arranged to have false information sent to England
by carrier pigeons regarding the results of the battle. Onee he was sure
Wellington had been victorious he had his agents inform the Britt h public
that Wellington had been -defeated and that l Napoleon was on the rampage .
again. The fact that carrier-pigeons played such an important role in this
conspiracy gave birth to the expire sign A little bird told me. (If a person
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in England asks another "Where did you get that information?" the person
questioned will most likely say "Oh! A-little bird told me." and let it go at
that.) '. . . . . .

Nathan Rothschild's little birds told lies of such magNitude, 'regarding
the battle of \Vaterloo, that the people pf Britain \vent"into u panic. The
bottom dropped out of the stock market. English pounds could be bought
for a Song or a shilling. Values of everything fell to an' all time "low,
Nathan chartered a small vessel for. the sum of £2,000 to .take him from
France to England. Upon arrival 'he, and his financial associates, bought
up all the Stocks, bonds, shares, other properties, and securities they .could
get their hands on. \Vhen the truth regarding \Vellington's Victory became
known values returned to normal- The International Moneyilenders made
astronomical fortunes.

w11'y they were .not assassinated by some of the people they ruined is
beyond comprehension. As a token of their joy and gratitude for the mar-
velous feat of arms performed by \Vellington'and Blucher, the Rothschild's
LOANED England £.l.8,000,G00 and Prussia '£5,000,000 of this ill-gotten
gain, TO REPAIR THE DAMAGES OF \VAR. When Nathan Rothschild
died in 1836, he had secured control of the Bank of England and the National
Debt which, after his big financial killing in 1815, reached £885,000,000.

It. is most unlikely that one Freemason in a thousand knows the TRUE
story of how the heads of the Grand Orient Illuminati infiltrated their
agents into -Continental Freemasonry. Because the facts . related are' the
truth', the Grand Masters of English Freemasons have warned their Brother
Masons that they must have no truck with Grand Orient Masons or affiliate
with them in any way. The fact that The Revolutionary Illuminati establ
fished itself within Continental Freemasonry, caused Pope Pius IX  to
publicly denounce' Communism, and prohibit Catholics. from becoming
Masonsi To convince any reader, who may still have doubts, regarding the
part Freemasonry played in the French Revolution-, part of a debate, which
took place on the subject in the French Chamber 'of Deputies in 1904, will
be quoted. The Marquis of Rosanbe, after some.searehing questions related
to proving French Freemasonry was the auth.or Of the French Revolution
said; "We are then in complete agreement on the point that Freemasonry
was the only author of the revolution, and the applause whic.h I receive
from the Left, and to which I am little accustomed, proves gentlemen, that
you acknowledge with -me .that it was Masonry which made the French
Revolution "".

To this statement M. Jumel, a well known Grand Orient Mason, replied.
"\Ve do more than acknowledge it ... we proclaim it".*

-In 19223 at a big banquet attended by many men prominent in Interna-
tioal Affairs, some of whom were connected with- the League of Nations
organization, the .President of the Grand Orient gave thi toast. - "To the
French Republic, daughter of French Freemasonry. To the universal
republic of to-morrow, daughter of universal Masonry."*

To - prove that The Grand Orient Freemasons have controlled' French
politics from 1923 onwards a brief review of historical events will be given,
The most important victory the International Bankers gained, after their
agents -had acted as advisors to the political leaders who devised and finally
# The was quoted in the Convent du Grand Orient 1928. D. 403.
#='-= `Hem'y Delassies passage quoted in Conjurution Anti-Chritienne Vol. 1 p. 146;
requoted in The -Spanish Arena. p. 143. -
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ratified the infamous Treaty of Versailles, was to have M'- Herriot elected
to power in France in 1924. Every political'pOlicy dictated by the heads
of Grand Orient Freemasonry in 1923 was put into effect by the Her riot
Government within a year. .... • . : - :
1.. In January 1.923.the G.O.L. (Grand Orient Lodges) decreed. the

.̀ suppression of the embassy, to the Vatican- The French Parliament
. carried out this order October 24th, 1924. . . . .

2. In 1923 the G. O. L. demanded the triumph of the idea of Laicity
(this is.the primary principle essential. to the establishment of .the

.. Grand Orient's ideology of an, Atheistic State) Herriot made his
public ministerial declaration in favour of .this policy. J-une 1'7th',

... . 1924- .
.' On Jaunary 31st, J 923 the G. O. L. demanded a 'full and complete

. . -amnesty for condemned persons and traitors. Several prominent
. Communist leaders were to benefit, amongst them Marty who. afters

wards became notorious as the organizer of the International Brig-
: ades which fought on the Communist Side in Spain 1936 - 89.. The

.- Chamber of Deputies voted for a general Amnesty July 15th, 1924
. and thus turned loose on an unsuspecting society a number of

International Gangsters whose master was the Supreme Head of
Grand Orient Masonry- . - -:
In October 1922 the G.O.-L. had started a campaign to popularize the
.idea that diplomatic relations be opened with the SOVIET Govern-
ment as established in Moscow. This movement didn't get' very far
until after the election of M, -Herriot to power- Thi Friendship
with Russia campaign was started in France when the Bulletin
Official de la Grand Loge de France published an article on the
subject in the October issue of 1922 on Page 286.' Political relations
were established with the Communist Revolutionary Leaders by
Herriot on October 28th, 1924.* -

One of the leaders of the Grand 'Orient at this time was Leon Blum. He
we. being primed to become a political instrument ready to do the bidding
of his leaders. High-ranking members of the Military Lodges in Spain
who defected (after they found out they were being used as tools by leaders
of the W.R.M.,) disclosed that every Grand Orient Mason was required to
take an oath of UNLIMITED OBEDIENCE to the head of the Council of
Thirty Three and to recognize no human as above him). An oath of this
kind taken by an avowed atheist literally means that he recognized the
State as above everything else, and -the head of the State as hi God. A.
great deal of detail about Grand Orient intrigue in France, and Spain,
from 1923 to 1939 is told in The Spanish Anna written by William Foss
and Cecil Gerahty and published by The R-ight Book Club, London England,
in 1939. For our purpose, i.e. to establish continuity of the International
Bankers plot for World Revolution, it is sufficient to 'touch on just a few
highlights- . . ..

Leon Blum was born in Paris in 1872 of Jewish parents.
for the part he played in the Dreyfus affair. He was
Premier June 1936. He retained office until June 1937.
l A. G. Michel in La Dlctature de la F'ranc-maconnerle la FranceSpanish Arena, p. 148. .
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in March, and remained until April 1937. His supporters managed to get
him back into politics as Vice-Premier June 1937 to January 1938.

During the whole of this time Leon Blum's task was to mould French
governmental policy so it would aid the plans of the leaders of the \V- R. M.
in regard to Spain. In order to throw suspicion away from themselves the
arch-conspirators made it appear that it was Franco, and his military
associates, who were -the planners and plotters of the events which led up
to the 'Civil War in Spain. It is now proved that Stalin, and his revolu-
tionary experts the Cominterm, were the conspirators who carried out the
plans of The Secret Power behind the W.R.M. They planned to duplicate
what they -had achieved in both the French Revolution in 1789, and the
Russion Revolution in 1917. .

As early as 1929 M- Gustave pointed out in his paper "La Victoirs" the
truth regarding Leon Blum and his associates. He had the courage to
declare "The Colleetivist Party" of Leon Blum, the second branch of Free-
masonry ... is not only anti-relgious, but a party of class-war, and of
social revolution".

Leon Blum put into effect -the plans of the leaders of the w. R- M. to
supply Spanish Loyalists with arms, munitions, and finances. He was
instrumental in keeping the Pyrenees open but he followed a one-sided
policy of non-intervention .. _ It only applied to the lNationalists of Fltanco's
forces.

Evidence is produced, in the chapters dealing' with the revolution in
Spain, to prove that the French and Spanish Grand Orient Lodges were
the line of communications between the directors of the W-R.M. and their
agents in Moscow, Madrid, and Vienna.*

Should the reader think too much importance is being placed on the
importance of the influence Grand Orient Masonry has on International
Affairs M. A. C. Michel, author of La Die tatwre de la Franc-Macennorie
swr lo France, gives evidence to prove that the Grand Orient of France
decreed in 1924, to make The League of Nations "An international tool for
Freemasonry", Trotsky wrote in his book Stalin .- "To-day there is a Tower
of Babel at the service of Stalin, and one of its principal centres is Geneva,
that hot-bed of intrigue."

The importance of what Trotsky says lies in the fact that the accusations
he made regarding the evil influence of Grand Orient Masons within the
League of NatiOns applies equally to the bad influence they have in the
United Nations today- The student who studies today's happenings in the
United Nations will see their handiwork especially in regard to strange
policies WM just don't make sense to the average- man-in-the-street. But
these strange policies become extremely clear if we study them to see how
they will further the long range plan of the w. R. M. To do this we only
have to remember one or two important facts: First, that the leaders of
the W. R. M. consider it necessary to destroy all existing' forms of
constitutional government, regardless of whether they be monarchy or
repo-blic; Second, that they intend to introduce a World Dictatorship just as
soon as they consider they are securely in position to usurp absolute
* All political events which have occurred In France from the outbreak of WorldWar Two to the recent refusal by Mendes-France to agree to the R.D.C. must be
studied, with due regard to the Long Range Plans of those who direct the W.R.M.

the rand Orient Freemasons. are members of all levels of the
government. and all political parties. At Inst more than one

hundred members of the French Parliament were
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control. M. J. Marques-Riviere* had this to say "The centre of the Inter-
national Freeman ons is at Geneva. Tlhe offices of the International Masonic
Association are at Geneva. Thi is the meeting place of delegates of nearly
all the forms of MasOnry throughout the world. The interpretation of the
League and the I.M.A. is easy, apparent, and confessed."

"One can well understand the exclamation in 1924 by Brother Barcia,
Past Grand Master of the Spanish Grand Orient, at the Convent of the
Grand Orient when he returned from Geneva: "I have assisted at the work
of the commission . I have heard Paul-Boncour; Jeuhaux ; Loucheur; de
Jouvenal- All the French had the -same spirit. Beside me were represent-
atives of American Fremasons, and they asked.each other: "Are we in a
secular assembly or a Masonic Order? ... Brother Joseph A venal is the
Secretary-General of the League."

It is well to remember that the International Money-lenders chose Geneva
as their headquarters nearly a century before the above event was recorded.
They had, in accordance with -their policy, kept Switzerland a neutral nation
in all international disputes because they had to have one place where they
could meet and instruct their agents. who were doing their bidding and
carrying out their secret policies. The 'United States Government refused
to join the Leagize of Nations- -Certain interests promoted the Isolationist
Policy. The -Secret Powers were determined to exploit the e who honestly
support the idea of a One \Vorld form of .Super-government to assure peace
and prosperity. 'Dhey determined to wreck the League of Nations and
substitute The United Nations. 'World War Two gave them this opportunity
In 1946 the remnants of -the League of Nations were picked up and used
in the quilted pattern of the Un-ited Nations which included the U.S.S.R .
and the U.S-A. as the two most powerful members The fact Mat the
United Nations gave Israel to the Political Zionists, which they had
been after for half a eentlury,"and on the advice of these same men, turned
over China, Northern Korea, Manchuria, Mongolia, the Dutch East Indies,
and parts of Indo-China, to Communist leaders, proves how uccessfully
the Secret Powers laid, and carried Out, their plans. It must be remem-
bei-ed 'that Lenin predicted `that'the"fOrees of 'COmmunism would, _in all
probability, 'sweep Over the Wésterri"iirorld from the East. People, who
study' the MERCATOR'-S PROJECTION bf the' world, fail to understand
how the Nations of the Far' East could sweep over the nations of the
\Vestern world like a tidal wave. To those who study Global War
Lenin's statements are as clear as crystal. \Vhat is even more
important - When Lenin had outlived his usefulness he died, or was
removed- Few people can understand how it was that Stalin, by a few
ruthless, murderous moves, removed all those who, by reason of their
activities in the Russian Revolution, were considered better qualified for
leadership in the U.S.R.Rs, and usurped power for himself,

Those who study the \V.R.M. from the evidence presented in this book
will understand why Stalin was chosen to follow Lenin. The old Joint Stoek
Company principle was -being put into.efl'ect again- American and British
Intelligence Ofllcers had exposed the part the International Banker had
played-in the RuSsian revolution, to their Governments. In April 1919 the
British -Government had issued a White Paper on this subject. It was
* M. 'J. marques-Rlvlere is the author of Comment la Franc-Macennerle .fait one
revolution. 47



quickly suppressed, but a certain.amount of damage had been done.'. The
International Bankers had been accused of financing International' Jewry
to put their plans for an International Dictatorship into effect. T-he Inter-
national Bankers had- to find- ome- means of countering these impressions
and ideas. The true picture of their utter ruthlessness i seen when it iS
pointed out that Stalin, a Gentile, was chosen by the International Money-
lenders, and that, acting on their instructions, 'he put Trotsky out of the
way and proceeded to. liquidate hundreds of thousands of Russian Jews in
the fmrges which put him in power, following Lenin's death. This should
prove to sincere, but misguided people, everywhere, that the International
Bankers, and their carefully selected agents and friends, don't consider
the MASSES of the people -of any race, colour, or creed, as other than
expendable pawns in the game. It is true that many Jews became. Com-
munists and followers of Karl Marx. They worked and fought to bring
into being Karl' Marx's published theorie for. an Inbernat.ional..of...Soviet
-Socialist Republics; But they, like many. Gentiles, were deceived. By the time
Stalin was firmly seated in MOscow. a.s the head agent of the International
Bankers, it was difficult to find-.any members of the First and . Second
Internationals alive. The manner in which the Arch-conspirators used
Grand Orient. Masons, ahd then.had .them liquidated as 'soon -as they, had
served' their purpose,` is just another 'illustration of- the ruthlessness _Qf
those whose only' God is Mammon. '. .. -' - '. .
. Further .evidence Will be produced 'to prove the International 'Bankers
are not interested in anything else other than obtaining for their burn small
and' very select group, ultimate undisputed control of the. wealth, natural
resources, and man-power of the entire world.* The only honest thought
in' any of their°lrnind` ..is that 'they obviously believe that they are.. so"sup-
erlor 'in mental' ability t6"tiie reStiof mankind that... they are better. able,
than any other. group' bf individuals, to manage the WOrld's aR'§i1's.".'T-heY
are'convinced they 'can' Work out a. plan of world government-.that 'is
better than God's plan.. For thi reason they are determined .to ultimately
obliterate from. the minds .of all hurhah being all knowledge..of G`od and. of
His CommandMents aNd substitute their ovirn New Order based on the theory
that"the s1=aze~~is;-sapi-eme'in'..a1; things and the Head.of..the. 'Stafe .'is,
therefore, God AlMighty SgpOn this Earth. - The attempted .dei5.¢ation.' bf
Stalin is proof- of this statement. -Once people become convinced of this
great truth they will zealize that men of all races, colours, and cieecls have
been used, and are still being used, a "Pawns in the Game".
* The reason the-International Bankers backed Polltivul Zionism from 1914 to date
in explained In another chapter dealing with events which led to 'We-ga 'War Two.
It is sufficient to say here that the International Bankers were interested in secur-ing control of the Five Trillion Dollars worth of minerals and oil which had been
discovered in Palestine by Cunningham-Craig. consulting to the British
Government, and others, prior to 1918. These geo lo cal were kept
In 1939 Cunnlnghaln-Craig was recalled from Canagi to make another survey
the Middle East. He died under mysterious circumstances immediately he had com-
pleted his task. To-day, i.e 1954, arrangements
money people to exploit these resources.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Use bflninican Red/ofution

In order to understand how men who obtained control of the' Bank of
England, and the British National' Debt, also obtained control of the trade
and cbmmeree, and take monetary system ofl.Britain's American colonies, it
will be sufficient if we pick up the threads of the stpry at the time Benjamin
Franklin (1706 - 1700)lwent over to England to represent the interests of
the men who had been associated. with him in building. -up the prosperity
of the American Colonies- ' . . . .

.Robert L. Owen, former Chaii'rnan,` Committee on Banking and Currency,
United States Senate, explains the matter .on page 98 of Senate Document
No. 23. He states that wheN associates of the Rothschild's asked Franklin
HOw he accounted for the prosperous conditions prevailing in the colonies,
.he. replied: "That is simple . .In the.. Colonies we issue our own. money.
It is called Colonial' Script '.. \¢Vé"is§ue it in .proper proportion tol.the
demands of trade.ahd.ind\iStr§." ';. . .. . . . . .̀ '. ` .. .'

RobertlL..Owen remarked that not very long after the Rothschild's heard
of this they réaliaed the opportunity to exploit the situation with con-
iderable profit to--themselves- The obvious thing to do was to have a law

passed prohibiting .the Colonial officials from issuing their own money and
make it compulsory for them to obtain the money they required .through
the medium of ~the Banks. Amschel -Maier Rothschild was still in Germany,
but he was supplying the. British Government. with Mercenary Troops..at
£8 per- man. Such.was his influence that in 1764 he succeeded, through
the Directors of .the Bank of England, in having law passed in accordance
with his dictates. . . ... . ..

..§'he. authorities in, .the .Colonies had to'discard their Script money. They
had to mortgage the Colon.ial...assets and securities to.-the Bank of England
in;.0r4e17 to.-.borrow -the 1n9ney they needed--to carry .on-business;7:Re'fez=ri.ng
to those-facts Benjamin Franklin stauedl- -"In one- year the conditions viere
so reversed that the era of prosperity ended, and a depression set in, to
such an extent that the streets of the Colonies were filled with unemploy-
ed." Franklin stated: "The Bank of England refused to give more than
50 per cent of the face value of the Script when turned over as required
by law- 'l'he circulating- medium of exchange was thus reduced by half".*

Mr. Franklin disclosed the primary cause of the Revolution when he
said "The 'Colonies would gladly have borne the little tax on tea and
other matters 'had it not been that England took away from the Colonies
their money, which created unemployment and dissatisfaction." .

Dissatisfaction became general, but very few Colonials realized that the
taxation, and other economic sanctions being' imposed on them, WC1l8 the
results of the activities of a small group of International Gang-sters, who
had succeeded in obtaining control of the British Treasury, after they had'
obtained control of the Bank of England. It has already been shown how
they jumped Britain's National Debt from £1,250,000 in 1694 to £1s,f>nn,ooo
* Direct quotations from Senate Document No. 23 supports the above statements.
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in 1698, and increased it; progressively to £885,000,000 by 1815.
on April 19th 1776, the first armed clashes between British and Colonials

took place at Lexington and Concord. On May 10th the Second Continental
Congress met at Philadelphia and George Washington was placed at the
head of the Naval and Military Forces. He took command at Cambridge.
'On July 4th 1776 Congress adopted the Declaration of Independence.

For the next seven year the International Money-lenders urged and
financed the Colonial \V.ar- The Rothsehilds made plenty of money supply-
ing' the British with German Hessian soldiers with which to fight the
Colonists. The average Britisher had no quarrel with his American cousins.*
He secretly sympathized with them.

On October 19th, 1781 the British Commander, General Cornwallis,
surrendered his whole army, including what was left of the Hessians. On
September 3rd, 1783 the Independence of the United Statcs was recognized
by the Peace Treaty of Paris. The only real losers were the British people-
Their National Debt had been increased tremendously and the International
Money-lenders (who were in reality the Secret Power behind the World
Revolutionary Movement) had succeeded in the first stage of the long range
plans .towards the dissolution of the British Empire."

The agents of the International Bankers worked industriously to prevent
unity. By keeping the 'various states in America. separated it was much
easier to exploit them. To prove the continuity of the Foreign Money-
lenders meddling in the affairs of every nation it is sufficient to record that
The Foundling Fathers of the United States meeting- at Philadelphia iN
1787 talked over the importance of bringing in some form of legislation
which would protect them against the exploitation of the International
Bankers. .

The agents of the International Bankers organized active lobbying. They
used intimidation. But despite all their efforts paragraph 5, of section 8,
of the First article of the new American Constitution read - "CONGRESS
SHALL HAVE THE POWER TO COIN MONEY AND REGU-LATE
THE VALUE THEREOF."

The vast majority of United. States .citizens consider the Constitution
an honoured, and almost sacred, document- All laws passed since.then are.
SUPPOSED to conform with. the .provisions of the Constitution. The fact-
that subsequent legislation dealing with finance, and currency, have been
in violation of the provisions laid down in Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph
5. proves how powerful the bankers have been in the political field.

Tuhe history of how the International Money-lenders obtained economic
control of the United :States in order to further their long range plans is
decidedly interesting.

Using the good old reliable Joint Stock Company principle, the Directors
of the Bank of England appointed one of their hirelings named Alexander
Hamilton, to represent their interests in the United States. In 1780 this
man, a supposed patriot, proposed the establishment of a Federal Bank.
It was to be owned by PRIVATE INTEREST-S as an alternative to those
* The Earl of Chatham and his son William Pitt (1759-18064°"':,' "°"°§;*I*z1:"=G'2°,':§z3% 28 thee?R>c sdk>,ournct%d s
he"  s Money-lencfers were lnvolvlneg é'u'I'§9¢.m" 28'8£\88€2"8

Just stop and think for a m0'3$'é'£'€"L°8'w far they have advanced that part of their
This explains Roosevellfs policy.
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who inst Ted the issue and control of money should remain in the hands of
the government elected by the people. Alexander Hamilton suggested that
his proposed Federal Bank be capitalized for $12,000,00U. The Bank of
England would provide $10,000,000-, the remaining $2,000,000. would he
allocated to wealthy people in.America. In 1783 Alexander Hamilton, and
his business partner Robert Morris, organized the Bank of America. As
Financial Superintendent of the Continental Congress, M-orris was able
to reduce the United States Treasury to a state of indigcnee by the end '5'f
the .Seven Years of War. This is another' illustration of how The Secret
Power use wars to further their plan for the W. R. 'To make absolutely
sure the Unitcd States' Financial Cupboard was bare, Hamilton transfer-
red the last $250,000 from the Treasury Department, and invested it in the
Bank's Capital Stock. Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson, John Adams,
James Madison, and Benjamin Franklin came out bodily at various times
and accused the director of the Bank of America of being agents of the
Bank of England.

The Fathers of American Independence realized that if the Directors of
the Bank of England obtained monopolistic control of America's money
system they would recover any money they had lost financing the South
against the North, and vice versa, by the simple process of mortgage and
foreclosure- The net result of this truggle for economic control of the
nation was that Congress refused to grant the Bank of America a charter.

Benjamin -Franklin died in 1791 and the agents of the International
Jewish Money-lenders immediately made another bid to obtain control of
America' finances. They succeeded in having Alexander Hamilton appoint-
ed Secretary of the Treasury. Hamilton had the Government charter the
=bank his -principals had been clamouring for. It was then a simple matter
to usurp the rights to issue currency based on public and private debt .
T-he most forceful arguments the Bankers' agents had used to defeat their
opposition was that money issued by Congress, on the credit of the Nation,
would be valueles in dealing abroad; while money obtained on loan from
the bankers, at interest, would be welcomed as legal security in all kinds
of transactions. 'Thus the public fell prey to the exploitation of the men
who professed they were their friends. Alexander Hamilton, and Morris,
were never other than hirelings of the International Money-lenders.

T-he new Bank was capitalized for $35,000,000- Of this amount $28,000,-
000. was subscribed by European Bankers, which the Rothschild's controlled.
It is suspected that the International Bankers decided that Hamilton knew
too much and couldn't be trusted any longer. He was inveigled into a duel
with an expert named Aaron Burr, who acted as his executioner.

While American citizens were used as Front men by the international
Bankers, policy was determined in Europe. The Rothschild interests gave
orders that the American bankers were to extend almost unlimited credit
for good security and put plenty of money into circulation. The propaganda
media played up on the highest notes of optiniism. Prosperity was assured.
Americans were destined to become the greatest people on earth- Every-
body was urged to invest in the future of their great nation.

\Vhen everyone of any worth had mortgaged themselves to the hilt, orders
were given to tighten up credits, recall outstanding loans,- and reduce the
amount of money in circulation. An artificial depression was created. Citi-
zens could not meet their financial obligations and the money-barons obtained
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millions of dollars worth of property, and securities, at a fraction of their
normal value. Admittedly everything- was done by due process of law, but
A-l Capone and his gangsters, were gentlemen in comparison with the
Interns-tional Bankers.

Many great Americans have commented on this' phase of the history of
the United States, but their expressed opinions doesn't seem to have pre-
vented their successors from falling- into the same traps and pit-falls. John
Adams (1735 - 1826) wrote to Thomas J'efi"erson in 1787. He said: "All the
perplexities, confusion and distress arise not from the defects of the Con-
stitution; not from want of honour and virtue; so much as .from downright
ignorance of the nature of coin, credit and circulation."

Thomas Jefferson said: "I believe that banking institutions are more
dangerous in our liberties than standing' armies, Already they have raised
up a money aristocracy that has set governments at defiance. The issuing
power should be taken from the banks and restored to the people to whom
it properly belongs". .

Andrew Jackson said : "If Congress has a right, under the Constitution
to i sue paper money, it was given them to use by themselves, not to be
delegated to individuals or corporations." .

These out spoken comments warned the International Bankers to expect
serious opposition when their Charter for the Bank of the United States
ran out in 1811. To prepare for this eventuality Amschel Maier or (Meyer)
Rothschild, 'had obtained absolute control of the Bank of England in order
to strengthen his control of the \Vorld's ecoNomy. His son Nathan had
been specially trained to undertake this tremendous task as previously
mentioned. Nathan l proved to have exceptional talent and ability for fin-
ancial affair . He trained himself only to think in terms of profits, just
as 'the professional Politician thinks -only in terms 'of votes. In 1798, at
the early age of twenty-one, he went over from Germany to secure control
of the Bank of England. He was entrusted with the.modest sum of £20,000.
To demonstrate -his financial wizardry he speculated, and in a comparatively
short time, he increased his capital to £60,000. By 1811, when the matter
of the renewal of the Charter for the Bank of America was due for a
hearing, Nathan Rothschild was in control of the International Bankers, I-Ie
issued hi ultimatum. "Either the application for renewal of the charter is
granted or the United States will find itself involved in a most disastrous
War." . ` '

President Andrew JacksOn didn't believe the International Bankers
Would' foment a war. He decided to call their bluff- He Wld them bluntly-
"You are a den of thieves vipers. I intend to rout you out, and by the
Eternal God I will rout you out." But President JacksOn had underest-
imated . the 'power of the Rothschild's. NathaN Rothschild issued orders.
"Teach these impudent Americans a lesson. Bring them back to Colonial
statu .n
` The Britiiz Government, always subservient to the Bank of England,

launched -the war of 1812. This war was calculated to impoverish the
United =States to such an extent the legislators would 'have to plead for
peace, and seek financial aid. Nathan Rothschild stipulated that no finan-
eial aid would be forthcoming' except in return for the renewal of the
charter for the Bank of America. .

Nathan Rothschild's plan worked to perfection.
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how many men were killed and wounded; How many women were widowed ;
How many children were made orphans; How many people were rendered
destitute. He and his co-eonspirators rejoiced in the fact -that they had
acheived their objective and in so doing' they had created more and more
dissatisfaction amongst the masses of the people who blamed the blundering
policies of their own governments, while The Secret Power behind the scenes
remained unsuspected by all except a very few people.

In 1816 T-he United 'States Congress granted the renewal of the Charter
for the Bank of 'the United States as requested. There are many author-
ities -who state quite frankly that the Members of Congress were bribed,
or threatened, into voting' for the legislation which put the American people
back into financial bondage. . '

'Th' men who plot and plan to secure economic and political control of
the world don't hesitate to prostitute Lowe to acheive their ends, any more
than they hesitate to order murder committed to rid them of men who
stand in their way. In 1857 the man'lag'e of Lenora, daughter of Lionel
Rothschild, to her cousin Alton o of Paris (They believe in keeping things
within the family) brought many international personages to London,
England, where the ceremony was performed. Disraeli, the noted English
Statesman, -and twice Prime Minster, wa invited to be present. .

Disraeli is reported to have said during his speech on that memorable
occasioN "Under this roof are the head of the family of Rothschild, a
home famous in every capital of Europe, arid every division of the globe.
If you like we hall divide the United -States into two parts, one for you
James, and one for you Lionel, Napoleon will do exactly _L and all that
I advise him to do; and to Bismarck will be .suggested such an intoxicat-
ing' program as to make him our abject slave."*

History records that Judah P. Benjamin, a Rothschild relative, was ap-
pointed as their professional strategist in America. The American Civil
\Var, which split the Union in two, became an accomplished fact.

'Napoleon 111 was persuaded by the Bankers to extend his French Em-
pire into Mexico. The British Government was persuaded that the
Northern States could be made into a colony again. The Civil \Var in the
United States was an economic war brought about by the International
Bankers- By applying economic pressure it was a simple matter to
aggravate the economic difficulties the Northern States encountered after
the slaves had been given their freedom. Abraham Lincoln admitted "No
natibn can long endure half free and half slaves."** .

T-hc international Bankers loaned unlimited credit to all forces engaged
by the South fighting the forces of the North. They loaned Napoleon 111,
201,500,000 Francs for his Mexican campaign. \Vhen the Confederacy
needed assistance in 1863 the Powers-that-be offered Napoleon Texas
and Louisiana in exchange for French intervention again t the Northern
States. .

The Tzar of Russia heard of these preposterou offers and' he informed
the GOvernments of England and France that should 'th'ey.` actively in-
tervene, and give military aid to the -South, Russia would consider such.

To
4
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action as a declaration of war again t the Imperial Russian Empire.
Reference to this slbeech is made by several authors and historians.
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strengthen his ultimatum Russian warships were seht to New York and
San Francisco and placed at Lincoln's disposal.*

When the Northern authorities found themselves in financial difficulties
the International Bankers didn't refuse to loan the money. The simply
stipulated that the rate of interest to the Northern States would be 28 per
cent. After all, they were in -business as money-lenders, An important
aspect of the American Civilly,Var is that it would in all probability have
ieaehed a. conclusion in a few months had not the International Money-
lenders made fresh loans. These loans were usury. They were based on
terms and rates of interest which were calculated to give International
Bankers control of the economy of the whole country. When they consid-
ered it time they ended the war.

Lincoln tried to break the financial bonds with which 'his Northern States
were bound. To him Article 1, =Seetion 8, paragraph 5 of the Constitution
we sufficient authority. He disregarded the bankers' overtures- He caused
$450,000,000 of Honest money to be printed, He based the Credit of the
Nation as security behind this money. The' International Bankers retali-
ated by causing a Bill to be passed through Congress ruling that Lincoln's
Greenbacks would not be accepted as payment of interest on government
bonds nor import duties. 'The Bankers caused Lincoln's money to become
almost valueless by refusing to accept the Greenbacks except at a heavy
discount. Having beaten down -the value of Greenback dollars to 30 cents
they bought them all in. They then turned around and bought government
bonds with them demanding dollar for dollar value. In this way they
overcame a serious threat and made 70 cent on the dollar.

An article, inspired by the International Bankers, appeared in the
London Times- It concerned Abraham Lincoln's issue of Greenbacfcs. I t
said: "If this mischievou financial policy, which has its origin in North
America, shall become endurated down to a fixture, then that Government
will furnish its own money without cost. It will pay oil' debts and be
without debt. It will have all the money necessary to carry on its com-
merce. It will become prosperous without precedent in the history of the
world. The brains, and wealth of all court=tries will go to North America.
THAT COUNTRY MUST BE DES!TR~OYED OR IT 'WILL DE-STROY
EVERY MONARCHY ON THE GLOBE."

The Haze/rd Circular was supplied to all banking interests from overseas.
It read "Slavery is likely to be abolished by war power. This, I and my
European friends are in favour of, because slavery is but the owning of
labour, and carries with it the care of the labourer , while the European
plan, led on by England, is that capital shall control labour by controlling
wages.

"The great debt, that Capitalists will see is made out of the war, must
be used to control the value of money. To accomplish this government
bonds must be used as a banking basis. We are now waiting for the Secre-
tary of the Treasury of the United States to make that recommendation.
It will not do to allow Goes-nbacks, as they are called, to circulate as money
for any length of time as we cannot control that. But we can control the
bonds, and through them, the banking issues."

The Bankers financed the election campaigns of enough Senators, and
4 This act of lnterferance caused the International Bankers to decide to overthrow
the Russian Government and end the powers of the accomplished
this task in October 1917 as will he explained in another chapter.
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Congressmen, to assure them the National .Banking Act would become law.
The National Banking Act did l become law in 1863 despite the vigorous
protests of 'President Lincoln- Thus the International Bankers won another
round. The people of the world had been brought one step nearer to
economic, political and religious bondage.

On the letter head of Rothschild's' Brothers, Bankers, London, England,
under date of June 25th, 1863, the following was written to Messrs. Ikel-
=heimer, Morton and Vandergould, No. 3 Wall Street, New York, U.S.A.

Dear Sirs:-

A Mr- John Sherman has written us from a town in Ohio, U.S.A.
as to profits that may be made in the National Banking business, under
a. recent act of your Congress ;. a copy of this Act accompanies this letter.
Apparently this Act lh'as been drawn up on the plan formulated by the
British Bankers Association, and by that Association recommended to our
American friends, as one that, if enacted into law, would prove highly
profitable to the banking fraternity throughout the world.

-̀ Mr. Sherman declares that there ha never been such an opportun-
ity for capitalists to accumulate money as that presented by this act. It
gives the National Bank 'almost complete control of the National finance.
The feW'who understand the system he says will either be 80 interested in
its profits, or so dependent On its favorers, that there will be no 'opposition
from that class, while on the other hand, the great body of the people,
mentally .incapable of comprehending the tremendous advantages that
capital derives from the system, will bear its burden without -complaint,
and perhaps without even suspecting that the System is inimical to their
interests .... -.' . -

In' reply to the above letter' Me~ ~rs. Ikelheimer, Mortdzi 'ind Vandérgould
réplledz- . ' . .`

Your respectful servants,
' . Rothschild"Brothers.

Dear -Sirs:-

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of June 25th, in which
you refer 'to a. communication received from Honourable John Sherman,
of Ohio, with reference to the advantages, and profits, of an American
investment under the provisions of the National Banking- Aet.

Mr. S-herman possesses, in a marked degree, the distinguishing
characteristics of a successful financier, His temperament is such that
whatever his feelings may be they never cause him to lose sight of the
main chance- I-Ie is young, shrewd, and ambitious. -He has fixed his eyes
upon the Presidency of the United States and already is a member of Con-
gress (he has financial ambitions too). He rightfully thinks he ha
everything to gain by being friendly with men, and institutions, having
large financial resources, and which at times are not too particular in their
method , either of obtaining government aid, or protecting themselves
again t unfriendly legislatcion.

-¢
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A to- the org°anization.of the National Bank. here,. and the nature.. and
profits of such investments, we =beg leave to refer to our printed circulars
enclosed herein. viz: _-

Any number of persons not less than give may organize -a National Banking
-Corporation. . . .

Except in cities having' 6,000 'inhabitants or less, a National Bank-cannot
havelless than $1,000,000 capital. .l

They are private corporations organized for private gain, and select their
own officers and employees- . ':' .

They are not subject to control of -State Laws, except as Congress may
from time.to time provide. . . . .

They may receive deposits and loari the same for their own benefit.. They
can buy and sell bonds and discount paper and do general banking

. business- . . . . .
To start a National Bank on the scale of $1,000,000 will require purchase

of that amount (par value) of U. S. Government~Bonds. U. S. Bonds
can now be purchased at 50 per cent, discount, sq that a. bank of
$1,000,000 capital can- be started at this time for only $500,000.

.. 'These bonds must be deposited wibh the United States Treasury at
\Vash.ington as security for the National Bank currency, that will
be .furni hed by the government to the bank- . .

The United -S-tatcs Government will pay 6 per cent interest on all bonds
. . in gold,.the interest being paid semi-annually. It will be seen that

. at the present price of bonds the inteiest paid the government
» itself is 12 per cent in gold on all money invested. . - .
The United States Government on having the bond aforesaid deposited

with the Treasurer," on the strength of uch security will furnish
National currency to the bank depositing the bonds, at an annual
interest of only one per cent per annum.

The currency .is printed by the U. 'S. Government in a. form so like-Green-
. . backs that the people do not detect the difference. Although the

currency is but a promise of the bank to pay. .
The demand for money is so great that this money can be readily loaned

to the people across the counter of the Bank at a discount at the
` rate of 10 per cent at thirty or sixty days time, making it about

12 per cent interest on the currency,
The interest on the bonds, plus the interest on the currency which the

bond secures, plus the incidentals of the business, ought to make the
gross earnings of the bank amount to from 28 per cent to 33 and
one-third per cent.

National Banks are privileged to increase and contract their currency at
will and of course, can grant or withhold loans as they may see fit. As
the -banks have a National organization and can easily act together
in withholding loans or extending them, it follows that they can
by united action in refu ing to make loans cause a stringency in
the money market, and in a single week or even a single day gauge
a decline in all products of the country- .

\__
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National Banks pay no taxes on their bonds, nor on their capital, not on
their deposits. . .
Requesting that you' will regard this as strictly eonNdential.

Most respectfully yours,
. . Ikelheimer, Morton, and Vandergould.

Following the exchange of the above letters the American Bankers put
into practice once again the manipulations mentioned." They reaped another
rich harvest by foreclosures on property and securities left with them as
security for loans, Which their clients could not repay because the Bankers,
acting in unity, withdrew currency, and restricted credits, to a degree that
made it impo sible for the vast majority of borrowers to meet their ilnan-
cial obligations. .

Abraham Lincoln felt that after this sad, and co tly, experience the
American people might `be ready to listen to sense o. once again, he
launched -a public attack upon the Bankers,
In an address he said: .  -

"I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me, and
causes me to tremble for the safety bf my Country; corporations have
been-enthroned, .an era of corruption in high places. will follow, and the
money power of the country will endeavour to. prolong its reign by working
upon the prejudice of the. people, until the wealth is aggregated in a few
hands and the Republie.is destroyed." .

Shortly. after . making this.-momentous speech Abraham Lincoln wa
re-elected President but before .he could have legislation enacted which
would -have curbed the avaricious practices of the bankers h was assass-
inated by John \Vilkes Booth while attending a theatrical performance, on
the night of April 9th, -1865.:-'Very few-Americans know why. President
Lincoln was as assinated- The true an-swer was found when investigators
located a coded message .amongst Booth's effects. The key to that coded
presage was in possession of Judah P. Benjamin who was Rothschild's
agent in America. While the coded message had no direct bearing on the
murder, it definitely established the contact Booth .had with the International
Bankers. Once again they remained hidden behind the scenes while the
Jew, -Booth, was blamed .for .the death of .a.g'rea.t man. Had Abraham
Lincoln lived he would most: certainly have clipped the wings, and trimmed
the sails, of the International money-lenders.

Before Lincoln was murdered, Salmon P. Chase, who was Secretary of
the U.'S. Treasury 1861 - 1864, stated publiclyz- "My agency in ;:romot-
ing the passage of the National Banking Act was the greatest financial
mistake of my life. It has built up a monopoly which affects every interest
in the country. It should be repealed, but before that can be accompli ` ed
the people will be arrayed on one side, and the banks on -the other, i.: a
contest such as we have never seen before in this country."*

In 1866 there were $1,906,687,7'70 in currency in circulation in the Un red
States- This represented $50.46 per capita. At the end of 1876 there was
only about $605,250,000 in circulation representing a per capita amount of
$14.60. The currency of the nation had been reduced by bank withdrawals
to the extent of over $1,300,000,000. The importance of these figures will

L.m°'re'28"'18'g°£I.'édn§"88,'é'€"§!§2 8.'},*,*;L'.-,?",'§}313fn§i'°byW8§gn1*§v°g3ggnm;>'ndM9;;8
Federal Reserve Conspiracy' by Eustace Mullins.
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be better understood lby the average man when he learn that the net result •
of the bankers policy was a total of 56,446 business failures representing
a loss of $2,245,105,000 in cash investments. The larger proportion of the
losses was incurred by mortgage for closures. In other words, by withdraw-
ing currency and restricting credits the bankers had enriched themselves
by well over $2,000,000,000 in a little over ten years. There is plenty of
evidence to prove the-at the American Bankers and the European Bankers,
have been affiliated ever' since, and that the subsequent depressions were
created by similar financial manipulations, as will be explained in other
chapters.

..CHAPTER

_/Uonetazy JUaznipula dion

SIX

When the Rothschild's obtained. control of the Bank of England, .following
Nathan's spetaeular financial "killing" in 1815, he and his associates
insisted that Gold be made the only base for the issuance of paper money.
In 1870 the European Bankers experienced .a little annoyance in their
control system due to the fact that in America a considerable amount of
silver coin was used. The European Bankers decided that silver must be
demonetized in the United States- At that time England had much gold
and very little silver: America had much silver and very little gold.*
The bankers on both sides of the Atlantic knew that while this difference
continued they could not obtain absolute control of the economy of the
nation and absolute control is essential for the success of big scale man-
ipulation.

'Dhe European International Bankers sent Ernest Seyd over to America .
and placed at his disposal in American banks $500,000 with which to bribe .
key members of the American legislature. In 1873, at the `ihstig-ation of .
the bankers,'their agents in trodiiéetl a. "Bill", innocently named "A Bill -
to reform Coinage and Mint Laws". It was cleverly drafted. Many pages
of writing concealed the real purpose behind the Bill. The Bill was spon-
sored by none other than -Senator John. Sherman, whose letter to the House
of Rothschild has already been referred to. Sherman was supported by
Congressman -Samuel Hooper- After Senator Sherman gave 8 very plaus-
ible, but mi leading, report regarding the purpose of the Bill, it was passed
without a. dissenting vote. Three years passed before the full import of
the Bill began to be realized. It was a. ea-moflaged Bill to demonetize silver.
President Grant signed the Bill without reading the contents after he had
been assured it was just a routine matter necessary to make some desirable
reforms in the coinage and monetary laws. According to the Congressional
Record none but the members of the Committee which introduced the Bill
under food its meaning.
* it W8S to aggravate this situation that agents of the International Conspirators
in America organized the gangs of stage-coach and train-robbers to intercept ship-
ments or gold bein sent from various mines to the U.S Treasury
This connection btgween Internat'onal Bankers and the
to exist even today. .
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The International Bankers considered the pa sage of the Bill so essential
to their plans, to obtain absolute control of the monetary system of the
United States, that Ernest Send was instructed' to represent himself as an
expert on coining' of money. After organizing' the formation of a commit-
tee favor table to his master's objectives, he sat in with the committee, in
a professional advisory capacity, and helped draft the Bill in accordance
with the Rothsehilds instructions. ' .,

Congressman Samuel Hooper introduced the Bill in the House on April
9th 1872- He is recorded as saying, "Mr. Ernest Seyd, of London, a
distinguished writer, has given great attention to the subject of mints and

.coinage. After examining' the first draft of the Bill, he furnished many
valuable suggestions which have been incorporated in the Bill." Mr, .John
R. Elson in his book Lightning over the Treasury Building on vase 49
declares - According to his (Sey¢l's) D'lU')'l» statement, -made to his friend
Mr. Frederick A. Lukenbaclc, of Denver, Colorado, who has, under- oath.,
given us the story, he (Send) said "I saw the Committee of the House and
Senate and paid the money, and stayed in America un-il I knew the measure
1 l ! |

A

uns safe . '
In 1878 a further withdrawal of currency, and restricting' of credits,

can ed 10,478 business and banking failures in the United States. In 1879
the issuanceiof more coin at the iNsistence of Congress 'halted the artific-
ially created recession and reduced business failures to 6,658. But in 1882
the "Secret Power" behind International affairs issued orders that there
was to be no more pussy-foOting. They reminded their banking associates
in the States that sentiment has no place in business. These admonishments
produced results as spectacular as they were drastic. Between 1882 and
1887 the per capita money in circulation in the United -Sttes was reduced
to $6.67. This action increased the total business failures from 1878 to
1892, to. 148,703, while proportionate foreclosure were made on farms and
private dwellings. Only the bankers .and their agents, who made the loans
aNd took foreclosure proceedings, benefitted. . .

It would appear that the International Bankers were deliberately creat-
ing' conditions of poverty, and despair, in the United States sin, order to
produce conditions which would enable .their instrument .The World. Reziolu-.
t-iondfriy Party to recruit revolutionary forces..This accusatioN is supp°r*Qd
by a- letter issued to all"Arheriean BankerS, "by'the` Amer""can' BaNkers
Association. A . .
with Rothschild's European Monopoly,- if.n.ot actually controlled by"the
House of Rothschild, at that time. Th le.tter readsz- - '

' .L

It has been proved is dssdéiatioh was izitimately afhliiated

March 11, 1808.

'I
\

Dear Sir:- .- , ; ' _

-The interests of the NatioNal Banks requires immediate financial
Sil\7er~- certificates, and Treasury notes, must be

retired, and nationir- banli notes, upon a gold basis, made the only money.
This will require the authorization of new bonds in the amount of $500,-
-000,000 to $1,00.fl,U00,000 as the basis of circulation- You will at once retire
one-third of,-'8iour circulation and will call one-half of your loans. Be care-
ful to create a money stringency among your patrons, especially among

...b;l'I::£§ntial_business men. The life of the National Banks, as fixed 'and safe
investment , depends upon immediate action as there is an increa ing
sentiment in favour of government legal tender and silver coinage." _.
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T-his command was obeyed immediately and the panic of 1893 was created.
William Jennings Bryan tried to counteract the bankers' conspiracy, but
once again the public. believed the false accusations circulated in the Press
by the banker ' propagandists. The man in the treet blamed the govern-
ment. The average citizen never even suspected tHe part the bankers had
played in creating chaos in order to feather their own nests. \Villiarn
Jennings _Bryan was unable to do anything contsructive- His voice, like
the voices of many other honest and loyal citizens, was a voice crying in
the wilderness. - .

In 1899 I. P. Morgan, 'and Anthony Drexel, went to England to attend
the International Bankers Convention. \Vhen they returned, J. P. MOrgan
had been appointed head representative for the Rothschild's interests in
the United States. He we probably chosen as Top-man because of the
ingenuity he.had shown when he made a fortune selling his government
Union Army rifles which had already been condemned-* -

. As the result of the London Conference J. P. Morgan & Co. of New York ;
Drexel & Co. of Philadelphia; Grenfell & Co. of London; Morgan Harjes
& 'Co. of Paris, M. M. VVarburgs of Germany & Amsterdam and the .House
of Rothschild were all affiliated! . .
. The Morgan-Drexel combination organized the Northern Securities Cor-

poration in 1901. for the purpose of putting the Heinze-Morse group out of
b1isiness.- The Heinze-Mor e ..controlled considerable . banking, ship-
ping; steel ; and other industries. They had to be put out of business so
the Morgan-Drexel combination could control the forthcoming Federal

group of trusted lieutenants and they all
Europe they 'were given every facility to

election. .

. The Morgan-Drexel combination succeeded in putting in Theodore
Roosevelt in 1904. This delayed the prosecution which had been started
against them by the Justice Department because of the alleged illegal
methods used to rid themselves of competition- Morgan-Drexel then affil-
iated with Kuhn-Loeb & Co. To test their combined strength it was decided
to stage another financial "killing'". They created "'The \Vall Street Panic
of 190'l". The pu-blic reaction to such methods of legalized gahgsterism
Was sufficient to make. the Government take action, but the evidence which
follows clearly proves how 'the public was betrayed. . . '

The GovernMent appointed .A 'Nat-iona.l..Monetq.ry Commission. Senator .
Nelson Aldrich wa.-u.'appointed head of. the eommission.- He was charged .
'with the duty .o.f- making°a. thorough study Of financial practice , and than
formulating banking and currency reform by submitting the necessary
legislation to Congress. Aldrich, it was discovered afterwards, was _finan- '
cially intcrc red with the powerful Rubber and Tobacco TruSts. ' He was .
just about the last man in the Senate- who. should have»been entrusted with .`
uch a task, Immediately after his appointment Aldrich picked a small ..

departed for Europe._..\.¥llile in .. 2.
study the YV.;'Z.8"t'iie Interna.1..;i9i1a1--

Bankers controlled the economy of European countries. After; Aldrich had
spent two years, and over $800,000 of the American tax'-player ' money in
as Gustavus Myers deals with J. P. Morgan's and his rather's connlec:tlons with the
House or lioth child in much greater detail and all Americans who `Wt'ah to stop
mstory repeating itself should read how they were sold down the river in the_mlddle
of last It is explained in another Chapter how the International Bankers

revolutions planned by the master-minds into effect. o pu e wars and

century.
met. In one section of London and
in -another and worked out the details

1.
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Europe, he returned to the U.s.A. All the public received for their money
was to be told by Aldrich that he hadn't been able to arrive at any definite
plan which' would prevent recurring financial parties which had upset busi-
ness, created unemployment, and destroyed many small fortunes in the
U. S. A._sincc the Civil \Var.

Prior to the tour of Europe Aldrich had been advised to consult Paul
Warburg. This Paul Moritz Warburg' was a- unique character. He had
arrived in the U. S. A. as a. German immigrant a-bout 1902. It turned out
afterwards that he was a member of the European Financial House of
M. M. Warburg & Co. of Hamburg ~and Amsterdam. This company we
as we have seen, with the House of Rothschild. Paul Warburg had studied
International finance in Germany, France, Great Britain, Holland and other'
countries -before entering America as an immigrant. -The U. S. A. proved
to be his land of golden opportunity because, in no time at all, he purchased
a partnership in Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New York. He was voted a salary
of $500,000 a year. -One of his new partners was Jacob Schiff' who had
previously purchased into the firm with Rothschild gold. This Jacob Schiff
is the man evidence will prove fin-anced the Terrorist Movement in Rus ia
from 1883, onwards to 1917. .

Schifl' hadn't done too badly for himself, and his backers. He had managed
to achieve undisputed control over the transportation, the communications
system , and the supply lines in the United States. -As has been .proved,
control of these is absolutely essential for successful revolutionary effort
in any eountryi*

'On the night of November 22nd 1910 a private railway coach was waiting
at the Hoboken, New Jersey, Railway Station. Senator Aldrich arrived
with A. Piatt `Andrews, a professional economist and treasury official, who -
had been wined and dined in Europe. Shelton, Aldrich's private seezetary,
also turned up. He Was followed by Frank Vanderlip, president of the
National City Bank of New York; This Bank represented the Rockefeller
Oil Interest and the Kuhn-LOeb railway interests. The directors -of she
National City Bank had been publicly Charged with helping to foment a
war between the U. -S. A. and Spain in. 1898. Regardless of the truth or
otherwise, of the charges, 'the fact remains that 'the National City Batik
owned and controlled .Cuba's sugar industry when the 'war ended. Other
who joined Aldrich were H. P. Davison, 'senior partner of J.-P. Morgan '&
Co., Charles D. Norton, president of Morg'an's First National Bank 'of New
`York. T-hese last three had been accused in the American legislature of
controlling the entire money and credit oflthe U. S. A. Last to arrive were
Paul Warburg and Benjamin Strong. \Varburg was so wealthy and power-
ful by this time that he is said to have inspired the famous comic? strip
("Orphan Annie") in which lVafrbucks is. featured as -the most wealthy' and
influential man in the world; a man who can, when he so wishes, use super-
human or supernatural powers to protect him a:nd his interests. Benjamin
Strong came into prominence during the preliminary manipulations of high
finance which led »to'the Wall Street Panic of 1907. As one of J. P. Mor-
4 gnvestlgatlons In several countries already subjugated prove that the Financial
Tycoons who owned and controlled the transportation systems on land and'sea. and
amuatca industries deliberately brought about conditions which led to general _
strikes Immediately prior to the date set_for a revolutionary effort to take place. '
lt must be obvious that these International Tycoons cannot form dictatorships as
they did governments and institutions have been ever-
thrown. purpose_was achieved in Russia. .
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gan's lieutenants he h-ad earned a rep-utation of carrying out orders with-
out question 'and with ruthless ediciency.

Aldrich's private coach was attached to the train. Newspaper reporters
learned of this gathering of the men who controlled America' oil, finances,
communications, transportations, and heavy industries .They began to
swarm down upon the private car like locusts ... But they couldn't get
anyone to speak. Mr. Vanderlip finally brushed off the reporter.s' demands
for information with the explanation "\Ve are going away .for a quiet
week-end." . . . .̀

It took years to discover what happened that quiet week-end. A secret
meeting was held on Jekyl Island, Georgia. This hide-away Was owned
by J. P. Morgan, and a small group of his financial affiliates. The business
di cussed at the meeting referred to was "Ways and means to ensure that
proposed legislation to curb financial racketeering and monetary manipu-
lation in 'the U.S.A_ be sabotaged and leg lotion favourable to those
attending 'the . secret meeting be substituted." To achieve these two
in-portant objectives was no easy-task. Mr. Paul \Varburg was asked to
suggest solutions. His advice was accepted, '

Subsequent meetings were held by the same group to iron but details in
New -York. The eonspi'ratoi's` named their group The First Na-me.Club
beCau-se, when lmeéting together, they always addressed'each other by their
first name . to 'guard against 'strangers becoming' interested should they
hear the surNames of national and international financiers being spoken
To make a long story short, Aldrich, Warburg and Company, drew up the
monetary legislation which Aldrich ultimately presented as the. work of
hi special committee. -He had it passed by Congress in 1918 under the
title "The Federal Reserve Act of 1913." . The vast majority of American
citizens honestly believed that this act protected their intere.ts, and placed
the Federal GOvernMent- in contz-ol'of the .nation's .economy.. .

`Nothing-is .further from the truth. The Federal Reserve System Placed
the affiliated banker in America ahd' Europe in position 'to bring about
and' control World War One. 'This statement will be proved. \Vorld War
One Was .fought 'to enable the International Conspirators 'to bring' about
the Russian Revolution in 1917. . ' .. .' . ' ' ` '
-"These facts illustrate how history 'does 'repeat itself 'arid Why. "`BY means

of Similar plots, and°intrigue, the International Bankers had brought about
the English Revolution in 1640-1649; and the Gz°'e2:l.t FrenCh RevolUtion of
1'z89;* .

In 1914 the Federal Reserve System consisted of twelve banks which
had bought $134,000,000 worth of Federal Reserve Stock. According to
Congre signal Record of May 29th, 1989; 8896 , they had made a profit of
$23,141,456,197. In 1940 the assets of the Federal Reserve were shown as
five billion dollars. In 1946 they were declared to be forty five billion
dollars. The bankers made forty billion dollars profit out of their trans-
actions in World \Var Two. .

The majority of citizens in the United States believe that the Federal
Reserve -System benefits the people of the Nation as a whole. They think
the Federal Reserve System protects the depositors' money by making'
bank failures an impossibility. They think that profits made by the Fed-
=\» For full details of the Federal Reserve Conspiracy read the book of that title
yggten' by Eustace Mullins and published .by .Common Sense_ Union. New Jersey.
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era Reserve Banks benefit the National Treasury. 'They are wrong on
all suppositions. . . .

What the majority of the people think is exactly what the Federal
Reserve System was originally intended to accompli h, but the legislation
drawn up on Jekyl Island, Georgia in'1910, and passed by the Ameriean
Congress in 1913, did not benefit the people or the government of the
U.-S.A. It benefitted only the American Bankers, who were interlocked with
the International Bankers of Europe. ' .

The President bf the United States nominates four of the men who are
charged with the responsibility of operating the Federal Reserve System.
They are paid $15,000 a year for their services, .Congressional records
will prove that the member banks shared illegally the profits made right
from its inception. It wasn't until 1922 that the original Act was amended
so the Bankers could take the profits legally.

Regarding the delu ion that the Federal Reserve System protects people
who deposit their money for safe-keéping in American Banks against
possible bank failures, statistics show that since the Federal Reserve System
came into operation in 1913 over 14,000 banks have failed. Millions upon
millions of the depositors' hard earned money were lost to the rightful
owners. A money or wealth, generally speaking, is indestructible some-
body get what the others lost. That is what we term "Smart Business"
today. . .

CHAPTER SEVEN

&»¢n £4 ffzeecealing Uhe uééian et/olution.
.('¢na¢

The invasion of Russia 1812 by Napoleon shook the Russian people to
the core. Tzar .Alexander 1 set about the task of organizing a recovery
programme. In the hope that he could bring about a united effort through-
out the Russian Empire, he relaxed many of the restrictions which had
been imposed on the Jews when they were confined to the Pale of Settlement
in 1772. Special concessions were made to the artisans and professional
classes. A determined effort was made to establish Jews in agriculture.
Under Alexander 1 they were given every encouragement to assimilate
themselves into the Russian way of life.

Nicholas 1 succeeded Alexander 1 in' 1825. He was less inclined to
favour the Jews, because he viewed their rapid inroad into the Russian

'economy with alarm. I-Iis government viewed with great displeasure the
determination of the Jews to maintain their separate culture, language,
mode of dress, ete.
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In order to try to assimilate the Jews into the Russian society Nicholas
1, in 1804, made it comuplsory for all Jewish children to attend Public
School. Nicholas thought that if the young' Jews could be convinced that
they would be welcomed into Russian society it would go a long' way to
eliminate misunderstandings. His avowed purpose was to offset the .one-
sided story of religious persecution which was drilled into their minds
from early infancy. , .

The net re ults of the Ru Sian experiment didn't turn out as expected.
Education for non-Jewish children was not compulsory. -The Jews became
the be t educated segment in Russia.*

Alexander 11 followed Nichola 1 to the throne of Russia .in 1855.
Benjamin Disraeli, who was twice elected Prime Mini ter of the British
Parliament, referred to Alexander 11 as "The most benevolent prince that
ever ruled over Russia". Alexander devoted his life to improving the con-
ditions of the peasant , poorer classes, and the Jews. In 1861 he emancip-
ated 23,000,000 serfs. This unfortunate cla s had been FORCED to work
on the land. They were LITERALLY slaves. They could be transferred
from one owner to another in all sales, or leases, of landed estates.

Many Jews, who had taken advantage of the compulsory education,
entered universities. They found themselves severely handicapped after
graduation when seeking employment. To correct this injustice Alexander
11 ruled that all Jewish graduates be allowed to settle and hold govern-
ment positions in Greater Russia. In 1879 Jewish apothecaries, nurses.
mid-wives, dentists, distillers, and killed craftsmen were 'permitted to
work and reside, anywhere in Russia.

But the Jewish revolutionary leaders were determined to continue their
movement for Popular World Revolution. Their terrorist groups com-
mitted one outrage after another. They worked to enlist the support of
disgruntled Russian intellectuals and to plant the general idea of violent
revolution in the minds of the industrial working population. In 1866
they made their first attempt on the life of Alexander 11. They tried to
murder him a second time in 1879. In some miraculous manner both at-
tempts failed. It was then decided a very special effort had to be made to
remove Alexander, Hi benevolent rule was completely upsetting their.
claim "That much needed reforms can only be brought about speedily by
revolutionary action". The conspirators hatched their next plot against-
the life of Alexander 11 in the home of the Jewess I-Iesiu Hellman. The
Tzar was murdered in 1881.

While the Revolutionary Forces wit-hin Russia were trying to embarrass
the government in every way possible, and committing all kinds of outrages,
including assassination, the "Secret Powers" behind the \V. R. M. from
their headquarters in England, -Switzerland and the United States were
trying' once again to involve Britain in war with Russia.- In such a war
neither Empire could make any appreciable gains. The. final outcome of
such a war would be to weaken both Empires materially and leave them
easier prey for revolutionary action afterwards.

In'the Nineteenth Century, October issue, 1881, Goldwyn Smith, professor
4 This tact had a great deal to do with the eventual destruction of Tzarist power
which ended with the murder of Tzar nicholas II, and his whole family, In the house
In lelkaterinburg on July 17th, 1918, by a. man named Yorovrest. Ekaterlnburg was
afterward renamed Sverdlovsk in honour of the Jew Yakov Sverdlov who was pres-
ident of the Soviet Republic at the time of the executions. '
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of modern history at Oxford University wrote s "When I was last in
England we were on the brink of war with Russia, which would. have
involved the whole Empire the Jewish interests throughout Europe,
with the Jewish Press of Vienna as its chief organ, was doing its utmost!
to pudgy us in."* - .

=The assassination of the Russian's "Little Father" in 1881 caused wide-
spread . resentment which was expressed by a spontaneous outbreak of
violence against the Jewish population in many parts of Russia. The
Russian Government passed "The 'May Laws". These were harsh laws
passed becaue the Russian officials who sponsored them argued "That if
the Jews could not be satisfied and reconciled by the benevolent policy of

` Alexander 11 then it was obvious that they would be atisfied with nothing
less than the ab elute domination of Russia." Once'again the whole Jewish
Race were being punished for the sins of a few self-appointed revolution-
ary leaders.

On May 23rd, 1882 a Jewish delegation, headed by Baron Ginzberg,**
called on the new 'Tzar Alexander 111 and oilicially protested the May LaWs.
The Tzar promised a thorough investigation into the whole matter con-
earning the conflict between the Jewish and non-Jewish fractions of the
Empire's population, -On September Std he issued this statement: "For
some time the government has given its attention to the Jews, and their
problems and their relations to the rest of the inhabitants of the Empire
with a. view to ascertaining' the sad.eondition of the Christian population
brought about by the conduct of the Jews in business matters. During the
last twenty years the Jews have not only possessed themselves of every trade
and business in all its branches but also of a great part of the land by buy-
ing or farming it. \Vith few exceptions they have, as a body, devoted their
attention not to enriching, or -benefitting the country, but to defrauding the
Russian people by their wiles. Particularly have the poor inhabitants
suffered, and this conduct has called forth protests from the people as
manifested in acts of violence against the Jews. The government, while on
one hand doing its best to put down these disturbances; and to deliver the
Jews from oppression and laughter; on the other hand thought it a matter
of urgency, and justice, to adopt the stringent measures to but an end to
oppression as practiced by the Jews on the other inhabitants, and to rid
the country of their malpractices, which .were, as is well known, the original
cause of the anti-Jewish agitations.."

The May Law had been passed by the Government not only as an act
of resentment because of the assassination of Tzar Alexander II, but also
because Russian economists had been urgently warning the Government
that the national economy was in danger of being ruined if measures were
not taken to curb the illegal activities of the Jews. The economists pointed
out that while the Jews only represented 4.2 per cent of the whole popula-
tion .they had been able to entrench themselves so well in the Russian
* This Is another Illustration oz how even u Professor at History can tall into the
Anti-semlstlc pitfalls set by the conspirators. Admittedly the majority of people
believe that all me International Bankers and Tycoon are Jews. but this is in-
correct. The majority arc not Jews. either by blood. racial decent or religion.
'rney actually foster Anti-Semitlsm because they can use all Anti-movements
to turtner their dlabollgal plan .
#4 Glnzberg was the official representative In Russia of the House of Rothschild.
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.economy that the nation was faced with economic disaster. How correct
the economists .Proved to be is hown by the a`etion taken after Baron
Ginzberg's. deputation failed. to have the May Laws rescinded. The Inter-
national Bankers imposed economic auctions against the Russian Empire.
They -almost reduced the nation to bankruptcy. They exercised an embargo
on Russian trade and commerce. In 1904, after they involved the Russian
Empire in a disastrous war with Japan, the English Banking House of
Rothschild repudiated 'its promise of financial .aid and tried to render the
Russian Empire bankrupt, while Kuhn-Loeb & Co, New York extended to
Japan all the credit asked for. .

Encyclopedia Brittanica, Pag'e"76, Vo. 2 - -1947 says this of the May Laws,
"T-he Russian May Laws were the most conspicuous legislative 'monument
achieved by modern anti- emitism ... 'Their immediate results were a
ruinou commercial depression which'was felt allover the empire and which
profoundly affected the national credit. The Russian Minister was at his
wits end for money, Negotiations for a large loan were entered into with
the House of Rothschild and a preliminary contract was signed when the
Finance Minister was informed that unless the persecutions of the Jews
were stopped, the great banking house would be compelled to withdraw from
the contract . . . In this way anti-semitism, which had already so
profoundly influenced the.domestic policies of Europe, set its mark on the
International relations of the Powers, for it was the urgent need of the
Rus Ian Tieasury, quite as much as the termination of Prince Bismarck's
eeret treaty of mutual neutrality, which brought about the Franco-Russian

Alliance." -
Many orthodox Jews were worried because of the ruthle s terrorism .

being practiced by their compatriots. They knew that a similar policy was
being carried out in France, Germany, Spain, and Italy. The less radical
Jews worried because they feared-a continuation of such terrorism would
result in such -a wave of anti-semitism that it could quite possibly end with
the extermination of the Jewish race. Their worst fears were confirmed by a
German Jew, Theodore Herzl, who informed them of Karl Ritter's anti-
emitic policy and warned them that it was rapidly being' spread throughout

Germany. He suggested the organization of a Jewish Baclc to Israel Move-
ment on the part of orthodox Jews. This was the beginning of the Zionist
movornent.* . .

After Tzar Alexander III had issued his verdict blaming AVARICIOUS
Jews as the cause of the Empire's u-nre t, and economic ruin, the leaders
of . the revolutionaries organized "The Social Revolutionary Party". An
utterly ruthless man named Gershuni was appointed organiser of the
Terrorist Groups. A tailor named Yevno Azev was appointed to organize
the "Fighting -Sections". The leaders of the Social Revolutionary Party
also emphasized the importance of enlisting Gentiles in the movement.
Gentiles, who passed the tests to which they were submitted became full
members. It was this decision that brought Alexander Ulyanov into the
party. Before the revolutionary leaders would admit him into full mem-
bership he was ordered to take part in the plot to assassinate Tzar
Alexander III. The attempt on the Tzar's life failed. Alexander Ulyanov
nu 'the zlonlst Movement was In turn controlled by the International Bankers and
also used to further their secret plans and ambitions. Read The Palestine Plot
by B. Jenson.
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was arrested. He was-tried, and condemned to death. His.execution caused
his younger brother, Vlasimir, to dedicate himself to the revolutionary
cause. Vlasimir rose in power until he became leader of the Bolshevik
Party. -He assumed the -name of Lenin. He ultimately became the first
Dictator of .the U.S.S.R.s. • -.

Between 1900 and 1906, in .addition to causing serious labour trouble, and
creating terrible misunderstanding between all levels of Russian society,
the Revolutionary Party rubbed the sore of religious bigotry until i t
developed into a festering' boil. This boil was brought to a head by the hot
applications of wholesale murders and assassinations. The boil burst in
the form of the revolution of 1905. .

The officials assassinated by the Social RevolutionarieS Terrorist Section
were 'Bog-olepov, Minister of Education in 1901. This assassination was
perpetrated -to register Jewish 1'esentment against the educational clause
in the previously referred to May Laws. This clause limited the number of
Jews attending state-supported schools, and universities, to a. number in
ratio to the Jewish population as compared to the whole Russian population.
This measure was passed because the State financed schools had become
Hooded with Jewish students, A group of'young Jews who had "suifeied"
when. boys, because of the educational clause in the May Laws of 1882,
were given the task of murdering the Minister of Education. They-had
to prove their courage and ability to qualify them for duty with the Ter-
rorist section of the Social RevOlutionary Party. . '

Next year (1902) Sipyagin, Minister of the Interior, was assassinated
to emphasize Jewish resentment against the May Law which had reversed
the policy of Alexander II, and prohibited Jews from living' outside. the
Pale of Settlement. Jews who had been evicted from their home in Greater
Russia as children under the May Law were chosen to carry out this
"Execution". They made no mistake.

In 1903 Bogdanovich, Governor of Ufa was assa sinated; in 1904- Vis-
chelev von Plehve, the Russian Premier was killed: in 1905 the first full
scale Russian Revolution broke out. The Grand Duke Sergius, uncle of the
Tzar, was assassinated on February 17th. In December, 1905, General
Dubrassov supples ed the revolutionarie., but in -1906 he. was assassinated
by the.Terrorist Section. . : ... . - . -. .. .
. Ajfter the .Tzar had blamed the Jews for -the unsatisfactoi-y. state of

affairs in Russia, Baron Ginzberg was instructed to work to bring- about
the destruction of the Russian Empire. It was agreed that to start the
Russo-J apanese War the Rothschild in-terests in Europe would pretend to
be friendly with Russia. They would finance the war on Russia's behalf
while secretly the Rothschild's partners, Kuhn-Loeb & Co, of New York,
would finance the Japanese government. The defeat of Russia was to be
made certain by 'the Roth child's withdrawing financial aid when it was
most needed..-Chaos and confusion was to be created within the Russian
armed forces in the far East by sabotaging the lines of transport and
communication crossing Siberia. Thi caused both the Russian Army and
Navy to run short of supplies and reinforcements.*
41 my rather, Captain F. H. Carr, was one of the British officers who served with
the Japanese in 1904 and 1905.
carving of a Japanese wood-cutter enjoying a smoke after his lunch.
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' Then again, a Russian Naval Officer bound from the Baltic to Port
Arthur in the F-ar East, ordered his ships to fire on a British Trawler
Fleet fishing on the Dogger Bank in the North Sea. No logical reason was
ever forthcoming' to explain this wanton act of cruelty and mass murder
against a. supposedly friendly power. Public reaction in-England was such
that war was narrowly averted. Because of this incident many British
Naval Officers and British Merchant Officers volunteered their services to

- Japan. . .
The Japanese government was financed -by international loans raised 'by

Jacob Schiff (New York). -Schiff was senior partner in Kuhn-Loeb & Co.,
He cooperated with -Sir Ernest Cassel (England) and the Warburgs
(Hamburg). Jacob Schiff justified his action of financing the Japanese in
the war against Russia in a letter he wrote to Count Witte, the Tzar's
emissary who attended the Peace negotiations held at Portsmouth 'U.S.A.
in 1905.
. "Can -it be expected.that the influence of the American Jew upon public
opinioN will be exerted to the advantage of the country which systematic-
ally degraded. his brethren-in-race? .... -If the Government, now being
fo.:'med, should not succeed .in assuring safety, and equal opportunity
throughout .the Empire, tothe .Jewish population, then indeed the.time will
have come..for the-Jews in Russia `to. quit .their inhospitable fatherland.
While the problem with. which.the civilized.. world Will .then be faced' Will

be enormous, it will `be solved,` and"lyoul,"wh6 are not only a far-seeing
statesman, but also a. great economist, know best that the fate of Russia,
and its doom, will then be sealed." . .

The hypocrisy of ]acob Schiii' can be better appreciated when i t  is . -
explained that-from 1897 -he had financed the Terrorists in Russia. In
1904 he helped finance the revolution which broke out in Russia in 1905.
-He also helped to organize on an International basis the financing of the
Russian Revolution which broke out in 'January, 1917, andg-ave him and
-his associates their first opportunity to put their Totalitarian Theories
iNto efEect.* . .̀ . .
"The Russo-Japanese 'War was fomented by the International Bankers

in. order to create the conditions necessary for the success- of. a revolution-
ary effort .to overthrow the power of the Tzars. The plans. of the =Ihter`-
national Bankers were upset when the Jewish-led 'MenSheviks started a.
revolution independently in Russia if' 1905. When the International Bankers
withheld financial support the revolution failed right at the moment it
appeared to have reached the pinnacle of success.

Because the Jewish-dominated Mensheviks acted on their own initiative
the International Bankers decided that Lenin would conduct their revolu-
tionary programme in Rus ia from that date onwards.

Lenin was .born in the city of 'Simlbirsk, located on the banks of the river
Volga. He was the son of a government official who had the title of "Actual
State Counsellor". This title was not inherited, but had been awarded to
his -father for outsanding service as a school supervisor. Lenin received a
university education and was admitted to the practice of Law but he never
set himself up in business. Jewish students had-persuaded him that it was
time to overthrow the power of the privileged classes and time -that the
*' 'Francois Coty In Figaro Feb.
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masses ruled their own countries. It was while Lenin was toying with the
idea that "Necessary reforms could only be brought about speedily by
revolutionary action" that his brother was arrested by the police and
executed. . . .

Lenin we quickly recognized as an intellectual. He was associating with
the leaders of the Revolutionary Party when in his early twenties. 'It has
been previously stated that the wealthy and influential International Money-
lenders had ..helped finance and direct the revolutionary activities. within
the Pale of Settlement. Lenin wanted to find out -all he could about the
people who directed the various nation-al revolutionary groups which were
united in the common cause of ~Popular \Vorld Revolution. `In 1895, at the
age of twenty-five, he went to Switzerland and joined Plekhanov who had
fled there from Russia to escape the fate of Lenin's older brother Alek-
ander. '. . .. . .

While.in Switzerland, -Lenin and Plekhanov, who were~Gentiles, joined
forces with Vera Zasulich, Leo Deutch, P. Axelrod, and Julius Tsederbaum,
who were all Jews. They formed a Marxist Movement on a World wide
scale which they named the "Group for the EMancipation of Labour."
T ederbaum Was a.young man like `Lenin. He had .earned` a 'reputation
in "The Pale of Settlement" as a` ruthless terrorist, and' accomplished
agitator. 'He changed his name -to Martov. `He'becalme leader of the .Men-
shevikS. Lenin' ruled' the BolSheviks in Russia.` ': . . . . . . .

The abortive revolutionary attempt by the Méhsheviks in. 1905 convinced
Lenin that the only 'way to have -a successful revolution' was to organize
an International Planning Committee which would first plan and then
direct any agreed upon revolutionary effort. .Lenin brought into being
The Comintern., as the Central International Revolutionary Planning Com-
mittee. The International Ba_.nkers picked him as their top-level agent in
Russia. Lenin had Made a serious study of the Great French Revolution.
When he learned Mat' 'The Ssc»ret.Powe»r' which had brought about the
French Revolution was still'.in -active operation he threw .in his lot with
them. His 'plan was to.let the members of the l Comintern think they were
the Brains, but to influence their thinking, so that they furthered the
Long Range Plans of the International Bankers.. If the day came when the
revolutionary leaders Couldn't be.. coNtrolled' then' they could . always. be
liquidated.. Evidence will. be given w. show how Thu actually hiivpenéd-`.-.=
- Having decided hi Own- policy, Lenin returned to RUSsia with Martov
to organize his -Money Raising Campaign .which const red of blackmail, bank
robbery, extortion, and other kinds of illegal practices. Lenin argued it Was
only logical to take money from the people whose government they plotted
to Overthrow. He made it a principle of his party that all young people
who aspired to membership should, like his older brother Aexander, be
tested for physical courage and Mental alertness. Lenin insisted that part
of every young revolutionary's training should include robbing a bank,
blowing up a. police station and liquidating a traitor or.spy.

Lenin also inst red that the revolutionary leaders, in' all other count-
tries, should organize an underground system. In discussing this matter,
and writing about it, Lenin declared "everything legal and illegal which
furthered the revolutionary movement is justified." He warned, however, .
that "the legal paziy should always be in control of the illegal". This
practice is in forcetoday, particularly in 'Canadna and the United States.
Communi tS who openly acknowledge their membership in the .Labour
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Progressive Party take great care not to get involved in a criminal way
with the illegal activities of the Communist party's underground organiz-
ation. But the "Apparatus" secretly directs operations and benefits finan-
cially, as a result. '. - .

It is a, fact that few of the early leaders of Communi m'were members
of the proletariat. Most of them were well educated intellectuals. In 1895
they caused a series of strikes. Some of these were successfully turned
into riots. Thus they brought about one of the fundamental principles of
revolutionary technique "developing a minor disturbance until it. became
a riot, and brought the citizens into actual physical conflict with the police."

Lenin, Martov, .and a number of other revolutionaries, were 'arrested
and sentenced to prison. Lenin finished his prison term in 1897.

It is not generally known that in those days in Ru sia political offenders
exiled to Siberia were not imprisoned if they had not -been convicted of any
other CRIMINAL offence. Therefore, Lenin took his beautiful young
Jewish wife, and her Yiddish speaking mother, into exile with him. During'
his term of exile Lenin drew an allowance of seven rubles and forty copecks
a month from the Russian Government. This was just about enough to
pay for room and board, Lenin worked as a bookkeeper to earn extra
money. It was while in exile that Lenin, Martov, and an accomplice named
Potresov, decided upon their release to publish a'newspaper for the purpose
of combine-ing the brains and energies of the eNtire revolutionary movement
which -at that time was broken up into many fractions.

In February 1900 Lenin finished his exile. He was granted permission to
return to Switzerland for a visit. He joined the other revolutionary leaders
and the agents of the Secret Powers. They approved his idea; aNd Iskra
(The Spark) was published. The editorial board consisted of the older
revolutionary leaders - Plekhanov, Zasulich an,d Axelrod - with Lenin,
Potresov and Martov representing the younger members. -Lenin's wife was
secretary' of the board. Trotsky joined the editorial staff two years later.
For a while the paper was actually printed in Munich, Germany. The
editorial board met in London.* In 1903 it was moved'back to GeNeva. The
copies were smuggled into Russia, and other countries, by way 'of the
underground system organized by the Grand Orient Masons. Because the
paper was named "Iskra", the revolutionaries who subscribed . to the
Party-Line, as defined by the editorial board, became known as Iskrisss.
. The paper called for a Unification Congres to take place in Brussels in

1903 for the purpose' of uniting various Marxist groups. The Russian
Social Democrats; Rosa Luxembergs' Polish 'Social Democrats; the group
for the Emancipation of Labour; and the Maximalist group, were 1ep1e-
sented. Early in August the Belgium police took action, and the delegates
moved over to London en masse. This Congress is of historical importance
because during this Congress the ideological split developed between the
Iskrists. Lenin became leader of the Bolshevik (or majority group) while
Martov became leader of the Menshevik (or minority group) .

When the Mensheviks pulled off the abortive revolution in Russia in
1905, Trotsky proved himself a leader of ability. It i difficult for the
uninitiated to understand just who-at caused 'the effort to fold up, because
4 Because the 1<.othschlld's influence was so great with the Bank of England'B
directors. and because the directors of the Bank of England could control the
policy of the Brit ish government. revolutionary-les have always been able to f ind
asylum in England when .barred by every other country. Karl Marx. Engels and
others are typical -examples.
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the revolutionaries had control of St. Petersburg from janu-ary to Decem-
ber 1905. They formed the Petersburg Soviet, Lenin, and many of his top
level revolu-tionary leaders stayed aloof, They let the Menshevik Party
handle this revolution.

Lenin had been in Geneva consulting with the Secret Powers when the
revolution broke out" following the Bloody Sunday tragedy in St, Peters-
burg in January 1905. He didn't return to Russia until October. The
Bloody Sunday tragedy was blamed on the intolerance of the Tzar, but
many who investigated the happenings found ample evidence to convince
them that the Bloody Sunday incident had been planned by the Terrorist
Group for the purpose of arousing anger and hatred in the hearts of the
non-Jewish workers against the Tzar. The incident enabled the leaders
of the revolutionary movement to enlist the support nf thousands of non-
Jewish men and women who, until that sad day, had remained loyal to the
Tzar, -and spoken of him as "The Little Father." Bloody Sunday is of
-great historical importance. .

In January, 1905, Russia was at war with .T.apan. Transportation on the
railway across the Russian waste-lands from e.ast to west h'ad been broken
down. Reinforcements and supplies had failed to get through to the east-
ern front due to sabotage. On January 2nd the Russian people WQTG shock-
ed with the news that Port Arthur had fallen to the Japanese. They had
lost =the war against what they had considered a very second cla s power.

The Imperial -Government, in its attempt to gain the favour of the ind-
ustrial population, had adopted the policy of encouraging- the formation of
legal trade unions. Known revolutionaries had to be barred from member-
ship. One of the most -active leaders in organizing- the Legal Trade Unions
was the RUssian Orthodox Priest, Father Gapon. The liberal `reforms,
obtained by non-radical citizens, didn't please the leaders of the revolu-
tionary party who claimed the-at "necessary reforms could only be brought
about speedily by revolution." Father Gapon had won so much respect he
was welcomed by the 'Tzar, and his ministers, any time he wished to discuss
a weighty I-about problem, .

On January 2nd, when the 'bad war news swept the Empire, organized
labour disturbances broke out in St. Petersburg's huge Putilov \Vorks. A
strike was called, but 'because of the general situation, Father Gapon said
he would settle the matters in d-ispute by direct appeal to.the Tzar. The
idea appealed to the majority of the'workers, but the "Radicals" opposed
-it. However, on Sunday afternoon January 22nd, 190-5, thousands of work-
men, accompanied by their wives and children, formed into a proc~ssion to
accompany Father Gapon to the the palace gates. According to the authentic
reports the proce sign was entirely orderly. Petitioners carried hastily made
banners expressing loyalty to the "Little Father". At the palace gates, with-
out the slightest warning, the procession was thrown into utter confusion by
a withering' volley of rifle and machine gun fire. Hundreds of workers and
their families were slaughtered. The square in front of t'he Palace was turned
into a space of agonized chaos. January 22nd 1905 has been known as "Bloody
Sunday" ever since. \Vas Nicholas II responsible' It is .a proven fact that
he was not in the Palace, or in the city, at the. time. It is. known that an
officer of the guard ordered the troops to fire. It is quite possible he was
a "Cell" carrying out the terrorist -policy of his superiors. This set was the
"spark" that touched the "tinder" provided by the revolutionary leaders.
The "blaze" of a full scale revolution followed.. . .
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Regardless of who was responsible, tens of thousands of previously loyal
industrial workers joined the Social-ist Revolutionary IP-arty, and the move-
ment spread to other cities. The Tzar tried to stem the tide of rebellion.
Early in February he ordered an investigation into the St. Petersburg
events, by the Shidlovsky Commission. I-n August he announced provision
had been made for the establishment of a democratic representative legis-
lature. This became the Duma.. He .offered amnesty to all political oiender
It was under -this amnesty that -Lenin, and his .Bolshevik leaders, returned
to Russia in October from -Switzerland, and other eountnies abroad, But
nothing the Tear did could tem the tide of revolution.

On October 20th, 1905, the Menshevik-led all Russian Railway Union
went on trike. On October 25th general trikes were effective in Moscow,
Smolen k,-_Kursk, and other cities. On October 26th the Revolutionary
Petersburg Soviet was founded. It as umed the functions of a' national
government. The Soviet government was dominated by the Menshevik
fraction of the Russian -Social-Democratic Labour Party although the
Social Revolutionary Party had representation, The first President wa
Menshevik Zborovisk. He was quickly displaced by Georgi Nosar. He in
turn was superseded by Lev Trotsky who became -President on December
9th, 1-905. On the 16th of December, a military force arrested Trotsky and
300 members of the -Soviet government. There w-asn't a single prominent

.Bolshevik amongst those arrested. This should prove that -Lenin was acting
for, and protected by, the Secret Powers which operate behind the govern-
ment.

The revolution we n't quite over. On December 20th a Jew named Parvus
assumed control over a new Soviet Executive. He called a general strike
in St. Petersburg and 90,000 workers responded. The next day 150,000
workers went on strike in -Moscow. Open insurrection broke out in Chita,
Kansk, and Rostov. -On December 30th the troops, and government Officials,
who had remained loyal to the Tzar, in some miraculous manner
regained control. They put an end tothe revolution.* Tzar Nicholas II kept
'his promise. The Duma. was formed and an elected legislature established

In 1907 the Fifth Congres of the Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party was held in London. Lenin- with 91 delegates represented the Bol-
. hevik party ; the -Mensheviks led by Martov had 89 delegates; Rosa
-Luxemberg led her Polish Social democrats with 44 delegates; the Jewish
Bund led :by Rafael Abramovitch had 6'5; the -Lettish Social Democrats, led
by Comrade Herman (Danishevsky) made up the remainder. All told
there were 312 delegates of which 116 were, or had been, workers.

This Congre s h°ad been called for the purpose of holding a post-mortem
on the abortive Russian Revolution of 1905. -Lenin blamed the failure of
the revolutionary effort on lack of co-operation between the Men heviks
and other group leaders. He told the 312 delegates that the Mensheviks
had run the whole show and made a mess of things generally. He called
'for unity of policy and unity of action. He argued that revolutionary
action should be planned we'll in advance, and the element of surprise used
to full advantage.
* Had Lenin and the International Bankers intervened on behalf of the Menshevlks at
this time nothing could have defeated the revolutionary efforts. -There is no possible
explanation for them allowing the Government Forces to regain control except that
they had secret plans which they were not then ready to put into effect. That
they were preparing tor World War One and wished Russia. to remain a Monarchy
until after the war broke out seems to be the only logical conclusion, and future
events would indicate this was their plan.
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Martov hit back at Len-in. He accused him of failing to -give the Men-
shevik revolutionary effort the upport -he should have done. He accused
him particularly.of withholding financial assistance. Martov and the other
Jewish groups led by Rosa -Luxemberg and Abrahamovitch, were annoyed
that Lenin had been able to -finance the attendance of the largest number
of delegates. They accused him of financing his Bolshevik party by robbery,
kidnappings, forgery and theft. They reprimanded him for refusing to
contribute a fair proportion of his ill-gotten gains to the central unifying
Organization. One big' laugh was created when one of the Mensheviks
accused Lenin of marrying off one of his top officials to a rich widow in
order to enrich his party treasury.-

Lenin is alleged to have admitted he had done =this -for the good of the
Cause. He maintained the otiicial he had married off to the widow was a
fine, strong, healthy specimen of humanity. He thought the widow would
agree she had gotten full value for her money. It was at this Congress
that Stalin, -then a very minor character, became attached to Lenin. The
Congress finally agreed to closer co-operation -between the leader of the
various revolutionary groups and decided who should edit their revolution-
ary newspapers. !'I`hey put great emphasize upon propaganda, A-t thi
Congress they laid the foundation for a re-organization of their propaganda
machine with the understanding that all publications should adopt the. same
editorial policy "The -Party Line". - - .

In 1908 the Bolsheviks started publishing' the "Proletarie". Lenin, Dub-
rovin by, Zinoviev and Kamenev were the editors. The Mensheviks pub-
lished "Golos Sotsial-Demokrata". Plekhanov, Axelrod, Martov, Dan, and
Martynov (Pikel) were the editors. All editors were Jewish except Lenin
and Plekhanov. Trotsky started a. semi-independent publication named
"Vienna Pravda". .

In 1909 -Lenin won the unconditional support of two Jewish leaders,
Zinoviev and Kamenev. They became known as "The Troika" and' this
friendship endured until Lenin's death in 1924.

After the Fifth Congress of the Russian 'Social- Democrats labour Party
held in London in 1907, Lenin decided to find out how courageous and
trustworthy his new disciple Stalin was. He also wished to convince the
leaders of the Other revolutionary groups that he was financially indepen-
dent. To accomplish this dual purpose he instructed Stalin to rob the
Tiflis Bank S-balin- picked as his accomplice an Armenian named Petroyan,
who afterw:ards changed =his name to Kamo. They discovered the Bank
was going to transfer a large sum .of money from one place to another by
public conveyance. They waylaid the conveyance. Petroyan tossed a bomb.
Everything, and everyone, in the conveyance was blown to smithereens,
except the strong box containing -the cash-250,000 rubles. Thirty people
lost their lives. The loot was turned over to Lenin. 'Stalin had proven

-himself as a potential leader.
. The Bolshevik encountered difficulty using the stolen rubles for party
purposes because most of the currency consisted of, 500 ruble notes. Lenin
conceived the idea of distributing the- 500 ruble notes among' try tworthy
Bolsheviks in various countries. They were instructed to get rid of as
much of the money as they could o'il ailfgigilen day. This directive was carried
out, but two of Lenin's agents fell £6ul:.l6f"the 'police during the transaction.
One was Olga Ravich, who afterwards Married' Zinoviev, -Lenin's great
friend. The other was Meyer W'allach, whose real name was Finklestine.
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He afterwards changed his name again to Maxim Litvinov. He became
known throughout the world . as Stalin's Commissar of Foreign Affairs
from 1980 to 1939.* . '

After the revolution of 1905 had ended, Tzar Nicholas II set about
making many radical reforms. He planned turning the Russian absolu-to
monarchy into 'a limited monarchy such as is enjoyed by the British people.
After the Duma began to function the Premier, Peter Arkadyevich Stolypin
became a great reformer. He dominsafted Russian politics. and drafted ,the
"Stolypin Constitution" which guaranteed civil rights to peasants who
were about 85 per cent of the entire Russi-an population. His 'land reforms
granted financial assistance to the peasants so they could purchase their
own farms. His idea'was that the logical way to defeat those who advo-
cated the communal way of life w.as to encourage individual ownership.

But the revolutionary leaders wanted to usurp political and economic
power. They. were not the least bit satisfied with reforms. In 1906 the
'1`errorist Group attempted to assassinate Stolypin. They destroyed- his
home with a bomb. Several more plots were hatched to do away with the
most 'progressive premier the Russians. could have hoped to have. On a
dark SepteMber night, in 191-1, the Great Em.ancipator was shot to death,
in cold blood, while attending a gala performance at the Kiev theatre. The
assassin was a Jewish lawyer named Mordecai Bogrov. .

In 1907 the International Bankers organized the \Vall Street Panic in
order to reimburse themselves for the money spent in connection with the
Rus ia-n wars and revolutions. They were also financing the preliminary
stages of the Chinese revolution which broke out in 191=1.

Many of 'Stolypin's proposed reforms were carried out after -his death.
In 1912 an industrial insurance law gave all industrial workmen compen-
sation for sickness and injury to the extent of two-thirds of their regal-ar
pay for sickness, and three-fourths, for accidents. Newspapers of -the
revolutionary parties were given legal status for the first time since they
had been printed. Public schools were expanded. The election laws were
rev! ed in order- to give more' representative government, In 1913, 'the
government of the'Tgar of Russia, granted a general amnesty for all
political prisoners. Immediately they were released from prison they began
to plot with renewed energy the overthrow of the Russian Government.
Terrorists advocated the liquidation of the Royal Family. But the reforms
had appealed to the vast' majoz°ity of the Russian people. The revolution
in Russia looked .like a dead i sue for the time being. Those who directed
the World Revolutionary Movement decided-they would give Russia a rest
for the time being, . They concentrated their efforts in other countries.
Portugal and Spain came in for attention. -

Because of the Red Fog' created by Communist propaganda, and an
organized campaign of "L'Infamie" carried on in Russia, as it had been
carried on in France and England prior to those revolutions, it is diilicult
for the average person to believe the-at the Russian Tzars and Nobles were
anything else than big bearded monsters who enslaved the peasants, raped
their young womeN, and speared 'babies on the points of their swords while
galloping through villages on horse back. In order to prove that the last of
the Tzars was a reformer we will quote Bertram Wolfe, because Bertram
Wolfe was anti-Tlzarlst and pro-reVolutionary. \Volte says on page 360
* Thi "Gangster" played an important part in International affairs In England
and .Germany. in the League of Nations and the United nations right up- to the
time or his death.
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of his book "Three who made a Revolution":- "Between 1.907 and 1914
under Stolypin's land reform laws, 2,000,000 peasants and their families
receded from the village mir and became individual proprietors. All through
the war (1914 - 1917) the movement continued so that by January 1st,
1916, 6,200,000 peasants families out of approximately 16,000,000 who had
become eligible, had made .application for separation, Lenin saw t-he matter
as a race with time between Stolypin's reforms and the next revolutionary
upheaval.. 'Should the upheaval be Po tponed. for a couple of decades the
new land measures would transform the countryside so it would no long-er
be a revolutionary force. How near Lenin came to being right is proved
by the fact that in -1917, when he called upon the peasants to Take the
Lund they already owned more than three-fourths of it."

It is unfortunately true that Rasputin did exert an evil influence upon
certain men-and women of the Russian Imperial Court. I know, from ladies
attached to the Court at that time, that Rasputin exercised a tremendous
influence over the Empress. One of the Russian princes suffered from
hemophilia and Rasputin was the only man who could stop the bleeding' of
her son. Rasputin definitely had mesmeric powers which are not uncom-
mon amongst certain of the Russian people. He seemed able to place the
Empress under his influence, not as a lover, but for the pu rpose of making
her force the Tzar do what Rasputin decided he wanted- hi-m to do. It is
not an exaggeration to ay that Rasputin, because of the power he
exerted on the Tzar through the Queen, virtually ruled Russia to the dismay
of the Russian people.

It is also true that Rasputin introduced into Court Circles men and women
who practised the pagan rites which were' secretly carried on in the
Palais Royal prior to the out-break of the French revolution in 1'789. These
ritualistic orgies were based on the ridiculou assumption that a person
could not be' saved until they had plumbed the depth of degradation in
sin, He introduced Communist Cells right into the Royal Household and
they obtained information- that enabled their masters to blackmail many
influential people into doing their bidding. But at heart the last of the
Tzars was a reformer.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Use uaéian et/ofution - 1917
In January, 1910, nineteen leaders of the world revolutionary Movement

met in London. This meeting is recorded as "The January Plenum of the
Central Committee". \Vays and means were discussed to bring about greater
unity. Lenin was again pressed to give up his policy of financial indep-
endence.`I-Ie responded by burning the Five Hundred Ruble notes left over
from the Tiflis bank robbery. Lenin was convinced it was just about im-
possible- to cash the.notes. without getting caught by the police. .
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The Plenum decided to accept the newspaper "Sotsial Demokrata" as the
general party publication. The Bolsheviks appointed Lenin and Zinoviev,
and the Mensheviks, -Martov and Dan as editors. K'amenev was appointed to
assist Trotsky edit "Vienna Pravda". The Plenum also discussed the pattern
the world revolutionary effort should take, The delegates considered the
possible repercussions certs-in contemplated political assassinations would
bring -about. The policy of the party we set. The Central Committee was
ordered to prepare the Temples and Lodges of the Grand Orient for action.
The members were to be made active proselytizing their revolutionary and
atheistic ideolog'y.* ' . .

The Party Line was to unite all revolutionary bodies for the purpose of
bringing all the big' capitalistic countries into war with each other so that
the terrific losses suffered, the high .taxation imposed, and the hardships
endured by the masses of the population, would make the majority of the
working' classes react favor rably to the suggestion of a revolution to end
wars. \Vhen all countries had been Sovietized then the Secret Powers would
form a Totalitarian Dictatorship and their identity need remain secret no
longer, lt is possible that only Lenin knew the secret aims and ambitions
of The Secret Powers who molded revolutions.ry action to suit their
purpo.es.

The revolutionary leaders were to organize their undergrounds in all
countries so as to be ready 'to take over their nation's political system
and economy; T'he International Bankers were to extend the ramifica-
tions of their agencies right around -the world. It has been shown that
Lenin became active in .revolutionary circles in 1894. It has also been
stated he decided to throw in his lot with the International Banker be-
cause -he doubted the ability of the men who led the Jewish dominated
national revolutionary parties to' consolidate their victories when gained.
IN view of these statements it is necessary to review revolutionary events
from 1895 to 1917.
. .The Empress of Austria was assassinated in 1898 ; King' I-Iumbert in
1900; President McKinley in 1901; the Grand Duke Sergius of Russia in
1905, and the King -and Crown Prince of Portugal in 1908.. To remove
any doubts that Grand Orient Masons were.responsible for these political
assassination; the following evidence is of importance z'

The leaders of the World Revolutionary Movement, meeting in Geneva,
Switzerland, thought it was necessary to remove King Carlos of Portugal
so they could establish a Republic in Portugal so, in 1907, they ordered
his assa situation. In December 190'7,Megalhaes Lima - the head of Port-
ugese Grand Orient Masonry went to Paris to lecture-to the Masonic Lodges.
His subject was "Portugal, the overthrow of the Monarchy and the need

- of a republican form of Government". A few weeks later King Carlos and
his son, the Crown Prince, were. assassinated.

Continental Masons boasted of this success, Furnemont; Grand Orator
of the Grand Orient of Belguim, said on February 12, 1911: "Do you recall
the deep feeling of pride which we all felt at the brief announcement of
the Portugese Revolution" In a few hours the throne had been 'brought
down, the people triumphed, and the republic was proclaimed. For the
uninitiated, it was a flash of lightning 'in a clear sky ... But we, my
brothers, we understood. We knew the marvelous organization of our
=|= The Atheistic Grand Orient Masons must not be confused with other European
and American Freemasons. whose principles are above reproach. work phllanthroiplc,
and whose ritual is based on 'belief in The Great Architect of the Universe.
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Portugese brothers, their ceaseless zeal, their uninterrupted work. We
possessed the secret of that glorious event."*

The leaders of the World Revolution-ary Movement, and the top-level
officials of continental Freemasonry, met in Switzerland in 1912. It was
during this meeting that they reached the decision to assassinate the
Archduke Francis Ferdinand in order to bring about World War One. The
actual date on which the murder was to be committed was left in abeyance
because the cold blooded plotters did not consider the time was quite ripe
for his murder to pzfovide the maximum pol-itieal repercussions. On Sept-
ember 1'5th, 1912 the "Revue International des -Societes- =Secretes" edited
by M. Jouin, published the following words on pages 787 - 788 "Perhaps
light will be shed one day on these words spoken by a high Swiss Free-
mason. W-hile discussing the subject of the heir to the t-hrone of Austria
he said: "'The Archduke is a remarkable man. It is a pity that he is con-
demned. He will die on the steps of the throne." .

Light was shed on those words at the trial of the assassins who murdered
the heir to the Austrian throne, and his wife, on June 28th, 1914. This
act of violence committed in -Serajevo, was the spark that touched off the
blaze that was developed into World War One. Pharos' shorthand notes
of the Military Trial is a. most enlightening document. They provide further
evidence that the International Bankers used the Grand Orient Lodges to
bring about World 'War One, as they used them in 1'787 - 1789 to bring
about the .French Revolution. On October 12, 1914, the president of the
.military court que tinned 'Cabrinovic, who threw the first bomb at the
Archduke's car. `

The President: - "Tell me something more about the motive.. Did you
know, before deciding to attempt the assassination, that Tankosic and
Ciganovic were Freemasons? Had the fact that you and they were Free-
masons an influence on your resolve?"**

Cabrinovic: - "Yes".
The President: - "Did you receive from them the mission to carry out

the assassination?"
Cabrinovlc: - "I received from no one the mission to carry out the

assassination. Freemasonry had to do with it because it strengthened my
.intention. In Freemasonry it is permitted to kill. Ciganovic told me that
the Freemasons had condemned the Archduke Franz Ferdinand to death
MORE THAN A YEAR BEFORE."
' Add to this evidence the further evidence of Count Czerin, an intimate

friend of the Archduke. He says in "lm-Welt-Krieg" "The Archduke knew
quite well that the risk of an attempt on his life was imminent. A year
before the war he informed me that the Freemasons had resolved on his
death." - .

Having- succeeded in bringing about a \Vorld War, the leaders of the
Revolutionary Movement proceeded to use the very fact to convince the
industrial workers, and the men in the armed forces, that the war we a.
capital tic war. 'They agitated. They criticized everything possible. They
'blamed 'the. various -Government fo.r everything that .went wrong; The
s note: Bulletin du Grand Orient de Belglne 5910, 1910. page 92.
iv .Tankosle Clgunovlc were higher Masons than Cubrlnovlc. It had previously
been brought out at the trial that ciganovlc had told Cabrinovlc that the Freemasons
could-not find men to can'y out the Archdukes murder.
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International "Capitalists" remained discreetly in the background, unsus-
pected, and unharmed.*

Because Russia had only emerged from the disastrous war With Japan a
few years previou ly it was a comparatively simple matter for the trained
agitators amongst the Mensheviks to create an atmosphere of doubt,
suspicion, and unrest in the minds of the Russian workers, and finally
amongst the troops in 1914 - 1916..By January, 1917 the Russian Imperial
Armies had suffered nearly 3,000,000 casualties. 'The cream of Russia's
manhood had died. . '

Lenin and Martov were in Switzerland, the neutral ground upon which
all international plots are hatched out. Trotsky was organizing the hundred .
of ex-Russian revolutionaries who had found refuge in the United=Stal.tes.
He was particularly active in New York's East Side.** The leaders of the
Mensheviks were carrying on their subversive policy in Russia. Their'iirst
objective was to overthrow the power of the Tzar. Their opportunity came
in January 191'7. Cleverly carried out sabotage in the communications
systems, the department of transport, and the ministry of supply, resulted
in a serious food shortage in St. Petersburg. This happened at the time
when the population was swollen so far above its normal size, due to the
influx into the city of industrial workers needed for the war effort. Feb-
ruary, 1917, was a. had month. Food rationing was introduced. On March
5th, general unrest was evident. Bread lines were growing. On March
6th, the streets became crowded with unemployed. Cossack troops were
brought into the city. The Tzar was still at the front visiting the troops.***

On March 7th, the Jewish leaders of the Menshevik party organized the
women to put on street demonstrations as a. protest over the bread
shortagerl' .

On March 8th, the women staged the demonstration. The revolutionary
leaders then took a hand. Selected groups staged diversionary demonstra-
tions. Gangs appeared here and there singing revolutionary songs and
raising Red Flags. At the corner of Ncvsky Prospekt, and the St. Catherine
Canal, the Mounted Police and 'Cossacks dispersed the crowds without in-
flicting any casualties. The crowds who gathered around those who raised
the Red Flags and cried out for revolution weren't even fired on. It looked
as if definite orders had been given to avoid, at all cost, a repetition .of
what happened on Bloody Sunday, 1905.°i°°l° .

On March 9th the Nevsky Propekt from Catherine Canal to Nicolai
Station was jammed with milling crowds which became bolder under the
urgings of agitators. Cossack Cavalry cleared the street. Some people
* lt was Indeed u capltall Uc war. but not. the kind of Capitallstlc war the workers
were led to believe it was by propaganda. put. out by the press the International
.Bankers controlled in every country of the World.
## Police olllcials and debates in Congress show this illegal entry Is going on today
on an ever lncrenslng scale. The underworld characters also find admittance to
Canada very easy. The danger lies in the fact that the underworld and the revolu-
tionary underground are interlocked. One could not and never has survived without
the other. The men who are The Secret Power direct both. The Aryan \'Yar Lord
have used the Mafia. The International Tycoons, the Jewish Terrorists. This
explains gang wars. .
*** The troops had 1 rllle to 6 men by Feb. 1917: 1 days ammunition. ..
-3- This move was almost identical with the plot to use men disguised as women in
the march on Tullerles.
-1--1- One of the best works dealing with the events leading up to the Rus lan Rev-
olution is "Behind Communism" by Frank Britton P.O. Box 15745, Orenshaw Station
Los Angeles. California.
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were trampled but the troops only used the Hat of their sables. At no time
were fire-arms used. This tolerance infuriated the revolutionary leaders
and the agitators were directed to increase their efforts to bring' the
people into physical convict with the police and troops. During the night
the revolutionary leaders set up machine-guns in hidden positions through-
out the city.

On March 10th an unfortunate incident provided the tiny spark necessary
to kindle the revolutionary tinder which had been piled up, and soaked
with inflammable oratory. A big crowd had gathered about Nickolai
Station. About two in the afternoon a man, heavily d1°essed in furs to
protect him from the cold, drove into the square in his sleigh. He was
impatient. He ordered his driver to go through the crowd. He misjudged
the temper of the crowd,

The man was dragged from the sleigh and beaten. He regained his feet
and took refuge in a stalled street ear. He was followed by a section of
the mob and ONE of them, carrying' a small iron bar, beat llis head to a
pulp. This single set of violence aroused the blood-lust in the crowd and
they surged down Nevsky smashing windows. Fights broke out.

The disorder spread until it became general. The revolutionary leaders
by pre-arrangement tired on the mob from their hidden positions. The
mob attacked the police. They blamed the police for firing on them, They
slaughtered every policeman to a man.* The inmates of the prisons and
jails were then released to stir up the' blood-lust. Conditions necessary for
the Reign of Terror.were introduced.
. On March 11th the depredations of the recently released criminals led

to wide-spread rioting, The Duma still tried to stay the rising tide of
revolt. They dispatched an urgent message to the Tzar telling him the
situation was serious. The telegram explained at considerable length the
state of anarchy which then existed. Communist "Cells" within the com-
munications systems sent another message. The Tzar, upon reading the
telegram he did receive, commanded the dissolution of the Duma. Thus
he deprived himself of the support of the majority of' the members of who
were loyal to him. .

On March 12th, the President of the 'dissolved Duma sent a last des-
pairing message to the Tzar. It concluded with the words, "The last hour
has struck. The fate of the Fatherlarid and the dynasty is being' decided."
It is claimed the Tzar never received this message. This control of com-
munications systems by "Cells" placed in key positions was used widely
during .the next few months.**

On March 12th everal regiments revolted and killed their own oilicers.
Then, unexpectedly, the garrison of St, Peter and -St. Paul fortress surren-
dered; and most of the troops joined the revolution.

Immediately after the surrender of the garrison a Committee of the
Duma was formed consisting of 12 members. This provisional government
survived until overthrown by Lenin's Bolsheviks in November, 1917. The
* .L have detinlte and authoritative evideNce in my possession from people who were
in St. Petersburg and in u. position to know that'the machine-guns used were neither
seas iH.€"3é'éy°'£L?8"§a¢°¥°'¥§§ 348: .r:::,°:.- The police had received definite
4* Lenin, in order to break the spirit of the troops fighting the Germans at the
In November 1917. had messages oMcers which
from the rtusslan Command.
§'8°va°n'é'8»'"¥4¢¥"¢"§?¢er=¢ to retire. It is 1imé'"v5'é'n8£r*¥§a?'3'=%"%}<,l6'{»"' 8338 i on theown odicers.

front
sent to field . they accepted as coming

I-hgh One General received orders to advance against
two others, one on each ordered
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Revolutionary leaders, who were for the most part Mensheviks, organized
the Petersburg Soviet. They agreed to allow.the Provisional Government
to function because it had -the resemblance of rightful authority.

St. Petersburg' was only one city in a. vast Empire. There was no way
of knowing accurately just how the citizens in other cities would behave.
Kerensky, the Socialist, was a very strong man. He was referred to as
The Napoleon of Russia. . - . . - - '

Through the good auspices of the International Bankers M. M. Warburgs
& Sonsl Lenin, was put in communication with the German Military
leaders. He explained to them that the policy of -both Kerensky's Provis-
ional Government, and the Menshevik revolutionary -Soviet, was to keep
Russia in the war against Germany.* . .. . -

Lenin undertook to curb the power of the Jewish revolutionary leaders
in Russia. He promised to take the Ru Sian Armies out of the war against
Germany, providing the German government would help him overthrow
the Russian Provi tonal Government and obtain political a.nd economic
control of the country. This deal was agreed to and Lenin, Martov, Radek
and a party of 30 odd Bolsheviks were secretly transported across Germany
to Russia in a sealed railway compartment, They arrived in St. Petersburg
April 3rd. The W-arburgs..of Germany, and the International .Bankers in
Geneva provided the necessa.ry.funds.- . . .. . .. - '..'..

The Rus an Provisional Government signed -its own death .warrant-.in
1917 when, immediately after it was formed, it' promulgated -an order
granting unconditional amnesty to all political prisoners. The amnesty
included the e in exile in Siberia, and those' who had sought refuge in
countries abroad, This order enabled over 90,000 revolutionaries, most of
zhen extremists, to re-enter Russia. Many of them were trained leaders.
Lenin and Trotsky enlisted this vast influx of revolutionaries into their
Bol henrik Party. . .. .- .... - . -- .

No sooner was Lenin back in Russia than- he used propaganda to.attaek
`the Provisional Government which had granted him and his followers
pardon. At the beginning of April, the Petersburg Soviet (meaning Work-
er's Council) was dominated by the Mensheviks. The Essars -(-Social
Revolutionaries) came second, and the Bolsheviks, .for once, were the
minority group. The policy of the.Provincial Government was ..to.continue
the War effort because the majority of Russians considered the totalitarian
ambitions of the German "Black" Nazi War Lords a -direct--threat .to
Russian Sovereignty. This policy was vigorously supported by Tcheidze
who had .assumed the presidency of the Petersburg Soviet in the absence
of Martov.. Vice-president 'Skobelev of the Soviet, who was al o a member
of the Provisional Government, also supported the war effort because he
thought that if the revolutionaries could help bring about the defeat of
Germany's armed forces they might be able to help the German and Polish
revolutionary groups overthrow the German Government in the hour of
its defeat. .

Lenin's. one object, at that time, was to obtain leadership, He attacked
the policy of the Provisional Government.
being instruments of the Bourgeoisie.
overthrow by violent means.
members of the PetersbUrg Soviet at this time.
* I have evidence to prove that the brother. of Paul -Warburg
man with Lenin on
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Bolshevik agitators to preach the destruction of the Provisional Govern-
ment to factory workers and military garrisons but to use the logan "All
power to the -Soviets"-meaning- all power to the workers councils.

Amongst the thousands of revolutionaries who returned to Russia, fol-
lowing the general amnesty, was Trotsky..He took back with him, from
Canada and the United -States, several hundred revolutionaries who had
previous ly escaped from Russia. The vast majority were Yiddish Jews
from the East End of New York.* .

These revolutionaries helped put Lenin into power. Once these -revolu-
tionaries had served their purpose most of them were condemned to exile
or death. It was only a comparatively short time before all original'
members of the First International were either dead, in prison, or in exile.
The history of the Lehln and Stalin Dictatorships should convince any
unbiased person that e masses of the world' population, regardless of
colour, race, or creed have been -used -as Pawns in the Game of -international
chess played by the "Red" International Bankers and the "Black" Aryan
Nazi \Var Lords! .

Further proof that the International Bankers were responsible for
Lenin's part in the Rus Ian Revolution is to be found in a "White Paper"
publi hed by authority of the King of England in April 1919 (Russia No. 1),
but the International Bankers, through the directors of the Bank of
England persuaded 'the British Gbirernmént to 'Withdraw 'the original
document' and substitute another in which all reference to International
Jews was removed.** ' -

Francois Coty in "Figaro" February 20th, 1932 tatesz-
"The subsidies granted to the Nihilists in Russia and elsewhere at this
period by Jacob Schiff were no longer acts of isolated generosity. A vé`ri-
table Russian Terrorist organization -had been set up in the U. S. A. at his
expense, charged to assassinate Ministers, governors, heads of police etc."
Both groups of men who use Communism and Naziism to further their
secret totalitarian ambitions organize revolutionary action in three reps
or movements.*** '
1. The change-over 'of the' existing form of government (regardless

of whether it be a monarchy, or a republic) into .a socialist state
- . -. by -coNstitutional means if possible. ' .

2.-- ` 'The change-over of the Socialist 'State into a Proletarian Dictator-
'  ' - . ship b`y revolutionary action. .. . . . . .
3. . The change-over from a Proletarian 'Dictatorship to a Totalitarian

Dictatorship by purging- all influential people who may be opposed.
After 1918, all Rus' Ian Jews were either revolutionary Jews, clinging

tenaciously to the Marxian theories, and working for the establishment
of an International of Soviet Socialist Repu-blics, (Trotskyites) or they
favoured returning' to Palestine, (The Zionists). Miss B. Baskerville in
her book "The Polish Jew" published 1906 has this to say about the Ghettos
on page
s Father Denis Fahey C.B. sp. in his book The Rulers of
the names of all these revolutionary leaders. their nationality,
the positions were to immed lately had usurped power and
Trotsky in Russia in November, 1917.** For further details regarding this matter read
Thornton .15 years Russian London Times,"
**s Captain A.H.M. Ramsay,1945. states on page es of his book The nameless War "I
the Two Papers ... me original and the abridged issue,
passages had been eliminated from the abridged edition."
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ism before they go to Palestine in order to facilitate the establishment of a
Socialist Government ... in the meantime they do their best to overthrow
those European Governments which do not attain to their political stan-
dard ... their programme which is full of Socialistic ideas ... includes
the organization of strikes, acts of terror, and the organizers being- very
young, acts of folly as well ...". . - .. - ' -

'The Secret Power behind the W.R.M. also control political Zionism, yet
the vast majority of the Jews who work for Zionism are absolutely ignor-
ant that they .also are being' used as "Pawns in the Game," of InternatiOnal
Chess. - '-

-

CHAPTER NINE

.9n¢e'znation.al /political Jnttigue
1914 Q 1919

The way international intrigue was `.uscd to depose the Right. Honourable
H. H. Asquith when he was Prime Minister of Great Britain in 1916 Was
explained. to me by a man who was extremely well informed. I met .him
while serving as King's Messenger in 1917. We were in my room, 'in a
hotel when, during the course of conversation, I mentioned that I strongly
suspected that a comparatively small group oflextremely wealthy men used
the power their wealth co.uld buy to influence national and international
affairs, to further their own secret plans and ambitions.. .

My companion repliedz- "If you, talk about such .things It is. unlikely that
you will live long.enough to realize how right--you are.". .He then told me
how Mr. Asquith had been deposed in December 1916,- and Mr. David
Lloyd George, \Vinston Churchill, and The Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour
were placed in power in England.

The story he told me had a remarkable similarity to the plot used by
the Sec'ret_Powe'rs who directed the campaign of L'Infamie immediately
prior to the outbreak of the French revolution in 1780. It will be recalled
a letter was used to lure Cardinal Prince de Rohan to the Palais Royal
where he was involved with a prostitute disguised as Marie Antoinette.
The alleged modern method is as follows: .. .

'Shortly after the outbreak of the war in August 1914 a small group of
wealthy men authorized an agent to turn an old, but very spacious mansion,
into a fabulous private club. Those who made it possible to finance such
a costly undertaking insisted that their identity remain secret. They ex-
plained that they simply' wished to show their deep appreciation to officers
in the Armed Forces -who were risking their lives for King and Country.
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The Club provided every kind of luxury, entertainment, and facilities for
pleasure. The use of the club was usually restricted to commissioned ofliccrs
on leave in London from active service. A new member had to be introduced
by a -brother officer. My companion referred to it as the "Glass Club".*

Upon arrival, officer guests were interviewed by an ofllcial. If he was
satisfied with their credentials they were told how the club functioned. The
officer applying for admission was asked to give his word of honour that
he would not mention the names of any person he met during' his stay at
the club, or reveal their identity after he left the club. Having given thi
solemn promise, it was explained to the guest that he would meet a num-
ber of women well known in the best of London's society. They all wore
masks. The officer was asked not to try to identify any. of the ladies. I-Ie
was sworn to keep their secret should he happen to identify any of them
accidentally.

With the preliminaries over, the officer was shown to his private room.
It was furnished in a most luxuriant manner. The furnishing included-
a huge double bed; dressing; table; wardrobe; cabinet with wines and
liqueurs; a smoking humidor; and private toilet and bath. The new guest
was invited to make himself at home. He was informed that he would
receive a lady visitor, She would wear a brooch of costume jewelry with
the number of his room. If, after getting .acquainted, 'he wished to take
her down to dinner that was his privilege.

The reception room, where guests and their hostesses mingled over cock-
tails before dinner, was like that of a King's palace. The dining room was
large enough to accommodate fifty couples. The ballroom was such that
many people dream about but few seldom see. Costly decorations were et
oft' by. luxurious drapes; u'bdued lighting ; beautiful women gorgeously
dressed ; soft .dreamy'music; the smell of rare perfumes ; made the place
an A1:ub's dream of heaven, The whole atmosphere of the club was such
that the officers home on leave relaxed at first and then et out to have
a real Roman Holiday. There was nothing gross or vulgar about the "Glass
Club." Everything about the place was beautiful, delicate, soft, and pliant
... the exact opposite of ,the horrors, the violence, the brutality, of a
modern war. Between dance numbers entertainers gave performances
which brought out the feelings of joy, fun, and laughter, As the evening
progressed, a long buffet was literally loaded with luscious dishes of fish
and game. A bar provided every kind of drink from champagne to straight
whisky. Between midnight and one a.m. five beautiful girls performed the
Dance of the Seven Veils. The dance depicted a scene in a Sultan's
Harem. The girl started the dance fully clothed, (even to the veil they
wore to conceal the facial features) but, when the dance ended the
girls were entirely naked. They danced the final act in their lithe-
nakedness, waving the flimsy veil around and about them in a manner
which extenuated,-rather than concealed, their physical charms.` Couples,
when tired of entertainment, dancing, and other peoples company, retired
tO their priv.ate rooms.

Next day they could enjoy indoor swimming, tennis, badminton, billiards,
or, there was the card room which was a miniature Monte Carlo.

About November 1916 a very high personage was lured into visiting the
Club when he received a. note saying that he would obtain information of
the greatest importance to the British Government. He drove to the Club
4 An exact duplicate of this club was organized just outside Montreal during
World war Two. . .88' .



in his private' car. He instructed his chauffeur to wait for him. After being'
admitted, he was taken to one of the luxuriously furnished bed-sitting
rooms. A lady joined him. When -she saw him she nearly fainted. It was
his own wife. She was much younger than her husband. She had been
acting as hostess to lonely officers on leave for a considerable time. It was
a most embarrassing situation. . -

-'l'he wife knew nothing of the plot. She had no secret information to
give. She was convinced that both she and her husband were philandering.
She thought it was only this unfortunate chance meeting which had brought
them face to face. There wa a scene. The husband was informed regard-
ing the part hostesses played at the Club, But his lips were sealed as if
in death. He was a member of the Government. He couldn't afford to
figure in a scandal.

Every employee in the club, both male and female, was a spy. They.
reported everything that happened at the club to their `masters. The iden-
tity of those involved became known, The information thus obtained wa
printed for the record in what became known as "The Black Book." "The
Black Book" recorded their sins of omission and commis ion; their peculiar
vices; their special weaknesses; their financial status;' the condition of
their domestic relations, and the degree of affection they had for relatives
and friends. Their connection with, and their influence over influential
men in politics, industry, and religion was carefully noted.

In November 1916, a member of Parliament tried to expose the real
character of the "Glass -Club". Three army officers, who had patronized
the club, became suspicion that it was a vast espionage system, after an
attempt had been made to blackmail them into giving information that
would have been valuable to the enemy. Their adventure involved an
Australian lady, her chauffeur, and the wives, and daughters of several
highly placed government otlicials.*

The eH'ort to make known the true facts was suppressed, but mention'
of "The Black Book" was made in Parliament, and in the public press.
*The -Government's policy was said to 'be based on the .contention that a
scandal of such magnitude could prove a national calamity at a time when
the 'armed forces at sea, on land, and in the air, were meeting severe
reverses. .

The Liberal press began tO attack the Prime Minister. He was accused
of =harbouring° men within his government who were unfit to hold office ;
He was aeeused of having had extensive dealings with German industrial-
ists and financiers' prior to the war. He was accused of being friendly
towards the Kaiser. He was accused of being unable to make prompt and
firm decisions..He was ridiculed as "Wait-and-see-Asquith". My companion
told me that evidence against high officials involved in the "Glass Club"
scandal caused the Government to resign. Thus, according to my compan-
ion, the British Empire was forced to change political Horses in the mid-
dle 'of a World War. \Vhen Mr. Asquith did resign in December 1918
he was superseded by a cotalition- government headed by David Lloyd
George, Winston Churchill' and Mr. Balfour were two of the more prom-
inent members. .

Shortly after hearing' the above story, I was struck by the fact that the
three army officers mentioned were reported in the oiiieial lists as "Killed
in action". In war-time such a thing is quite possible. Next came a brief
notice that the Australian lady, and her chauffeur, had been imprisoned
so This was in keeping with paragraph g4°f the plot exposed In Chapter 8.



under the Defence of the Realm Act. Then came an announcement that
the member of parliament involved in the case had retired from public
life. A few weeks later I was taken ofT duty. as King's Mes enger and
appointed as Navigating Officer of British Submarines. We did lose pei-
cent of our officers and men but I was one of those to survive.

It was not until long after the war, when I was studying modern history
and comparative religions, that I began to realize the va t importance of
political Zionism to those who planned to obtain undisputed control of the
world's economy. The following historical events speak for themselves.

\Vhcn war broke out in 1914 the Rt. Hon. H. H.' Asquith was Prime
Minister. He was an Anti-Zionist, The International Bankers decided
that Asquith's Government had to go and be replaced by a coalition govern-
ment in which David Lloyd George and \Vinston Churchill would wield great
infiuenee. Lloyd George had for years been Solicitor for the Zionist move-
ment as planned and financed by the Roth child's. \Vinston Churchill had
been a supporter of political Zionism from the time.he first entered politics.

In 1917 the International Bankers were supporting' both the Bolshevik
and Zionist movements. It would seem incredible that the British Cabinet
didn't know what was going on, particularly when the British Government
'had had to intervene to get Trotsky and his revolutionary leaders released
after they had been detained in Halifax while on their way from New
York to Russia.

'The overthrow of the Russian Empire was bound to cause the withdrawal
of the mighty Russian Armies from the war on the side of the Allied
Powers. The German Armies, which had been engaged on the Eastern
Front, would.be free to reinforce the Armies fighting against the allied
forces on the Western Front.

Despite this knowledge, nothing was done to prevent the plans of the
international financier reaching maturity, ¢

The British Government was aware of the serious conditions brewing
in regard to Russia. This is proved by the fact that the matter wa dis-
cussed by the cabinet and a decision was reached to send Lord Kitchener
to Russia for the purpose of reorganizing the Russian military forces.
Lord Kitchener sailed from Scapa Flow aboard the H. M. S. Hampshire.
She wasmyste1-iously sunk during' the night of June 5th, 1916. Lord
Kitchener -was lost with all but a dozen of the crew. The survivors drifted
ashore Of\ a life-raft. The British Government announced H. M. S. Hamp-
shire was sunk by a German U-boat or a German mine. This has been
proved to be a lie.

I investigated this incident very thoroughly. In a previous book Hell's
Angels of the Deep published in 1932, I PROVED H. M. S. Hampshire had
not been sunk by an enemy torpedo or mine. H.M.S_ Hampshire was sunk
by either sabotage or due to an error of judgment on the part of her
navigating officer. Judging all evidence available, I was convinced that
H.M.S. Hampshire sank after striking the submerged North 'Shoals Roeks.
It is hard to believe that a skilled and experienced naval navigator com-
mitted such en error of judgment. I till believe that a saboteur probably
tampered with the magnets in the steering compo s. Gyro compasses
_were not then standard equipment and even ships that had them found
the Sperry models very unreliable a I know from personal experience.

General Erich Von Ludendorf `(who was Chief of Staff and shared with
General Lindenburg the leadership of Germany's military might), also
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studied the circumstances surrounding the loss of H.M.S. Hampshire and
Lord Kitchener's death. He states positively "Action by German naval
units, either U-boat or mine-layers, had nothing to do with the sinking
of the ship." He said -he had arrived at the conclusion that the death of
Lord Kitchener wa An act of God, because had he lived he would un-
doubtedly have re-organized the Russian Armies and trained them into
the most formidable fighting force. The General then remarked "Had he
done this the Bolsheviks would have come into possession of one of the
most formidable fighting machines the world has ever known. Such a force
would have enabled Communi m to sweep over the whole world."I maintain the International Bankers could not afford to have the
Russian Armies reorganized -until AFTER the Menshevik uprising, and
after Kerensky's -provisional government had been overthrown .in 19-17.

` It is very doubtful if Lenin and Trotsky could have accomplished what
they did if Lord Kitchener had been able to reorganize, discipline, and
train, the Russian armed forces in 1916. History also records that Winston
Churchill and Lord Kitchener had-quarreled seriously over military policy
during 1914 - 1916. Lord Kitchener had bitterly opposed C'hurchill's. idea
of sending the Naval Division to Antwerp in 1914. He had also opposed
Churchill's plan to capture the Dardanelles. Both ventures proved to be
costly mistakes. The Dardanelles venture could have succeeded, and
would probably have ended the war in 1916, if Churchill had waited until
both army and naval forces were ready to co-operate jointly.

When Churchill in istod that the naval forces attack the Dardanelles
alone he notified the enemy of intended trateg'y. After Churchill had
committed the initial blunder the army was ordered to participate. Lord
Kitchener's objections were overruled. His advice was ignored. The allied
military forces committed to the assault on the Dardanelle were insuffic-
ient in numbers; improperly trained; poorly equipped for such a task,
and badly supported both in regard to provision , medical aid, and rein-
forcements. They were forced to attack first class troops whose leaders
had been alerted to their danger. The allied military and naval forces
were required to overcome Military and naval obstacles that had not been
in existence when Churchill ordered the first naval assault. The Tiardan-
elles campaign was doomed to failure from the start.

The more we study the methods employed by the Secret Powers behind
international affairs, the more obvious it is to see that they make private
assassinations look like accidents or suicides ; sabotage look like care-
lessness, errors of judgment, and unintentional blunders committed due to
excusable circumstances.

The only possible consideration that could justify the policy of the
coalition government in 1916, in regard to Russia, was the fact that the
Government knew they could not obtain financial backing, or military aid
from America until AFTER the Russian Government had been overthrown.
Such a statement seem preposterous, but it is supported by the following
facts: `

The Mensheviks started the Russian Revolution February 1916.
The Tzar a'bdica.ted :March 1-5th, 1916.
Jacob H. =Schifl', senior partner of KuhnJLoeb & -Co. of New York,
immediately removed the restrictions he had 'imposed extending
financial aid to the Allies..Mortimer Schiff was then ordered by
his father Jacob to cable .S-ir Ernest Cassels - "Because of recent
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it might be feasible to secure the good-

action in Germany and. developments in Russia we shall no longer
abstain from Allied Government financing." -
On April 5th the British Government announced that it was sending
Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, the Foreign Secretary, to the
United =States, to notify the Ameriean Bankers that the British
Government was prepared to officially endorse their plan for polit-
ical Zioni m provided they would bring America. into the war on
the side of the Allies. America came into the war. On June 7th,
1917, the first American troops landed in France.
On July 18th, 1917 Lord Rothschild- wrote Mr. Balfour as follows:-
"Dear Mr. Balfour:

At la t I am able to send you the formula you asked for. If his
Maje t:y's Government will send me a message in line with this formula,
and they and you approve it, I will hand it to the Zionist Federation at
a meeting to be called for that purpose."

'. T-he draft declaration was as follows :
(1) "His Majesty's Government accepts the principle that PALESTINE

should be reconstituted a a national home for the Jewish people.*
(2) Hi Maje ty's Government win u e its best endeavours to secure

the achievement of thi . object, and will discuss the necessary
methods and means with the Zionist Organization." **

Mr. Balfour, and the British Government, agreed to the terms dictated
by Lord Roth child .and his Zionist confrere . This is proved by the fact
that on August-28th. .Sir Herbert Samuel, (he was subsequently made
a Viscount), -Sir Alfred Mond, (he was subsequently made a Lord), and
Lord Rothschild persuaded the British Caibinet to send Lord Reading to
the U S. A. as head of the Economic Mis ion. Lord Reading, when Sir
Rufus Isaacs, had been mixed up in the Ma.rconi scandal.

The details of the deal he negotiated with the U. S. A. Government in
September 1917 -'have never been made known. It is known, however, that
the deal had to do with the Bank of England -because it was completely
re-organized, under American supervision, and physically rebuilt after
1919.*** . `

In September, Jacob Schiil' of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. wrote a long letter
dealing with the. Zionist question to a Mr, '.Friedman.- In it the following
passage 'occurs "I do believe that
will of America, Great Britain and France,i' 'm any event, towards the
promotion of a. large influx, and settlement of our people in Palestine _ ..
further it might be possible to obtain from the Powers the formal assur-
ance to our people that they shall obtain autonomy in Palestine. as soon
as their numbers become large enough to justify this."

.September 26th. 1917 - Loui Marshall, legal representative of Kuhn-
Loeb 8: Co. wrote his friend Max Senior, another leading' Zionist, as follows :
"Major Lionel de Rothschild, of the League for British Jews, informs me
that his organization is in agreement with the American Jewish Com-

.. The Balfour Declaration, with its acceptance by the Powers, is
Zioni m is but an incident of a far-

reaching plan" It a conveNient peg on which to hang a powerful
* This letter was qlggtcgd 8g.1~g'i;1sig;=,;8--Xiii? in the British Parliament during

in* Read "Programme for the Third World War." by C. H. Douglas, Liverpool. `1s44.
.of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs accepted the Balfourin regard to supporting Zionism at this time. .
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mittee .
an act of the highest diplomacy.

. is merely
Note the word used is "Palestine" not

* *
the Palestine Debate
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weapon. All protests they (the opponents) may make would be futile. It
would subject them individually to hateful and concrete examples of a
most impressive nature. I would shrink from the Po sibilities which might
result." .

Here we -have a blunt admission from Louis -Mar` hall, that "Zionism
is but an incident of a_far reaching plan ... it is merely a convenient peg
on which to hang' a powerful weapon." The far reaching' plan referred to
cannot be anything else than the Long Range Plan to w-hich continual
reference has already beeN made. It i a plan by which the International
Financiers intend to win ultimate undisputed control of the wealth, natural
resources, and man-power of the entire world. .

A few of the more important historical events which bear out the above
statement are as followsz- - _

On January 28th, 1915, Mr. Asquith, Prime Minister of England wrote
in his diaryz- "I just received from Herbert Samuel a memorandum headed
The Future of Palestine ... He' thinks we might plant in this territory
about three or four million European Jews. It read almost like a new
-edition of Tancred brought up to date. I confess I am not attracted by
this proposed addition to our respon ibilities" etc., Thus Asquith proved
himself anti-Zionist. .

Prominent Zionists owned most, if not all, of Britain's major war
industries. For no good reason, in 1915 - 1916, Britain suddenly found
herself short of chemicals needed in the manufacturing of explosives. Guns
and munitions which had been promised our Russian allies failed to mater-
ialize. -Shells for our gun were so scarce they had to be rationed. The
Asquith Government was accused of bungling' the war effort. But let us
examine the facts. .
Sir Frederick Nathan was in charge of chemical production. Messrs.
Brunner &'Mond were credited with doing all they could to correct the
critical situation which had arisen. Using -GOVERNMENT FUNDS they
constructed a large chemical factory at Silvertown. Sir Alfred Mond was
appointed His Majesty's Commissioner of \Vorks. He afterwards became
head of the Jewish Agency in Palestine.

Work on the factory was rushed ahead. The factory was brought into
production in record time. Bouquets were .passed around and hOnours
bestowed upon the wealthy Zionist financiers 'who -were supposedly doing
so much for the British -war effort. 'BUT AS SOON AS THE SILVER-
TOWN FA'CTORY CAME INTO PRODUCTION IT BLE'W UP `W1TH
THE LOSS OF FORTY LIVES. Over eight hundred buildings and homes
were demolished.* .

Because of the failure of Britain to deliver apns and munitions to
Russia as promised, severe military reverses were experienced on the East-
ern Front. Newspapers reported Russian troops were fighting with sticks
and bare fists url slaughtered by well-armed German troops. A letter
written by Profes or Bernard Pare , (Professor Pares was knighted after-
wards) to Lloyd George would indicate that the guns and munitions
promised the Imperial Ru Sian Government were deliberately withheld
to create condition favourable for the revolution then being planned in

_ Geneva and New York by the International Bankers. Professor .Pares'
letter, writer in 1915, reads in parts- .
ir For further details of this aspect of the war read 'The Brief' for the Prose&tlom'
by C. H. Douglas. ' ' ' " . .
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"I have to submit my strong opinion that the unfortunate failure of
Messrs. Vickers-Maxim & Co. to supply Russia with munitions which were
to have reached the country five months ago, is gravely jeopardizing the
relations of the two countries, and in particular their cooperation in the
work of the present war ... I AM DEFINITELY TOLD THAT SO FAR
NO ISUPPLIES WHATEVER HAVE REACHED RUSSIA FROM
ENGLAND." David Lloyd George, at the time the letter was written was
Chancellor of the Exchequer and responsible for financing the war. Messrs.
Vickers-Maxim & Co. were controlled by Sir Ernest Cassel, business assoc-
iate of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New York, who in turn, were aililiated with
the RothsChilds, and the International Bankers of England, France, Ger-
many etc. '.

When Professor Pare's letter was discussed by the Cabinet Lloyd 'George
is alleged to have defended the Government's` policy by saying "Charity
should start at home. Our British soldiers fighting in France have only

got four machine-guns to a battalion. They should be better armed before
we export arms to Ru da."

Lord Kitchener is reported to have replied. "I consider more than four
machine-guns per battalion a. luxury when our failure to deliver the arms
we promised to Russia has resulted in the Russians having only ONE rifle
available for -every six men." -

The agents of the International Conspirator were ordered to smear Lord
Kitchener. and they circulated the .story all over the world that Lord.
Kitchener had stated he considered more than four machine-guns to a
battalion of British soldiers, fighting in France, a luxury. Thi smear and
untruth has continued to this very day. It appeared in the biography of
David Lloyd 'George recently published. It appeared in 'a review of the
biography which appeared recently in the Toronto Star Weekly, I sent the
editor of the Star Weekly the truth regarding this important historical
event. He replied it we too much dynamite for him to handle. He informed
me he had handed my correspondence to the Daily Star, Needless to say
the TRUTH was never published.

This is a typical illustration of how the international conspirator smear
.the reputations of honest men, even dead men, in order to cover up their
own wrong-doing. It illustrates perfectly how their agents `use the press of
_the world to mis-.inform the'public o they ivill blame innocent men, and
even their own governments, for the harm done as the results of - their
machinations. '

To prove that Vickers-Maxim & Co. were under the influence of Kuhn-
Loeb is Co. at this time, Boris Brazel sa.ys:- "On February 4th, 19.16 the
Russian Revolutionary Party of America held a meeting in New York
which was attended by 62 delegates .... It was revealed that secret reports
had just reached the Party from RUssia designating the moment as
favourable .. _ the assembly was assured that ample funds would be
furnished by persons in sympathy with the liberating of the people of
Russia. In this connection the name of Jacob Schiff was repeatedly men-
tioned."* . . . .

Jacob Schiff was at that time enior member of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of
New York, Approximately 50 of the 62 people attending the meeting on
Feb. 4th, 1916 were 'men who had_taken an active part in the Russian
Revolution-in 1905. Once again they were to be used to foment revolution-
s Boris Bezel was author of "tvOrld at. the rossroads" see D. 9,
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' L. Fry has shi P. 51 "From

any action, but Jacob -Schiff had planned that the fruits of victory were to be
usurped by Lenin, in the interests of the International Bankers.

The Encyclopedia. of Jewish Knowledge says of Zionism - "The World
War forced the abandonment of Berlin as the centre of the organization
and all authority was transferred to the Provisional Zionist Emergency
-Committee established in New York under the leadership of Justiele
L. D. Brandeis."
. Jacob de Haas writing in his book "Louis Dembitz Brandeis" sa'ys£-

. ":Tl1e (Zionist ) Transfer Department . . . its ramifications extended
. through all the war-zones occupied by the Allies, and throughout Turkey,

=Syria, Palestine, to Transalordan and Bagdad ; Practically not a cent of
' the millions handled was lost ... Starting by using the good _offices .of the

U.S..Dept. of States (Foreign -Oiilce) as .a means of communication and
depo it, it becanie so successful, and so reliable, it wa employed by the
Treasury of 'the U. S. A. to deliver moneys, and messages, which the
government could not handle successfully ... Embassies in European
capitals advanced cash on the requisition of the (Zionist) Executive Secre-
ta.ry in New York."

to say in "Waters Flowing' Eastward", -
then on their influence was felt more and more in POLITICAL circles in
Europe and America. In particular, :the Zionist Transfer Department
as it was called, was in a position to transmit funds, and information, to
subversive elements in enemy countries." .

Next we find the Grand Orient Lodges back into the Picture of the
\V. R. M. again.. M. Erzbergcr ays on pp 145-146 of "My Experience' in
the World War" - "On March 16th, 1916, the Alliance Israelite paid the
Grand Orient of Paris the sum of 700,000 francs, and in the .archives of
the Grand 'Orient of Rome it can be proved that on March 18, 1916 the
transfer of one million lire to the Grand Orient Of Rome took place. I am
not so naive as 'to imagine that the "Alliance Israelite" makes use of two
Grand Oricrrts solely for the purpose of sending one million lire to Italian
Jews." .

Telling of events AF'TER A quith had been deposed in 1916 - A. N.
Field says in "All These .Thing°s", p. 104 -
Politics became pronounced after the rise of Mr. Lloyd `George".. L. Fry 011
page 55 of ."\Vaters Flowing' Eastward"°.says: "The first' official .London
meeting of ... the Political 'Committee took place on' Feb. 7th, 191"I,.in a
house of Dr. Moses Gaster. There were present Lord Rothschild ; JameS
de Rothschild; (son of Edmund de Rothschild of Paris, former owner of
the Rothschild colonies in Palestine) Sir Mark Sykes;-(Whose house in
Buckingham Gates was fully equipped as headqua_rters for the Zlonist
Cause with telegraphic apparatu ete.) ; 'Sir Herbert Samuel; Herbert
Bentwich; (later Attorney-General for Palestine) Harry Saeher; Joseph
Cowen; Chaim \Veizmann; and Nahum Sokolov,*` The Zionist programme
to serve as a basis for oifleial negotiations covering the future mandates
of Palestine, Armenia, Mesopotamia, and the Kingdom of -the Hedjaz, was
discussed in detail."

J. M. N. Jeffries op.cit.p. 139 contributes this further information "The
minutes of this meeting were communicated forthwith in cipher to the
Zionist Organization of the United States ... From now on the Political
Zionist Organization in the United States began to take a .hand in the
=r 'runs is the Sokolov who afterwards -wrote-"History of Zionism". - -' . .
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shaping of British policy, and the ordering' of British affairs." .
.To illustrate the power the International Bankers exercise over the

British Government's affairs Samuel Land ran is quoted.* He says "After
an agreement 'had been arrived at between Sir Mark Sykes, \Veizmann, and
Sokolov, it was resolved to send a secret message to Justice Brandeis that
the British Cabinet would help the Jews to gain Palestine in return for
active Jewish.sympathy, and for upport in the U. S. A. for the Allied
Cause so as to bring about a radical Pro-ally tendency in the United States.
This message was sent in cipher through the British Foreign Office.
Secret messages were also sent to the Zionist leaders in -Russia
through General Macl)onogh ... Dr. Weizmann (one of the founders of
poll-tical Zionism) was able to secure from the Government the service of
half adorer younger Zionists for active work on behalf of Zionism. At that
time conscription was in force, and only those engaged in work of national
importance could be released from active service at the front. I remember
Dr. Weizmann writing a letter to General MacDonogh .(director of Mili-
tary Operations) and invoking his assistance in obtaining the exemption
from active service of Leon Simon; Harry Sacher; 'Simon Marks; Hyamson ;
Tolkowsky and myself. At Dr. \Veizmann's request I was transferred from
the \Var Office (M. I.9) .. to the Ministry of Propaganda .. and later to
the Zionist Office ... about. December 1916. From that time- onward ,
for several years, Zionism was con idered an ally of the British Govern-
ment ... Passport and travel difficulties did not ex t when a man was
recommended by our office. For instance, a certificate 'signed -by me was
accepted by the Home Office at that time that an Ottoman Jew was to be
*treated as a friendly .alien and not as an enemy, which was the case of
TurkiM subjects."

Study of the life of Disraeli, who was twice Prime Minister of Great
Britain, reveals that he spent many Sunday evenings with the Rothschild's
of London. It is revealed that while Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New York were

` financing the Jewish revolutionaries in Russia, the London Rothschild's
were the managers of the Tzarist administration in London. We also learn
that the London Rothsehilds were Liberabls and .that from 1840 to- -1917
the Liberal Press controlled by the Rothsehilds was consistently anti-
Russian. Disraeli informs.us that in Germany-.the head men in *politics
and finance, were considered reactionaries because they didn't allow the
International Bankers- to do exactly as they wanted to do. Baron von
Bleichreeder of Berlin and the Warburgs of Hamburg were the Rothschild
representatives in Germany. In Russia the \Vcinstein of Odessa assisted'
the Ginzbergs in St. Petersburg to look after the Rothschild interests.

Another man who was very- active on the part of the international
bankers was Otto Kahn. He cleverly hid his true colours, as a world
revolutionary, behind the national flags of the several countries in which
he lived and pretended to Be a Patriotic citizen. Mr. Otto Kahn was born
in Germany. He Migrated to the United .States the same as Paul llfarburg
did. Like Warburg he also became a partner in Kuhn-Loeb & Co, Kahn,
upon arriving' in America, obtained employment as a clerk with Speyer &
Co. so as not to Make matters too obvious. He later on married the grand-
daughter of Mr.IWolf, one of the founders of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. When Mrs.
Kahn visited 'Moscow in 1931 she was oillcially received by the Soviet
4 He wrote "World Jewry" (London) February 22nd 1936. It will be seen that
a very similar situation was created by International intrigue at the beginning
of \Vorld \Var II. 91' . .
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Government which gave a grand dinner and several brilliant receptions .
in her honour. The Red Armies of Stalin lined the roads a she passed
along, and the soldiers presented arms as she passed by.*

On April 2nd, 1934 an article appeared in the Daily He1°al¢l in which
Mr. Hansen Swaifer wrote:- "I knew Otto Kahn, the` multimillionaire, for
many years. I knew him _when he was a patriotic German, I knew him
when he was a patriotic American. Naturally when he wanted to enter
the (Bri-tish) House of Commons, he joined the Patriotic Party." Mr.
Otto Kahn would have become President of the English-speaking Union
if his revolutionary activities had not been accidently exposed when it was
proved that his house was the meeting place for Soviet Agents such as
Nina Smorodin; Claire Sheridan; Louise Bryant; and Margaret Harrison.

In the summer of 1917 the problem of who was to Finance Lenin and
Trotsky during' their joint revolutionary effort in Russia had to be solved.
The In-ternational Bankers decided that their representatives would meet
in Stockholm, Sweden, because that country was neutral, and compara-
tively free from international spies. Among those attending the meeting
were men representing the banking interests in Britain; Germany; France ;
Russia ; and the United States of America. Mr. Protopopolf, the Russian
Minister of the interior was there, and so was Mr. Warburg of Hamburg.
He was the brother of Paul \Varburg° who was a- partner in-the Kuhn-Loeb
& Company of New York, who had drafted the legislation for the'-Federal
Reserve System in 1910. It will be seen that in order to decide how iinan- .
ces should be arranged for Lenin and Trotsky to overthrow the-Rus Ian
Government, delegates attended from ALL warring nations. It was finally
decided that Kuhn-Loeb of New York should -place $50,000,000 to the
credit of Lenin and Trotsky in the Bank of Sweden.

Both British and American Intelligence officers -imported these facts to'
their respective governments in 1917. Commander Cromie died fighting
of? a. revolutionary mob which attacked the British Consulate in St. Peters-
burg. He held -them oil' in order to give his confreres time to burn documents
relating to- this and other matters.*-

The American Government forwarded to the British Government reports
they had received from the F. B. I. and -their intelligence officers. Mr.
Oudendyke,.t,l1e Netherlands Minister in Petrograd (who looked after the
Briti h interests in-Russia after Commander- Cromie was murdered) also
warned the British Government. His warning was published in Ap1.°il` 1919
as part of a \Vhite Paper on the Bolshevik Revolution published by the
King's Printer. .

The plans Jacob Schiff' had- made to allow Trotsky, 'and his hand of
revolutionary leaders to return to St. Petersburg from New York went
awry when Trotsky was detained by Canadian Government oHleials in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, while enroute. The power the In'ernational Bankers
.exercise over constitutional governments is fully illustrated by the fact
that immediately they protested to the governments concerned, Trotsky
and his whole gang of revolutionary gangsters, were released and given
safe conduct through the British Blockade Zone,

Further proof of the British politicians complicity in the 'Russian
Revolution of 1917 was obtained by D. Petrovsky who explains the part
4 Read "All These Things"-A. N. Field.
* Comdr. Cromin served in British Submarines the mime time as the author. I-Ile
exploits on benalt of the Russians; are recorded in "By Guess and God"-a. book
published by the author In 1831. .
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played by Sir G. Buchanan, the Ambassador.* Petrovsky proves that,
although fully informed of all that was going on behind the scenes, Lloyd
George's government aided the International bankers to put Trotsky and`
his revolutionary leaders into Ru sia while at the same time the Gennqn
High Command aided the International Bankers to get Lenin and his gang
of revolutionary leaders from Switzerland tO Petrograd. Lenin .and his
followers were provided with a private railway coach for their journey
across Germany..

Mr. Petrovsk.y reveals that Milioukoff, who had been appointed Minister
for Foreign Affairs by t-he Russian Republican Government in the Spring of
1917, was the man who negotiated this intrigue which involved both war-
ring nations. It is also recorded that in appreciatiori for the cooperation
given by the German General Staff the Government of Great Britain
agreed to Milioukofi"s request that M. M, Litvinoff be released. He had
been arres-ted by British Intelligence Officers as a spy for Germany. The
identification of M. M. Litvinoii' proves of great interest. He Was born
to parents whose name was Finklestine. When he joined the World
Revolutionary Movement he changed hi name to Meyer Wallach. \Vhen
he was closely associated with Lenin and his Bolshevik Party he changed
his name once again to Maxim Litvinov. He is the same man zeferrcd to
as Litvinoif the German Spy and he' is the same man who had been arrested
while trying to cash the five hundred ruble notes Stalin had obtained when
he bo.mbed, and robbed, the Tifuis Bank.

Following his release by the British -authorities Litvinofl' returned to
Russia. He aided Lenin to overthrow the Kerensky Provisional Govern-
ment, and the Menshevik Soviet established in St. Petersburg prior to
Oetober 1917. Litvinolf was Stalin' Commissar for Foreign Affairs from
1980 to 1939. He was appointed a member of the Central Committee of
the -Communist Party in 1935. His ability as an assassin; receiver of
stolen money; spy ; international gangster; and leader of revolutionary
effort in several countries was acclaimed by the nation of the world
when he was appointed Pre dent of the Council of the United Nations.
Only an international group, such as the International Bankers, could -have
saved this man's life, and assured him hi liberty when he was carrying
out the criminal aspects of international intrigue, Only the power and
inliuenee of the International Bankers could have caused him to be elected
President of the United Nations Council, This illustrates the fact that
the International Bankers control the United Nations as they controlled
the League of Nation .

Othcr evidence is available to prove that the International Bankers of
the United Kingdom; The United States; Germany; and Russia worked
together even after Germany and Britain were at war. It is contained
in a pamphlet entitled Trotsky (Defender Publishers, Vlfichita, Kansas.)
.which quotes a letter written by J. M. Dell to Lloyd George, personally.
But why go on. It would take volumes to quote all the evidence to prove
that the Intern-ational Bankers organized, financed, and directed the Russian
Revolution in order to obtain eontrollof a vast territory so that they could
try out, in a practical manner, their ideas of atheistic-totalitarianism.
Only by experimenting in an area as vast as the so-called U.. S. S. R's
cou.ld they find out mistakes and weaknesses by the process of trial and
error. Until they had performed this experiment, which cost millions and
v 1-teas!-=°'-La RUssia sous les J'ulfs" pp 25-2G and 34-85. . ..
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millions. of human live , it would have been gross stupidity on their part
to try to rule the whole world. 'T'heirs has -been a Long' Range. Plan. It
started at the meeting' in Bauer's Goldsmiths Shop in Frankfort in 1773.
Unless united action is taken to prevent them doing so, it is 'likely to end
when they take over economical and political control of what remains
upon this earth. after World War Three. .
- It will thus be een that the--Coalition Government which took over' the -

prosecution of the war from Prime Minister Asquith,- in December 1916)
made no effort to stop the Inter rational Bankers from proceeding with
their plans for the Russian Revolution, even when they knew its succes
would cause the Rus Ian Armies to be withdrawn from the war. Proof
that the Zionists in both Britain and the U.S.A. agreed that the Russian
Imperial Government should be overthrown, is to be found in the fact
that immediately Lenin announced he had established his dictatorship in
November 1017, Lloyd George also announced that the policy of the
British Government would -be to back the Rothschild plan for the estab-
lishment of no-tional home for the Jewish -people in Palestine.
.-The Jewish-dominated Menshevik revolutionaries in Russia had fought
the abortive revolution in 1905. They also started the revolution in FebrU-
ary 1917. Once again they met with great succe s during the first stages
of the ievolutionary effort They actually established a -Soviet in Petrograd.
They were to a considerable extent re ponsible for th abdication of the
Tzar and the formation of Ethe Ru Sian prov.isional democratic- government
under Kerensky. But the "Secret Powers" behind the YV. R. M., had no
intention of allowing the Mensheviks to turn the Great Russian_ E'mpire
into a Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The International Bankers
didn't mind who carried the ball until it was near the goal, but as soon as
the ball carrier got into position to score they stepped in and' took over
the play. Their goal was to bring' about a totalitarian Dictatorshi-p oper-
ated on the JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRINCIPLE: Lenin was mad
Dictator. They remained behind the scene.

On July 1'7,- 1917 the Bolsheviks under Lenin started an anti-government
agitation -in Russia. This resulted in an uprising by thousands of the
city's inflamed- worker-soldier population. This abortive revolt i 'kNown
as,"'The July-.Days". Kerensky dealt with the 'situation firmly. The -mobs
were tired upon,.severa1 hundred people were` killed, but order was restored.
The Bolshevik leaders feed. Some were arrested. Lenin and Zinoviev hid
in 'Sestroret k. Trotsky, Kamenev, and Lunarcharsky were amongst those
arrested. Stalin, who was at that time editor of Pravda, was not molested.
After the revolt Prince Lvov resigned and Kerensky The Jewish. Napoleon
became Prime Minister. Kerensky was .a great orator. He tried to whip
up enthusiasm for 'the war elTort amongst the soldiers and workers. All
Kerensky' oral effort failed.

Kerensky's influence began to decline steadily, Lenin was busy. He
called for the Sixth -Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour
Party to be held August 8th to 16th. He came out of it leader of the
unified revolutionary groups. Within a year the united revolutionary
party called i-tself 'THE 7C'OMMUNIST PARTY. At the Congress a secret
committee was formed called the 'October 'Central Committee, It consisted
of 26 members who were to plan the October Revolution and then direct
the revolutionary effort in all its various phases. Stalin made the grade
at last. 'He was elected to .the presidium of the Sixth Party Congress. The
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majority of students believe .Stalin wouldn't even have been given notice
if many-of the other experienced revolutionary leaders hadn't been in jail,
But the truth is, Lenin was acting .as Chief Agent for the "Secret Powers".
They had plans to use Stalin to supersede others,

The idea of the Central Committee to organize the October Revolution
was to anticipate the Provisional GovernMent's intention to call a geheral
election in which the secret ballot wo'uld be used to elect a representative
constitutional government to rule the Russian Empire. Lenin felt that if
hi bid for power was to succeed he.had to make it before the Constitutional
Assembly met iN January to arrange the nation-wide election. If 'this
election was ever held the people' would have their own representatives in-
the Government. He felt it would be harder to get the upport necessary
to overthrow a peoples' government than it would to overthrow the provis-
ional Government. In this he proved'right. '.

Strange as it may seem, in the light of future events, Kamenev was
relea ed from prison August 17th, and Trotsky exactly a month later. By
September 24th, Trotsky was elected President of the Petersburg- Soviet in
place of Cheidze. On September 26th the Petersburg' Soviet voted to trans-
fer all military power .to a Military Revolutionary Committee under the
leadership of Trotsky. ' The real Lenin revolution was by now only a'few
days away. Lenin. was proving' what proper planning and time-table
precision, backed by unlimited financial aid, could accomplish. He knew
how to use the element of surprise advantageously. He rapidly convinced _ -

many leaders of other revolutionary groups .that he was the man to direct .
the revolutionary war. He soon had everyone under discipline. The leaders
were required to obey order efficiently, and without question - or else.

The revolutionary leaders' circulated an order that the second All-Russian
Congress of the Soviets would meet November 'lth. This was a "red"
herring, drawn across the trail to make the general public believe that
no revolutionary action was pending' in -the immediate future. O11 Novem-
ber' 4th, however, the Military Revolutionary COmmittee arranged huge
mass meetings preparatory for the actual revolt. The next day, November
5th, the garrison of Peter and Paul declared itself in alliance with the
Bolsheviks. -On November Gth Kerensky made a desperate effort to fore-
stall the revolution by ordering' the arrest of the Military Revolutionary
Committee, He banned all Bolshevik publications. He ordered fresh troops
to replace the garrison of Peter and Paul. But' Lenin had organized his
Fifth Column too well. Ke1°ensky's orders were never carried out, Officials
he trusted let him down. . .

Lenin sneaked out of hiding, -He joined the Military Revolutionary Com-
mittee in Smolny Institute as soon as he know Kerensky's counter-
revolutionary measures had failed. The Institute served as the revolutionary
headquarters. At 2.00 A. M, November 7th, the order to begin the organized
revolutionary effort was given. By noon, St, Petersburg was largely in
Lenin's hands. At 8.00 P.M. he delivered a fiery speech to the Petersburg-
-Soviet. By 9.00 P.M. Bolshevik l troops were beseiging the \Vinter Palace
headquarters of the Provisional Government. At 11.00 P.M. the SeCond
All-Russian Congress of Soviets met and the Bolsheviks had a clear
majority. The 'Congress thus became the oflieial government of Russia.
Kamenev was elected the First President. Lenin became Premier. Trotsky
became Commissar of Foreign Affairs. On November 21st.a Jew by.the
name of .Sverdlov succeeded 'Kamenev_. He had been' in the Bolshevik Party
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only six months and.wa.s considered a very minor figure but, after being
elected president, he quickly assumed absolute control of the Russian
economy. He was a specially trained- financial expert and agent; of the
Bankers. . -

Many things happen in revolutionary c.ircles which never come to
light. 'Sverdlov died, .a very young man, only two years after he reorganized
the Russian internal economy. He had served his purpose, . He knew too
much, so he died. Thus history repeats itsel f..

Bloody battles, which might better be described as wholesale massacres,
and the ruthlessly conducted "Reign of' Terror" proved the theory that
utter ruthlessness and organized terror, in which physical sufferings are
combined with mental anguish, and moral degradation, have definite econ-
omic value, because the Bolsheviks obtained undisputed control of Peters-
burg withiN a few days. Lenin didn't allow suceess- to go to his head. The
Russian Empire was large. He craftily allowed the elections, for which
the P-rovisional Government had set up the machinery, to be held on
Nov. 25th.. .

The Provisional Government had planned that the convocation of the
Assembly of freely elected representatives should be organized by a special
commission, Lenin let everything go according to schedule and then he
arrested the members of this special commission. He substituted for it a
"Commissary for the Constitutional Assembly." The only difference be-
tween the one and the other was that Bolsheviks headed by Uritzky
dominated the one Lenin had formed. By this move the Bolsheviks were
in a position to exert authority over the newly elected Assembly as soon
as .it convened. \Vhen the Assembly did finally convene Sverdlnv tools
charge of the proceedings ATJTHOUGI-I HE VVAS rOT IA DELEGATE.
The Bolsheviks present resorted to tactic which kept the delegates in a
constant uproar. They created utter confusion. After ten hours the
Bolsheviks all walked out suddenly. Bolshevik troops walked in. They
'ejected the remaining' delegates .and locked the doors of the building. This
was the end 'of Constitutional rule in Ru sia.

In March, 1918,' the Bolsheviks, who -called themselves "The Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party" moved to .Moscow and changed their
name to the Communist Party. The second Alli-Russian Congress of
Soviets now became the oNlcial governing body. -

The JeWish-led Social Revolutionary Party did not want Lenin as Num-
ber One man in Russia. On August 30th, 1918 two Jewish members of this
group tried to assassinate him, Lenin Was wounded and Uritzky, whom
Lenin had appointed head' of his Cheka organization, was killed. This
incident gave Lenin t-he excuse for pulling out all stops. He turned on
terrorism .at full blast. Night raids became regular occurrences No person
knew, when he went to bed, if he would be alive in the morning. David
Shub in his pro-Marxist book "Lenin" says: "Little time was wasted sifting
evidence, or classifying people rounded up, in these night raids ... The
-prisoners were generally hustled to the old police ration, near the, Winter
Palace and shot." Murder, torture, mutilation, rape, -burning; these and
all other outrages against human sentiment and decency, were the impreg-
nable rocks upon which the so-called Soviet Socialist Republic was founded.
Millions of Russian citizens died. It is e.animated that more than 12,000,000
others were condemned to serve the State at Forced Labour until they
were released by death. n ' .
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And while 'the allies were half-heartedly fighting Bolshevism on four
fronts, Lenin reorganized the W. R. M, In March, 1919, he convened the
T'hird International. He presided. Zinoviev was elected president. The
'purpose of -the meeting was to consolidate the revolutionary parties in
every country in the World, and to .arrange to provide the leaders with
advice, financial aid, and any other assistance considered necessary to
the sueeess of Popular \Vorld Revolution.*
as A great aeaz more information on the Russian angle can be obtained by reading
"Behind Communism" by Frank Bratton.

CHAPTER TEN

514; gtealg. 01 'Ue'Uai"e4

It has been previously stated that the treaty of Versailles was one of the
most iniquitous documents ever signed by the representatives of so-called
civilized nations. The injustice perpetrated upon the German people by
the terms of the Peace Treaty made aNother world war inevitable.*

The circumstances surrounding' the signing of .the Armistice on
November 11, 1918 must be .understood. The -German High Command did
not ask for the Armistice because their Armies were in danger.of defeat.
When. the Armistice .was signed the. German Armies had never been
defeated on the field of battle, The Germa.n High' -Command asked
for an Armistice so they could devote their fforts towards preventing a
Commuist Revolution, Rosa Luxemberg, and her Jewish dominated
Spartacus Build, had planned to duplicate in Germany what Lenin had
achieved in Russia exactly one year previous ly,

The Armistice wa signed as a prelude to a negotiated Peace. It is of
the utmost 'importance to remember this fact because an 'Armistice
entered into under those conditions is far different from unconditional
surrender. . . . .

The. events which caused the German High -Command to reali.e their
danger on the home front were as t'ol1ows:-- .

Rosa Luxemherg's revolutionaries infiltrated. into. the German High
=Seas Fleet..They became very active in 1918. They spread run ours that
.the ships, and their crews, were to be sacrificed in an all out battle with
the combined _British and American Navies. T-he rumor-mongers stated
that the purpose of the battle was to cripple the combined allied fleets
to such .an extent they would -be.unable to defend the British coasts against
a.military invasion planned to bring- the German \Varlords victory. The

- .Communist 'Cells' ex-horted the GermaN seamen to mutiny because they
claimed the planned invasion of Britain was doomed to failure duo to the
fact that British Scientists had developed a secret weapon. According to

.the rumour-rnongers invading craft could, by the use of chemicals 'fired from
guns ashore or dropped from planes, -be surrounded by a sea.of flames.. The ,injustice perpetuated at Versailles was only execcded by the agreements
afterwards entered into Teheran; Potsdam; and Yalta. It wm be proved the same
evil Influences were at work in all negotiations. . . .
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Fire, heat, and lack of oxygen would create conditions in which nothing'
human could survive, The subversives argued that the only way to avoid
such a fate was to bring about a revolution to-end the war. The German
seamen mutinied the 3rd of November, 19'18.

On November 7th, a large body of Marines deserted while on their way
to the Western Front. They had been told they.were going to be used
to 'Spear-head' the rumoured invasion of Britain. ' .

Meantime, uprisings had caused shut-downs in many German industrial
centres. Su-bversives talked defeatism. Conditions deteriorated until, on
November 9th, the Kaiser .abdicated. '

The Social Democratic Party immediately formed a Republican
Government. The Armistice was signed November 11th, 1918. The
Communist leaders of the Spartacus Bund had placed their 'Cells' in
key positions within the new government and throughout the armed forces.
Their combined efforts created chaotic conditions _ everywhere. Rosa
Luxemberg' then played her trump card. She forced the Sociali t
government to order the immediate demobilization of the German armed
fovees. This action prevented the German High Command from using their
well disciplined troops to prevent the pending revolution which broke out
in January 1919.

Before she usurped power in Germany, Rosa -Luxemberg was promised
the same financial assistance and military aid the International Bankers
had given Lenin and Trotsky a year before. The initial stages of her
revolutionary eHlort were financed by the fund they made available through
the 'Soviet' Ambassador Joice. The revolutionary effort' only failed to
accompli h what Lenin had achieved in Russia when the promised aid
failed to materialize after Rosa had launched her initial onslaught. Then
she realized her Jewish .Spartacus Bund had been betrayed by the very
men she considered. her friends and supporters. This incident alone should
prove that "'The Secret Power," behind the world Revolutionary Movement,
are not concerned about the welfare of .the Jews any more than they are
about the -Gentiles. The majority of the Directors of the \V.R.M. are
men who descended from the Khazars, Tartars,land other Mongol-Asiatic
non-semitic races. Tlhey adopted the Jewish religion to suit their own-
eliish purposes between the '7th and 8th centuries.* They have used Jews

exactly as they have used Gentiles as "Pawns in the Game."
The purpose of the double-cross we two-fold. The men who plot and

plan t.he World Revolutionary Movement did not want Germany Sovietized
until after they had used the German people to fight another war against
Britain. They calculated a second \Vorld War would render both Empires
so utterly exhausted that they .could then be easily ubjugated by the
resources of the U.'S.S.R.s they controlled under Lenin's dictatorship. In
order to start a Second World \Var, they Considered it was necessary` to
build Up vi-thin -Germany an intense -anti-semitie hatred for the purpose
of dividing Europe .into two opposing camps-Fascist and Anti-Fascist.
The plan requ-ired all communized countries to remain neutral, in a
military sense, 'while their agents did everything possible to aggravate
the adverse conditions the master-minds- created.

After the Jewish-dominated revolution collapsed for want of aid, the
German Aryan people took a full measure of revenge on the Jewish people.
*-- See The Iron Curtain Over America by Pro. John Berty. Wilkinson Publishing
co.. Dallas. Texas. PP. 15-16.
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Thousands of Jews, men, women .and children, were roun5led_up during
the night 'and .executed. Rosa Luxemberg, and her right hand man Karl
Liebkhecht, were captured and shot in the head like mad dogs by a- German
lieutenant. Thu.s, once again, a. large number of Jews were made to.pay
the...penalty for. the crimes of a. ~mall group of international gangsters who
used them. as Pawns in.the. game of international intrigue. - . - . :
. To . prolong. and. intensify the..hatrcd of the German people.. for the

Jews. Propaganda, blamed the Jews for bringing about .the militaradefset
of Germany's.armed forces;..and the unjust and humiliating terms enforced
by the Treaty of Versailles. Propaganda strengthened 'the trend towards
National-Socialism. in Germany-by representing Britain;.France; and the
United States as selfish capitalistic countries indueneed- and controlled by
the International Jewish Bankers. Thus the way was prepared for the
advent of Hitler. ... . . . . -

Soon after the Armistice was signed thc.lnternation.al.Bankers instructed
Lenin to consolidate the Communist gains and to prepare to defend the
Soviet States against capitalistic aggression. Lenin announced this as his
policy. Trot~ ~ky disagreed bitterly. He advocated immediate revolution in
all European countries. which remained--to be. ~ubjugated. He -wanted to
l\eJp.Germany's Spartacus Bun cl .in order to keep the revolutionary- spirit
alive. . . . . . . .

Lenin insisted- that their first duty was - to establish the Communi~~t

sphere- of' influence in all countries of the world located between' the -_35t,h
and 45th parallels of latitude in -the Northern Hemisphere. Lenin stated
he would only countenance revolutionary action in countries within -those
limits..The most important--countries were Spain; .Italy;-Greece ; certain
sections of Asia-Minor including -.Palestine 3: certain --section of 'China,
and the area both ~idos of the border in -Canada and the United States.
Lenin warned the . Third I.ntern.a.tional.. that it .was the du-ty of .the
revolutionary leaders in all 'those' countries I.-z0 .organize their' Iiazfties
$6 as to 'be ready to 'take over their- goVerhinents when outside forces
created. favourable ' conditions .to revolt...---Rosa..Luxemberg's . failure was
cited, .aa.an Qexamplé of yqliat .would Zhéiniien -if.".1eyOIiitionsry" action Vis
takeN ;nd.ep¢nd¢nnv:..1 . '. 1 1;:.-. . - . '_ '. ;'.'r: .

LeNiri's"strategicl.i1li.n is: 15n¢1wn":iii1"mi1i¢a'r-y: circles a5'.*T11¢_:,Minsk. 'of
Plan' .because .these' nb:-the1;hl.lanimals .have QheéM able to-. éiifviizé". agaiNst
the attacks of all their enemies by .the ~imple expedieNt of forging' a 'Circle
with their heads pointing out and their tails in. Calves are placed inside
the circle, Wolves and bears could not attack the herd from flank or rear.
If they attacked head-on they were gored to death, or cut to ribbon~ ~, by
the razor-like -hooves of the oxen.* .

Lenin justiiled himself for abandoning Rosa Luxemberg' on the ground~
that he haql'thus been able to.o1-ganise the .Soviet Armies to withstand the
combined onslaught of the Capitalistic countries from 1910 to 1921.' In
1921 Lenin informed the members of the Third International that Spain
was to be the Next country 'Sovietized. He blamed Rosa Luxemberg as
being re~~ponsible for the wave of anti-semitism which had swept over
Germany. The Third InternatioNal then despatched Karl -Radek to lead
Communism in Germany. Hewers instructed to use hi~ own initiative as
far as recruiting, organizing, and -training the 'Party was concerned; but

"°8!~ *'i!'- ld sl9l'l1*'8. h¢`Tlril¢h h ' ' w,f ' an e lf. . _ - . -

'why ch=n."§»».13'»'{-§ea'°»»m-°{¢ the I s H n--has muureg.. .and it ' ., .
explains



he we warned not to take revolutionary action until ordered to do so by
the Con intern. The Comintern was under control of Lenin, and
therefore the International Bankers. .

Having settled internal conditions in Germany to suit their Long Range
Plans the International Gangsters next turned their attention to Palestine.
Palestine occupied a. central geographical position in their overall. plans
for world conque t. In addition to that, they knew that world famous
geologists* had located vast deposits of mineral weal-th in the area around
the Dead Sena. They therefore decided to sponsor Political Zionism to
further their two-fold purpose.

One. To force the nations of the world to make Palestine a' National
Home for the Jews so they would have a .Sovereign State which they would
control by rea on of their wealth and power, If their long-range plans
matured to the extent of a third world war they could use their Sovereign
state to extend -the control they exercised over the Communized Nations
over the whole world. When this we accomplished they would be able
to Crown the Head of the group 'King of the Universe', and 'God upon
this Earth'.** .

Two. They had to secure control of the five trillion dollars wortih of
mineral wealth they knew was hidden in and around the shores of the
'Dead Sea.. Events will show how they went about their dual purpose. .

After Britain, France, and the United States, had been committed to
form a National :Home for the Jews in Palestine, by the BalfOur
Declaration in April 191'7, Lord Allenby was ordered to drive the Turks
out of A is-minor and occupy the Holy Land. The fact that Palestine was
to be turned over to the Jews was not made known until after the Arabs
had helped Allenby accomplish this task. The general impression was that
Palestine would be a British Protectorate.

Immediately after Lord Allenby's triumphant entry into Jerusalem the
International Bankers 'persuaded' the Allied Governments to appoint their
political emf series as a- Zionist -Commission. Odlcially, the members of
thi commission were sent so PalestiNe -to set as liasion between the
military Administration and the Jews. 'Their real purpose was to 'advise'
General Clayton so his military admin tration would further' .their secret
plans.. The Zionist COmmis ion' went. into effect in March 1918; . .._

Members of the Zionist Commission included Major Onnsby-Gore. He
afterwards became LOrd Harlieh. He was a director of the Midland Bank`;
the Standard Bank of South Africa; and the Union Corporation.***

Major James de Rothschild-The son of Edmond de Rothschild of Paris
who had formerly owned the Rothschild Colonies in Palestine. Major de
Rothschild afterwards became a Liberal member of the British Parliament.
He served in this capacity from 1929 to 19416. He was appointed
Parliamentary 'Secretary in the Churchill-Labour -Coalition Government
In 1945.

Lieut. Edwin Samuel-afterwards became -Chief Censor for the British
Government during the -Second World War. He was appointed Chief
Director of Palestine Broadcasting after the -State of Israel was established
a This was Cunningham-Craig previously mentioned. . .
*=u The Long Range Plans published In Chapter a proves this is intended.
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in 1948.*
Mr. Israel Sief¥_He was a. director of Marks and Spencer , the huge

British Departmental Stores. He was a close associate of all the Inter-
national Bankers. He was appointed -Chairman of the Political and
Economic Planning- Committee. He was a permanent member of the
'Brain Trust' which 'advised' successive British governments. His standing
in Great Britain was very imilar to that of Bernard Baruch in the United
States of America from 1918 to date. Mr..Sieif rendered the International
Bankers such outstanding service that he was made a Commander of the
Order of Macabees.

Leon -Simon-He was afterwards knighted, and placed in charge of the
British General Post Office. He controlled all telegraph, telephone, and cable
facilities. The remaining members of the commission were Dr. Elder; Mr.
Joseph Cowen. and Mr. Chaim Weizmann; all close friends of wealthy
Zionists in America.**

Sir R. Storrs says the Zionist Cammi sign was sent to Palestine be.foro
the Peace Conference started, in order to create an atmosphere favourable
to establishing a National Home for the Jews; and also to stimulate its
Financial supporters. .

The International Bankers dominated the Inference which Culminated in
'the Treaty of Versailles. This is proved by the fact that in January 1919
Mr. Paul \Var~burg (who drafted the Federal Reserve System in"'the U.'S.A.);
arrived in Paris to head the American delegation. His brother Max arrived
to head the -German delegation. -

'Comte de St. Aulaire saysz- "Those who look for the truth elsewhere
than in the oliieial document know that President Wilson, whose election
had been financed by the Grea-t Bank of New York (Kuhn Loeb & Co.)
rendered almost complete obedient to its beck and call.

Dr. Dillon states "The sequence of expedients framed and enforced in
this direction were inspired by the Jew i.e. (representatives of the
International Bankers) .assembled in Paris for the purpose of realiz_ing
their carefully thought out programmes which they succeeded in having
substantially executed." . .

The Mandate of Palestine was drafted by Professor Felix Frankfurter,
the eMinent American Zionist; who afterwards became Chief Adviser in
the White House to President Roosevelt, He was assisted by the .Right
Honourable Sir Herbert Samuel;` Dr. Jacobson; Dr, Fielwel; Mr. Sacker;
Mr. Land ran ; Mr. Ben Cohen; and Mr. Lucien Wolfe who exercised tremen-
dous influence over Mr. David *Lloyd George.*** He was said to possess
all the secrets of the Briti h Foreign OHice.1'

At the preliminary conferences M. Mandel (whose real name was Roths-
child) we private secretary to Mr. Clemenceau of France. Mr. Henry
Morgenthau was on the U.S. delegation in a general supervisory capacity.
of 'tropa§TNd.. tor the International Bankers.
** importance ofRevolutionary Movement is such that

Peopleb J N. Jeffries: Thesi- Ronald Sterns (who was t Governor
ComteEnglaNd): Paris
Prosecution by Major
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He was the father of the man who afterwards became President RooSe{re1t'S
Financial Secretary.. -Another -man affiliated -'with- the' International
Bankers was Mr. O~ ~car -Straub ~s who took a leading' part in forming the
League of Nations and moulding its policies so they fitted in with the
International Gangsters'--Long Range Plan for ultimate world'domination-.
- -.Mn Lucien Wolfe-.says on page 408 of his "Essays in Jewish-History"
.- .. _ to - as sign+tOries Of the
Peace.-Treaty, . -T In by Louis
K]-otz; 811 .
ret i red f rom publ ic l i fe. Ed.) Baron Somino for Ital j r l and - Edwin
Montague-for India."- - ." :-- - - . " ' - |~ ' - ' '= -

.Mr.'§.I-Iarold Nicolson, author- of "Peace Making 1919-"-1944 p. `248
states, Wolfe suggested to him that l all Jews should have -internatioNal
piwtection while retaining all national rights of exploitations.
Batault says in "Le Problem Juice" p. 88, "The Jews' who surrounded
Lloyd George" Wilson, and Clemenceau are to blame for creating a Jewish
`Re.ace'." Once again the Jewish Race is 'blamed for the- sins of a few
Illthles.~ financiers; .- - - '. - ' - ' - =. -' '- '. -' 'I - ` .

In the -Spring of 1919 Bela Kun usurped power in I-Iuhgary.- He? t-ried
to pu.t. Lucien Wolfe'~ .ideas into practice.: Bela Kun's dictatorship lasted
only three month~ ~,- .but during -that 'time tens. of thousands of Christians
were: dispossessed. and ruthleSsly-Murdered." The..victims.included -wbrki-ig'
men, army officers, -merchants, land-owners, professional men-and women;
Priest. and laymen. . ' '.. - ' .̀ - - -"'
--The "New International Year Book of 1010" - says- in part':= - "The

government of Bda Kun was"composed` almost exclusively Of " Jew's, -iihq
held also the administrative dfflcesl 15he'Coirimunists had' uNited Iii*~ ~'t` with
the Socialists, who were not of--the extremely 'radical party, but'1je§eMbled
somewhat the Labour Partier ~,-' or Trade Union groups, in other-countries.
Bela- Kun' did not however-' select his personnel 'from among them, -but
turned -to the=-Jews and constituted virtually 'a Jewish l liureauera¢éy." - '
' History reCOn°dlS that 'after three months of' systematic Pillage, and

wholesale murder, Bela .Kun was. deposed. Instead of Mina...qafgcuégd :no
Win Size,-naa in' is luziatiO asyium.""Hi's' releaSe"uiaS"lirranged 'by"algents of
the rpgwsrrui in-cup -he iid-'-ég;{;n=d'.s.o'-y9t\._. 189 'r~t@1wé4 'Tb' 'RIn=ié.44i=d- wig;
pu'tlin ehar§e df'-the Cheka Which Teri-or-izegithe .Ul'_§ianiaj1S."iritQ .'S\il5.i°¢1=i57!\
wheN-" Stalin Was 'ordered to' Collectiviii agricul-ture" in' ` the 'SovilétS.' Fiiie
million peasants were ~tarved to death for refusing' to obey the edicts.
Over Ive million more were sent to forced labour in ~Iberia.

When Stalin tried to tum 'Spain into a Communist Dictator~ ~hip in
1986, Bela Kun was chosen to organize the Reign of Terror in Spain.

The power of the International Banker~ is well illustrated by
incident that happened during the-preliminary conferences held in Paris in
1919.. The .negotiations tended to Stray away from the policy l set by the
.Iternational Bankers, thereupon, Jacob Schiff, of New York, sent President
.Wilson, who was attending the Paris conferences, a two thousand word
cable. He- 'in~ ~tructed' the president .of the United States what to do in
regard to -the--Palestine IManda.te°' German Reparations;. Upper Silesia; The
Sarre; The Danzig Corridor ;; and .Fiume. The cablegram was dated May
28th..1919. s¢hifr -sent .is in. Tue name .of.lthe.A~ ~sbciation.of- the Lqggu. Q#
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Free Nations.* . . . ` - .

Upon receipt of the cablegram President Wilson immediately changed
the directioN of the netti-ations. O1' this- incident Comte de St. Aulairc
said: "Tlhe Treaty of Versailles on these five questions .was dictated by
Jacob Schiff and' his co-relig'ionists."** It must be pointed' out again that
the rank and file bf the Jewish . people had 'absolutely nothing to do with
framing the 'policy which the International Bankers in isled Lloyd George,
.President Wilson, .and Premier Clemeneeaulearry out. ` .. .. `

As soon as the Allied Governments 'had been' 'persuaded' to' 'make
Pale tine a British Protector-ate, (as demanded in the cable), the Inter-
national Bankers instructed their agents that- the terms of the ̀ Peace
Treaty were to be made so severe that it would be `imposSilble for the
German people to tolerate them 'Very' long. This was part of the plan
to keep the German people hating' the Briti h, French, Americans and the
Jews so they would be ready to fight again to regain their legal'1°ig'hts. .

Immediately the Treaty of Versailles was signed, the phony Capitalist-
Bolshevik war was started. T-his war enabled Lenin to justify his policy,
by which he abandoned the German revolutionaries to their fate in order
to' consolidate the gains 'he had already made in Russia, The war against
.Bolshevism"was never Fermi-tted to endanger Lenin's Dictatorship. It w`as
ended in 1921. The net result was that the Bolsheviks gaiNed a tremeNdous
amount of prestige, while the Capitalists county°es lost a' similar amount.
This paved the way for the agents of the Interns-tional Bankers to suggest,
in the interests of perms/nent PEACE, 'that the SOviet .States be admitted
to membership 'in the League of Nations. . .

The British Government, always -obedient' to the 'wishes' of the Intel:-
national Bankers, was the first to` comply with the new 'request'. France
followed suit on October 28th, 1924. - After- the infamous Litvinoil' had
.worked on Henry Morgenthau and Dean Aeheson (who were both dominated
by Felix Frankfurter .and LOuis Di .. Brandeis); President Roosevelt
recognized the Soviets on November 1'6th, 1933. The League of Nations
accepted the Soviet States as members. From that day'on, the League of
Nations was' nothing more or less than an instrument in 'the hands of
Stalin. His agents moulded its . policy and activities, to suit the' Long
Range Plans of those Who direct the World Revolutionary Movement.*** '

Once the Communist countries h-ad been admitted into the League of
Nations, Grand Orient Masons, who were' delegates, or on the staff, took
charges? `

Wickham Steed, former editor of the 'I'-imes, London, was one of the
best iNformed men in the world. On more than one occasion he discussed
the fact that the International Bankers. dominated international affairs.
He made this definite statement just after the Treaty. of Versailles was
signedz- "I insist that the pri.me movers (to make the Allied Powers
acknowledge the. Bolshevik Dictatorship) were Jacob- Schiff Warburg, :god
other international . financiers who wished above all to bolster an the
Ur This league was .Hnanecd. and dominated, by five Amerlcan..Bn.nkers. - -
*vi See Geneva versus Peace. P. 90.
.*¢* .For further partlqulars read Moscow's Red
wm. La Varro. in the August
Trotsky's book entitled Stalin."
-1- Read The 'Hidden Hand. Page 28. by Colonel A- rah un Sokolov.
was President of the Executive Committee of the said
25th. 1952. "The League of Nations is a Jewish Idea."

Letter Day to American History by
edition of"the American Legion Magazine. Also

who
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Jewish Bolsheviks in order to secure a field for German and Jewish
exploitation of Russia."*

Leo Maxse, writing in the August issue of the 'National Review' 1919
stated: "Whoever is in power in Downing Street, whether Conservative,
Radicals, Coalitionists, or Pseudo-Bolshevik , the International Jews rule
the roost. Here is the mystery of the 'Hidden Hand' of which there has
been no intelligent explanation." Once again the word 'Jew' should have
been 'Banker' or 'Gangsrter'. It would be just as reasonable W blame all
Roman Catholics for the crimes of a few Roman #Mafia Chieftains who had
given up the practice of their religion for many years.**
. When Mr. Win ton Churchill visited Palestine in March 1921, he was
asked to meet a. delegation of Moslem leaders. =They protested that the
ultimate objective of political Zionism was to give the natural resources of
Palestine to the Jews. They pointed out that the 'Arabs had occupied
Palestine for over a thousand years. They asked Churchill to use his
influence to correct what they considered a great injustice. Churchill is
recorded as aying in reply-"You ask me to repudiate the Balfour
Declaration and to stop (Jewish) immigration. This is not my power
... and it is not my wish ... VVe think it is good for the world: Good for
the Jews: Good for the British Empire: and good for the Arabs also ...
mul we 'intend it to be so."*** .

W'hen Churchill gave the Arabs his reply he was in all probability
thinking of -the threat issued by Ghaim Weizman'n who had been an agent
of the International Bankers for many years. Just a. year before Churc.hill's
visit to Palestine, Weizmann had made an official statement of policy which
was published in 'Judische Rundschau", No. 4, 1920:-He said "We will
establish ourselves in Palestine whether you like it or not .... You can
hasten our -arrival or you can equally retard it. It is however better for
you to help us so as to ,avoid our constructive powers being turned into a
destructive power which will overthrow the world."

Weizmann's statement must =be studied in conjunction with another
declaration made by an International Banker to a gathering of Zionists in
Budapest In 1919. When diseussig the probabilities of a Super-goverment
he was quoted by Comte de St. Aulaire a aying:--"In the management of
the New World we give proof of our organization both for revolution and
for construction by the creation of the League of Nations, which is our
work. Bolshevism is the accelerator, -and the League of Nations is the brake
on the mechanism of which we -supply both the motive force and the guiding
power ... _ What is the end? That is already determined by our mission."

The two statements combined show the International extent of their
ecret ambitions. Eight years after I had finished this chapter of the

original manuscript the following report came into my possession through
Canadian Intelligence =Service.1' Because the statements made at the
s ncaa Through Thirty Years by Wickham Steed, London. Vol. 2. DO 301-809. .
4* It was the refereNce to The Secret Power and I-Ildden Hand by Steed. De Poncln,
Mrs Webster.. Masse and others which caused me to investigate the matter in an
.eI!ort to find the real answer. Author.
*** The full slznillcance of this declaration was not appreciated even by the author
until 1954 when Prime Minister Churchill (during his visit to Bernard Baruch) stated

am a Zionist and have always promoted Zionism". He then followed this
declaration 'Peaceful co-existence with the Communist
- . I

. by strongly advocating
Natlonar. AA the Communist States are actually International Financiers Dictator-
ships it must be assumed that in 1921 as In 1954 Churchill secretly believed they
are belt fitted, and moat able, to rule under present day conditions. -
-,- Geneva versus Peace. P. so.
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Conference held in Budapest on January 12th, 19-52 supports my conten-
tions made in 1944, and confirms the conclu ions I had arrived at in 1924,
I insert the report of the speech given in 1952 here verbatim. It was
originally made available to an Ameriean publication 'Common Sense' by
Mr. Eustace Mullins, an authority on the Marxist Conspiraey.*

"A report from Europe carries the following speech of Rabbi Emanuel
Rabinovich before a special meeting of the Emergency Council of European
Rabbis in Budapest, Hungary, January '12, 1962 :

"Greetings, my children: You have"been called here to recapitulate the
principal steps of our new programme..As you know, we had hoped to
have twenty years between wars to consolidate the great gains which we
made from World War II, but our increasing numbers in certain vital areas
is arousing opposition to us, and we mu t now work with every mean' at
our disposal to precipitate World War III within live years.

"The goal for which we have striven so concertedly for three thousand
years is at last within our reach, and because its fulfillment is so apparent,
it behooves us to increase our efforts, and our . caution, tenfold. - I
can safely promise you that before ten years have passed, our race will
take its rightful place in the world, with every Jew a king, and every
Gentile a, sl-ave. (Applause from the gat:hen°ng'.) You remember the success
of our .propaganda campaign during' the 1930's, which' aroused Anti-
American passions in Germany at the same time we were arousing anti-
German passions in America, a campaign which culminated in the Second
World War. A similar propaganda campaign is now being waged intensively
throughout the world. A war fever is being worked up in Ru sia by an
incessant anti-American barrage, while a nation-wide anti-gCommunist scare
is sweeping America. This campaign is forcing all of the smaller nation
to choose between the partnership of Rus ia or an alliance with the United
States.

"Our most pressing. problem .at the moment is to inflame the lagging
militaristic spirit of the Americans. The failure of the Universal Military
Training Act was a great setback to our plan , but we are assured that
a suitable measure will be rushed through Congress immediately. after the
1962 elections. The Russian, a well as the A iatic people , are well under
control and offer no objections to war, but we must wait to secure the
Americans. This we hope to do with the issue of anti-semitism, which
worked so well in uniting the Americans against Germany. We are
counting heavily on reports of anti-semitie outrages in Russia to help whip
up indignation in the United States and produce 'a front of solidarity against
the Soviet power. Simultaneously, to demon irate to Americans the reality of
anti-Semitism, we will advance through new sources large sums of money
to outspokenly anti-Semitic elements in America to increase their effective-
ness, and we shall stage anti-'Semitic outbreaks in several of their larger
cities. This will serve the double purpose of exposing reactionary sectors
in America, which can be silenced, andlof welding the United States into
a' devoted anti-Russian unit. -

"Within five years, this programme will achieve its objective, the Third
-l»VorldWar, which will surpass in de try-ction all previous conte ts. Israeli,
of course will remaiN neutral, and when both sides are devastated and

we sending our Control Commission into all
Mr. E. is author of The Federal Reserve Conspiracy. Published by
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wrecked countries. -This war will end for all time our struggle against
the.Gentiles._ '. " . . . .- . . .
. ."We will openly reveal our -identity vi-th the races of Asia and Africa.

I 'can state with assurance that the last generation- Of white children is
now being born.- 'Our Control Commi sions- will, in the interests 'of peace,
'and wiping out inter-racial tensions, forbid the whites to mate with whites.
The white' women must cohabit with members 'of the -dark races, the white
men with black women. Thus the white race will disappear, for mixing the
Clark with the white means the end of the white man, and our most dangerou
enemy-will become only .a memory. \Ve shall embark upon an era of ten
thousand years of peace and -plenty, the Pax Judaica, and our race will
rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will easily enable
us to retain mastery river a world of darlé peoples." .. . - .

Question from the gathering: "Rabbi Rabinovich, what about the
various religions after the Third \Vorld War?" ' .
. Rabinovich : "There will be no more -religions. Not only would the

existence of a priest class remain a constant danger to our rule, but belief
in an .after-life would give spiritual strength to irreconcilable elements in
many "countries, and enable them to insist us. We will, however, retain
.the ii-tuals, . and customs of Judaism as the mark of our heredity
ruling caste, strengtheniNg our-racial -la.ws so- that no Jew will be allowed
to marry outside our race, nor-will any stranger be accepted-by us."
. "We may have to repeat. 'the grim' days of \Vorld War II, when we were

-forced to let the Hitlerite Bandits sacrifice some of our people, in`. order
that we may have adequate documentation and vi-tnesses to legally justify
.our trial and execution of the leaders of America and Russia .as- war
,criminals, after we have dictated the Peace. - I am ure You will need little
'preparation for such a duty, for sacrifice has always been the watchword of
our people, and the death, of a few thousand Jews in exchange for world
.lea.der8.h-ip` 'i:s.:'indeed a small price to pay." . ' . - .
,. "'To convince you of the certa.inty'of -that -leadership, let me, point--.out _to
you how we have -turned all of . the inventions -of the white man into
weapons against him. -His printing--presses and radios are the mo'uthpieees
.of our desires, and his heavy 'industry manufactures the 'instruments which
-/be sends out to arm Asia and Africa against . h-im. Our intet.ests- in
Washington are greatly extending the Point Four Programme for develop-
-ing ind-ustry in backward areas of the world, so that after the industrial
plants 'and cities of Europe and America are destroyed by atomic warfare,
the whites can offer no resistance 'against the large. masses of the dark
"1-aces, who will maintain an unchallenged technological superiority."*
. "And sq, with the vision of world victory before you, go back to your

-countries and intensify your good work, -until that approaching 'day when
Israeli will reveal .herself in 'all her glorious destiny as the Light Of the
.World." . . . . . .

This speech also confirms what I have contended -in.regard to the manner
in which the Secret Powers have deliberately stirred up. anti- emitism to
suit their purposes and also anti-communism. It proves my 'further con-
tention theat the InternatiOnal Banker who are The Secret Power have
used. both Communism and Fascism to further their secret ambitions and
that they will use, if they can, Christian-democracy against Communism to
# . Study this statement in reard to the meeting.. of leaders all 'Dark' and 'Black'
races which mst in Bandung 11 April. . .



mu- this subject by Mr.
Melville. who a deep study of this particular phase of the
Revolutionary Movement, and wrote The Russian Face of Germany.
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ship for the obvious reason that the Secret
effect an international plot
their policy been other vi

bring about; the next phase of their long range plan . . \Vorld -War Th-ree.
But the most illuminating feature of the speech is the fact that it discloses
the manner in. which the International Bankers use a Jewish Rabbi -to
convince other.co-religionists. that .they will be the -governing class in the
New World order-a fact that past 'history would indicate is v.ery doubtful.

Under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles 19-19 the InternatiOnal
Bankers obtained control over Germany's Military rearmament, and her
economic recovery.. This accomplished, they entered into the Ahmachungen
(agreement) with the German High, Command, 'They..agreed. to have -the

'Soviets secretly supply the German Generals- with. all the arms.-and. muni
lions they required. for a modern army of several million.. They also
undertook to have the Soviet Dictator pi-ace complete training' facilities
at the disposal of the Germans to enable them to train the required number
of commissioned and non-commissioned -~oflicers they would require to
officer the new army they planned bo bring into being when they considered
the' time was ripe. . - . . ...

The vast building projects-required to put .the terms of the Abmuchungens
into effect were financed by the International bankers.*. They thus enabled
both Communi-st and Fascist countries to build up their economy and war
potentials.. The International Bankers enabled the German H=ig'h Com-
mand to evade all the military restrictions- placed upon them by the -Treaty
pf Ve:rsailles.**- . : . . . - . - .. ... .
. 'The vast Krupp Munition and .Armaments Plants built in the' Soviets
behind the Ural mountains were -named "Manyeh". The Ger'm-an arma-
ment firms were granted every concession they asked for. International
intrigue on such a lavish scale' could only mean one- thing.. Those involved
were preparing' for World. W-ar "Iwo, . The governments of the so-called
Allied Nations were kept fully informed 'reg'arding- what was going' on
behind the scenes, as I found out when I visited London during the con-
ference on Naval -Disarmament 'in 1930. This iS only another proof that
Disraeli spoke the truth when he said "The Governments elected do not
govern." . . .

Thus history reveals that from 1920 to- 1934 the Secret Power directed
international intrigue in such a manner-that the leader of ALLEGEDLY
Jewish dominated Communism in RUSSIA were working hand in. glove with
the leaders of ALLEGEDLY Aryan dominated Naziism in Germany. This
ph-ase of history is most complicated. It is difficult for the average citizen
to understand.*** . . . ..

Communism .and . Naziism- have several things in common:- .both are
atheistic creeds which. teach -hatred .of Almighty God.. They both advocate
war, hatred, and -force; as- opposed to °Christ's policy of Peace, love, and
tolerance. ' 'The leaders of lioth Atheistie-Materialistic ideologies. MU:ST
therefore be agents of the Devil. They further the diabolical -conspiracy
to win the souls of men away from loyalty and obedience to Almighty God.
They both use a form of Garnd Orient Masonry for proselytizing purposes?
* Thi was gregor to the advent of Hitler.4* It will e proved that the German Generals. and top-level oMclals who
negotiated the Abmachungen were the ones condemned to death at the Nuremberg
Trials as War Criminals_ The knew too much. vA great deal of light has. however. been thrown on Cecil F.

made World
.--The German Grand Orient Lodges have never admitted .Tews to member-

Powers could never have 'put 'Into
.of the nature and proportions of the Abmachungen. had
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the war on the side of the Allies.
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The Head of the Council of Thirty Three is the President of the top
executives council of Thirteen; previously referred to. Because the initi-
ating ceremonies of ALL Grand Orient Lodges require the candidate to
swear he will acknowledge No other mortal as above the Head of the
organization that Head is automatically God on Earth.. The Inter-
national Bankers have always been the top executive of the Grand Orient
-Masonry since 1770. Aryan War Lords 'have always loeen the top executive
of the German Lodges. They elect their own successors.

A review of history, 1914 - 1934, indicates that the International Bankers
fomented World War One to bring about conditions favourable for revolu-
tionary action and thus enable them to obtain undisputed control of the
Russian Empire.
(2) To remove the Crowned -Heads of Europe. These rulers had to be

removed before either group could achieve their totalitarian ambi-
tions. .
To force the British and French governments to agree to establish
A National Home for the Jews in Palestine.

The Government of Britain was forced to aid the International
Bankers' plan for the Bolshevik revolution in Russia in 1917 in
order to o9bt8Lin their promise that they would bring America into

It can be assumed that S. S.
Lusitania was sunk to provide the necessary incident to justify the
change of American policy, just as Pearl Harbour was used as an
excuse for America to enter World War Two. I

The original draft of the mandate o.n Palestine; reads: "TO TURN
PALESTINE INTO A NATIONAL HOME FO.R !TI-IE JEWS". It
was altered at the last minute to read "to establish a. National Home
for the Jew IN PALESTINE". This was done to conceal the secret
ambitions of the banker .

The International_ Bankers deliberately concealed the truth re-
garding the vast mineral deposit geologists had discovered in
Palestine until AFTER the governments of B.ritain, France, and
the United States had agreed to their Mandate of Palest'ins.*

The International Bankers used Zionism to obtain control of a
centrally located Sovereign State from which' they could extend
the control they now exert over the U. S. S. R's to cover the entire
World. |

The Conspirators managed International Affairs between 1921
and 1934 so that Europe wa divided into two Camps - Fa cist and
Anti-Fascist, - in preparation for World War Two.

=u norm.-The truth regarding value of mineral resources was not allowed to leak
out until the United Nations had partitioned Palestine in 1948 in such a mannerthat over dve trillion dollars worth of minerals are now 'known to be located
in The State of Israel. |
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Stalin

She skimped and

Stalin was born Joseph Vissarionovich Djugashvili, in the mountain
village of Gori in the province of Georgia in 1879. -His father was a. peasant
from the town Dido-Lilo. His mother, Ekaterina Geladze, was a devout-
edly religious'woman whose forebears had been serf in the village of
Gambarouli. .

Not a great deal is known about Stalin's father, except that he some-
tirries worked as a labourer and sometimes as a cobbler in a shoe factory
in Adelkhanov. He is said to have been an easy-going individual who liked
to drink a great deal. Stalin's mother, 'however, was a devoted mother and
worked hard. =She took in Washing- to earn extra money for her family's
benefit. Her ambition was to' see Stalin -become a Priest.
saved to provide him with the necessary education. Young Stalin attended
the elementary school in Gori for four years and won a scholarship which
entitled him to attend the TiHis Theological =Seminary. But Stalin wasn't
cut out'for a religious life. He was continually getting into trouble with
the seminary authorities. He was expelled after 'completing four year
of study. He then joined a group of young revolutionaries.

Stalin first married Ekaterina Svanidze, who bore him a son, Yasha-Jacob
Djugashvili. This boy was never very bright. Even after his father
became dictator, he worked as an electrician and mechanic. . ..

Stalin's second wife was Nadya Allilyova who bore him two children,
Vasili, a son, and .Svetlana, a daughter. Vasili became a major-general in
the .Soviet Air Force. He usually led the flying demonstrations on special
occasions of State after his father became Dictator. He was thrown into
the di card after his father died.

Stalin and his econd wife don't seem to have got along' very well
together. Stalin had an affair with a beautiful Iewess, Ro a Kaganovich.
-She is reported to have -been living with Stalin when his second wife,
Nadya, committed suicide.

It is believed that in addition to Stalin's love affairs, Nadya became
more and more depressed as the re ult of the ruthless way in which Stalin
slaughtered so many offer co-reli-gionists whom'he accused of being disloyal.

Rosa's brother, Lazar Kaganovich, was a great friend of Stalin's. He
was made a member of the Politburo and retained his office until Stalin
died, Kaganovich proved his ability as Commissioner for Heavy Industry
when he developed the Donetz Basin Oil Fields and built the Moscow sub-
way, Kaganovieh's son, Mihail, married Stalin's daughter Svetlana.*
What became of Svetlana's first husband remain a mystery. It would
appear that .Svetlana's first hubby removed himself, or was removed, to
allow Kaganovich's son to marry 'Sta.lin's daughter, just as Stalin's second
wife removed herself or was removed, to allow Stalin to marry Kaganovich's
sister, Ro a. It is reported .Stalin did marry Rosa after his wife's suicide.
* The marriage of Svetlana Stalin to Mihai! Kaganovieh was reported in
Associated press. July 15th, 1951.

the
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Molotov, Vice-premier to Stalin, was married to a Jewess, the sister of
Sam Karp, owner of -the Kiarp Exporting Co. of Bridgeport, Conn.
Molotov's daughter was engaged to Stalin's son, Vasili, in 1951, so the
Politburo was to a certain extent. 'A_ Family Compact.' .

As was mentioned previously, .Stalin only became a member of the
Upper Crust of the Russian revolutionary party because, during the
preliminary phases of' the Rus Ian Revolution, many of the better known
leaders were in jail. Stalin never rose to any very exalted position in the
Communist Party during Lenin's Dictatorship. lt was during Lenin's last
illness that \Stalin jockeyed for position, and then--he moved out in front,
to eliminate Trotsky and other Jewish contenders. Once he took over the
leadership he never relinquished it until his death." .

How Stalin rose to power i an' interesting story.' Lenin suffered a
paralytic stroke in May. 1922, and this affected his speech and motor
reflexes. In December of that year he appointed a triumvirate composed
of -Zinoviev, Kamenev and Stalin to share the problems of Government.
-Shortly after Lenin suffered . another stroke and died. Trotsky has
suggested, and his followers believe, -Stalin helped bring about Lenin's
death because he was irritated by Lcnili's incapacity and prolonged illness.

\Vhen the triumvirate started to functioN in MoScow the . PolitbUrO
consisted of Lenin, Zinoviev, ~Kamenev, "For-otsky, `Bukliarin, Tor sky, and
Stalin. Zinoviev and Kamenev `l\ad been Lenin's right hand men from the
day he became Dictator; They naturally regarded themselves as the
senior members. of the triumvirate and logically his successors. Zinoviev
treated .Stalin in a circumspectly patronizing manner and Kamenev treated
him with a touch of irony;*

zinowriev and Kamenev Considered Trotsky as their real competitor for
the Dictatorship after Lenin died. 'In Trotsky's book "Stalin" he records
that 'Stalin was used by- both Zinovievland Kamenev is a counterweight
against him (Trotsky) and to a lesser extent By other members of the
Politburo also. No member of the PolitbUro at that time thought Stalin
would one day rise away above their heads.. ' .

Zin'oviev was considered senior member of the triumvirate when he
was delegated to .give the opening- address of the 12th. Party Congress, _a
function Lenin had always re ervcd for himself on previous occasions.
Zinoviev didn't go over too well. Stalin was 'quick to take advantage.
Before the congress was over, Stalin had secured control Over the Communist
Party machine land -held a dominant position in the trii.1mvirate.' This was
the situation when Lenin died in 1924.

In April 1925 Stalin had 'Trotsky removed as War Commissar, He.
then broke relations with Zinoviev and Kamenev and allied himself wit ii.
Bukharin, Rykov, and Tor sky. Zinoviev, Kamenev and Trotsky then
united forces in opposition to -Stalin, but they had moved too late. In
February, 1926, =Stalin had Zinoviev' expelled from the Politburo; then
from the Presidency of the Petersburg (Leningrad) Soviet; and finally
from the Presidency of the Third International. In October, 1926, Stalin
11-ad Kamenev and "1'rotsky expelled from -the Politburo. Next year S-talih
had his` three enemies removed from the Central .Committee of the
as note- 'Stalln'. by Trotsky. page 33? '(ibid page 48). . ' . . '
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Communist Party and shortly afterwards he had them read out of the
party altogether. .. . . '. . . .-

. In 192'7 Trotsky tried to start a revolt- against 'Stalin on the grounds
that he was departing .from the Marxian Ideology and substituting an
Imperialistic Totalitarian Dictatorship for a 'genuine' Union of Sovietized
Socialist Republics. What everyone seems to have failed to realize was the
fact that Stalin had been nominated to rule the Soviets by the In-ternational
Bankers. He .had to purge Ru sia of all men who might obstruct their
Long Range Plans. . . . .

.During the purge .several million people were slain and about an equal
number. sent. to forced labour. Many men who had been leaders of the
revolutionary. movement, since the First International was formed, were
hounded to death or imprisoned. Amongst the leaders Stalin purged were
Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Martynov, Za-sulieh, Deutsch, .Pa.rvus,
`Axelrod, Radek, Uritzky, -Sverdlov, Dan, Lieber, and Martov. About the
only Jews close.to Stalin at the time of his death were Kaganovich, his
'brother-in-law and Rosa, his third wife. - -- .
-. .-Stalin continued to develop Lenin's policy to establish the .Communist
sphere of jnfluence between the 35th 'and .4-5th parallels of latitude right
around the northern hemisphere..Many - revolutionary leaders in._.-other
countries became convinced that Stalingrad .developed personal Imperialistic
ideas. and was intent upon making .-himself' Ruler . of- a; world-wide
totalitarian dictatorship, They were right. -Stalin took his orders, -as
Lenin had done, from. the men who are "THE 'SECRET POWER" behind
the World Revolutionary Movement, until 1936. and then he began to.ignore
their mandates, as will be proved. . . '. '

Stalin did not want to involve his armed -forces in wars with other
no-tions.. His policy- was to -feed the revolutionary fires in- all -..countries
.to the south between the 85th and 45th parallels.of latitude; .. His. policy
paid of! exceedingly well..At. the. _time of his. death, .Communi tic. control
had been established over half the territory-in the Northern Hemispiherc.
About half the world's population was enslaved. .
.. Lenin had stated in 1921 that Spain was to be the next country Sovietized.
Upon hi death Stalin accepted the subjug'ati9.n.o.f Spain as a piou.s.1egacy.
Once -.Spain h-ad .`been_ turned_ into a..o-called Proletarian Dictator-ship: it
would.be.an easy matter to subjugate- .France and Britain. Germany. would
then be between the nut-crackers. If by some mischance the subjugation
of Spain failed to maten°a1ize, then-the incident could be used to help bring'
about World War Two.

Winile preparing for the Spanish revolution, -Stalin was ordered by the
International Bankers to take an active part in an economic war which
was planned in 1918 immediately after the Armistice had been signed.
Generally speaking, the people who had not been engaged in the actual
fighting became prosperous during World War One. 1Vahen the lighting
ended -the people in the Allied countries enjoyed two boom years. Then,
after speculative investments had just about reached their peak, vast
amounts of money were withdrawn from circulation. Credits were
restricted. Calls were made on loans, In 1922-25 a minor depression was
experienced. This economic juggling was.a preliminary experiment before
the Powers-That-Be brought about the .Grea.t .Depre ion of 1930. -̀ -
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After 1925 financial policy was reversed and conditions steadily improved
until prosperity in AMerica, Britain, Canada, Australia, reached an all-
time record. Speculation in stocks and bonds and real estate went wild.
Then, towards the end of 1929 came the sudden crash, and the greatest
depression ever known settled down over the Free World. Millions of
people were rendered destitute. Thousands committed suicide. Mis-
government was blamed for the economic upset which made paupers out
of tens of millions of people, and trillionaires out off three hundred who
were already millionai-nes.

In 1925 Stalin started his five-year if du trial plans to increase the so-
called =Sovletized countries internal recovery. The plan was to exploit the
natural resources, manufacture raw materials into useful commodities,
and modernize industrial and agricultural machinery. This vast Five
Year Plan was financed by loans from the International Bankers. This
programme, when added to the development of the Russian and German
war potential under the Abmachungen (agreements) previously 'referred to,
gave a great boost to Soviet economy. The fact that the Rulers of Russia
could use millions of men and women as slaves gave those who enslaved
them an additional advantage over nations which employ paid labour,
and maintain a high standard of living.

The next move was the collectivization of farms. For eenturie the
.Serfs in Russia had been Ii-ttle better than slave of the landed proprietors.

- Lenin had won their support by promising them even greater concessions
than 'they had been granted under the benevolent rule of Premier Peter
Arkadyevich Stolypin from 1906 to 1914, when over 2,000,000 pea ant
families seceded from the village Mir and became individual land owners.
By January '1st,l1916, the number had increased to 6,200,000 families.

But, in order to secure the loans they had made for the Abmachungen
and industrial development programme , the International Bankers insisted
that they control the import and export trade of the Sovietized nations.
They also demanded the collectivization of farms as the only means to
obtain .greatly increased agricultural production. .

Hi-story records what happened when Stalin enforced the edicts. He has
always been blamed personally for the inhuman atrocities which made the
peasants. comply with the laws. Many versions of what happened have
been given. The truth, as I reported it to American newspapers in 1930,
has never been published to date. It is acknowledged that over 5,000,000
peasants were executed, or sy tematically starved to death, because they
refused to obey, or tried to evade the edicts. Over 6,000,000 more were
sent to forced labour in Siberia. What is not generally known is the fact
that the grain which was confiscated from the Russian farmers was
pooled together with a vast quantity of grain purchased by the agents of
the International Bankers in other countries except Canada and the
United States. In addition to this corner on gratin the International
B.ankers bought up huge upplies -of processed and -frozen meats in the
Argentine and other meat producing countries. Canada and the United
States could not find a market for their cattle, or their grain.

During' the period 1920-1929 the International Bankers.subsidized hip-
ping in most countries except Britain, Canada, and the United States. As
the result of this commercial piracy, it became impossible for hip owned
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-in Britain, Canada, and -the United !States to compete with .hips owned
by other countries. Thousands of ships were tied up idle in their home
ports. Export trade fell off to a. all-time low,

The falling' off of exports from -the allied nations was accompanied by
increasing the importation of cheaply manufactured good from Germany,
Japan, and central European countries. To enjoy reasonable prosperity,
jive out of every eight wage-earners in Canada must obtain their pay
directly or indirectly as a result of the export trade. When the export trade
falls off a recession immediately fol-lows, due to loss of purchasing power
among- iiveeighths of the population. This immediately affects those who
earn their living by rendering services of one kind or another. If the
export trade remains down, then the recession deteriorates into a depression.

To make absolutely sure that the skids were completely knocked from
under the economic structures of Allied countries, the men who had
cornered grain -and meats began to dump their supplies on the markets

-of the world at prices below the cost of production in Canada, Amerga
and Australia. This action brought about a situation in which the granaries
of the countries allied together in World War One were bur ting with
grain they couldn't sell, while the people of other countries were starving'
to death for want of bread and meat." Britain need to earn 85,000,000
pounds a year from her Ocean Services in order to offset her unfavourable
annual trade balance each year. The British economy was given a severe
jolt when unfair competition made it impossible for her to earn this
money. The British people were forced to buy their bread and meat in
the cheapest markets. This artificially produced economic mess-up was
used by the men who master-mind international intrigue to cause grave
misunderstanding between different units of the British'Commonwealth of
Nations and thus weaken the bonds of Empire!

A's the result of this economic war, the shipping, industrial, and
agricultural activities of the Allied or Capitalistic countrie were-- brought
to a virtual standstill, while the -Soviet .State and the Axis Powers worked
at full capacity, Once again it must be remembered that the men who
plot and plan the World Revolutionary -Movement always work on the
fundamental principle that wars end depression and paws the way for
rewolutionary action in countries that.sti1l remain to be subjugated. This
being a. fact, it was essential-to the furthering of their Long Range Plans
to arrange international affairs so they could bring about World War Two
when they wished to do so. As -Spain had been 1ndicated'by Lenin and
Stalin as holding a key position, the manner in which Spain was used
will be studied next.
* 'runs phase or mstory is dealt with more extensively elsewhere.
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~: CHAPTER TWELVE .. ¢l |

5l4¢ ¢9pani.4/z Rez/ofution
.

The Long' Range Plan for the ultimate subjugation of Spain started, as
in other countries, ~oon after the death .of ~Ghrist.` In an attempt to crush
the power of the Christian Church in -Spain, the MoNey-Lenders ordered
their agents to infiltrate into the congregations and pose as Christians.*
This placed them in positions to destroy the church organizations from
within. . Tihis eon~ ~piracy =be'came. obvious, and in the. 18th ccntu.ry Pope
Innocence III instituted the InquiSitiOn. The 'purpose of the Inquisition
was to ferret out, and question Infidels sum ~pected of masquerading as
Ghristians. Spain had been exceptionally kind to the Jews. They were
allowed to' hold oiiiee and acted as tax-.collectors. 'But, as happened in every
other 'country in Europe, the crimes of the atheistic money-lenders. and
their agents, were charged' against the whole Jewish population, Between
.11W5.and 1504, during"the reign. of =Isabella and `Ferdin'and, the InquiSition
was used extensively to locate' and -destroy -all traitbrs' who plotted to
overthrow the power' of the. Church' and State. The Inquiry ~itors' under
torquemada discovered the 'Subversive undergi'ound' to 'be so' wide~ ~pread and

'Well-organized that in 1492 `Spein.. follbw'ed the example of other Edropedn
dountrie~ and expelled all the Jews. This task pr-ovided'the opportunity for
some 'extremist~ to organize mob violence against the 'Jews and' several
'extensive and regrettable massacres' took place. These -.illegal killings were
condemned publicly by the'Qhurch .a,uthoritie~' in Rome.°" ' . .̀ ` ` .

After the International' 'Bankers' reorganized -`durin'l; the 1600'S, their
agents' infiltrated- into ' the' Spanish -'Treasury Department. - . They 'Were
exceptionally aetiirc duriNg- both the 'ENglish and the 'French revolutions,
trying to'destroy the Spanish economy in order' to prepare the way' for
'revolutiOnary eil'oi.'tS"'in" that éouritry 'also. : :-- -' ~` . ' . ` - .. .
" .'It'-'ik Worth #whiwta 'stiidy-' the';¥¢§litiCal -'intrigue `that" viren6.On in' Srhin

1889" 'to - 1939" -becau'~ é-- is :gives `-a --clear -' pi¢t,ure:'- 6£= the' riaffdiii ' 'if
'irevolutikiiiiry'*teChh'iqU'e iiseil"tJo bring' ='about the-Ultimate 'sUbjIigatiOimfof 'all
countries.' There are-' three' -Steps ' 'in' 'all revolutionary -'effort~ ~'. :` First:
InfiltratioN by' the agents Of the l revoldtionary` party into 'the GoverNment,
-civil services, arined forces, and labour organizations in order to be in
position to destroy the Governnient from within when- the ord~ ~r to revolt
is given. - - - -

Second: 'The affiliation of the -revoltUionary party - with the socialist
or liberal party left. of centre in order to overthrow the established Govern-
ment regardless of whether it i~ a Monarchy or a. Republic.

Third: Subversive activities to bring about anarchy in order to discredit
the Popular Front Government and provide' -the excuse for forming a
Proletan°an Dictatorship. Once this is established pu'rges turn' it into a
Totalitarian Dictatorship like what happened in Russia in 1917.

Karl Marx'~ agents organized Spain's first General Political Strike in
1865. In 1868 the Directors of the W.R.-M-. sent Senor Fanelli to -Spain to

aawrss 18 go,%vi§;§°?n-gpg, '3.¥.$3%n§¢""§$25f8...'8,.°°"*"""""°"'° to Chemer.
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affiliate the Anarchists with the Marxist revolutionaries. Fanelli was a
close friend of Bakhunin who was a Close associate of 'Marx and Engels.
In 1870 Bakhunin fell out with .Marx over policy. He was expelled from

,the First International of the \V.R.M.* -

In 1872 Bakhunin influenced the -Spanish Revolutionary leaders into
forming the !Socialist-Democra-tic Alliance.** The Spanish Government
decreed Bakhunin's extremist organizations -illegal, but they continued to
exist underground. The Grand Orient Lodges formed convenient head-
quarters. At a congress held in Zaragoza the Spanish section of the MarXist
International agreed to ally themselves with the Anarchist Internation-al.
After its aillliation, both groups concentrated in organizing the various
Labour Groups into a vast 'Camorra'. They crowned their combined efforts
with a revolution -which produced the first Spanish Republic in 1873.

The effort on the part of the Revolutionary Leaders was accompanied
with the usual Reign of Terror. Anarchy ran wild..All kinds of exces es
took place, Finally, General Pavia brought off a 'Coup D'etat' and the
revolutionaries went underground again.

In order to emerge into the open once more, the members of the
revolutionary underground supported the leaders of a mild 'Liberal' move-
ment to obtain political power. The -revolutionary leaders used the quarrel
going on between those who claimed the descendants of Don Carlos should
occupy the throne, -and those who claimed the descendants of Isabella should
reign, to start a Civil War... Tihis war ended with the defeat of the Carlist
Group in !1876.*** '

The Spanish workers really desired to organize for their own protection,
but the majority did not agree with Ethe extreme policy advocated by
the Anardiists. Tlhe anti-revolutionaries therefore organized the "Worker
Association." These moderates were immediately set upon by both
revolutionaries and employers of labour alike.°l' This persecution continued
until 1888 when, at the suggestion of Pablo Iglesias, the moderate group
adopted the name"'The Workers General Union," which became known in
Spain as the U.G.T. The member of this organization did not get much
support until after the Government outlawed the Iberian Anarchist
Federation. '

'1*.he syndicalist elements collaborated with the radical republican party
until 1~908. They then formed the 'Solidaridad Obrera' and, two years later,
in 1910, they founded the Reg'ional.Federation of Labour known in Spain
as the_ C.R.YI`=. Immediately afterwards they formed the National Federation
of Labour (C.N.T.) '

In 1913 both the C.R.T, and the C.N.T. were suspended as the result of a
series of strikes. The government did not object to the principles of
collective bargaining, but it did object to the extremist policy, and
revolutionary actions, of the leaders. So legitimate labour, striving for
social justice, found their organizations barred because the radical element
l For further particulars read 'Bakhunln' by Prof. E. H. Carr.
.m.u88¥en9§'32'1a'¥§I»'38?8- ;}=y1=C.».g=gg.'}. of Spanish History read Ls °***°°'=°
*** This is a typical example of how-any situation is used to divide the citizens of
n nation and get them fighting each other on the principle that all wars pave the
way for revolution. Author.
-I- This I a typical example of how the agents of the International Bankers are
placed in private and respond lble enterprise for the purpose of helping their
revolutionary leaders in patriotic organizations to oust moderate leaders they cannot
buy or otherwise control.
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always seemed able to work their way into executive positions within the
°Unions. . _ .

T!he reaction was w-hat the plotters of world revolution expected it would
be.. Their revolutionary syndicalist movement greatly increased in power
and acted against all political parties, and against the State i-tself. The
policy of these extremists was "Direct action", advocated with the greatest
heat and violence.. In 1916 the C.R.T. was reorganized by Angel Pestana
and S.alvador Segui. In 1918 these two labour leaders were able to form
in Barcelona the 'Sole Syndicate' generally known as 'Tahe One Big
Syndicate.' ' ` -

During \Vorld War One Spain, as a neutral country, made a vast amount
of money lint, generally speaking, the labouring classes did not reeeivé
anything like a fair. share of the national prosperity. This fact was
perhaps the deciding factor which drove the majority of the working
classes out of moderate .labour organizations into the arms of the
revolutionary leaders in the extremist labour groups. However, the more
moderate and level-headed labour leaders didn'-t give-up the fight again t
the radical groups and, as a result of their efforts, they brought iNto
being a new labour group known as 'The Free Syndicate' in 1920, During
the next three years the1°e was continuous strife going on between the
Right and Le/t labour organizations. Local 'strikes, general strikes,
destruction of property, private assassinations to remove labour leaders,
wholesale murders to reduce the strength of opposiNg organizations. All
these crimes were committed in the name .of Liberty. By 1923 conditions
became chaotic. To prevent the Communist Party bringing about another
revolution t'he.King of Spain asked General Primo de Rivera to become
Military Dictator. . .

One of the first results of Primo de Rivera's dictatorship was the success-
ful termination of -t-he Moroccan \Var. It was-during the final stages of
thi war that General Franco greatly distinguished himself in the Field.
He turned what looked .like a complete military defeat into a brilliant
victory. By tempering justice with mercy he won the admiration, and the
loyalty, of many of the MOroccan natives. It was thus he came to the
notice of the general public in. Spain. Rivera is 'accused by his enemies of
doing everything a man shouldn't do. It is only fair to record that he did
restore law and order; the brought about a number of octal reforms; he
coropcrated with Largo Caballero to improve working conditioNs. He
worked so =hard that only his breakdown in health in 1929- can explain the
errors in judgment he made during 1930. .

responsibilties of cilice, he called in two Socialist Leaders, Besteiro and
Saborit. He charged them with' the task of reorganizing the electoral
machinery of the nation so the people could decide whether they wanted a
Monarchy or a Republican Government. Just why De Rivera appointed
Besteiro and .Sa-borit to reorganize the electoral machine of Spain will
probably never be known.

'Tthe two socialists rigged the election machinery so well a Socialist-
Republican Government was assured. In Madrid alone the number of
hctitous voters exceeded. 40,000.* Similar corruption existed in all 1'-he
larger centres of population. .
4 See 'The Spanish Arena' P.58. .
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To ensure the end of the Monarchy in Spain The Grand Orient Lodges
organized a special "Military Brotherly Union" by which they obtained the
promise of twenty-one of the twenty-three Spanish Generals to support
the Republican Cause. General Mole, who was Ohief of the Spanish Internal
Security, in his book "Tempestad Cahna Intriga Y Crisis". informs us that
.the generals were initiated into the Grand Orient and had one tunrl (L half
million pesetas placed to their credit, to help them escape abroad shoulrl $14
repuliliaan movemeNt fail. Franco was one of the two generals who refused
to join the 'Military i?n-otherly' 'Union'.. In support of Mala's statement, Cano
Lopez said on the floor of' the .Spanish Cortes (-parliament) : "Since 1925
masonry has grouped under the -heading 'Military Brotherly -Union' most
of the 'high ranking officials of the army. The members include Cabanellas,
Sanjurjo, Goded, =Mola, Lopez, Ochoa, Queipo de Llana, and others .... Of
twenty-three divisional generals, twenty-One were masons .... All 'had
taken the oath of the Grand Orient." (I swear obedience without limitation
to the Head of the Couneii of Thir.ty-Three ... I swear to acknowledge no
mortal as above -him.") Lopez added: "Both in 1929, for the abolition of the
Dietatorship of Je Rivera. and 'in 1931 for the abolition of' the monarchy,
the Grand Orient issued the orders and the generals oebye¢l."* -

General Mola tells how '-he, and most of the' other generals, broke their.
oath to the Grand Orient when they became .eonvineecl that they were
simply being- used to further the seeretlplans of Stalin to turn Spain into
another Communist Dietatorship.** .

The InternatioNal Bankers .helped finaNce the revolutionary effort' in
Spain without becoming involved-themselves. In February 1932 Le Jrm.1r1l.a.l
reports* .that Stalin ='promised $200,000 to help Hnanee the Revolutionary
!Train'ing° Schools in Spain. - `

-T=he financial statements submitted to the 1931 congress of the Commun-
ist International discloses the fact that .4:2410;ooo (English Money) had
been received to 'help the Spanish 1'evol'utionaries.***

In addition to the above, Two and a half million pesetas were made avail-
able for the purchase of arms and ammunition.

General Mola say that by 1988 over two hundred revolutionary leaders
had arrived in Spain after being' -trained in the Lenin-Institute in Moscow.

From 1930 to the date of the election a campaign of L'l'nfan\ie was
carried on against the King' of Spain land the Royal Family, exactly as it
was against Louis XVI and Marie An-tionette. One of the most ridiculous
lies ever invented claimed that one 'Spanish soldier was. killed every day
to keep the Prince of Asturias alive. He was to known to be suffering
from Haemophilia. Other slanders accused the King' of being a libertine,
just as the Empress of Russia had falsely -been accused of being Mistress
to Rasputin. -

The plugged ballots in the large industrial centres wiped out the strong
rural vote in favour of the Monarchy. After the election had been declared
to favour a Republican form of government, King Alfonso XIII of Spain
i sued his last public proclamation. It read as followss- "The elections.held
I See .lean Dauras 'L'Oeuvre Latrine' January. 1937.

* What General Ola said was confirmed by a broadcast over radio from Moscow
on March 13. 1938. The announcer was explalnln r wh the Civil War wasn't :org
In favour of the Communists (Loyalists). He said: --¥h¢ great work in Spain was3;;*g3 1g;g,§=gr:t°"=1=°d by the wicked Generals breaking their plighted word to the
aw* Evidence is Elven elsewhere to prove the Revolutionary Leaders were supplying
counterfeit Englis Bank Notes to flnancellevvolutionary efforts In other countries also.
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on Sunday proved to me that I no longer hold the love' and affection of my
people. My conscience tells me this condition will not be permanent because
I have alway striven to serve Spain, and my people, with all my devotion.
A King may make mistakes. Without doubt I have done so on occasion,
but I know our country has always shown herself generous toward the
faults of others committed without malice."

"I am' the King of all Spaniards, and I am a Spaniard. I could find
ample means to maintain my Royal Prerogatives in effective resistance to
those who assail them, but I prefer to stand resolutely aside rather than
to provoke a convict which might array my countrymen -against one ano-
ther in Civil War and patricidal strife."

"I renounce'no single one of my riglhts which, rather than being mine,
are an accumulated legacy of history for the guardianship of which I
shall one day have to render strict account. I -shall wait the true and full
expression of the collective conscience and, until the nation- speaks, I
deliberately suspend the exercise of my Royal Powers and am leaving
Spain, thus acknowledging that she is sole mistress of her destinies. Also
now I believe that I am fulfilling the duty which the love of my country
dictates. I pray. 'God that all other Spaniards may feel and fulfill their
duty as sincerely as I do."* `

Many of the. Socialists who formed the Spanish republican government
in 1931 were sincere in their beliefs. They wanted no part of "Red" Com-
munism or "Black" Naziism. But they were proved to be powerless to
prevent the Communists and Anarchists from putting the second part of
'their revolutionary programme into effect. - . .

Tlhe tactics the revolutionary leaders employed was to double-eross the
-Socialists at every opportunity. Red Cells within the government caused

. the Government to commit some foolish mistakes. 'Dhe Reds outside then
damned the government as a lot of -incompetent, corrupt, and ineflieient
nincompoops. The Communists, and Anarchists, claimed only a Dictator hip
of the Proletariat could establish a stable government. The agents of
Moscow committed every conceivable kind of crime to bring those respons-
ible for internal security into disrepute also.

General De Rivera had used Largo Cabellero a great deal to iron out
differences between Labour and Employers during the years he had been
Dictator. With the advent of the Republican Government- Largo Caballero
showed his true colours. By 1935 Caballero openly. boasted that he had
placed "Tens of thousands Communist Cells throughout Spain."

At the Eleventh Plenum of the Executive of Hhe Communist International,
the Sp;anish delegates were showered. with congratulations because "The
prerequisites of a revolutionary crisis are being created at a rapid rate
in -Spain.**

At the Twelfth Plenum the wording of the congratulations to the Spanish
delegates w.as as follows: "In Spain, in par ticular, we have been able to
observe such revolutionary strike struggles going on uninterruptedly over
a period of many month as the -Spanish proletariat'has never experienced
iaefore. What is happening in these struggles is, above all, the further
development of .a :Spanish Revolution." '
* This document proves that the International Press lied to their readers when itreported The King of pain had abdicated. The King Of Spain never abdleated.
Franco holds control of Government because the International Conspirators are!gllsggr igey tglturn Spain into a Totalitarian Dletatorshi8 to serve their ends.s s I e lon of report of Eleventh Plenum. P.11. an Twelfth Plenum. P87.
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There is an old saying "When thieves disagree the truth will come out."
That i exactly what happened in Spain. The three leaders of Moscow's
underground in -Spain were Joaquin -Maurin, Victor Serges, and Andres
Ninn. They were all young men. '?They had all received special training
in revolutionary activities in the Lenin Institute in Moscow before being'
entry tad with the leadership in -Spain. Maurin had been mixed up in
We »Separatist movement in Catalonia since he was sixteen years of age.
At the .mature age of seventeen this Intellectual Thinker had set out to
teach the -Spanish people the -Soviet solution of the world's .economic
trouble . At the age of twenty-one Fhe was elected head of the Anarchists.
He preached and practised the religion of hate and violence. In 1914 he
was condemned to twenty years imprisonment but he was not of legal age
for so-ch a penalty. Maurin was a delegate to the Third Congress of the
Communist International held in Moscow, 1921. He attracted favourable
attention. . .

With -the fall of Primo De Rivera, Maurin returned to Spain. He had
been hiding out in France and Moscow. He had lived a heetie life. He
had been in and out of j.ail ; had escaped from prison; been wounded in
1925; confined in Citadel Montjuieh etc., etc. It is said the only period of
Peace he'enjoyed in =hi life was the three years he and his young' wife
Spent in Paris, 1927 - 30. .

Maurin wrote a. book in 1936. Victor -Serges wrote the preface to it. In
this book "Hadria la Secuanda Revolution" he exposed the fact that Stalin
had departed -from the Marxian ideology and charged he wa using the
forces Of Communism to forward hi own secret totalitarian Imperialistic
ambitions.* .

Even after Maurin, Serges and Ninn, broke openly with Stalin in 1936,
their power and influence amongst the working elastics was so great that
-Stalin ordered that they should be allowed to live until they had served
their purpose. Stalin used them right up to the beginning of the Civil War
in Spain. Then he ordered them liquidated. -He directed that "Their death
shall be accomplished in such a. manner as to make -it appear to 'the public
that all three had died as martyrs to the Communist Cause." Maurin Was
betrayed to Franeo's. forces and after trial was executed. Serges i report-
ed to- have been shot by Loyali ts while fighting, _and Ninn was also disposed
of. ffheir deaths were loudly attributed tO Aets of Violence by the enemies
of communism.

Victor .Serges wrote "The evolution of Soviet Communism was completed
in 1936 . , . from revolutionary internationalism to 8 nationalism of great
military power served, in various countries, by parties which it subsidized.
After July 1936 the -Stalinites formed the unified -Socialist Party affiliated
with the Third International ... and the object of -Stalinism is to establish
the new power of a Fascist nature to encircle France, the probable ally of
Russia, IN THE WAR -T¥HAT IS being prepared."

'Dhen again Maurin sayss- "lThe tr=a.di-tional policy of England is to ruin
its adver aries, o as then to pose as the Protector and to render impossible
the renaissance of the conquered vassal. -Spain is primarily the victim of
England and, next in order, of France. When Spain hesitates England
and France attack her strongly. If she inclines\ towards England, France

;.,,§,'r::; 8932-814598.'?Z'5§m§?1°$i°8nk?&' -Lender Stalin were
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favoured ~by various oelcult forces which for a long time have

increases the persecution. So long' as France and England are capitalistic
countries they will not have to be the natural '.ally of -Spain.* The Logical
line would be the curve through Portugal, Germany, Italy and Rus ia.
A Bloc of this nature would neutralize France and England."**

Serges explained how so much Loyalist propaganda found its way into
the Universal press, while so little space was given to Franco's releases.
.Serge wrotez- "Never has there been brought into play, the one against
the other, such low and' demoralizing methods as-those used by Stalin and
this lnstrpment,.the T-hird International, in a continuous stream of propa-
ganda at long range and without heed for the truth. The method of
repetition and cynicism have become almost mechanical ... The Soviet
bwreauc-racy -is plotting this procedure on an international scale. Every
infamy given out by a correspondent of "Izvestia" at Valentin is at once
taken up in a chorus by the special papers in Paris, Stockholm, Oslo,
Brussels, -London, New York, Melbourne and Buenos Aires ... Millions of
copies of infamous lies are circulated, they are the only information millions
of Soviet workers receive. English, American, Chinese, and New Zealand
papers reproduce these lies (by order). Advanced intellectuals, who think
they are anti-Faseist, will appear to believe them. One sees that a formid-
able enterprise of demoralization is functioning in the universe, and I find
pitilessly just, the words of "l`rotsky, that the Stalinitc Comintern propa-
ganda is a S1/ph.1:lv°rs of the l-Vorlccfrs Ilfouc-m.ent."*** .

What Maurin and Serges wrote in 1936 only confirms what Pope Pius
said in his encyclical "Divini Redemptoris" issued In March 1937. 'One
chapter of this famous document reads: "There is. another explanation
for the rapid diffusion of Communistic ideas ... A, propaganda so truly
diabolical that the world has perhaps never witnessed its like before. It
is directed from one common ccntfre; it is shrewdly adapted to the varying
conditions of diverse peoples; it has at its disposal vast financial resources,
innumerable organizations, international cnngresse ; and countless trained
workers; it makes use of newspapers, and. pamphlets, of cinema, theatre,
radio, and schools and even univer ties. Little by little it penetrate into
the minds of all classes of the people. Another powerful factor is the
suppression and silence on the. part of a large section .. '. of the Press of
the.\Voz-ld .... we say suppression. because. it is impossible otherwise -to

.explain how a Press, usually.so eager to exploit even the little daily incidents
of life, has been able to remain Silent for so long' about the horror perpe-
trated in Russia, in Mexico, and even in a great part of Spain; and that
it should have so little to say concerning' a world organization as vast a
Russian -Communism. The silence is due in part to .short-sighted political
policy and i .
been working for the overthrow of bhe Christian social order.

"The sorry effects of this propaganda i before our' eyes. Communism
has striven, a its champions openly boast, to destroy Christian civilization
and the Christian religion by, banishing' every remembrance of them from
the hearts. of men, especially of the young ... In Spain, as far as possible,

:.;;?'°m**§::?,.'§,:;;.=.;s"i§a'e °a:,w::,°m2;a°x, `é§'é1§"3 i'§8'§$8'8€§'n3"8"§'}i¢'é'i§i¢?8?i5
crimes by \"'°J3'é'é"'i'i3.t once the S l** """"°8§=K Sparailel, the countries"\15I38i3'¢Ih'L"2?8'I2
would be subjugated. •*** Victor Serges in Mauriu's 'Revolution et. Contrercvolution en Espagnef
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every church and monastery was destroyed and every ve tige of the Chris-
tian religion eradicated. The theory has not confined itself to 'the indis-
criminate slaughter of bishops, and thousands of priests and religious of
both sexes; it searches out above all those who have been devoting their
lives to the working classes and the poor. The majority of victims have
been laymen of all conditions and classes ... with a hatred and a savage
barbarity one would not have believed possible in our age. No man of good
sense, nor statesman conscious of hi responsibility, can .fail to shudder
.at the thought that what i happening today in -Spain may be repeated
to-morrow in Other civilized countries. For man, some restraint is nece -
sary, as an individual or in society ... But tear the idea, of God from the
hearts of men, and they ar-e_ urged by their passions to commit the most
atrocious barbarities." _

We will proceed to review the conditions in Spain to which the Pope
Pius.XI tried to draw the attention of the Christian World early in 1937,
and failed. . ' - -

-
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
-_

5/w Civil 'U/az in Spain

General Mole saidz- "Following the election of the Socialist government
in Spain, and the King's withdrawal from the country, there was an abso-
lute avalanche of public oiiicials who rushed to the Grand Orient Lodges .
to request entry. They thought they could thus be free of 'the persecution
which -had been' practiced by the majority of Masons in the Government.
Their purpose was to give evidence. of their republicanism and to- preient
the certainty of having their careers ruined." . . .̀  r 1

Immediately after the King had left, Franco told the Military Academy,
of which he was than in charge, "The Republic has been proclaimed in
Spain. It is the duty of all at the present time, to co-operate 'with their
discipline and allegiance so that peace may reign and the nation be 'per-
mitted to direct itself through the natural judicial channels, Hitherto, at
the Academy, there has always been discipline and exact fulfillment of duty.
Today these qualities are even more necessary; the Army needs, serenely,
and with a united spirit, to sacrifice every thought of ideology to the good
of the nation and the tranquility of the Fatherland." The wording of this
proclamation shows Franco to be anything but a "Black" Nazi which
Communist propaganda would have the public. believe him to be.

But the Secret Powers were not willing to give the republican govern-.
rent a chance to operate in an efficient and democratic way. Churchill
wrotez- "Tihe Communists helped set it up so they could knock it down
again and create more 'political and economic chaos, until they had the
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country, and the people, in such a tate that the leader could advocate*
with reason, "that only a. proletarian dictatorship could restore law and
order and save the day." . .
Having overthrown the Monarchy_ in Spain, the next logical move was 'bo
attack the religion of the people. Seeularism was . introduced into the_
schools. A campaign was launched to destroy parental authority'and that
of the Church. Having created thousands of anti-religious, and anti-social
young Bolsheviks, it was only necessary to await the opportunity to turn
the masses loose against the forces of law and order in a well-planned
revolt. . . .

On May 14th, 1931, a meeting was held in the Ateneo Clu-b, in Madrid,
to discuss the new political programme. .
Its eight points weres- ;
1. Creation of a republican dictatorship. -

2. Immediate punishment' of all responsible for illegal acts under the
dictatorship, . .

3. Disbanding the Civil Guard, the Army, and the police ete., and the
substitution of armed republican chosen from the lahouring classes
and Republican Clubs.

4.. Confiscation of property of religious orders.
5. Nationalization of land. .
6. Suppression of' all press agencies hostile to the Republican cause.
7. Utilization of technical schools and other buildings for the public good.
8. Postponement of the Cortes until this prog~ramme,` had been carried out.

Azans, an intellectual Liberal ; Prieto--a socialist; and Caballero, a.
Communist, were three of the most prominent political leaders at thi
time, Azana, with his tongue in his cheek, 'publicly opposed such radical
suggestions, although he secretly approved. When elected to power he put
the prograMme into afoot.

In due course the 'Corte Constituyentes' was elected. Under the excuse
of "Law for the defence of the Republic", a ruthless dictatorship was et
up-The only democratic feature about it wa.s its name "the Republic of
the \Vorkers." A Moscow -trained revolutionary, Jimi.nez Asu-a drafted the
new 'Constitution.* Azana now concentrated his entire efforts on destruction
of the churches and persecution of religious orders. In December 1932,
he set up the "League of Atheism". He financed its periodical 'Sin Dios'
(The Godless) , out of public funds. A11 these moves were made in the name
of democracy. The leaders told 'the people they were being liberated from
the control of the religious orders, and the clergy who, they said, .were
allied to feudalism and tyrannical monarchs.

In Catalonia the revolutionary activities which General Primo de Rivera
had subdued broke out again. By January 1938, the London "'Morning
Post" correspondent reported "Huge stocks of bombs, rifles, and ammuni-
tion are being found by the police all over Spain.' An enormous amount
of money is .being spent to foster the revolutionary cause. Many of 'hho e
arrested, though to all appearances not well paid,'carried note-cases full
of -bank-notes."** . .

r. 8'é"{8§.£ ¢§"1°6i%' a°rIdui81§v¢iRni1mihder1§>%s3hn§ -Fmz1.°;:%.-1*,as°s:=,3;'a"::=1s§a"'°"°°
*# Police seized 90.000 rues: 83.000 revolvers; and 500,000 rounds of
and a. tremendous amount of' counterfeit money.
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Next an iipri ing in Asturia was organized, and on lSeptember 14th 1934
a report Was issued which implicated war olTicials'and army oilieers in
the sale of ArMs' ' .

-General Franco made a desperate effort to try .to reorganize the l Spanish
Army and put an end to Anarchy, but he obtained little support from
Government authorities_. To indicate how well the Communist underground
was organized, over .three hundred churches were set afire at exactly the
.game time in a hundred different cities and towns. The assa situation of
individuals tJhe.revo1utionaries wanted removed, became so common that
'Profe signal Pistoleros' became competitive. It was possi-ble to have an
enemy liquidated for-50 pesetas (a little more -than $5.00 American.) The
Moscow.agents used the confused conditions existing in -Spain to carry
out Lenin's mandate:-"'1'hc Communist legal Code is to base terrorism on
fundamental principles."* .
.Torture, mutilation, rape, burnings, bloodshed, and death, were the

methods by which Communism tried to obtain power. Conditions deteriorated
from bad to worse. By the beginning of' 1936 the whole country was in a
state of turmoil. President Alcala Zamora dissolved the Cortes. February
`1'6th was set as the date for a general election. Gil Robles, aNd Calvo
SOtelo, stumped the country on a Straight anti-communi t ticket. Bolshevik

'election propaganda was issued by 'The FriendS of Ru sia'. ` .
'Largo -Caballero Was in prison at this time for the part he had played

in 'a revolutionary uprising. He was interviewed by Mr. Edward Knoblaug-Ji
who afterwards wrote "Corre pendent in Spain." . '

Caballero aid: "We will win at least 265 seats, The whole -existing
orders will' be overturned. Azans will play Kerensky to my Lenin. Within
:five years the' Republic will be so organized that it vi-ll be easy .for my
Party to use it as a stepping' stone to our objective. A union of 'Hhe
Iberian Republic ... that is our aim. The Iberian.Peninsular will again
be one Country. Portugal will come in *peaceably we hope, -but by force if
necessary. YOU =SEE BEHIN'D THE-SE BARS THE' FUTURE RUL=ER
OF -SPAIN. Lenin declared Spain would be the second -Soviet' Republ-id= in
Europe. Lenin's prophecy will come true. I shall be the secoNd Lenin who
shall make it come true." . " -

- .. After *the most completely dishonest election Spain ever endured,- the
President Zamora wrote: "The Popular Front was hoi red into power
on the 16th Of February,~thanks to an electoral system as ab urd as it is
"unfair, which gives an .extraordinary advantage to a relative Majority
- though absolutely it may be a minority, Thus in a certain constituency the
Popular Front with 30,000 votes less than the opposition was nevertheles
able to win ten seats out of thirteen, though in no part of the con tituency
did the number of votes exceed those of its major adversary by more than
2 per cent, Paradoxica: cases of this kind were fairly common."

In spite of the illegal means employed, first count only gave the Popular
Front 200 seats out of a possible 465. 'Thus it became the largest minority
group in the parliament, but did not have enough seats to form a govern-
ment. The next move was for the Popular Front members to join forces
with the Basque, and other minority groups, They elected a Committee
to verify the election returns in each -constituency. They made sure the
final returns were favourable to the Popular Front Party. In several cases
4 See 'The :Bolshevik', October Issue. 1980. . ". -- . '  '
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'Rightist'eandidates were disqualified; and Popular Front ca.ndida.tes.were
elected as Deputies in their place. When the "fixing" was all over the
Popular Front had the 265 seats Caballero predicted they would have ...
But even 'after all this had happened, the final break-down of the votes
showed:- . . - .

'For 'Centre' and 'Right' parties
. For the 'Popular Front' ......

nos- 1911

1111 II ...I

11.\..

....l

4,910,000
4,356,000

.. .-- 5541000 .

It must be understood that Popular Front candidates elected to t-he
Spani h Cortes represented every kind of individual from the very mild
socialist to the dyed-in-the-wool "Bolshevik. . .

The Stalinites created so much chaos that hellish conditions broke out
all ove.r Spain. Previous to the February elections in 1936 the governmental
.record in Spain was as follows: .

From the end of the Primo de Rivera Dietatorhip in 1931 there had
been one revolution with 2,500 persons killed; seven revolts; 9,000 strikes ;
five Prorogations of the Budget; two billion pesetas increase..in Charges;
1,oco municipalities suspended; 114 newspapers forbidden; two.and .a half
years of "States of Exception" (equivalent to our state of martial law) .
After six weeks of popular front government under Azana, -Caballero, and
Prieto the record read: .

Assaults and robberies-At Political headquarters, 58; At public and
private establishments, 105; At churches, 86. Fires:-At political head-
quarters, 12; Public and private establishments, 60; Churches, 106.
Disturbances:-General strikes, 11; Ri ing and revolts, 189;. Persons

'Right Centre' majority

lcilled, 76; Wounded, 346. . _

. Caballero, speaking at Zaragoza, saidz- "Spain must be destroyed in
order to re-m.ake'1:t ours. On the day .of vengeance we will leave not a stone
upon a stone." . .

Caballero also declared: "Before the elections we ask for what we waNt.
After the elections we will take w-hat we waNt by any means. 'The Right'

.m`u t..not expect mercy from~t'he Workers; \Ve shall not again spare; the
lives-of our, enernies." .. . ~- ' .. '°

Asana .declared happily, "Spaln. has ceased to be Catholic." .
Communist leader, -Marg-uerita Nelsen, announced "We demand a.

revolution. But even the Rus ia kind will not serve us. We need flames that
will be seen throughout the planet, and waves of blood that will redden
th seas." »e

The Times correspondent reported conditions in Barcelona, In February
1936, he said: "A vigilance committee warned a number of high officials on
February 20th to relinquish their posts. The committee was obeyed." A
month later he wrote :-"T-he Dictatorship of the Proletariat i now the
open aim of all the Reds." A .little later he wrote:-"Spanish Socialism
had been drifting towards Communism. It is among the younger genera-
tion that Marx and Lenin have gained most of their disciples. These young
people believe that the conquest of power is the immediate requirement- of
Spani h Socialism; violence the ultimate mean of getting it; and a
Dictatorship of the proletariat the only way to retain it. 'The subver Ive
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doctrine is preached untiringly." In March 1936 he reported: "Deputies
in the Cortes (Spanish Parliament) with clenched fists, in Communist
salute, sang the Soviet national anthem, L'Internat'ionale, in the House
itself." - - .

Wlhy did the youth of Spain turn in great numbers to Communi m?
If the technique used by those who direct the W.R.M. is to be understood
'the answer must be found, because it is from the labouring classe , -and
the Youth of the nation, that the revolutionary leaders draw 'their shock
troops. .

InVestigation reveals that Azana represented himself as an .intellectual
with a sincere belief' in -Socialism. He was openly anti-religious. He
protested, However, that he was not in agreement with the terrorism
advocated and carried out by the Anarchists and the CommunistS, 'OnCe
he obtained the necessary political power, however, he used it to have the
-republican government abolish religious. teaching orders 'from the Schools.
He engaged Francisco Ferrer to establish Sccularism in the schools. Instead
of opening the school day with a prayer to Almighty God, the new secular
teachers opened the classes by having-the pupils ing :
- . "We are the sons of the revolution
'r' ... We are the sons of liberty.

~- With us comes the dawniNg
Of a new humanity."

A translation of another 'Hymn' sung at the beginning and end of
class periods in Barcelona schools is as follows:-

"Sling the bomb; place well the mine; grasp :firm the pistol,
Pass on the word of revolution ... Help for the Anarchi ts.
Stand to arms till death ; with petrol and dynamite destroy the

government." ` .
The News Editors of British and American papers refused to publish

the truth because .it sounded so fantastic. Very irnilar 'Hymns' were
broadcast in English from Mo eow for . the in truction of .English
Communists during 1937-88. . . - .

The most damning evidence, proving the -systematic method "used, to:
subvert, and pervert, youth into becoming revoliitionaries, was -supplied by
.Francisco Ferrer himself. Ina. letter to a revolutionary comrade he wrote :

"In order not to scare people and give the Government (Republican) a
pretext for closing' down my establishments I call them '.Modern Schools',
and not schools for Anarchists. My wish is to bring' about the revolution.
For the time being, however, one must be content to implant the idea of
violent upheaval in the minds of the young. They must learn that against
the police, and the clergy, there is only one means of action ... bombs
and poison."*

\Vhen Ferrer was captuzed by Franco's forces during the Civil W-ar he
was tried as a traitor to Spain. The above letter was used as evidence.
He was found guilty and executed.. The High Council of the Grand Orient
of Paris protested to Masonic Lodges all over the world claiming that
Ferrer had been murdered because of his Anti-Catholic activities,
* It °Tt=*";a=-se%%%' .a°=mxz°m.:2=:xrsv..aw:m
'Training cities of Population
have them_

was to finance Ferrer's
the $200,000 reviously mentioned.

ools'. There were several In Sudbury. All big
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are taught rebel
home. Parents are represented to theirldhildren Parental
authority is scoffed at. The subverters that parents have lied- to

ideas. They are warned that, for their own good, they must refuse to be

'Holy Joes'; 'Womanish do-gooders';
Quoting from Marx, children are

and servants
told : "Religion

I

been -his accomplices. The so-called
. ' a

logger at a very early age. Subversivles claim he pretended to work

Investigation 'into the youth training programme revealed the methods
used' to corrupt 'the morals of the youth of a nation also. Lenin had
saidz- "The best revolutionary is a youth devoid of morals." His word
being' law in Communist organizations, all members work secretly to make
young people of both sexes anti-social and immoral.
. Children up to teen-age to against the discipline of the

as old-fashioned.
argue

their children since they were old enough to listen, regarding Santa Claus,
and wlheré babie come from. The subversives claim parents are the victims
of reactionary teachings and capitalistic exploitation. The child is
encouraged to educate the parents in :regard to modern and progressive

dominated or disciplined by their parents. The purpose of this sUbversive
campaign is to de troy the sanctity, and unity, of the home which is the
foundatioN. upon which our civilization is founded. '-

To rob Children of their respect for the ministers of religion the sub-
versives first represent them as being 'chosen from the less intelligent or
physically retarded members of families. They are ridiculed as spineless

of the ruling classes.
| is the opium of the

people, because it; teaches acceptance of poverty, ickness, and hard work
-as good .for the .soul." | ...

The Christian child is poisoned again t the ministers of his religion by
being told. the most fantastic slanders against them in connection with
their private lives. They are presented as 'Sheep in Wolves clohhing'; as
'Black' Crows' feeding upon the gulmiilsey of their parishioners. If, as
Often happeN , .a minister or priest does become involved in a. scandal it
is played up 'for all it is worth. .
. The Clhrlstian religion is ridiculed in a most nauseating' manner. Christ
is represented as the illegitimate son of Mary, a young' Jewess, who,' in
order to save her face, hoaxed Joseph in'to believing she had been conceived
by the Holy Ghost. Christ as an adult in depicted aS a faker. His miracles
are' said to' be-illusion cleverly performed as magicians Perform them today.

'The twelve Apostles are said'to have `
comic "Mandrake The IMag'iciah" iS soften used -to illustrate" how
hypnotist and magician can fool the public. . . . I

One favourite story told Christian children is that Christ was a boot.
` a

miracle at the marriage feast of Cana' in order to sell his bootleg- wine.
They even accused Ghrist, and all Roman Catholics, of being cannibals.
They support their arguments with the biblical quotation that Christ
admonished his followers that unless they ate his flesh, and drank his
blood, they could not have eternal life.

who teach them liberalism
taught the Anarchist

subversive teachers, there i only one Sid and that is disobedience to orders
given by authorized leaders. There are only two crimes-neglect of duty
and betrayal of Party secrets. . ' ' .. _
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minute during which catc'hes up with them, or they die .because of

1918 were shown in'GalvesI."s 'Texa . The seeing men killed
battle, Or being dragged-from heir homes and slaughtered by revolutionaries

advertised as "-Children's -Special*

The next step is to lead anti-social youth into actual conflict witch the
police, T-hey start them off -by linking them up with some 'Gang'. Young
Communist leaders egg the other members on. They dame them to do
things outside the law. They force them into fights to prove their physical
courage. They inveigle them into petty crime 'and then lead them deeper
into the jungle of the Communist organized underworld.*

Tlhe publication of Crime and -Sex Comies is part of the Communist
psychological warfare. These Comics are calculated to awaken in children
hidden and suppressed sadistic tendencies and to weaken the moral armour
of children who are otherwise normal. Any 'professor' who claims Crime
and .Sex Comics do not influence children in the way Communism wants
them to go is either a fool or a knave. .

Toy guns, soldiers, revolvers, movies, with plenty of crime and shooting,
are'all calculated to break down the finer feelings of normal Christian
children and acclimatize them to the use of weapons, scenes of violence, and

. 'sudden death. . :
Pornographic books, and magazines are circulated profusely at low prices,

. because such literature is calculated to destroy the thin veneer of virtue
-"" and respectabilitiy which civili.ed -Christian moral codes have caused us

to "1
. ple realize the important part modern movies play in subverting

youths aw from their -homes, their country, and their religion. Many
movies show anlylgour of film in which the criminal~ and bad men and women
do eVerything that 59. -'laidden by our laws and moral code and devote one

to .law
their sins. Films taken gfxactual fighting during the Mexican revolution in

n. : sight of -in
'g

caused women co ~¢1~gam and want. and men to vomit. Public opinion caused
the showings to `be prohibited. 'Today these scenes are shown on. films

..for Saturday afternoon performances.
That is just one illustration of how? the general public, and particularly the
children, have been systematically :Hardened to accept the sight of violence
and bloody death as normal. It supports the revolutionary motto that
"Much needed reforms can only be brought abou.t speedily by revolutionary

- `action." §̀ .
In every country not subjugated -to date the directors of the World

Revolutionary Movement have set up pi-ivatc Film Agencies which supply
the most obscene -pictures imaginable for presentation to pm°vate parties.
These films illustrate every form of! sexual"depravity known to man. They
are used for the purpose of demoralizing youth so they can be recruited
into revolutionary organizations. This ~tatement is proved by the fact that
the laws barring them in the U=S-SR are strictly enforced. .

Youths who prove themselves to be anti-social; anti-religious, hardened,
and brutalized, are sent to Moscow and taught "Revolutionary Warfare, and
the Art of Street Fighting", This is a different course from that given
prospective labour leaders and intellectuals.

Revolutionary psychological Warfare

If¢§»"?h§°§e3'¥éa?£%'} i-9gokrb'§»'1i°° involved dozens of
_It was- a tyhpical exampleon the you of any nation.

is accomplishing' it purpose in
In the Ford Hotel in Toronto. October 28. 1954.

game, teen-agera of both sexes.
of what Communist influence. secretly exerted, can have
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awed a person from an ...
_,.

warfare w,4d in

police station and the liquidating
has been drained dry of the milk of

a banlj;
¥4"'Not until a youth

and all feelings of

As the day chosen for the revolt drew
pornographic literature and obscene

purveyors bf
bold they. took-

the \Vestern \Vorld as it did in Spain. This is proved by the fact that no
person loses any sleep nowadays when the last thing they hear before
going to bed i a recital of the details of air di asters, automobile accidents,
Crimes, and brutal sayings. A night-cap of that kind would have been
too strong to induce sleep fifty years ago. .

Public opinion is no longer aroused to action when the newspapers blandly
report that several thousand Jews were systematically exterminated in gas
ehainbers by anti-semities, or that ten thousand Christians' were martyred
because of their anti-communist `conVictions by Bela Kun or Chinese
sadists. Such horrors are now accepted as every day occurrences. \Ve
are being rendered immune to the reactions we once experienced when
violence Of any kind came to our attention. We no longer are disturbed by
-the overthrow of established governments by force. If we were, we would
have done something to stop what has been going on. People listen to
those who continually cry. as they did in Spain, "Communism can never
cause a revolution here". They listen to those who give them a sense of
false security. The majority of citizens are like children, who hide their
heads under the -blankets when they fear danger. It should be remembered
that pulling the bedclothes over one's head never
assassin, a. rapist, or an exploding bomb,

A few illustrations will show how psychological wr
Spain. We must remember always that Lenin said: "Part of training
of all revolutionary youths must consist of robbing blowing un 8

of a traitor or a sp
human kiN§»§gs1

sympathy, is he considered qualified for Par';,'y Membership. This is a
v'a tly different statu from that of a. 'Fellow '4I'raveller'.

tor in -Spain, the
. pictures became so

their stand at the entrances to church4§' and offered their wares to the
congregations going in and coming' (Put. The outside cover of these
publications usually showed a picture of? priests and nuNs engaged in sexual
high-jinks. Mr. Edward Knoblaugh,* Who is recognized as an authority on
the Civil War in Spain, wa so struck by this anti-clerical campaign that
he wrote: "Occasionally delegates of 'Protestant Clergymen came to Loyalist
Spain to investigate stories they had read of anti-clerical activities. These
delegations were warmly received; Great pains were taken to convince
them they.had been badly misled. Special guides were detailed to show them
around. They aw only what -the CommUnist .authorities wanted them to
see. After a day or two they were hustled home, suitably impressed."

But one day there was a slip up. A delegation of Clergymen stopped at
a book-stall to admire one rare old volumes. Before the guide could
prevent it they saw also copies of "La Traca" and "Bicharracos Clerieales".
The covers portrayed priestly orgies with semi-naked nuns. Both magazines
were profusely illustrated with obscene pictures. Mr. Knoblaugh commented :
"The delegates left in a huff."

'Dhe situation in :Spain between 1923 and 1936 was very similar to that
which exists in Canada between the French and English speaxmg
population today, The Basque people h-ave their own language, culture,
and traditions, which date back into antiquity. 'Dhey are deeply religious
0i3r. Knoblaugh 'was a 'Correspondent lh paln'. He published a book with that
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and very proud. Like many French Canadians they believed they deserved
National Independence. To achieve this objective they organized a
separatist movement to liberate the Basque people from the rest of Spain.
As was only natural, the plotter of the revolutionary movement in Spain
didn't overlook such a situation. The Basque people were devout Roman
Catholic . They believed they were justified in. fighting for political in-
dependence if necessary. The vast majority however, Would have never
knowingly affiliated with the Communist Party to achieve their goal. Yet
that is exactly what happened. Marxist 'Cells' infiltrated into Ba que
society. They hid their real identity so well, they became the leaders of the
"Separati ts", Then, like the Judas Goat, they led the' Basques to sla.ug'hter_
Operating under the banners of intense patriotism and religious .fervour,
the Basque leaders, President, Aguirre, Gir.al, and Negrin, blended and
beat into an unbelievable mass, -Christ's cross, the Pistol of Anarquism,
and the Sickle and Hammer of Communism. Then, when the revolt started,
the masses W€1'€ abandoned to their fate. Aguirre was Head of 'bhe Ba que
Sta-te and Generalissimo of the Basque Armies. I-Ie sat in his oliiee in
Bilbao, while hundred of Catholic priests and other leaders of Basque
society were systematically murdered. Their martyrdom naturally increased
the hatred existing between the Basques and Spain.

F. J. Olondriz wrote the foreword to the book "The Red Persecution in
the Basque Country," written by José Echeandia. 'He said: "\Vhen the
day arrived the Basque separatists, blind with passion, many 'of them
forgetting their faith, and-their -Catholic sentiments, felt closely and firmly
united to the Communists, to the Atheists, and to the Anarchists ... and
they launched into a war, and made themselves responsible for slaughter,
and believed all means were licit, rebelliously ignoring the peremptory
words of their religious leader, .Pope Pius XI, as contained in his encyclical
"Divini Redemptoris"-"Communism is intrinsically perverse, and it cannot
be admitted that those who wish to serve the Christian civilization may in
anyway so-operate with it." How well some of our top-level statesmen
should have remembered those words of wisdom when they tried--to co-
operate with -Stalin during World War Two.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Bianco

To understand what happened in Spain in 1986, one must have at least
a general idea of the type of man Franco really is. Franco entered the
Spanish army seriously intending to make it his career. Hi life in the
army reads like romance. He distinguished himself after he was
appointed to' the Spanish -Legion, He turned the defeat indicted on General
Sylvestre by the Moors, into final victory. Not 'only did he lead his
troops fearlessly, but he inspired in them great confidence because of his
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genius regarding strategy. He also earned the respect of his foes,
because of his military progress, and his sound administrative policies in
-Morocco. The Moors finally looked upon him as almost divine. They came
to call him "The Victorious"; "Chief of Chiefs"; "Brave a a Lion". The
above facts explain why they rallied around him when he a ked for their
loyalty in July 1938. .

Franco is not spoken of as being popular with his brother Generals. He
did however, have the respect. of most of them. It was thi fact that
prevented the Popular Front Government being turned into a Totalitarian
Dictatorship.

Azana, Caballero, -and Carlos Prieto, dominated the Popular Front
Government, Senor Gil Robles, and ~Calvo Sotelo, led the Righ-tist oppositori.

W-hen -Sotelo revealed in the "Cortes" that between February and June
1936 there had been 118 general strikes; 218 partial strikes; 284 buildings,
171 churches, 69 clubs and 10 newspapers ofllces burned, and over 3,300
assassinations committed, Ca ares Quiroga, Premier a*t the time, jumped
to his feet and angrily retorted "You will be held personally responsible
for the emotion your speech will cause." .

Dolores I`barruri, a Communist, named "Pa ionaria" because of her
inflammatory speeches and fanatical actions, was a member of the Spanish
Cortes. S'he jumped to her feet and, pointing her finger at Sotelo, literally
screamed:"That man 'has made his last speech." She proved to be right.
On July 18th, 1936, -Senor Calvo Sotelo was dragged from his home by
fifteen As ault Guards under command of Captain Don Angel Moreno. He
was taken to a near-by churchyard and murdered. It was- this event that
caused many of the Spanish Generals to break their oath to the Grand
Orient and ask Franco to take' over leadership in Spain, Dolores Ibarruri
was a Stalinist agent in Spain. She had been entrusted with the task
of corrupting' army officials; organizing and directing raid on government
armouries, and arming the revolutionary forces in Spain. She performed her
various ta ks most eilleiently.

Assault Guards raided the houses of many other prominent anti-
communists following -Sotelo's murder, but most of them had been warned
and made their escape.

On the day of the elections in February 1936, General Franco telephoned
General Pozas, who was then in charge of the Civil Guard. He wlarncd him
that the Communists elected to the Cortes planned to stir up mob violence
in the hope that they could develop a revolutionary effort for the purpose
of over-throwing the republican government. Generlal Pozais informed
General Franco 'that he thought his fears were exaggerated. General
Franco next telephoned -General..Molero, the Minister for War. He informed
him of the threatening danger. Franco suggested that he be allowed to
declare Martial Law. Franco drew up the necessary orders which would
give him the authority 'to prevent excesses and Mob violence. Only the
signatures of the Council of Ministers were necessary to enable him to

and government from
revolutionary action. But Portela, who was then acting as Premier, Pleaded
that he was too old to put the -Cabinet's decision into practice. Franco
re'boir=ted "You have brought 'Spain to this' sorry pass. It is your duty
now to try and save her."

preserve law and order, protect the republican
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General Franco was given orders to proceed to the Canary Islands. The
girder actu-ally meant his virtual exile from Spain. ,

Before he left, General Franco had a conference with Generals Mola
and Varela. 'Tlhey a sured- him, they felt certain, that Oll\C€ the other
'Generals who had joined the Grand Orient Military Lodges, knew the
truth, most of them would break with the Grand Orient and accept his
leadership. Before the meeting broke up a secret means of communication
between Mola and Franco had been arranged. Immediately Franeo departed
for the Canary I-slands Stalin's agents renewed their activities.'

On June 23rd 1936, Franco wrote a long letter to the Minister for War
in which he once again pointed out specific danger .* But these warnings
were ignored .as the others =had been. It was obvious that the Communist
members of the Republican Government were able to dominate its policy
and actions. -

.

The murder of Calve Sotelo on July 13th decided Franco. He sent a
coded message to the Generals who were sworn to fight to save Spain
from becoming a Russian satellite State. Amongst those Franco contacted
were Mole, Goded, Fanjul, Sanjurjo, 'Saliquet, some officers of the Spanish
Navy, and Queipo de Llano. After t-he message was sent Franco flew from
the Canaries to Tetuan where he knew he could rely upon the loyalty
of the Moroccan troops. . ` . . .

On July 21st, 1936 . Franco issued his proclamation which defined the
issue at stake in the least possible number of words. It read: "It is the
duty of every -man to enter this definite struggle between Russia and
Spain." Thus started the civil war. Professor Unamuno explained the
issue i.n even fewer words. He said "lt is a struggle of Christianity against
barb . n . . .

Other evidence was obtained to prove that .Stalin's Comintern plotted
to' subjugate :Spain to bring about a total war between Britain and her
allies, on -the one side, and Germany and her allies On the other. T'here i
_the report of the meeting- of the Political Secretariat of the Comintern
which took place January 25, 1938. 'Phe purpose of the meeting Was to
discuss ways and means to develop the revolutionary effort in SpaiN and
'North Africa. Attending -` the meeting . were . representatives --of~ the
Prdfintern, and the Foreign branches of the G.P.U. (T`he~ Secret -Police) .
All of Moscow' most experienced revolutioN-ary leaders were present ;
IejoV, head of the secret section of the Comintern; Georges DiMitrov of the
Reichstag Fire infamy; head of the League of the Godless, and the Free
Thinkers League; the then 'Secretary of the Communist International ;
Schick, -Manuilsky, and Lozovsky of the Profintern; Popescu, Weintrauben,
Gourovitch, Liemann, Turrini, Adami, and V.aldez, who represented the
Soviet of Foreign Affairs in the political bureau of the Comintern (Thee
are the names of men who all took an active part in spreading the sphere
of Communi t influence around the world in later years.) After the
meeting' opened Dimitrov gave a fiery speech. He denounced the lack of
missionary vigour among the special military envoys who had been sent
to Spain to help corrupt the Popular Front Government and direct the
military operation of the Loyalist Armies. Their action he said: "Has
not had sufficient stimulus , and revolutionary clan, - on the general
European masses. The results bbtained have not justified the heavy risks
=a The details can be obtained by reading Arrara's 'Franco' -' -



taken. THE PRINCIPAL STRUGGLE, W-HI-CH IS TO BRING ABOUT
AN ARMED CONFLICT BETWEEN -'two GROUPS OF CAPITALISTIC
STATES, HAS NOT BEEN REACHED." 'Then he went on to advocate
"The Soviet Military Commandant in -Spain should pass under the control
of the Comin-tern emissaries, like the ambassadors, who know how to
impregnate 'him with the necessary revolutionary feelings*

In the Civil \Var in Spain the propaganda issued at the time convinced
the average person that a small group of Generals in Spain had organized
a revolt to overthrow the Republican Popular Front Government and
establish a Military Dictaftordmip. The Popular Front Forces named them-
selves Log/alists..- Franco Forces called themselves National-ists. 'I\he
Loyalists were comprised of all political factions Left of centre. The
Nationalists contained all political factions Right of centre. -

The Communi ts were divided into two groups .... those who intended
to turn the Proletarian Dictatorship into a Stalinist Totalitarian State,
and thl6 e who wished to .make the Spanish Soviet a unit in the Inter-
national of Soviet Republics as advocated by the. Marxian theory. The
Nationalist Forces included men who had sponsored the Carlist movement
which, ever since 1837,. had had as-its cause the restoration of the Spanish
Throne to the descendants of. Don. Carlos. The Carlists were located in
the Navarre province and they supported Franco's Nationalist Army
simply because. they- .didn't intend to tolerate Communism in Spain.
. On the Right also were the Eal-angi is, the extreme Rightists among

whom there were undoubtedly quite a number of the German type of Nazi
who believed in using Total War .to subdue their Leftist enemies. \Vith. a
situation of this kind it is .understandable that those on the Right accused all
those on the Left of being Communist , while all those on the Left accused
all those Right of centre of being Fascist. Most horrible atrocities, including

and the execution of thousands of innocent
victims, were committed by the Communi ts as part of the accepted pattern
of the Reign of Terror. A few extremists on the Franco side committed
atrocities also. All civil wars seem to: tum 'a great number of men into
inhuman brutes who descend below the level of brute beasts once-.the
blood lust has-- been aroused in them. Civil War cannot .be justified. -Those
who .advocate revolutionary wars should- be executed. -The .evidence..-goes
to show that -the King of Spain.in-1931, and-General Franco in 1936, did
everything in their power to avoid fighting a civil war, -

Franco did not call upon the citizens of Spain to rally around him until
he had exhausted every other means of preventing' the Communist coup
taking place on July 26th, 1936. The professional Army in Spain had
been reduced greatly in numbers. It had been replaced by a National
Police Force controlled by the Leftist' government. It is extraordinary
that Franco's bid to defeat the -Communist plot did not fail, because
post-war investigations revealed that in 1936 the armed forces were riddled
with traitors, both officers and men, who had been placed in key positions
by the agents of Moscow working within the Popular Front Government in
Spain. On July 21st, 1936, the Moscow directed organization for taking
over the 'government in Spain was complete. » . .
. Franco knew that in one day J_ulio Alvarez del Vayo, who was Foreign

Minister in the Republican Government, and -Commilssar-General, appointed
=¢ Reported in 'Gringol_re' issue February nth. 1938.
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hundreds of political `commis ars to the Republican Army. The majority
of these men were Communists. Vayo did this without consulting the
Premier, The commissars compelled soldiers to join the Communist Party,
offering them advantages, and promotion, if they did, and they threatened
persecution by every means in their power if they did not. Luis Araqistain,
ex-ambassador of the Spanish Republic in Paris, published this fact in the
New York Times May 19th, 1939. It we proved to be true.
.Indalecio Prieto was .Spanish Socialist Deputy, and Minister of National

Defence, during- the Spanish 'Civil War. He helped direct the war against
Franco. In -a report published in Paris in 1939 entitled "How and Why I
left the -Ministry of National Defence," he said: "It is difficult to be on
guard because there are -Communists occupying confidential positions vviio,
so as to avoid suspicion, are ordered to hide their affiliation, and sometimes
Ordered to conceal it by joining other parties. Dr. Juan Negrin wa one
of these. He was one of the most powerful men in- Spain .during the
Civil \Var." Prieto wrote -of him: "Because I refused to obey orders from
Mo cow, Juan regrind expelled ine- from the government over which he
presided -on April 5th, 1938; I occupied the post df- Mini ter'of National
Defence in his government. 'Two simultaneous actions were initiated against
me; One was entrusted to the -Rusian secret police, -'and military men who
operated in our Country, and the other to the -Spanish Communists ....
The Ru signs ordered and the Spanish Communist obeyed." .

Dr. Juan Negrin claims he was, and is, not a Communist, but it was
he who ordered that 7,000 boxes of Spanish gold be delivered to Stalin.
The boxes were loaded in the ships "Kine", "Neve",'and "Volg'iles"-All
three displayed the -Soviet Flag. José Velaseo, ' and Arturo Candela,
accompanied the shipments as persons of trust to .Odessa. Everything
was done undercover and other members of the Popular Front government
were not cognizant of the situation. 'During Negrin's term of office three
Communists were appointed as under-secretaries of defence, and thu
were *the true masters of 'the Republican Army, Navy, and Air Force.* '

Largo Caballero was a Communist but, when he refused to obey the
orders given -him by Moscow's emissaries they overruled his' orders even
'when he was serving his pres-idential term.. \V'hen he tried to rectify
his 'Own' mistakes, he found -it' was too late`. How MoscOw's agents iN
foreign l-ands obtain such an absolute control of Leftist -leaders is explained
by PrietO. He wrote: "The majority of the military commands of- the
Popular Front Government were iinaily occupied by Communists, and in
their hands w re the most important reins of Power. How could that
'phenomenon happen? Through a system of coercion graduated between
personal advancement -for those who bowed their heads, and the murder
of those who rebelled." .
a Theo Rogers in his '-Spain; a Tragic Journey' makes reference to the
capture of documents which proved beyond doubt that a full scale
revolution had been planned to break out in July 1936. Rogers wrote:
"Discovery among-st militant Communists, and Anarchists, of documents
and plans, s'howed that a carefully schemed plot had been matured for an
outbreak which would upset even the central government in 'Madrid and
establish a 'Soviet Dictatorship."
4 The theft of this gold is still in 1965 un international problem.
that the Soviets 'return the gold. . Franco demands
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His statement we proved- to be true because evidence was produced
to prove that both General Franco, and General Mola, knew as early as
April 1936 that a Communist, coup was planned first for May 1st; then
set back to June 29th; and then set back again to July 22nd. The delays
were ordered to give those who were entrusted with putting the plan of
revolt into effect, more time to complete the final necessary details. -

The whole world should 'have known of the Moscow directed plot against
Spain because the final orders were intercepted. while being passed by the
Com intern to the leaders of the revolutionary movement in Spain. -The
documents were given to the "Echo de Paris", which published them in
April 1936. The "Echo de Paris" article reads: . . ' ' '

"TEXT OF' INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RED MILITIA" .
"These instructions to the heads of the'.Spanish 'Red Militia ...-do not

emanate from a Spanish Central Organization, but from the Technical
Scrviees in Paris, which sent them to -Spain at that date. These Technical
Services are those of the French Communist party, working in close co`-
operation with the Comintern, and its. delegates in France. -'Dhe document,
which we are publishing, 'is in the hands of the Government; we were not
the parties. who.-; communicated it to them. -We . are convinced that M.
Daladier, Minister of War and Defence, has given orders for preventative
measures of defence, and protection, tO be taken." .. .. 1 .
- The abbreviated text is as follows: . . '
1. Reinforce shock troops and guards in barracks, and supply them with

au-tomatic pistols. These shock troops and guards are members of the
Communist Party serving in the permanent forces and reserves. -

2. These troops will be placed in'communication with the Groups who
are to break into the barracks. The latter will be in uniform, and under
the orders of our o.0'icers in whom we have complete confide-nee.

3. Wlien the Hg-ht. starts our officers will be given admittance 'with
their groups ecretly. They will contact the respective committees and

.early out the pre-arranged plan of attack inside the barracks.
--. 4..The provisional committees, in the barracks, shall renew every two

days, .their lists of enemies, ne.utrals, sympathizers, and experts. When the
barracks have .-been taken over,..-those classed as enemies including in
particular all Commanders and Oiiicers shall be rapidly eliminated, and
without hesitation.

5. Each member of the committees shall be provided with a list of
the names of individuals who are to be murdered by himself personally.

e. After the enemies have been disposed of, neiztrals shall' be subjected
to severe tests in order to kill in them any hesitation habitual in such
undecided characters, .

7. The committees handling' the neutrals will make the necessary
arrangements for the vigilance groups outside to enter the barracks on the
pretext of assisting to put down the rebellion.

8. This has little importance. - . _

9. Those detailed to liquidate generals on the active list hall consist
of ten men with revolvers. The generals have two adjutants, and' a sec-
letary, who must be murdered in their own homes. Those detailed to
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perform these killings shall, not withdraw in face of any obstacle or
.opposition, and they shall eliminate anyone who opposes them regardless
0/ sex or age. - .

10. 'Those detailed to eliminate generals not hokliwg command shall
consist of three men groups and shall carry out their duties as outlined
in preceding paragraph. '

1-1. and 12. Details how houses and sites, in strategic positions, must
be procured by Communist militants,and secretly armed and fortified in

' order to ambush troops who may succeed in escaping' from barracks. The
instructions read: "As military oilicers have protected cars, groups of our
militants must proceed to strategic points such as cross-roads, in cars and
trucks; armed with machine guns so as to prevent help reaching those
inside the cities. Lorries shall carry supplies of grenades.

13. Our militants shall quickly put on the uniforms previously obtained
and they shall be erved with rifles. '

14. When the rebellion breaks out our militant groups, wearing un forms
of the- Civil Guards, and of the Assault' Guard, and equipment already
1Jvre10a»red for them, shall arrest all heads of all political parties under
pretext of the necessity of doing so .for their personal protection. Onee in
custody the procedure for the elimination of generals not holding command
shall be carried out. Uniformed groups shall also arrest and detain
important eapltalists whose. names appear in appendix "B" of Circular
No. 82.

_

15. Violence hall not be used against these capitalists except if they
resist; they shall however be forced to hand over the balance of the
current accounts at the banks, and their securities. In the event of conceal-
menft they shall be completely eliminated, including their families, without
exception. It is desirable that Cells shall- be worked in on their staff as
domestics, or mechanics, as they can be very useful!

16. CaN be skipped.
17. With regard to members of the armed forces who claim to be

sympathizers the same tactics shall `be followed as was done in Russia.
First use their services and then eliminate them as enemies. For our effort
to be successful, and permanent, a neutral officer or man is better than one
who has betrayed his uniform because his life was in dang'er,'it is likely
the would betray us also if provided with the opportunity.

18. Instructions to our militia regarding mobilization, movements of-
transportation, use of arms, and marksmanship, must be intensified.**.

19. Militia posted at cross roads must eliminate all defeated troops
trying to escape.

20. Machine -gun posts shall be located in premises W=l'\ich cover the front
and rear of all armouries, police stations, and fire hall and all approaches
to, and exits from, the cities, and if, in spite of this, t'he enemy arc able to
get out, they shall be attacked with hand-grenades.
1 This order protects the bankers and capitalists who were working as agents of
the International Group who directed the revolution in exactly the same way in
which similar orders protected the Rothschllds In the French revolution.
** A check of those who organize civilian rifle and revolver ranges and those who
use them frequently. especially Northern showed many were l e d .
or Pinks. The police sho.uld make a similar check on ALL rifle and revolver ranges
under civilian control. -
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Governments. Society.
'Pawns in the

21. Other militia shall be placed in armour-ecl lorries in strategical
positions within the cities not more than one kilometer apart, they also
shall be armed with machine guns.. -

22. Liaison shall be by light cars, and cyclists, w.ho shall be armed with
revolvers.

23. Is of no special importance.
24. Tlhe most intimate details eoncer-ning the lives and characters of

all neutral and sympathizers must be obtained and carefully recorded,
including' their family requirements, and the influence which love of their
children, and desire for these necessary requirements, may exercise over
them. If any of our-. militia, or any of the neutrals, and sympathizers, show
any kind of weakness, or resistance to orders, they must be denounced to
the highest committee of the organization as being guilty of complicity
and/or reaction.

26. Our militia must 'be organized to work away from their own homes
and localities because experience ha taught us that at the last moirnent,
through sentimentali m, men working in their own localities, and amongst
their families, and friends, have failed to carry out our plan with proper
enthusiasm.

26. All owners of depots of goods and merchandise shall be -regarded
as important capitalists. These depots must be organized to serve the
proletariat t=hrough the administrative groups.* .

2'7. Deals with the question 'of using -STARVATTON as a means of
reducing opposition quickly, and confirms what has been said regarding
the use of this weapon in national disputes, .and international warfare.
It read : "During the first week, and until the constitution become nofr-
mal, the supply of food and drink to the bourgeois is prohibited."

28. Reads - Stocks of foods in barracks, and in the hands of our
enemies, which cannot be captured, must be rendered useless by mixing
paraffin or other substances with them.

Since these orders were issued the revolutionary leaders in all countries
have been given special instruction to make careful plans to deal with the
members of the police and fire-departments because experience has shown
that the majority of these Civic Employees "remain loyal to their bour-
geois bosses." The action recommended is to:

1. Infiltrate into the two forces.
2. Corrupt the rank and file. .-
3. Party members are urged to purchase or rent properties covering

the approaches to both back and front of Police stations, and Fire Halls,
so the members can be eliminated as they change shifts. The hour to revolt
is to coincide with the time the police change shifts.

The orders which were given to the leaders of the Communist Party in
Spain detailed how they were to take over all public utilities and public
services as well as civic administration. The objective was to obtain, in
the shortest possible time, full and absolute control Of all food supplies,
and communication systems.
4 This order also goes to show who are the real leaders of a revolutionary effort.
The top-level conspirators are always In the top-levels of
industry and the Armed Forces. The workers. the Mob, are simply the
Game'. Prove this to them and the communist plot will fail. Author.
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Revolutionary Orders seized at Majorca iii October, 1936 were translated
by Jacques Bardoux who afterward wrote "Of ans in Spain." They were
on their way to revolutionary leaders in Spain.

SPANISH DOCUMENT
With the object of being able to control the smallest details of the move-

ment, from 8th of May, only the link agents will be able to give orders
and they will communicate with each other by means of the Cypher
E.L.M. -54-22. Tlhe local leaders must give verbal instructions to the com-
mittee with the help of the following code :
1. 2. 1. Order to begin mobilization.
2, 1. 2. Order to begin the revolt.
2. 2. 1. 1. 1. Order to attack at determined points,
8. 8. 3. Provide for counter-revolutionaries.
2. 4. 8. Mobilization of trade unions. '
2. 5. 5. General strike.
2. 6, 5. Acts of sabotage, i.e. blowing' up railway lines, etc,
1. 3. 2. Signal to put of! the revolt.
1. 1..O. Order to provision.
1. 0. o. ReorgaNization is ready.
o. o. Close frontiers and ports. '
1. 1. Execution of those whose names.are on the black list.

All these orders.will be given on the day before the revolt, 1st May or
29th*, at midnight, from the transmitter installed in the Casa .del Pueblo
at Madrid, the wave-leng'th of which is nearly the same as that of the
Madrid Union Raidlo. - .
. Organization of Madrid :

To be divided into the followihg' sections:
A.B. Chamartin de la Ro a, H.Q. at the Casa del Pueblo of this district.
C.D. Cuatro -Caminos, H.Q. wt Socialist Club of the district,
E.F. Palace District, H.Q. at the printing works of Mundo Obrero.
G.H. University District, H.Q. at editorial offices of E1 Socialista.
I.J. Latina District, H.Q. at Casa Del Pueblo.
M.N. Inclusa District, H.Q. at Socialist een~tre.
N.O. Pardinas District, H.Q. at Garage, at Gastello 19.
P.Q. Southern district, H.Q. at Socialist Centre of Vallecas.
RS. Carabanchel District, H.Q. at 'Socialist Club.
T.U.V. Cen-tre of IMadrid, H.Q. at 'Casa del Pueblo, Secretary's,
X.Y.Z. Offices Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, (balcony room);

Plan of Campaign in Madrid: -
The revolt will he announced by five bombs let off at dusk. Immediately

a Fascist attack on one of the C.N.T. (laibour) centres will be faked; then
a general strike will be declared and the soldiers and chiefs who support
us will rise in revolt. The groups will come into action. _

Those designated in T.U.V. will take the Bureau of Communications, the
Presidency and the Ministry of War. Those belonging to the district will
attack the Commissan'ats, and those belonging to the x.y.z_ Section will
take the Bureau of Publie Safety. .
i It was azéer these orders had been issued that the date to revolt. was changed
to July 22nd.
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A special' group composed exclusively of machine-gunners with hand-
grenades will go to the headquarters of the Government and attack it by
the following routes :

Carretas, Montero, Mayor, Correos, Paz, Alcala, Arenal, Preciados,
Carmen and San Jeronimo. The groups, composed of fifty cells of ten
men each, w.ill act in streets of the second and third order, and of two cells
only one in those of the first order aNd in the avenues,

The orders are for -the immediate execution of all the counter-
revolutionaries who have been detained. .

Tlhe Republicans of -the Popular Front will be asked to support the
movement, and in case of refusal they will be expelled from Spain.

FRENCH DOCUMENT
Secret.
To the Leaders of Groups and 'Section :
Cell of St. George du Bois, Look-out Station.

Fir t Group H-Q. Town Hall, Leader of Group,.A. President.
-First Section: B. _

4 volunteers
5 rifles, 1 revolver, '70 rounds of ammunition for rifle, 20 for revolver, 15

grenades. .
Second Section: C.
8 volunteers .
4 rifles, 3 revolvers, 70 rounds of ammunition, for rifle, 20 for revolver.
Third Section: D. Leader, C. _ `
4 volunteers for distributing' arms and ammunition and for making
ammunition. 6 revolvers 15 ears -'petrol°, 25 cans (5 litres each) reserve,
issued to Comrade C. -
Second -Group.. I-I.Q. Railway Station, Leader, D.E.P.
7 volunteers, 8 rifles, 80 rounds of ammunition, 20 sticks of dynamite issued
to comrade E.
Third Group: At the Station. Leader, F.E. . .

5 volunteers (2 experts), 6 rifles, I revolver, 60 rounds of ammunition for
rifle, 20 for revolver. 1,500 metros of insula-ted telephone wire issued to
Comrade F. .
Fourth Group: (attacking party) H.Q. Basement of Town Hall, Leader G.
First Section: H.
4 volunteers; 4 rifles, 50 rounds of ammunition, 1O knives, 12 .ropes..
Second Section: I
4 volunteers, 4 rifles, 50 rounds of ammunition, 10 knives, 10 ropes.
Special Instructions. - . `
Second Group: Blow up Railway and Fascist convoy . - -
Third Group.- Link immediately Telephone Exchange P.O., Railway Station
and Town Hall. .
To .all Groups: Save ammunition pending arrival of arms and ammunition
from the cell at Rochefort. . .
First Group to .commandeer all provisions, animals and. fodder pending
arrival of in tructions from Rochefort for distribution!

COMRADE PRESIDENT.
4 The above information was made available to the 'Free Press of the World' by
Free Lance writers and accredited correspondents as soon as it became available.but it was never published. Vichy? Author.
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Autlr.or's Comment . .
Recent history has proved that the in' tructions given by Moscow for the.

subjugation of Spain h-ave since been brought up to date, and Carried out
in all countries in Europe which have been brought under the Moscow

_ There is no reason to doubt that the 5th
Column in Cananda; and the U.S.A., is less thoroughly -organ-ized The 5th,
Column is ready to carry out Moscow's orders when those who direct the
World Revolutionary movement consider the time opportune. There is ample
evidence to prove that the members of the CommuniSt Party in Canada,
and the U.-S.A., have, since 1948, been practising Speedy evacuation from
large cities .and industrial areas so they could be in the country on picnics,
and other reasonable excuses, during the initial stages of a Soviet-bombing-
raid, They plan to return and take over while conditions are chaotic 7568
the inhabitants are still in a state of =panic. ' »

While it is necessary to check Moscow's aggressive action in Europe
and Asia, it will be a tremendous, and costly, error if we fail to realize '
the full extent of the danger from Moscow's 5th Column. We must remove
our internal danger or all our plans for civic emergency defence will be:
useless. We must deal with the enemy within, -first, then our defence plans
and other matters will fit smoothly into gear unhampered by traitors and
saboteurs. '

sphere of intiuence since 1936.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Zinc euolutionaag sign of 5euoz

Study' of the methods employed by Moscow's agents, who started the
revolution in Spain, is of great value to those who would protect their
country from the danger of similar tribulations. Revolutionary leaders
have Cells -occupy key positions in jails, prison , and asylums. Their
purpose is to control these institutions so they can release the anti-social
elements under detention, and use them as shock troops during the revolt.
In every 4-evolution to date the anti-social 1rn:so'ners, and the criminally
insane, have been used to arouse the blood-lu t in the mob and thus
introduce the "Reign of Terror" which, the revolutionary leaders calculate,
will cause the general public to surrender in the quickest possible time.*
v Investigation it outbreaks in many prisons in both the `U.S_A. and Canada
indicate t ese revolts were Communistica ly inspired. It took nearly twenty-threeyears to prove that some of the olclals in Kingston' Penitentiary. at the time Tlm
Buck was confined in the lnstltu on. were Communists. Evidence would indicate
they helped him organize the Kingston Prison_ Riots. I was a Free Lance writerat the time. I wrote that the whole thing smelt tomartyr of Tim Buck,ln order to
release. I opinion that prison
implicated. in
in .
as candidate. Between and 1044 this same man
charge the training of personnel in the engineering branch Royal
Canadian Navy. This information was given the proper au horltles.
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The pri on -policy in Madrid was influenced greatly by the advice given
the authorities in the Popular Front government by 'General' Kleber, the
Canadian-Russian, who, alt'er taking theoretical training' in the Lenin
Institute in Moscow, was sent .to -Spain to serve Stalin and obtain practical
experience in revolutionary warfare.

As soon as the Popular Front Government took office in March 1936, the
extreme Leftist members insisted that an Amnesty Bill be passed, granting
liberty to all those who had taken part in the Asturian rebellion. In
addition to this sm-all army of revolutionaries, 80,000 others, who had
been .arrested as Communists, were given their liberty, After July 17th,
another 40,000 common criminals were released on condition they would
bean-arms in the Loyalist Army. Revolutionary leaders liquidate most. of
the common criminals after they have served their purpose. By doing so.
they convince a -great many people that the atrocities committed during'
the revolution were the crimes of irresponsibles acting on their owh
initiative, and not in accordance with a pre-conceived plan of terror m.

These were the conditions existing when General FrancO decided he
would try to save Spain from 'Communistie tyranny. Many books have
been' written telling how Franco, and a mere handful of Spanish Generals,
Iinaliy managed to defeat the -Communist plot. It i an exciting story of
courage, and fortitude, and great faith in their Christian Crusade. As
soon as Franco issued his proclamation, the Red under-secretaries for
Army, Navy, and Air ordered the communist cells to liquidate all officers
listed as enemies. This -task was carried owt with great thoroughness.
Communist cells had been `placed in the mechanical, communications, and
signals branehe of the services. This proved the organizers were sticking
to the pattern laid down for the English, French, Russian, and German
revolts. .

Taken by surprise, nearly two-thirds of the officers were murdered cold-
bloodedly during the initial stages of the attack. The mutineers tried to
convince other ranks and ratings .that they were carrying out the Govern-
ment's orders, and executing officers who had been convicted as enemies
of the Popular Front Government.

Before long it was
not uncommon for one warship to be seen firing' at a range of only a
few yards into another. In one case, the fore-turret was manned by Reds
and the after turret of the same ship manned by anti-red . The ma sacres
which started aboard the ships spread to the dock-yards and the cities in
which they were located.

There might have been some excuse for the drastic action taken against
the officer who could be expected to take sides with Franco, but it is
impossi-ble to excuse 'bhe terrorism which the -Communi ts, acting as soldiers
and police of the Popular Front Government, inflicted upon the unarmed,
and unsuspecting' populace. The imposition of terrorism proved, at the
cost of hundreds of thousands of innocent lives, that Lenin's policy had
been accepted. He ruled that terrorism had to accompany every violent
efl'ort to overthrow a government because terrorism was the most economic
method of subjugating the masses quickly and thoroughly. .

It must be remembered that the leaders of a. revolution don*t consider
the effort entirely wasted if it doesn't end in a Proletarian Di-ctatorship..
Every revolt against constituted government and lawful authority is .
considered by those who plot and plan revolutionary efforts as a step
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in the right direct.ion.' If the effort falls short of success that is bad, but
not hopeless. It doesn't matter how many people are killed. They are just
pawns in the game. -'Tlhey are expendable. It is extraordinary how few
of the top-level revolutionary leaders get killed during a rebellion.* It is
accepted as good revolutionary technique, to sacrifice the masses and
preserve the members of the Communist Brotherhood, for they are the
High Priests of the new religion. Even in ordinary strikes the Reds
usually stir up the trouble, and then sneak 'away. They leave the other
workers to do the actual fighting with the police or militia.

The following' facts are given to prove that during' a revolution everyone
who is not a Party Member or a Fellow Traveller, may expect no mercy
of 'any kind. Even Fellow .Travellers are liquidated after they have been
u ed to advantage. .

Prior to July, 1936, the directors of the \V.R.M. had literally flooded
Madrid with agent . -Moses Rosenberg arrived as Moscow's Ambassador to
Madrid. Anteneff Avseenko arrived in Barcelona. Dimitrov arrived to
personally conduct the religion persecutions planned to follow the
Communist Coup. During the Civil \'Var .Rosenberg ruled as Tzar of Madrid.
Avseenko assumed command of the Catalan Red Army. Rosenberg organized
the Chekas in -Spain -and saw that they carried out their work of spying out
more and more victims.

Moscow's agents organized "Purification Squads". Officially their duty
was to seek out Fascists :but ecretly they liqwakiated all those who had
been previously listed as reactionaries to the Moscow Plan for subjugation
of Spain. These lists had been compiled by Communist Spies who had been
worked into the Union of -Concierges: (house and apartment janitors) the
tax departments, the Postal -Services, and other public oiiices. The lists
of those to be liquidated were very complete because Moscow's spies,
some disguised as scissors and -knife grinder-s, had covered every district,
street by tieet and house by house. All citizens were listed according to
t-heir political, labour, social, and religious standing' and affiliations. When
the order for the Reign of Terror to start was given, the Communists worked
with the sureness, the ferocity, and the thoroughness, of starved brutes.
Stalin had once stated: "It is better that a hundred innocent people die than
one reactionary should escape." 'Dhey obeyed this order with devilish
persistency.

-So others who live in countries not yet subjugated may understand what
happens during a reign of terror, some actual atrocities will be described.

On July 17th, 1936, a group of' Communists wearing the uniforms of
government troops called at the Dominican Convent in Barcelona. The
leader informed the Mother Superior that because mob violence was feared
he had orders to escort the. 'Sisters to a place of safety. The Sisters
gathered together their few belongings and, un uspeetingly, accompanied
the soldiers who took them -to .the suburbs where they murdered them all.
The leader callou ly remarked afterwards, "'We needed the building. We
didn't want to muss it up before we occupied it.**

Senor Salvans was a known anti-Communist. Three times purification'
squads vi ired his home in Barcelona, -When the third visit produced no
* It is an historical fact that ten times as many revolutionary leaders have died
during Party Purges than died during the actual revolutionary wars.
** Parts one. two and three.
The were conducted a committeeThe editing by
journalist and author.
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information regarding his whereabouts, the Reds Murdered the whole
family of eight. T-hat vile deed was performed in accordance with para-
graph 13 and 16 of the in truetions already referred to.

One of the most senseless acts of violence ever committed in the name
of "Liberty" ... Equality ... -. Fraternity", was the murder of sixteen
lay-brothers who worked voluntarily as male nurses in the largest hospital
in Barcelona. Tiheir only crime wa that they belonged to a religious
order. The fact that they nursed all who were sick, regardless of class,
colour, or creed, made no difference to those who ordered their
"Liquidation". E, M. Godden, who published "Conflict in Spain", on page
72 reported: "The slaughter of the living was accompanied by derision for
thc..tiead. _ . . . .2 .̀: '.~; . were
exhurried from 'their ~graveS, aNd-:prOpped up outside' the"' Walls of their

' convents. Obscene, and offensive, Tplacards .were attached to their bodies.'-' |
-My cousin, Tom Carr, was a 'Mining .Engineer iN 'Spain from 1919. till

1938. He was married to the daughter 'of Mr. Aileock, the American Consul
of Huelva. One of 'Caballero's 5th Columnists had been elected mayor of
Huclva. Wl1en'Moscow gave the word, he turned over- the civic°administ1.~a-
tion to the Communists. 'Their first act was to torture, and then murder
all the priests. 'Dhe nuns were stripped naked' and driven from the
convents onto the streets to provide sport for the revolutionaries*

Godden also states that he interviewed two Engish women who only
escaped molestation because they were foreigners. ~'1*hese two women told
Godden they had been forced to witNess a mob of men and women act like
fanatical dervishe , In the first instance the Reds tortured and mocked
a priest -before they finally hung his dismembered body and limbs from a
statue of the Blessed Virgin. In the second instance the mob -drilled a
hole through the body of a young' priest and then, while he was still living,
transfixed him .with a crucifix. . . .

In September, 1936, Pere Van Rooy, famous French author, reported
Dimitrov as saying: "We are reproached with destroying the churches and
convents of Spain. \Vhat does the destruction of a few convents and
churches matter'?/ We are out to create'a new world.**

A Committee, which officially investigated Communist atrocities in Spain
in 1989, agreed that a conservative estimate placed 50,000 as the number
of citizens liquidated in Barcelona as "reactionaries", between July, 1936,
and December, 1937. In Valencia the number was set at 30,000. In' Madrid
they estimated that fully one tenth of the whole population was
systematically murdered to make -Spain into another totality°an state.***

To illustrate what happened when the Reds took over control in Spain,
I will quote some other independent witnesses. Marcel Dutey, the famous
FrenCh author, stated: "At 'Castle Urdiales the Communist Military
commandant was an ex-municipal policeman who had been dis mi sed for

page 238 of the 'Spanish Arena'.
by William and Cecil Gerahty and also .by Arthur Bryant who

investigated the Communist Atrocities in Spain. - .
** See Catholic Herald, February 11th. 1988. -

Catholics it is well
to that Secret

ultimately
§§¢M2"§¢'n='é"9°8¥§e Isgc8ggg; to lull ,l>°°v1¢-t3"c§,2,?{;,8g°g,,gg§ o>;°th=;?>1g;g2,g»mg=1€8
religions than Roman investigation shows that they aredetermined when they have sumeient power. to utterly wipe out aN religions which
teach belief a Gnd and a life after death.
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theft. The new Chief of Police had previou lY made his living making
by selling 'ob cene postcards. The Public Prosecutor was the illegitimate
son of a woman who had previously .been a well-known street-walker. He
was nicknamed "-Son-of-his-rnother". The Red Tribunal was presided over
by a miner who was assisted by two "Assessor " ... All these men were
sad ts. They glorified in carrying out the sentences they themselves
imposed on their victims. They opened the stomach of Vincent Mura.; they
nlartyred Julie Yanko publicly in' the market square; they dismembered
Yarez, the famous Spanish racing' motorist, on the grounds that he
refused #to betray his friends into their hands."

Mr. Arthur Bryant, who wrote the preface to the fully evidenced, and
authenticated, report on "Communist Atrocities in Spain" remarked on
several occasions "Soviet Agents obtained such a control of the communica-
tions systems that only reports favourable to their -cause got into the
majority of the world's` newspapers, hut, on the other hand, the most
outrageous lies against .the Franco Forces were conjured up and given to
the press of the world without let or hindrance." Bryant Wa so disgusted
with what he saw he wrote: "No university lecturer, or anonymous B.B.C.
commentator* has t.old_the just, and compassionate, British people the truth
:about the women of San Martin de. Valdeiglesias. For no greater crime
than that they were found to possess some religious emblem, the women
in San Martin de Valdeiglesias were condemned to be violated, and to
satiate every vile passion, of twenty-five red milita men each. The fact
that the father of some of the women had been imprisoned, and were
under sentence of death, and that -their mother were forced to be present
to .witness the .degradation of their daughters, was not sufficient to
dissuade the Red Militia men from carrying out the sentence. The horrors
of the hours suffered by these women -had tern°ble effects on some of their
minds, The survivors related how, again and again, they implored their
executioners to kill them rather than submit them to such dreadful dis-
honour. The appalling cruelty of uch atrocities can be realized by the
fact that many of the condemned women were married, and when they
were conducted between militiamen, before this pitiless Tribunal, they
carried children. in their arms,. and these- children were witNesses of this
culmination of the horror in the .dishonour of their mothers."** .. ..

-..It. is -little wonder -that the secret power directing the \V.R.M. said:
.."Communists should -not be required to carry out their plan of Terrorism
in the localities 'in which they had lived with their families, but had to be
used elsewhere."

Every Communist will declare bhat these atrocities were committed by
"Uncontrollablers" who were punished when they were caught. So the-at no
person may be deceived by such lies I will again quote Lenin, the first,
Canonized Saint of Moscow's new Totalitarian Creed. Lenin said on
various occasions: "There are no morals in politic , there 'is only
expediency. A scoundrel may be of use 'to us just because he is a scoundrel."

On another occasion he said: "Young Revolutionaries should start'
training for war immediately, by means of practical operations such as
liquidating a.traitor, killing 8 spy. blowing up a police station, or robbing
a`bank to provide funds for the uprising etc .... Do not shirk from

¢w°N88§>, tggg ,s1>'i:=$°wL;" 1=2m*1*3,.'z',2¢? :so ¢S°"8..'Ja32'*"""° B.B.C. and tor nearly
*se_ The details are on page so: of the second report 'Cemmun!st.Atroctlt1oe in Spain."
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these experimental a»ttacks. They-may of course degenerate into excesses,
but that is a. worry of the future.* .

The Communist Krassikov was a libertine who squandered Party FUnds,
on riotous living. Lenin, when ordering his liquidation said: "It does not
matter that Comrade Krassikov ha squandered party funds in a brothel,
but it is scandalous that this should have disorganized the transportation
0; illegal literature."** . !

Communist training is designed to squeeze -the last drop of human kind-
ness out of the -hearts of men'and women who aspire to become High
Priests of the Religion. Ann Pauker, rose to dizzy heights in the SOviet
'Hierarchy. She became Foreign Minister of Rumania. She proved she wa
loyal to Stalin when she rendered her elf a widow by denouncing age
father of her three children as a Trotskyite. i

Communist Terrorists encourage mere boys to become executioners of
the enemies of the Proletariat in order to harden them, and remove from
their hearts every.last vestige of human sentiment and sympathy. ONe
such you-th told how lhe'had had a lot of fun with a Priest. He said: "Night
after night we took .him out with the groups we had to kill, but alway -we
put him last in the line. \Ve made him wait while we killed all the other
and then we took'him back to the Belles Arles again. ('T-he Bellas Antes
we the Building of Fine Arts whieh -the Communists u-sed as a prison.)
Each night-he thought he was to die, but a quick death was too good for
him, That 'Fraile' died seven death before we finally finished him."

Mr. Knoblaugh, on page 87 of his book "Correspondent in Spain", tells
of a horrible incident which confirms the contentions that the planners
of 'World Revolutionary select potential leaders while they are very youhg
and then train them until they are devoid of every trace of human sentiment
and pity. Knoblaugvh tells how two Communist youths boasted to a doctor,
in -his presence, that they had mutilated and murdered 'two young- priests.
They: penetrated the disguise of these two religious men who, to escape
detection and death, were working as coal-heavers. Tihe two youth told

.how they made the two priests dig their graves with their coal shovels,
then, in accordance with the ComMunist-designed Reign of Terror, they
emasculated their two victims and forced the organs into their mouths.
They Stood by jeering.while the priests died slow lingering death .= _ ..
.De Fonteriz, in "Red Terror in Madrid" pages 19-20 tells how' the -Chekas,

organized by Dimitrov and Rosenberg tried to make a certain lady- tell
where her husband we hiding. The woman probably didn't know his
whereabouts, but to make sure he didn't, the members of the Chekas made
her sit and watch while they amused themselves piercing the breasts of
eight women members of -her household vi»th long hat-pins. . .

To prove a previous statement, that those who design the pattern Of
the Reign of Terror used criminals .and lunatics to stir up the blood lust,
I report what happened at Alcala on July 20th, 1986:--T'he Reds released
all the prisoners, both male and female, on condition that they would
bear arms for the #Communist Cause. 'They numbered one thousand men
and two hundred women.
They excelled themselves in the victorious attack on Madrid. A
they were sent to Siguenza.
=a- Communism
commandments.
delinquency more than*e The magazine bar
November 17th, 1948. >

agents teach children,
Communism I therefore responsible for the

any other single cause.
'Tyne' made reference to these views expressed
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two hundred citizens to break down the resistance of the others. This
battalion of Criminals occupied Siguenza for sixteen weeks, When they
were driven out by Franco's forces, it wa found that every female, from
ten to fifty, had been violated. 'Many of them were 'pregnant and many
diseased. -Some were both. One girl, a waitress in a hotel, hold how lucky
she' had »been, -She told' how the -criminals had murdered the Bishop of
Siguenza in a most horrible, bar-barous, and unprintable manner. At a
banquet held in the hotel that night, one of the battalion took a fancy
to her and demanded that one of his comrades dress himself in the

.murdered Bi hop's vestments and marry them. The others thought this a
great joke and carried out the mock ceremony. After the wedding the
"Militiennes" performed the "Dance du Ventre'_' using the dining tables as
a stage. After the orgy ended, the man claimed the girl as his own
personal property. Relating this happening she remarked: "I was lucky.
My man was an assassin, but it was better to belong to him than to be
the plaything of all. I at least escaped disease."

Marcel Dutiey published the fact .that in 'Ciem-pozuelos over one hundred
religious brothers were bound to lunatics who were then furnished with
knives. One can imagine the horror which followed, Moscow's army of
trained propagandists told the world how Franco's troop had murdered
the mayors of many small towns, but they didn't mention the fact that
-they had-been tried by a properly constituted military court and proved to
have been Communist agents of Largo Caballero who had plotted to turn
Spain into a Proletarian Dietatorship.

If further proof is needed to substantiate the statement. that the
Secret Powers behind the World Revolutionary Movement use Communists
throughout the world to further their totalitarian plans, the numerous
.desertions from the Communist ~Party, all over the world, should provide
that proof. Douglas Hyde, who for the preceding' five year was news
editor of the "Daily Worker", Britain's leading Communist newspaper, in
March 1948 announced -his resignation from the Communist Party. In a
press release he stated: "I believe that the new 'line' of the Communist
Party,_introdueed after the .formation of the Cominform last year (1947),
if.successful, will bring nothing.but misery to the common people.". Mr.
-Hyde. went on to explain that since the end of World War Two he had
beens worried regarding Moseow's foreign policy. He said he had finally
become convinced that the Party Line as now determined by the Moscow
Clique, was no longer in keeping with the ideals for Which he had worked
so long, and that the ultimate resu-lt would be to destroy the very freedoms
and decencies for which Communists Chad been fighting for o long a time."
I-Ie concluded with these words: "My growing disillusionment led me to
seek some other answer to the problem of our day, and another way out of
the world chaos."

Right on top of =Mr. Hyde's resignation in London, England, came that
of Mrs. Justina Krusenstern-Peters, a. staff member of Soviet publications
for the #receding twelve year . She announced her resignation in Shanghai,
China. She said: "The strain of writing according to orders from Moscow
became more than I cord bear .... I am still a -Soviet citizen. I am sure
my feelings are shared by many of my-colleagues in Russia, the only
difference is that they are not able to protest against their enslavement."

Most Communists work to bring about an International of Soviet
Socialist Republics. In other .words,. they feel that only by Using
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revolutionary methods can they speedily destroy the stranglehold of selfish
capitalism and place political power in the hands of the Worker . Few
Panty members realize they are working' themselves into a state of slavery
from which there is no hope of escape.*
# Mr. Hyde and others who broke away
yet. to realize that they and all other Communists were only tools used to further the
plans of the International-Minded Cupltallsts. :

from the Communist. Party "don't seem even

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

. .Nitlez
5A¢ 8u¢nt.4 -C'¢¢wl8~9 up to 71/ould Wan' Uwe

` It has been told how the' International Bankers enabled Germany 'to
secretly rewarm, with the aid of Stalin, in spite of the restriction imposed
by the YT-reaty of -Versailles. In order \to understand what. happened in
Germany to bring -Hitler into power, it is nece any to be familiar with
the political intrigue which went on between 1924 and 1934. 'The Secret
Powers' always have had their agents divide the population of countries
they plan to subjuga-te into many religious, economic, political, social, and
labour groups. Their.agents then divide the various group into as many
factions as possible. Their motto is 'United we stand. Divided they fall'.

Most German citizens, excepting only Communists, were agreed upon
the following issues: Tuhat Germany had been winning the war when she
had first been betrayed and afterwards victimized, That the International
Money-lenders had- used the so-called democracies of Britain, France, and
the United States; to defeat Germany's armed- -forces. And that- -the
JeWish-led Communist Party' assisted the International Bankers by bringiNg
about the chaotic conditions that preceded the igning of the Armistice and
the revolution that fol=lowed. That ev_ery patriotic German, male and
female, should do =his or her uttermost to build up post-war Germany, and
break the ecbnomic and military stranglehold placed on their nation by
the Treaty of Versailles. . . .

Most 'political leaders, except -Communi t, were also agreed that in order
to free themselves of the economic sanctions imposed upon the nation, it
was necessary to break away from their dependence on the International
Bankers for financial assistance in the form of interest bearing loans. In
other words, most German politicians, except Communists, were agreed
that Germany should depart from the practice of financing the n-atioh's
business by incurring debts, a practice which had been imposed upon
Eng-landlin 1694, France in 1790, .and the United States in .1'791, by the-
International Bankers. They realised that this system had resulted in
astronomical National Debts, the principal and interest 'payments bn which
were guafnaezteed and secured by Direct Taazat-ion of the people.
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The Fascist Leaders- in Germany decided they were going to create their
own money and use their national assets, such 'as the value of their real
estate; their industrial potentials; -their agricultural production; natural
resources, and the nation's capacity to produce, as collateral.. .

The people of -Germany found that, generally speaking, their view
regarding -future political, and economic. policy, were shared by the people
of Italy, Spain, and Japan and thus came into being THE AXI-S PO\VERS,
and.-the. Fascist Movement.. Because oftheir dynamic personalities, Hitler,
Mussolini and Franco became the chosen leaders. History proves that
these three men did a great deal to help their countries recover from the
effects of the preceding revolutions and wars. T-he industrial and agri-
cultural developments were little short of miraculous.. Their military
rearmament was made possible by the secret assistance given by those .who
planned to bring the Fascist and Capltalistie countries into another World
War. -

W'hen Hitler and Mussolini first rose to power they advocated the moderate
Fascist policy which demanded that the wrongs done their countries be
rectified; that they eontaln Communism; and curb the powers of the men
who controlled international finance and -industry. But as -time went on,
both Hitler and 'Mussolini came under the influence of the leaders of the
hard core of Nazi War 'Lords who claimed the only way to establi h a.
permanent peace in the world we by military conquest. The Nazi Leaders
sold the top-military leaders in Italy and Japan solidly on the theories and
plans advocated by Karl Ritter in 1849. Franco in .Spain refused to go
along with their totalitarian plans. His religious beliefs convinced him
that ah ideology which denied the ex fence of an Almighty God wa doing
the work of the Devil.

The Totalitarian minded leaders in Germany, Italy, and I'apan, were
determined to use Fascism to further their secret Long Range Plans. in
exactly t-he same way as their opponent , the International Bankers, used
Communism. The immediate plans of the War -Lords were to first, defeat
the -Stalin-controlled. Empire; second, wipe out Communism in Europe;
third, consolidate the control of the Axis Powers on Continental Europe ;
fourth, invade Britain and France and subjugate the people, and fifth, to
invade and conquer the United States by using two vast pincer movements.
Japan was to land invading' forces on the west coast of Mexico in the
auth and in the Northwest Territories in the north. Germany was to

inv.ade Canada by air in the North and the German-Italian forces were
to jump the Atlantic from Africa, and attack the U.S.A. from South
Ameriealand the Gulf of Mexico.

The Northern invading forces were scheduled to join together at a
point in the vicinity of Chicago ,and push on down the Mississippi while
the South-west and -South-east invasion forces were-to meet at New Orleans
and push north up the Mississippi, thus dividing' the country 'into two
halves.* - .
. With the conquest of Britain and the United =States the'Nazis planned
to exterminate the Jews living in the e two countries as they had
exterminated those they. located in Europe. The International Bankers,
1 This military plan had been In existence since before 1914 and was reported to
the Allied Governments .fighting 'World War One by intelligence oMcers of both
the Britt h and American armed forces. The author explained the dplan in detail
in two previously published books 'I-Iell's Angels of The Deep' an 'Check Mate
In The North'.
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and big Capitalists controlled by them, Were listed for immediate
liquidation, together with coNfiscation of all their assets and estates.

While Hitler offered imprisonment prior to 1984 because he was
considered the per oral enemy of the Nazi War Lords and the International
Bankers, he wrote "Mein K-ampf". On the very last page he stated: "The
Party (National-Socialist) as such stands for positive Christianity but
does not bind itself in the mutter of creed to any profession. It combats'
the Jewish materialistic spirit within and without up." .

In 1933 Hitler also announced his policy in regard to Britain. He
pointed out that Marx, Lenin, and -Stalin had all repeatedly reiterated'
that before International Communism could reach its final objectives,
Britain and her Empire had to be destroyed. Under these 'circumstances
Hitler said' "I am willing to help defend the British. Empire by .force if
called upon."

Of the Treaty of Versailles Hitler wrote: "It was not a British' interest
(intention) but, in the hr t place, a Jewish one to destroy Germany." He
also wrote: "Even in England there i a continual struggle going on
between the representatives of British Statcs interests and the .Tewish
\Vorld Dictatorship. \V-hilst England is exhau ting herself in.maintaining
her position in the world, the Jew today i a rebel in England and the
struggle against the Jewish world menace will be started there al o."

Hitler never wavered from his personal opinion that the survival of
Germany -a a. great. power depended upon an alliance with the British
Empire. In 198-6 he instituted proceedings to try to bring a`bout this
alliance. He arranged for unofficial conversations to take place between
German and British diplomats, and after the meetings failed to produce the
alliance he so greatly de ired, he said' "No sacrifice would have been too
great in order to gain E`ngland's alliance. It would have meant renuncia-
tion of our colonies; and importance as a sea power; and refraining from
interference with. British industry by competition."* He considered' all
these German concessions would have been worthwhile if only he had
been able to bring about the German-British Allianee. His failure to
bring' about the British Alliance caused him to weaken in his opposition to
the totalitarian ideology as advocated by the extreme Nazi War Lords.
Tlhe failure of the conference convinced Hitler that no moderate policy
would over break the control the International Bankers had over British
Foreign policy. He reluctantly began to concede that Karl Ritter had
been right when he said: "The power the ]elvish financiers hold over
Communism must be destroyed, as well as of those who are members of the
world revolutionary movement, before peace and economic freedom can be
re tared to the world." .

The purpose of this book is to record the events in history which provided
.the *Causes* which produced the 'Effects' we experience today. We are not
Concerned with the 'Right or 'Wrongs' of the decisions made by individuals,
except to judge for ourselves whether the deci ions furthered the Devil'
Plan or was in accordance with the Plan of God. 'The -only value of
historical research is to obtain knowledge of how, and why, mistakes were
made in the past, so we can try to avoid making similar mistakes in the
future. .

The momentous meeting regarding the possibility of an alliance between
i This statement and others of a similar nature that Hitler never -had
accepted or agreed with the extreme Nazi War-Lord's Plan for World
dom nation by Military conquest. 148
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Great Britain and Germany took place in January 1936. Lord Londonderry
repre ented the British Government. and Gocring, Herr Von Ribbentrop,
and Hitler, Germany. -

An authority on this phase of history informed me that Herr Goering
and Herr Von Ribbentrop outlined the history of the \Vorld Revolutionary
Movement to Lord Londonderry, explaining the detailed research work done
by Professor Karl Ritter and others. They reasoned that the only successful
way to fight a totalitarian-minded conspiracy was to use Total War. They
explained to Lord Londonderry their plan was to attack all Communist-
controlled countri.es, liberate the people, and execute all Communist traitors.
They claimed the only way to wipe out Communism was the extermination
of the whole Jewish Race.* They produced masses of documented evidence
which, they claimed, was authentic, to prove Communism was organized,
financed, and directed by powerful, wealthy and influential Jews, who
also organized, financed and directed Political Zionism to further their secret
ambitions to bring about the Messianic Age.**

Hitler is said to have prom cd that he would continue 'to oppose the
'extreme totalitarian plans of the Nazi War -Lords and confine his activities
against Communism to Europe, providing the British Government would
enter into an alliance with Germany. \'Vhcn Lord Londonderry said he
doubted if the British Government would take part in a plan to abolish
Communism, which called for '-Genocide', Hitler compromised. He said
Germany would undertake the task alone provided England would enter
into an -agreement that the two countries would under no circumstances war
against each other for ten years. Hitler argued that the only way Britain,
France, and Russia could shake of the unbearable and niinous burden of
ever-increasing. National Debts was to repudiate them and restore the
'issuing of money and the regulation of currency to the Government where
it originally and rightfully belonged.

Hitler is said to have Pointed out that the purpose of his National-Socialist
Party ... call it Fascism ... was to put an end at once, and for all time,
to the power and influence the International Money-lenders exerted on
national and international affairs by reason of the fact that they were
forcing every nation that still claimed to be independent, further and
further into their debt. He is said to have quoted what Benjamin Disraeli
made one of his characters ay in -his famous book "Coningsby" "So you
see, dear Coningsby, the world is governed by very different personages
from what is imagined by those who are not behind the scenes."***

Goering is said to have backed up tlhe Fuehrer by pointing out that
history had proved that the wealthy and influential Jews had obtained
economic and political control of every country into which they had
infiltrated by using illegal methods and corrupt practices.

Herr von Ribbentrop i reported to have supported Goering's arguments
by reminding Lord Londonderry that -as recently as 1927-28 when he wa
in Canada, the Stevens Royal Cammi sign into the Canadian Customs
Service, proved that the country was being robbed annually of over ONE
* Once again rabid anti-semltlsm shows itself and yet history raves that the
International conspirators have used every race and creed to serve rhelr own secret
and selfish ambitions.
** Most of this evidence is reproduced in 'The Palestine Plot' by B. Jensen. D`rlnted
by John McKinley, 11-15 King Street.. Perth. Scotland.
°** The book 'Conimz by' was published in 1884 just before Karl Marx published
'The Communist Manlfestot At that time several revolutions were being' 'Dlanncd
and took place Immediately after Karl Marx's book appeared in print. -
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HUNDRED ;MILl.ION DOLLARS by smuggling and other kinds of' illegal
traffic and trade organized and directed from an International Headquarters.
He pointed out that evidence placed before the Royal Commi inner had
proved that in order to get away with gangsterism on such a scale the
agents of the Masterminds had used corruption, graft, and licentiousnes
to 'Fix' thousand of public servants and hundreds of Government officials,
even as high as cabinet level, He pointed out that what had been absolutely
proved to exist in Canada was ten times as bad in the .United States bf
America. Ribbentrop reasoned that the only way to clean up the mess was
to 'Get' the three hundred_ men at the top who were 'T=he Seeret Power'
master-minding the negative forces whose various evil influences, aNd
criminal activities, all furthered the Long Range Plan of those who directed
the World Revolutionary -Movement.* .

Goering i said to have reviewed once more the part the International
Bankers had played in bringing about, directing, and financing- the Russian
revolution in 1917, which had enabled them to -bring into existence the
adverse conditions being experienced throughout the world at that time."

Hitler reminded Lord Londonderry of the millions of -Christians who had
been ruthlessly slaughtered in the Communized countries since October,
1917, and argued that the men responsible could not be considered as
anything else than International Gangsters.

T-he final item of discussion was the manner in which Stalin had been
instructed to turn Spain into a Communist Dictatorship_ The whole pattern
of international intrigue Was laid bare. The manner in which Germany
had been enabled to secretly re-arm: The way French politics were
controlled by Grand Orient Freemasonry.*** T~he manner in which Britain
had been persuaded to disarm, while her potential enemies were being
re-armed.

Aceording to the Germans, it would be impossible' -for the world to
enjoy peace and prosperity as long as those who directed the \Vorld
Revolutionary Movement insisted on fomenting wars in order to- create
conditions favourable for revolutionary action. They argued both Inter-
national -Communism and Political Zionism had to be stopped and the
movements ended at once, or another war was inevitable, because the
Secret Powers, pulling the strings, were determined they were going- to
reach their ultimate objectives.

Hitler was a great orator, and my 'informant claimed he ended the
discussions with a plea that Lord Londonderry return to England and
Persuade the British Government to join in the suggested alliance with
Germany "Because I am convinced that the British Empire and the Roman
Catholic 'Church are both universal institutions, the continuance of which
is -absolutely essential as bulwarks for the preservation of law and order
throughout the world in the future." .

What ha 'been said 'here of Hitler, is so absolutely foreign to the general
idea that the following hi ton'cal facts and documents are quoted to support
what has been said: ' -

Lord Londonderry returned to London following the conference and made
* Ribbcntrop was evidently from article 'Weiner
published December 24th.
hundred men, each of whom is known
European continent and they elect their successors from
4* Most countries of the world were mired deep in economic depression.
¢** Hitler closed all Grand Orient Lodges in Germany.

quoting' an Freie Precise'
1912 by the late Walter Rathcnau in which he said "Three

to all the others govern the fate of the
then- own entourage."
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his report to the British -Cabinet. On February 21st, 1936, he wrote Herr
von Ribbentrop. He referred to the conversations he had had. The letter
reads in part: "T-hey (Hitler and Goering) forget here (in Engl-and) that
we have not experienced the devastation of s. revolution for everal centuries
... In relation to the Jews ... we do not like persecution, but in addition
to this, there is the material feeling that you are taking on a. tremendous
force which is capable of having repercussion all over the world ... it
is possible to trace their participation in most of these international
disturbances which have created so much havoc in different countries, but
on the other hand, one can find may Jews strongly ranged on the other side
who have done their best, with the wealth at their disposal, and also by
their influence, to counteract those malevolent and mischievous activities
of fellow Jews."*

After Hitler realized 'his hopes to bring about an alliance between
Germany and Britain had failed, he leaned further and -further to the

-.'Right'. He became convinced it was impossible for an individual, group
of -individuals, or even a single nation to break the power and influence the
International Bankers exercised over the so-called Democratic nations by
reason of their financial control and the encumbcrance of their national
-debts. - _ . .
. I.n .July, Mae, the Spanish Civil War broke out and Hitler, Mussolini,
.and Franco were drawn closer together, It was .the fact that Franco had
had to start a Civil War in Spain to -prevent .Spain being' Communized
without'-a struggle, that caused Hitler to round out his boundaries and
concentrate military power on his borders. He was determined to make
sure that -Stalin, who he knew was only the agent of the International
Bankers appointed to rule over Russia, would not extend his dictatorship
over other European countries. Every step Hitler took in this direction
was termed 'Acts of aggression' by the anti-Fascist press. Hitler explained
such moves as 'preventative' wars or occupations. He stated he was
primarily. concerned in 'preventing' Stalin establishing' his sphere if
influence on or about the 40th para;llel of latitude in Europe. If he was
allowed to, Germany, Britain, and other northern European countries would
be- entrapped like flies in a spider's web.
. .Hitler had not only failed to bring about the :Briti h alliance, but he
had -earned the enmity of the Nazi War Lords who advocated totalitarian
methods- for solving the very complicated and dangerous problems. They
did not want an alliance with England. They did not want to see
Christianity Nourish. They did not agree with Hitler's "preventative"
measures. They didn't agree with anything 'Hitler did to hinder their
plans to wage 'Total \Var', first against Russia, then against Britain and
France. The 'hard core' of the pagan Nazi War Lords demanded that
Hitler take offensive action, as the best defence against gradual encroach-
ment by the Communist underground and -Stalin's Armed Forces. When
Hitler refused to go all the way with them, they decided to get rid of
him. The first attempt was made on his life. The Nazi War Lords next
tried to weaken the control he had gained over the German people.

They launched a campaign to sell their Aryan Pagan ideology to the
German people.
so The above was quoted from the Evening Standard, London,For further particulars regarding Lord Londonderry's conversations
Goering. and Von read and Germany'
pondonderfv.

They taught the superiority of the Aryan Race. They
1888.

Ribbon 'Ourselves ubllshed byNitg-rd
The nmxthorstxigilinrnautton was net: ob. ired from Jim. source.
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advocated war -to establish the undisputed supremacy of the Aryan State.
They made it a fundamental principle that all men and women of Aryan
blood should give unlimited obedience to the Head of the Aryan State and
acknowledge no mortal as above him. This campaign was attributed to
Hitler, and the anti-Fascist press throughout the world cried to High
Heaven that Hitler was a Pagan, and a Black-shirted totalitarian-minded
Nazi- War Lord, Thus started the clashes between .both Catholic ahd
Protestant clergy and the State. The Cler-gy condemned the Nazi ideology on
the grounds that those who preached it were preaching the tieificatioh of men.

The Nazi leaders charged that both Catholic and Protestant.'clergy were
breaking the laws and defying' the authority of the State. The Roman
Catholic and 'Protestant Bishops 'replied by stating the extreme Nazi
doctrines were antagonistic and contrary to the Divine Plan of Creation.
The Nazi Leaders 'countered with the argument -that the Church had no
right to interfere in matters of State.
. Hitler tried to pacify the' clergy by banning the Grand Orient Lodges
which were known to be the headquarter of the Aryan extremists through-
out Germany, The Nazi leaders rendered this step abortive by changing
them over to "Orders of Germ-an Chivalry." . .

Hitler, in order to maintain a united front against Communism, tried to
pacify the Nazis -by issuing an edict that any clergyman preaching against
the laws of the -State, or questioning its suprernaey,'would be subjected 'to
the full process of the law and, if found guilty,'would suffer the penalties
provided for such 'Crimes'. This situation provides another example of
how the forces of evil divided two powerful forces which were both
combatting a common enemy.

Tuhe anti-Fasci t propaganda made the most of the disagreement between
Htiler and the Pope. It is true Pope Pius XI denounced Nazi1:s'm in no
uncertain terms in the -Encyclical of :March 14th, 1937"'on the condition
of the Church in Germany". He told Roman -Catholics that he had weighed
every word of the encyclical in the scales of truth and clarity. In reference
to the Nazi conception of the superiority of the Aryan Race and the
Supremacy of the -State he said: "\Vhile it is true that the 'race or the
people; the State or a .form of government; the representatives `of a civil

-.power, or other fundamental elements 'of human society have an essential
and honourable place in the natural order, Nevertheless, if anyOile'deta.ches
-them from this scale of earthly values and exalts them as the Supreme 'form
and standard of all things, even' of religious values, deifying them with
idolatrous worship, he perverts and falsifies the order of things created and
constituted by God, and is far from true faith in Cod, and from a concep-
tion of life in conformity therewith ... Our God is a personal God,
transcendent, Almighty, Infinite, Perfect. One in the Trinity of Persons
and three in the unity of the .-l)ivine Essence; clentor of the universe;
Lord; King;and ultimate purpose of the history of the world; who does
not suffer and can never suffer any other divinity besides Him ... Only
superficial minds can fall into the error of speaking of a National God, of a
National Religion, of foolishly attempting to restrict within the narrow
confines of -a single-race that God, who is the Creator of the World, the
King and Law-giver of all peoples, before 'Whose greatness the nations
are as small as drops of water in a bucket" (Isaias XI-15) .

In a Pastoral Letter dated August 19th, 1988, the Bishops of Germany
struck out boldly against N-azi ideology. The letter says, that the attitude
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...of the Nazi towards the 'Christian religion in Germany is in open contradic-
tion with the Fueh/rer' s assertions.* .... "What is aimed at is not merely
the .checking of the growth of the Catholic -Qhurch but the wiping out of
Christianity and the erring up in its place of a religion which is utterly
alien to the Christian belief in One True God." The letter goes on to point
out that the Nazi attack on Dr, Sproll, the Protestant Bishop of Rotten-
burg, clearly proved that the 'persecution' is directed not only against the
Catholic Church but against the whole Chri San idea a uch ... "An
attempt is being made to get rid of the Christian God in order to replace
it-lim with a "German God". What doe a German God mean". Is He
.different from the God of other peoples' If so, then there must be a
special God for each nation and for each people . - . This is the are as
saying "There is no God'."**
. What happened in Germany in 1936 'has happened in other countries
since, The leaders of 'Black' Nazi ism joined forces with the leaders of
'Red' -Communism in an attack on both the Christian Religion and the

.;British Empire. T~he totalitarian-minded Nazi \Var Lords initiated their
.followers into the German Grand Oricnt Lodges, using the ancient pagan
.rites .aNd ritual handed down from the time the 'barbaric Aryan tribes
and.the I-Iuns swept over Europe. Tahe totalitarian-minded men who direct

'. International Communism initiate their .leaders into the Grand .Orient
Lodges of other countrie using' the ancient Cabalistic Rites of -Illuminism.
To understand this situation, it is necessary to recall that Iews have never,
under any circumstances, been admitted into the German Grand Orient
Lodges since 1785 when the papers, found on the body of the COurier of
the..Illuminati who was killed- 'by lightning at. Ratisbon, were handed over
by the police to the Bavarian authorities, and proved that the Grand Orient
Lodges in FranCe were being used as the secret headquarters of the Jewish
inspired revolutionary movement.

When complicated 'situations such as these develop, it can be 'understood
why the Roman Catholic.Ohurch has taken. such a definite stand against
'Blacl{' Naziism, while tolerating the less 'extreme forms of Fascism, i.e.
anti-communi m as practised by Franco in -Spain. It also explains why
Cardinal . Mindszenty collaborated with "allegedly Fascist leaders who
attempted -to overthrow Communist domination in his country. ..

FrancO has con istently refused to go' off the deep end. -He refused .to
. ..'supr»9r* :German Naziism in \Vorld War Two simply because the extreme .

Nazi Pagan .War Lord had become `allpowerful in Germany." In Germany,
Italy, France, Spain, and Japan, millions of citizens, peaceful by inclination
and charitable at heart, found themselves in the position of having to
decide whether they became actively Pro-Fascist or Pro-Communist. T'hey
were -given Hobson's Choice. They usually picked what they considered the
lesser of two evils. They were immediately labelled accordingly.

By di-abolical 'intrigue the nations of the world were being lined up for
World War Two. The Rus Ian Dietatorship was ecretly re-arming the
German armies. The Italian Dictatorship, under Mussolini, wa secretly
building' a huge navy of submarines to German specification 'and design.
These submarines were tested out under conditions of actual warfare
during the .Spanish Civil War. 'Dhese tests proved the' German designed
4 For the full text of these letters read 'The Rulers of Russla', by Rev. Fr.
Fahey PP84 to 70. . .
II* The opening paragraph of this letter confirms the opinion reached by the author
Le. go.; ontreme Nazi plan'wn.s at' variqncer alvith Hitler's plain.
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submariNes' Were, in 1086, practically immune to Bri-tish anti- Ubmaririe
weapons including Asdic. The British Government was informed in regard
to=this-matter. Captain Max Morton, R.N., had emphasized the warnings

'being' given by evading- all the anti-submarine devices u ed for the protec-
tion of the British 'Mediterranean Fleet while it was at anchor. 'He actually
got into the guarded harbour and, in theory, sank half 'a dozen Capital
ships as they rode to their anchors. This act of Captain Max' Morton
brought him condemnation from the British Civil -Sea Lords instead of
praise and recognition. His promotion was held up, and he was ' ilenced.
He was not allowed to take a. very active part in British naval affairs' until
1940, When German U-boats threatened to starve Britain into submission
he-iwas asked to take over direction of the anti-submarine Battle of the
Atlantic. . . '

The British Government were warned as early as 1930 that German
designed submarines had dived deeper than 500 feet, thus rendering obsolete
all depth-charges then in use. They were warned theat Asdic'gear then in
use was also obsolete. But they refused to heed the warnings. The Secret
POwers were using -their agents within the British Government to weaken
the British war potential, while they were secretly strengthening that of
GerMany; -When the war broke out, BritaiN did not have one single' modern
anti-'submarine ocean escort vis els in service: As a result she Jost '75 per
cent. of her -Merchant -Ships, and 'over 40,000 'seamen, before the tide
turned in -her favour -in April, 1948:* . ' ' .

Hitler antagonized the International 'Bankers when -he announced his
financial policy and Monetary reform programme. He persuaded Italy,
Spain, and Japan to back him in his determination to ehallege 'the
power of the -Cartels and Monopolies financed and controlled by the Inter-
national Bankers particularly their "Brain-child", the Bank of Inter-
national Settlements. The German Reich abrogated the clause .. in the
constitution which made Dr. Hans Luther the President of the Reichsbank
a permanent fixture, Until the change was made, the President .of the
Reiehsbank could not be removed without hi Own consent and a majority
vote of the Board of the Bank of Inter-national Settlements. . » .'

Since the Great War the INternational Bankers had set up .twenty-'six
Central Banks. 'Dhey were modelled after the 'Federal Reserve Banks in
'the United -States, Which had been established in 1913 acrording to" the
theories of Mr. Paul Warburg, the German who had gone.to America. in
1907 and become a partner in Kuhn-'Loeb `& 'Co. of New York. .

Mr. Paul \fVarburg's creation of 1913 had been steadily attempting to
set up a "Central Banking Organization' which would' acknowledge no
authority on this planet as above it. Hitler knew that if Warburg and
his associates had their way, the Bank of International Settlements would
become as autocratic in regard to intern-ational affairs, as the Bank of
England is in regard to British National Affairs and Foreign Policy.
Politicians and statesmen were being' asked to believe this banker' dream
would stabilize the banking system of the world. In this contention they
were absolutely correct. -The nigger-in-the-gold-pile is the fact, that with the
realization of thi dream, .all hope of freedom and plenty for the individual
and private industry would automatically disappear. The citizens of the
world would have the same financial security as the criminal who enjoys
# The author informed both the Canadian Chief of Naval
First Lordstate of affairs.
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the exchange of REAL WEALTH. Britain, France, and the United States
are termed 'Democratic' countries only because they, are linked together
in debt to the International 'Money-Lenders. The Communist countries also
call themselves 'Democratic' republics and they are entitled to do so
as- long' as they also are controlled by the same international financial
groups.

When the Axis Powers in Europe refused to place themselves in usury
to the International Banker , they placed themselves in exactly the same
category as the small independent store keeper is in relation to the big
'Chain-store organizations and busines combines and monopolies. They
were given the option of joining the big 'Happy Family' ... or else.. In
the case of an independent fore keeper, if he refuses to 'See the light' he
is put out of bu ness by systematically applied pressure of unfair competi-
tion. In the case of nations who refuse to -'Play-ball', they are doomed
to suffer war or revolution. There is no mercy shown to the nations whose
leader refuse to bow down and worship at the feet of Mammon.There is
no consideration given to nations which refuse to place themselves in
usury to the High Priests of the God of Mammon. All must pay the tribute
demanded of them .. _ . or else. =

World War Two was started- in order to enable the- International
Bankers -to finally rid themselves of the barriers of caste and creed and
prejudice. Their ideas 'reg awfding a new civilization had to be built through,
a world at warm. In proof of the abov=e- tatement a portion of the broadcast
Sir Anthony Eden addressed to America 011 September 11th, 1939, is
quoted. He said: "Can we finally rid Europe of the barriers-of caste and
creed. and prejudice' .... Our new civilization must be built-through a
world .at war. But our-new civilization will be built just the athe."

From 1930 onwards, informed and influential Britishers had been- doing
everything `within their power to try to prevent England and her allies
being inveigled into another war 'with Germany. As was to be expected,
everyone Of these people we attacked by the anti-Fascist agencies. as
being.'Black' totalitarian-minded Nazis. . .

Somelof the Britishers who opposed Communism--and also the continued
subservience of the British' Government to the "International Bankers-
openly declared themselves in favour.of the Fascist- principles as expounded
by Franco and Hitler. This group was led by Sir Oswald' Mosley. Others,
mostly statesman, retired Admirals, and Generals, worked quietly trying to
inform politicians and members of the government regarding- the purpose
behind the international intrigue that was going on.

.The anti-semitic movement started in England early in 1921, after ,Mr.
Victor E. Marsden returned from Russia where he had been imprisoned
by the Bolsheviks. Mr. Marsden had been correspondent in Ru sia. for the
London 'Morning Post' since before 1914. .- .

Wifixen 'Mr. Marsden returned to England he was in possession of- the
document which Professor Sergei Nilua had published in Russian in 1905
under the title "The Jewish Peril". Prorfessor Nilus claimed the original
documents had been obtained from a. woman who had stolen. them from a
wealthy International Jew when he returned to her apartmeNts, after
addressing top-level executives of the Grand Orient Lodges in Paris in 1901.

While ~Mr.' Marsden was translating the documents he received a warNing
that if he persisted in publishing the book he would die_ Mr. Marsden
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published his translation of the documents under-the ii-tle "The 'PrOtocols
Of The Learned Elders Of. Zion", and he did die under. suspicious
circumstances a few years afterwards. . - '

Following the publication of the book, by the Briton Publishing Society,
Mr. Marsden was denounced internationally as a bare faced anti-semitic
liar. 'The book caused one of the greatest controversies the world has ever
known. My .own reSearM work has caused me to believe that -the documents
published by Professor Nilus in Russia in 1906 a "The Jewish Peril", and
by Mr. Marsden in England in 1921 as "The Protocols Of The Learned
Elders of Zion", are copie of the original conspiracy the. plot of which
was explained by Amschel Rothschild to his -associates in Frankfort in
1772 as recorded in Chapter 3 of this book. Roth child was not addressing
Rabbis and Elders. He was addressing Bankers, Industrialists, Scientists,
Economists, etc. Therefore to charge this diabolical conspiracy as a crime
against the whole Jewish people and their religious leaders is unjust.. I am
supported in thi opinion by one of the highest ranking Intelligence Oilieers
in the British Service. 'He studied the matter in Russia, Germany, and
England. .

That the document which fell into the hands of Professor Nilus had
been used as material for lectures to instruct leaders of the W.RJM. cannot
b.e doubted because in addition to the original outline of the conspiracy
there are additional. remarks which explain how the plot had been put
into effect; and how Darwinism, Marxism, and Nietzcherism had been
used since 1772. Mention is also made saying.how it was intended to use
political Zionism to serve the purpose .of those who direct the W.R.M. in
the future. . ' . . .

The terxnlAgentU-r contained in the document would seem to indicate an
individual; a group; a race; a nation; a creed; or any other agency that
could be used as a tool or an instrument to further the Long Range Plan
for ultimate world domination . . .

.Regardless of its origin, no person who 'has read it can deny that the
trend of world events has followed the programme suggested in the document
from 1778 to date. No one can .be otherwise than amazed at the' deadly
accuracy of the forecasts Made in the document. .. .. . .

'To give only one glaring instance of .many. The document outlines
how Zionism shall be aided to reach its objectives. Theodor .I-Ierzl was
the founder of the, official Zionist Movement. _ He is recorded as saying:
"From the first moment I entered the Zionist movement my eyes were
directed towards England, because I saw bY rea on of the general conditions
there the Archimedean point where the lever could be applied". Then
again: "When we sink (the we .referring to Zionists)` we become a.
revolutionary proletariat; the subordinate oilicer of the revolutionary
party; when we rise, there rise also our terrible power of the purse."* .

More' amazing still, and getting back to near the time the document came
.into PrOfessor `Nilus's NossessioN, .Mail Nordeu,_ addressiNg the 'an Zionist

. Congress held in Basie, Switzerland, August 1903, is quoted as saying: "Let
me tell 'you the 'following words as II' I were showing you the rungs of a
ladder leading upward and upward . .- . .
English Uganda propoiitiOn:.Tlie future World War: The Peace Qonference :
where with the help of England, el free and IewishlPalestihe Will be created."
4= Theodor Herzl in 'A Jewish State' (Jundenstaat) requoted from p. 45 of 'The
Palestine Plot' by B. Jensen. '-
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-Thai fa.'et1'-to'- renietihber iS-9tzhismtheie°unen idaho were. outstalidingi leaders
af-maw-'zloniée uoveznens probably spoke' in" all siheerity.` Hiieory p_ro»ves,
however, that the small select group,--who hiive in'the past, and still.'do,
-eOmpnisii "91'he= Secret'-Power" behiNd'-'the' 'World Revolutionary. Movement,
have' used bbth' Gommunism.=:ankl°'-ZiOnisM to' further their ovaL 'selfish
tOtal-itat-ian ambitions. .

The 2c6ntelitS'f.'of"'the*' docuziicntf tranSlated"by~."Mr. Marsden detail the
4-'Pa-lrtyl-Line"'-as'folloived .by the :Bolshelvlk Revolutionary leader. u'nder the
leiderilliigi' of-LeNin-'alnd* Stalin, jo ~t.as 'it details the policy followed 'by the
-leaders -of'-the='ZiohlN'-moveMent;..Lord' SydeNham read the. document"jand
*tlién rerirarléed: €'The-mldSt'striking.cha1*actéi°istlc'. is kNowledge of a ra're
~kind§'em'bracing=the=z'wildest 'Held .";". 'knowledge'ui>on:which propheeie~ now
1£ullilldd4are' based."=' '-'- :'.~r-~.l;'-m 1 - .- - -- \ - : -- .. : .
'-'-'--Henry Ford' studied -t.hls'docuMent. -He*had Many-Outstanding and learned
lmen- study=it also*5"He' ;iublislied.a book of amazing disclosures, all of Which
='add-lup to-"the sum' total- that the docuMent details.the plan 'by which' a small
»iroUii"'of~'~ 'internatioNal '1inan'éil~ ~rs' havexused, " and still' use,` ComMunism,
Zionism, and all other agencies they can control, regardless of whether .they
'UQ'-]eWlisH or Gentile, to further their lown- secret totalitarian ambitions.'

`M:€; -l-!ei\'ry'F¢8'i-d was intezivicwisd in regla.rd to the décuinent by. a repbrtér
31-t}ié"Néw Work Woz'ld." Him-iéommeiztd were published February 17th,` 1921.
-HE .aids "-Tlié~*oi\ly-statement "I 'care to' Make' 'a.boiat 'the Prdtodils is'that.
-their .alt in with 1ihat"is §oii\g=on2"'They aro'sixteenjyaars old, andlthoy.l\ave
#stud the 'w6rld- isituatibirup 'to this .time. They tit in'now'." L' |
='='-- Mr; F61'd' inhale"his statéiheiit' thirt'§=four' year~h"ago' and what :he. said
than 'is equally applicable today. This could prove to any unbiased' P¢i'sdn
tha'e*tna a¢eum'én't i~ ~'a gen'uiiie°'eop3r°df -sum 6rlglindlly'c6ncéived plan which
ha's'b¢e1i -put into "jiractieé*"1t'1i'a1 mlnnoit'uchihir€il"thel.pu1-pbsd for:-which it:wig §»j=,tgl='d°¢.= '-'-\ ':-'r-'1»~ v- .--so . -. .--- -- -- --. --4; . 1-'j . 'a q.. ' 8- .___ . ` . ... ' I

Ono-may well ad: "How long are the "people'going"to' .ta.nil'£or suehia
'itaté"iif iiairi? 'Ranr6liitioil"is n'ot'-the"'hn'swsi-.- Ravéhition only 'playa into
-the '-6f"t=hu-power; -uf--EmF'-only the indignant wide °£ the raises
ofiill ' Fiui- *Natioiw built; -that: their" oleétod - -pruhntativu 'and' :the
totalitarian plan. of the mbney=londer.'before thayli'6ad\.their anal.: -Z -

-F"-='Fl*6m"'1921:` to'-1927 Mr' Marsden .remalxiad inltlieiuhploy 'o!'th¢-"Moz'liin¢
=~r~°w-=~~m Una Tinny :HMM-:Wt hefhaid .lirad€"'poworful` énedie.. In 1921"
aha 'énbiw so the' P1-in v of Wales 'on'his "hour o£'the Enapuv.
=1c'.'i. iiiililiely't!fJat'Mrl'.'Marlde'ii felled to"avlil `hinnse1! d'lilis oppor-
'easier 'to -l:hfoi'llh" His Royal' Highileii in"'i'egatd to the doeunNne and
the in whig' International . Fidssueiers were invuhed ' hi Iliter-

iiiti'ig||_e°'and" um- Uohuixiuiuriist- and "Zionist - movements. ' Winn 'the
pane¢i'¢i'-'wales returned' from" hiS"tour of' the Empire he w-°'a vary
changed • He' was nolloingei' 'A'=§a8r young blade'. Ha was mush more
matured and had assumed the serlous.role of 'Good Will Aurhassador of the
British' Emplrek' It may be.'pu;'e eoihdden ~, but Mr..Mar-sden,.whose. health
had -improved greatly during .his' travels hhroad, took .suddenly ill .¢l4¢..dav
after 'he win-iv°sd baoklin England and died a few days later. It reminds one

'of what Mr; E. =Scudder' wrote rega.rding.the=death of Mirabeau in his 'book
"Hao Dia'mond Neéklaee'.'.."King Louis .of' France was not ignor_aqt Qt .the
islet that.:Mirabeau had been poisoned". Miraheauu died because he had told

--the King' of- France-who the real instigators of the F;-ench..R,evolution '
Everyone who has had the privilege of knowing the preserit Duke bf
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\Vindsor knows -how=deeply he .was .a!1'ected->by.- his.acxperienees.=at n'<1'he
Front' during the 1914-19118 .war..He .insisted..on..spen¢ling ia great deal of
time in"the Front Lines' cheering and' encouraging the troops. He won their
admiration and loyalty, and in return =he loved..and respected his.- future
subjects who .fought.so. WelLand :died so bravely; ...;. r . . i x .;:.=- ..-w-.. \ : ==..-.., :

-'After-'the-tolir of-.the.'Empire.I-lis .Royal Highness tpokear. great -interest in
Social. and economic problems..He visited theeoal mining...districts and
entered the .miners'- homes..- He lchdtted -..with..miners' and-....thei-r families
regarding their problems.-; He .wanted=:to. _dispense with: :manya.of~tl;e frills
which encumber.. Royall .Ceremonial cproqeedingsu..-He~.had=.the:,audacity..to
disagree lwhén statesmerrand. politician ~;-tendered-.im advice. he.-.knew,.was
unsound;-'He 'dared to,.express his Opinions irisijegard. to Foreign-.Atfairsf
He was- alert .and.opposed .to any proposed government;poligy.,nvhich.anight
play..into .the .ha.nds..-.of f-.The ...Secret -.Powers'. _a.nd'- lead- the :country-..;into
another war... : = .. .. . -......_ -. -:- 1...=., -.-»--4 - =-.-'~

After he .was.crowned King, J~anuary'20th, 1986,:he. took his .responsibilities
even- more- seriously. He didn't intend to be just 'MonoMer King' on the
International- Chessboard, .to..-be-:moved- here¢.and» there sat~3the will of -.the
'Powers;behind4he-throne,..until~'-he. had-;.been.- .manoeuvrcd .-in-toa position

` bf stalemate or. eheclgmate: '-It.beeame =quite.enrident. he had.a n'iind.and.a will
of -.his"qwn.. A.»King with setS knowledge.-and.. characteristics ean.-be a.serious
obstacle -to-the men .who-- are 'determinedfto-.have affairs of State managed
aeCordingnto- their. plans...-He had-to .be gotirid-=of._~.-8 l,§=!'. I .
...Frown.. the. time..he...beearne as.sociated.- .with. Mn.. Marsden. h¢.:- hadabeen-
ubjeeted .to a.'modern. version- Of':"L'InfarNie":;.A -.whispering -eampaig2n;.-.of

slander hinted that he was 'wild' and=-inclined itoslicentious conduct. He. ma
accused of leaning- to the.. .'Rights i-and being. associated with Sir Oswald
Mosley's Fasci t movemeNt! . : ' -. ' '

\Vhen his friendship with Mr . \Vally SimpSon was discovered, the :full
power of the 'leftist' press was turned loose on them. and, regardless of
his position, the vilest insinuations were made, and the worst pos ible con~
struction placed on their relationship. This was.exaetly the kind of situation
his enemies could use to further their own unscrupulous plans. The 'Prime
Minister of Great Britain was given his orders. In l93G Mr. Baldwin carried
out their mandate in regard to King Edward VIIl's abdication in'exactly
the are way Messrs Lloyd George, 'Churchill and Balfour had carried out
their mandate in regardato thé- 'Pale tine-Mandate :in 1919. '_-f .

King Edward was iNanoeuVered. into'-a positibn 'in which'hé -either had to
make Mrs, Simpson his 'Morg'anatic' wife, and lose the love and affectlon.of
his-=subjects, or-. he' had =-to.'abdicate.ai1d 'rha'i°ry 'her* HI-Ie-took-the* only course
a gehtlemanecould take-'under -the -é:i-rcuMstanees.=»-- 1~- .v »»= -' . 4 'z In!" .
"- -'Phe'-' reader may wonder why the document Over <whleh=-there *is'=so-»mueh
contr6verSy=cropped` up~!.in' =1901'-=- Thevafiswér is-to"be-=found i`N»:th€ fact-that
therartifieially- created depression¢=in`- 1893»=broUght=ébout1 conditions -favour-
able tO -war.--'The International Banker -met in"-'LoNdon to-éorisolidatd their
position;-.and wOrldout*the details-*for--the--BOer*-VVlar:eJllhe5¢ considered-Fthis
war =:-necessary -in ~order'to=obtain~~ control :of the' Afri'can=-gold:-flelds--and
diamond mines: -The Jain8son-Raid' took# place aS scheduled January- 1st, 0.896.
This led tO-thefmo t uhilustiflable.viiaii-_~.t:heli3ritish=have ever; fought. \Vin ton

. Novéihiiei- 1654. this 'am 'slander "Wlndéoi~'a
. was aqcu . ... . of havgnf

secret information to German ofheials regarding Allied defences-and plans n- 1

rss
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Churchill hot-footed it to Africa to act as observer. Otlicially he' was a war
correspondent. 'A great deal regarding this period of history remains to be
written. .

The details leading to the Spanish-American War had to be worked out.
This war gave the American bankers control over sugar production in Cuba.
More important still was the business that had to be transacted in regard
to the war scheduled to take place between Russia and Japan in 1904.
This busines was very complicated. Matters -had to be so arranged that
while the Rothsehilds financed the Russians, Kuhn-Loeb and Co. of New
York financed the Japanese. An understanding had to be reached by which
both groups made money while the Russian Empire was weakened, and made
ready for the Menshevist revolution scheduled to take place in 100-5.

\Voile the International Bankers met in the iinaneial district of London,
the leaders of the World Revolutionary Movement met in the slum-district
of the same city. Lenin received his orders. He was told how he should
manage the various revolutionary groups 'so that independent action on their
part would not seriously interfere with the over-all plans of those who
directed the W.R.M. It has been proved the Directors of the W.R.M. used
the heads of the Grand Orient Lodges in France, and other countries, to
further their revolutionary plans, therefore it is reasonable to suppose
that an agent was sent from London to Paris.in 1900 or 1901 to instruct the
top-level executives of the Grand Orient Lodges in regard to the part they
were to play to bring about the programme of wars and revolutions agreed
upon, in exactly the same way they had sent the agent who'was killed in
Ratisbon, from Frankfort to Paris in 1785. It is `just another illustration
of how and why history repeats itself. '

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN . .

I

'II/add 2l/aa Guo 8teak.4 Out
After King Edward VIII abdicated, many well-educated Britishers,

including members of Parliament and retired Naval and Military Officers
of high rank carried on a strenuous campaign to try to convince the leaders
of . the . British Government the truth regarding "The International
Bankers Conspiracy". Amongst these were Capt. A. H. M. Ramsay and
Admiral -Sir Barry Domville, K.B.E., C.B., C.M.G. Captain Ramsay was
educated at Eton College and Sand-hurst Military College. He served with
His Majesty's Guard in France from 1914 to 1916 when he was.seriou ly
wounded. He was appointed to Regimental H.Q. after recovering from his
wounds. Later he was transferred to the British War Office. He served
with the British War Mission in Paris until the war. ended. He was elected
to parliament in 1931 as member for Midlothian-Peeblesshire and served 'in
that capacity 'until 1945.
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Admiral Sir Barry Domville had a' brilliant. naval career. He earned
the reputation of being one of Britain's better Gunnery Officers.

He started his naval service 1894 as a midshipman in sail and steam
driven. w.arships. Because of ability, he received accelerated promotion
and wa made lieutenant in 1898. In 1906 he was awarded the Gold Medal
of the Royal United -Service Institution, He was placed in command bf
destroyers in 1910. When World War I appeared unavoidable he was
appointed Assistant Secretary to the Committee of Imperial Defence.
After hostilities started he was appointed to the Harwich Striking. Force
consisting of light cruisers and destroyers under Admiral Sir Reginald
Tyrwhitt. He commanded seven destroyers and light cruisers all of w-hich
earned an enviable reputation as "Fighting Ships". He was made "Flag" .
Captain to Admiral Tyrwhitt in 1917 and served in that capacity until the
end of the war.* His postwar service included Director of Naval Intelli-
gence ; President of the Royal Naval College, Greenwich; and Vice-
Admiral commanding the War College. -He retired in 1936 with the
rank -of full Admiral.

During the years 1920-1923, because of his special ability and Varied
war experience, he was Iirst,` assistant director, and subsequently, director
of the Plan (Policy) Division of the Admiralty Naval Staff. In this
capacity he attended a number of conferences at Paris, Brussels, Spa, San
Remo, and the Washington Naval Conference. -

Both these ex-ofiieers, one Army-.the other Navy, suspected the Bolshevik
revolution in Russia had been -plotted and planned, financed and directed,
by men who considered the liquidation of the British Empire was essential
before they could achieve undisputed control of the wealth, natural
resources, and manpower of the entire world.

Both these gentlemen have been frank to admit that until 1938 they
had failed to identify those who Con tituted the "Secret Power" behind
the world revolutionary movement and international ailiairs.

In 1988, by reason of their studie and research, they reached a decision
that the leaders of World Jewry, headed by the International Jewish
Bankers, were the "-Secret Power" behind the World Revolutionary
Movement. They became convinced that these men used the wealth they
possessed to purchase sufficient power to influence international affairs
in such a manner as to bring nations into conflict with each other. They
also reached the conclusion that the motive behind-the Long Range Plan
was to establish the Messianic Age, so that international Jewry, with a
central government in Palestine, could enforce their totalitarian ideology
upon the peoples of the entire world_ With this latter conclu ion I agree.
As the reader knows, I admit going through the same period i.e., 1907 .to
1988 in doubt and uncertainty, but in 1939 I became convinced, after the
way the Jew had been "pumped" by Stalin in Russia, and used to start
-abortive revolutions in other countries, and then abandoned to their fate,
that the men who con titute the "Secret Power" behind National and
International affairs were the International Bankers, and Industrialists,
and a few carefully selected career tatesmen and Professional politicians,
whom the International Bankers found were favourably disposed to their
ideas of forming a, One World-\Vide Dictatorship as the only .type of
government which could, by police rule, enforce their edict upon the

The author published the story of the Harwich Striking Force in 1984. under
title "Brass Hats and Bell-Bottomed Trousers".
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umbrella, and a paper which he said was an agreement-"Guaranteeing
Peace in Our Time". .

Immediately this announcement was made, the Press, controlled by the
International Bankers,' tarted an anti-Fascist campaign of hate. The
controlled Press damned 'Chamberlain as "An old woman willing to buy
Peace at any price." They lampooned him with .his umbrella, T-hey accused
him of being Pro-Fasci t. Their agents in Moscow burned Chamberlain in
effigy in the public squares. The Briti h public was never allowed to know
the difference between Pagan Aryan Naziism, and Christian Anti-
Communistic .Faseism. According to the Press, German and Italian Fascism
are both black-pagan atheistic ideologies and totalitarian in purpose. Few
people understand the difference -between- Naziism and Fascism and
Communism and -Socialism. . . .

-Space does not permit recording all the details of the intrigue Put into
eH'ect by the evil group who were determined to bring about war between
Britain and Germany. In my opinion, I-Iitler's Anti-Semitic policy was
wrong, but throwing' Britain and Germany at each other's throats we n't
going -to save the jews residing in Germany, Poland, and other countries
from persecution and death. Forcing the countries into a war enabled the
Anti-Semitic hatreds of the Nazis to be vented on the Jews by di'rect
action on a tremendous scale, with a hideous ferocity only witnessed
previously during' revolutionary "Reigns of Te1'*ro'r". I f those who claim
the war was brought about by the International Jews, and not the Inter-
national Bankers, (who don't give a damn for the ]ews or anybody else
for that matter) would stop and think, they will realize that by fomenting
World War II those responsible condemned several million innocent Jewish
people to death, while most of the Jewish revolutionary Communists
escaped death by going "underground" and later obtained illegal entrance
into Palestine, the U.S.A., Canada, and other countries. If peace had
continued, the German anti-semitic .feelings could ever have reached the
extremes -they reached during the war. A peaceful solution could have
been found for -the problem. But N-O! The Long Range Plan of the
International 'Money-Barons called for the destruction of the British, the
German people, and the Jews who were not actively Comfmunistic and
Merefofre not their "Tools".

Captain Ramsay had promised. Mr. Neville Chamberlain he would produce
documentary evidence to prove a conspiracy existed to force Britain into
declaring' war on -Germany. 'Thi evidence con isled of secret coded cables
which had passed between Mr. Winston Churchill and President Roosevelt,
unknown to Mr. 'Chamberlain, the then Prime Minister. Captain Ramsay
offered to obtain copies of these documents to prove that the Inter-
national Bankers were determined to bring' about \Vorld War II for the
purpose of bringing the rest of the European nations under Communist
control. ' .

Tyler Kent was the coding officer who had coded and decoded these secret
documents in the American Embassy in London. Anna ¥Volkoif was his -
assistant. Like Gouzenko they felt sick at the thought of the world being'
plunged into another Global War to further the ambition of a few
totalitarian-minded men whose wealth compelled even presidents and top-
level statesmen to do their will, The same 'conditions existed in 1938 as
existed in Paris in 1919, prior to the signing of the Treaty of Ver ailles.
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Tyler Kent, like many other people, knew Captain Ramsay was suspicious
of "An International Jewi h Conspiracy" 1-Ie knew Captaih Ramsay was
trying to prevent the war. When -Captain Ramsay told him Mr, Chamberlain
would prevent such a conspiracy from being' put into effect if he was given
authentic documentary evidence to prove such an international conspiracy
did actually exist, Tyler Kent offered to show Captain Ramsay the
damning documents in his Hat at 47 Gloucester Place, LondoN.

The International Conspirators had, however, been busy. In March,
1939 they had tricked Mr. Chamberlain into signing a guarantee Lo protect
Poland from German aggression by presenting him with, a false 'report to
the effect that a 48-hour ultimatum had been delivered by Germany to the
Poles. fllhe facts ale that the German government-did not-issue any 48-hour
ultimatum. The German note set forth reasonable .suggestions for a
"peaceful" solution of the problems created by the Treaty of Versailles
in regard to the Polish Corridor and.Danzig'. .

History will prove that the only reason the Polish Government ignored
the German note was because agents of the International Conspirators
advised its leading statesmen that .the British guarantee assured them
against German; aggression. .

Month after' month went by and still Poland ignored the German note.
completely, Meanwhile the anti-'German Press speeded up- its _torrents of
ab_use against -Hitler because. he had dared to defy the power of the
International -Money-Barons. Hitler had earned their hatred by his-in- '
dependent financial 'policy and monetary reforms. The public was made
tO believe, and at that time I was also made to believe, that Hitler's word
couldn't be trusted. The public was told after his "Put Ch" into Sudeten-
land, that 'Hitler had said he "intended to make no further demands." It
was made to. appear by the Press that the German note to Poland suggest-
ing' a "peaceful" solution to the problems created by the Treaty of Versailles
was "another demand", and therefore,. "a broken promise". . -

History proves it was no such thing. What Hitler had said was that he
would make no further demands AFTER he had rectified. the injustices
inflicted upon the German people by those. who had dictated the terms
aM conditions incorporated into the Treaty of Versailles.. fl'-hat is a horse
of a colour. is ' . . . a half-truth
i _far. . . . `.. . .. . ..

'Hitler's promise was qualified. 'He -promised' `-he would make no.further
deinands 'after the problems involving.Sude.tenlahd, part 'Of Czechoslovakia,
the Polish Corridor and Danzig, had been solved.

The German grievances were rea] and justified. By the Treaty of
Versailles the Polish Corridor had separated East Prussia from the rest
of Germany. Danzig, a purely German city, had been isolated: the Germans
who had remained in the territory which became known as Czerhnsifwnkia.
had been- persecuted; the expires ed wish of the Austrian pen"le to un'te
with Germany, for their own pro'eetion against Communi -t aggression.
had been denied. Generally speaking, public opinion in the \Vestern \Vorld
has been moulded to blame France and the nations which formed the
'Little Entente' for insisting on this policy towards Germany_ It cannot
be denied that the post-war policy of the Allied Powers towards Germany
was in direct contradiction to the principles of "Self-Determination" which
had been accepted by the governments involved on behalf of the people who
had elected them to manage their affairs

very different I t a. typical example of how
more dangerbuS than a direct lie. `
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Each succeeding German democratic Chancellor had tried by diplomatic
negotiation to obtain redress and had failed. It .was their failure to obtain
justice by peaceful means 'that influenced the German people when they
swept Hitler to power. Winston -Churchill labeled Hitler "T!hat Monstrous
Abortion of lies and deceits," but it cannot truthfully be denied that in
1939 -Hitler was trying once again to arrange a peaceful solution of the
problems created by the Polish Corridor, and Danzig, when the agents of
the International 'Conspirators deceived Prime Minister Chamlberlain into
believing that Hitler had issued an '.Ultimatum' to the Polish Government
and had moved in his armies to buck 11p his demands. It was this act of
deception that caused Mr. Chamberlain to reluctantly advise His .Majesty's
Government to declare war on Germany. .

This is a grave aceusa.tion to make, but its truth and justification is
proved by the fact that exactly the same thing happened all over again
toward the end of, and immediately after the end of, World \Var_Tw.o.

It would be ridiculous to suppose that sincere, Christian Statesmen could
repeat, and compound, such injustices as those perpetrated by the Treaty.
of Versailles. But; these injustices were repeated by the Allied Powers. bY
the adoption of the policy of Unconditional Surrender; by the adoption of
the- -Stalin-White-Morgenthau .Economic Plan; by the partitioning' of
Germa-ny; by the evil motives behind the German re-armament plan; by
the postwar crisis with France; and .(as will be explained in 'another
chapter) by'the dangerous game that has been' Played between the Inter-
national Financial interests, and the Soviet and Chinese dictators, since
the war with 'japan ended. Any unbiased person must admit. that it i
not the common people of the democracies who demand that their govern-
ments carry out such. a. policy 'of hatred and injustice against the German
people. It is not the elected representatives of the people who 'conceive .
these diabolical programmes of persecution and irritation, It i the Evil
Powers behind the scenes of Government who are re ponsible. Their evil
policy is based on devilish cunning. 'Phey know .that.'a house divided against
itself must surely fall. That nations divided against each other must surely .
be subjugated also. The more human beings are forced to .fight each other,
the stronger grow' those who sit' back and push'.them.iritb the wars.. By
allowing this secret cheming, plotting, and planning to continue we are
allowing the FOrceS of Evil to make us' commit national' and racial suicide.

When Hitler'tired waiting- for Poland's reply, and 'of being insulted -'bylthe'
Allied Press, he moved his' armies into Poland. Britain. then declared 'w_ar
in accordance with her agreement. The criminal nature of the advice given
Poland can be realized by the fact that although Britain declared war on
Germany she was powerless to give.Poland any direct aid, either Naval.
Military, or with Air-Power. '

No lesser an authority than Lord Lothian, who was in recent years
British Ambassador to the United States, stated in the last speech he
made at Chatham House: "If the principles of self-determination had been
applied in Germany's favour, as it was applied again t her. it would have
meant the return of Sudetenland, -Czechoslovakia, parts of Poland, the
Polish Corridor, and Danzig to the Reich", -

It is safe to assume that had the British people been permit*ed to be
correctly informed regarding these matters they would never have permitted

which the International Conspirators. were determined.
war to have been declared. But it was "War" not Truth or Justice, upon



Even though Britain had declared war, Hitler refused to depart from
the policy he -had set forth in Meir Kampf regarding Britain and her
Empire. He ordered the Generals, in command of the famous Panzer Corp ,
to halt on May 22nd, 1940, when they could easily have driven the Briti.h
Armies into the sea or made -them surrender, 'Captain Liddell Hart in his
book "The -Other Side of the Hill" quote =Hitler's telegram to General
Von Kleist:

"The`armoured divisions are to remain at medium artillery range from
Dunkirk. Permission is only granted for reconnaissance and protective
movement-ts."

General Von Kleist was one of the Germans who didn't agree .with I-Iitler's
policy towards Britain. He decided to ignore the order. Captain Hart
quotes Von Kleist as telling him after the event.

"Then came a. more emphatic order. I was ordered to withdraw behind
the canal. My tanks were kept halted there for .three days."

Captain Hart next quotes a conversation which took place between
Hitler, Marshall Von Runstedt, and two members of his staff. According
to Marshal Von Runstedt "Hitler then astonished us by speaking with
admiration'of the British Empire; of the necessity of its existence, and
of the civilization that Britain had brought into the world ... He compared
the'Britisll Empire with the Catholic Church saying they were both
essential elements of Sta:bility in the world. He said all he wanted from
Britain wa that she should acknowledge Germany's position on the Con-
tinent; the return of Germany's lost colonies would be desirable but not
essential; and he would even support Britain with troops if she should `be
involved in difIlculties anywhere, He concluded by saying that his aim was
to make peace with Britain on a basis that she would regard compatible
'with her honour." -.

Thu it was that Britain was given time to organize her evacuation
forces and get her soldiers back home from Dunkirk.

It will be recalled that for the first few months of the Second \Vorld
\Var Hitler did not bomb Britain.- \Vhile Neville Chamberlain remained
Prime Minister, Britain did not bomb Germany. The Controlled Press called
it "A Phony War." |

It is quite obvious that two great empires cannot de troy each other
if they will not fight. Chamberlain would not initiate the offensive because
he was almost convinced that he- had been the victim of international
intrigue. Mr, Winston Churchill had been given full powers and respOn-
sibilitie regarding all Naval, Military, and Air operations. He decided .he
would take the initiative. . .

Churchill conceived' the idea of "The Norway Gamble." This poorly
planned, and executed, "Combined Operations" involved Britain's Army,
Navy, and Air Force. It was doomed to failure before those involved ever
got into action. Even a person with only an elementary knowledge .of
military strategy would have realized that such an operation could Not
possibly succeed unless the invading forces had control of the Cattsgat and
Skaggerack. 'Churchill -had this fact pointed out to him by competent
Naval authorities. 'Churchill is not a fool, but he went ahead with his
project in opposition to his Naval and Military advisers, exactly as he
had done when he sent the Naval Divisions to save Antwerp in 1914; and
when he insisted upon the invasion of Gallipoli in 1915. The results in all
three of "C5hurchill's Gambles" we're the same. No gains, severe reverses,
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exceptionally heavy casualties, and loss of valuable equipment and
materials. The flaseo of "The Norway Gamble" was not blamed .on
Ohurchill, however. His friends, "The International Money-Barons" used
their controlled press to release -their full powers of hatred, criticism,
invective, censure, sarcasm, and satire against the Prime Minister, Mr.
Chamberlain. They wanted 'Chamberlain out of the way so they could
put Winston 'Churchill in his .place and turn the "Phony \Var" into a
"Shooting War."

This propaganda campaign forced Ghamberlain to resign, exactly as Mr.
Asquith had. been forced to resign in 191-5. T-hus, once again, hi tory
repeats itself. In May, 1940, Clhurehill again joined hands .with the
Socialist to form a new government.

Mr. J. M. -Spaight, C.B., C.B.E., wa.s the principal assistant secretary to
the British Air Ministry during World War II. In his book "Bombing
Vindicated", published in 1944, he reveals that the ruthles bombing of
German cities started on May 11th, 1940, the evening of the day Winston
Churchill became Prime Minister. Britain started the bombing and, as
was to be expected, Germany retaliated. Thus the war was placed on a
destructive basis. .

Mr. Sp°aig'l'tt also reveals that on :September 2nd, 1939, when Mr.
Chamberlain was still in otlice, a declaration had been made by the British
and French Governments that "Only strictly Military objectives, in the
now-owest sense of the word, would be bombarded." Churc.hill's policy to
bomb open towns and cities has been defended but it never can be justified.

There is another point, not generally known, that needs to be mentioned.
Lt has been recorded that many -German Generals did not agree with
Hitler's policies. The Nazi War -Lords kNew they had to get Hitler out
of the way, and subjugate the Communists Dictatorships controlled by
Stalin, before they could carry out their Long Range Plan for world
domination. T-he all-out-war against Britain was not in keeping with their
programme. Russian CoMmunism, and the Jews, had to be subjugated and
destroyed before they could launch their attack westward and subjugate
Britain and the United States. This was the Nazi Plan, not the Fascist
policy. The Nazi plan was International in scope. The F'ascist.cause was
National,

A secret meeting of Nazi War Lords was held in May, 1941. They
decided they would u e Herr 'I-1itler's friendly policy towards Britain 'to
try to get Britain to call oil' the war against Germany..Rudolf Hess was
in tructed to fly to -Scotland and contact Lord Hamilton and Churchill, so
he could try to influence the British Government to sign a Peace Treaty.

Hess was instructed to tell the British Government that if they would
sign a Peace Treaty the Gentian Generals would get rid of Hitler and then
concentrate all their military power on the destruction of Communism in
Russia and other European countries. Hitler knew nothing of thl's plan.

Hess flew to Scotland, but C'hurchill refused to agree to the offer made
by Hess. The German General then -persuaded Hitler to undertake an all
out offensive against Russia, pointing out that until Russia was defeated
they could not extend their military operations outside Of Germany without
undertaking the serious risk of being stabbed in the back by -Stalin when
he considered the moment opportune. . .

On June 22nd, 1941, German Forces invaded Russia. Immediately they
Wok action to crush the Communist menace Britain and the United States
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the Press controlled by the Money-

Herbert Morrison visited Canada in November 1954.
informed

of America pooled their resources to aid =Stalin defeat the German armed
forces. Convoys of ships were organized to carry munitioNs of war to
Russia via Murmansk and the Persian Gulf.*

During the Irish Rebellion, a security regulation 18-B had been passed
by Order in Council to enable the English police to detain and interrogate
people they "suspected" might be members of the Irish Republican Army
intent on committing acts of annoyance or sabotage. In 1940 the practice
had been discontinued for many years.

On May 23:'d, 1940, during the first two weeks of Mr. Chu'roh-ill's-
Premiership, he used this obsolete regulation .to arrest all the prominent
people who had tried to prevent Britain from being dragged into a war
with Germany, prior to September, 1939, and those.who had opposed his
policy to turn the Phony War into a Fighting War. .

Many hundreds of British subjects were arrested without any charge
being made against them. T-hey were thrown into prison without trial
under Regulation 18-B which deprived them of the rights and privileges of
the Habeas Corpus Act. Magna Carta was ignored and ridiculed.

These wholesale arrests were made by the police on the unsupported
statement of Mr. Herbert Morrison that die, as Secretary of State, "had
reasonable cause Bo believe the said persons had been recently concerned
in' acts prejudicial to the public safety, in defence of the Realm, or in the
preparation or instigation of such acts, and that by reason thereof, it was
necessary to exercise control over them."

Captain Ramsay, Admiral Sir Barry Domville, their wives and friends,
and hundreds of other citizens were thrown into Brixton Prison. Some
of them were detained until -September, 1944.* They were treated like
criminals, and far worse than prisoners on remand.

Just prior to this outrageous .action on the part of those who did the
bidding' of the International Banker ,
Barons h-ad conducted an by clerical propaganda campaign claiming Germany
had a trong and well-organized 5th Column in 'Great Britain ready to
give aid to invading German troops the moment they landed.

Subsequent investigation proved that the very competent British
Intelligence Service never produced at the time, or since, even the flimsiest
evidence that any of those arrested were ever engaged in any conspiracy.

There is plenty of evidence to prove that the newly formed British
Government, under Churchill, was ordered to take this unjust action' against
all prominent and influential people in Britain who had voiced their
Opinion that "International Jewry" =had promoted the war between Britain
and Germany. .

Just before the wholesale arrests were made, Mrs Nicholson, the wife
of Admiral Nicholson, another very distinguished British Naval Oflleer,
had been arrested as a re ult of a "Smear" campaign. -She had stated
publicly she thought the plot to involve Britain in war with Germany was
# I was one of Canada's Naval Control Ofllcers at this time. I felt it my duty
to protest the policy which diverted ships. that were sorely needed to take suprltes
to England. and send them to Murmansk My protest was Ignored. The bait e to
save International Communlsm had started. `
4 mr Speaker
at a :heating held in Toronto to raise funds for the support of Zlonlsm'.The author l the Government agreed that the Brttlsh
authorities arrest and detain Tyler Kent.principles governing to Embassles
matter was brought upto have come of t.

He was Chief
'Political

Ma: U.S.A.
This anon was against all the accepted

personnel attached foreign countries. This
again in the `U.S.A. as recently as 1954 but nothing seems

in
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the work of the International Jewish Bankers.. Four charges were actually
'framed' against Mrs. Nicholson. She was tried by a judge and jury. She
was acquitted on all counts. This action on the part of the judge and jury
did n.ot suit those who were determined to persecute people who objected to
the International Banker in Britain, France, and America running the
affairs of the nation, so as to inveigle them into another Global War. So
the antiquated Regulation 18-B was used to put them out of the way. T-Ho
Phony War became a fighting war. The British and German Empires
weakened, as those who started the wars strengthened their positions.

Notwithstanding the fact that Mrs, Nicholson had been exonerated of
all guilt and blame regarding the charges~laid again t her, she was wmrrng
those arrested and imyrrisoned wmleo' Regulation 18-B in May, 1940. .

Captain Ramsay tells the whole story of the events that led up to his
arrest and imprisonment in his l book "The Nameless iVar". Admiral Sir

.. Barry Domville tells of his experiences in 'his book "From Admiral to Cabin
Boy". These are books which should be read `by every person interested in
the continuance of freedom.*

IMr, Neville -Chamberlain died in 1940. He was worn out in body and soul
fighting "The Secret Powers" who govern from behind the scenes. So also
had died Mr. William Pitt. But those who swim with the tide of Inter-
national 'Communism, and do as they are told, usually .live to a' "Ripe Old
Age". They are showered with earthly honour and worldly wealth. One
thing is certain:-7-They can't take wealth and honours with them when
they die-and after death will come the judgment.

|

NOTE
The 'Communist -Conspiracy as it has developed in North America. during

recent years has not been dealt with in this book because Commander Carr
has just completed another book "The Red Fog" which exposes the Inter-
national Plot as developed in Canada and the United States from 1920
to date. . .

The author tells how, using -the knowledge he has set down in "Prawns
In The Game", he personally investigated every angle of the subversive
organizations and found out for him elf show they infiltrated into the
'underworld ' and organized their 'Undergrounds'; how they in fil-trated into
all levels of ociety, government, the armed forces, the civil service, the
educational institutions, into religion, and into labour and industry. He
even explains where the campaign for the fluoridation of the public water
supplies of 'Canada and the Uni-ted States fits into the general over-all plan.
He advises the public to insist that their elected representatives delay
action until evidence (which is only now becoming available) can be placed
in their hands,

His story is ,
The author tell in plain unvarnidied words the
G~angsters have in store for you .and your children.
Canada .the combined 5th column and Travellers over
200,000_ strong, about one hard-core every two Fellow
Travellers they use as Pawns in The author quotes
* VVhlle revising and editing this M.S s. 1854. I received a letter fromthe head of the Publishing Firm' in England dared
Domvilles' book. . .are so well informed, made things so that I was 'forced' to out or
business after more than 50 years."

educational sensational, and shocking, but i-t is the TRUTH,
fate the International

He proves that in
Fellow number

-Communist to
the Game.

Oetoher.
who had

The letter said In part- "The 'Evil Powers'
dlmcult

'publish Admiral
regarding which you

go
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authoritative information to prove that the number of. revolutionary sub-
versives in the United States is more than four times the number located
in Canada.

The author proves the Internationalist Conspiracy has entered the Third
and final phase. He proves that Canada is considered to occupy an all
important position geographically, and will `be used as the Belgium of
America, if action is not taken, along constitutional lines, to curb the power
of those who secretly undermine our -Ohristian-democratic institutions.
Forms have been provided atothe end of this book so that readers may
order their advance copy of "The Red Fog". You owe it to your children,
and to generations yet to be born, to read what the Powers of Evil have
decided shall be their fate. In the next chapter the author proves it is not
yet too late to take action to escape the Fate prepared for us. Read
Chapter 18 and then ACT on the advice given.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

5l»e Pzeaent .anger
By studying history it is possible to predict future trends with a. certain

degree of as urance. History repeats itself because those who direct
the W.R.M. do not CHANGE their Long Range Plans-they simply adapt
their -policies to suit modern conditions and adjust their plans to take
full advantage of the advancement of modern science. .

In order to understand the international ituation as it' is today, we
must recall what has ha-ppened since 'Lenin established the totalitarian
dictatorship in Russia in 1918. It has been proved the dictatorship was
eStablished to provide the Western Internationalists with the opportunity
to put their totalitarian ideas and theories for a Universal Dictatorship
into effect. They wished to iron out any wrinkles by the proce s of trial
and error. '

When Lenin died -Stalin took over. At first he was ruthlessly obedient
to the dictates of the International Bankers. 'He appointed Bela Kun tO
put their ideas for the collectivization of farms into effect in the Ukraine.
W-hen the'farmers refused to obey the edict, live million were systematically
starved to death when their grain was taken from them forcibly. This
grain was dumped on the markets of the world to aggravate the
artificially created depression. Another five million farmers and peasants
were sent to forced labour to teach the rest of the ubjugated people that
the -STATE was supreme and the Head of the -STATE their God, whose
eder must be obeyed. .

It was not until Stalin began to purge a great number of Jewish
Communist leaders, who were undoubtedly Marxists, that Trotsky'and
other revolutionary leaders knew for certain .that he had abandoned
Marxism and developed imperialistic ambitions.
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-Stalin's conduct of the revolution in -Spain perturbed the .`Western Inter-
nationalists till more, -particularly when Serges and Maurin proved Stalin
was using International Conlmunism to further his own secret plans 'and
imperialisrtic ambi-tions, '

After Franco won the Civil War, -Stalin's conduct was very difficult to
under land. Revolutionary leaders in Canada and America joe t couldn't
follow the drastic changes in the Panty Line as they had been taught it
during -their indoctrination into the Marxian theories. When Stalin signed
the Non-aggression pact with Hitler, after the British and German Empires
had been plunged into World War Two, it appeared -as if -Stalin wan-ted to do
everything within his power to aid Hitler overrun .Western Europe and
destroy the power of the International Bankers,

The situation looked so grave from the International Bankers point of
view that they decided they 'had to try to persuade -Stalin to abandon his
imperialistic ambitions and go along with them in a spirit of peaceful
co-existence. They tried to persuade Stalin that it was quite feasible that
he should rule the Eastern World by Communism, while they ruled the
Western World under a Super-Government. 'Stalin asked for proof of their
sincerity. This was the beginning of the now much talked about theory of
peaceful co-existence. But peaceful co-existence between two 'international-
istic groups; or between people w-ho believe in God and those who do not
believe in God, is impossible. .

By secret communications between Churchill and Roosevelt, which Tyler
Kent exposed, it was agreed that Chamberlain should be removed as Prime
Minister so that Churchill could assume office and turn the 'Phony' war
into a 'Hot', and shooting' war. They considered this act would convince
Stalin of the sincerity of their intentions. .'

Hi tory reveals that Mr. Chamberlain was ousted as Prime Minister in
May 1940 in much the same way Asquith was ousted in 1915. Churchill
assumed office as Prime Minister :May 11th, 1940. He ordered the R.F.C.
to start bombing German cities and towns that same night. Mr. J. M.
Spaight, C.B., C.B.E., was principal assistant secretary at the Air Ministry
at that time. After the war he wrote a book "Bombing Vindicated".- In
it he justifies Churchill's policy to bomb German 'cities and towns on the
grounds that it was done to '-Save civilization'_ The author admits .however
that C-hurchill's order was a breach of the agreement entered into by
Britain and France on September 2nd, 1939. On that day the Prime
Minister of Britain and the Pre dent 'of the French Republic agreed that
war must be declared on Germany because of Hitler's invasion of Poland ;
they also agreed they would NOT bomb German cities and towns, and
make the German -people suffer for the sin of one man. The leaders of the
two governments solemnly agreed that bombing should be restricted to
strictly military objectives in the narrowest sense of the word. .

-Since the war it has been proved that t-he real reason Churchill bombed
German -cities, contrary to the agreement, was because the Western Inter-
national Bankers wished to give Stalin a definite a surance that they were
sincere in their desire to carry out their uggested policy of peaceful co-
existence between Eastern Communism and Western Capitalism.

The bombing of Germany brought about immediate retaliation and the
people of Britain were subjected to an ordeal the like of which had never
been experienced since the dawn of creation,
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It is difficult for the average cl-tizen to appreciate the depths to which
the e involved in in-ternational intrigue can sink. It will be proved that
the International Bankers had no intention of keeping faith with StaliN.
It will be -proved Stalin had no intention to keep faith wibh them. It will
also be proved that the Nazi War Lords,while secretly determined to crush
both International Communism and International Capitali m, actually tried
to deceive Churchill into believing' they did not have secret plans for world
domination by military conquest. .

In the :Spring of -1941 the Nazi War -Lords, unknown to' Hitler, ordered
Hess to fly to Britain and tell Churchill that if he would agree to end
the war against Germany they would guarantee to get rid of -Hitler and
then destroy Stalin and International Communism. After consultation
with Roosevelt, Churchill turned down the offer made by Hess,

The Nazi War Lords then tried to convince the \Vestern Internationale is
of the sincerity of their intentions by ordering I-Iitler's a sa situation. The
plot failed and Hitler escaped with his life. When this act failed to change
the minds of those who were secretly instructing Churchill and Roosevelt,
the Nazi \Var Lords decided thcy'must. .first attack Russia and defeat Stalin.
and then turn their military forces against Britain and the Americas.
They launched their attack against Russia June 21st, 1941. Immediately
this happened both Churchill and Roosevelt announced publicly that they
pledged their respective governments to support =Stalin to the limit of
their resources. Churchill, ever dramatic, said he would shake hands with
the Devil himself if he promised to help him destroy German Fascism. He
referred to Hitler as "That monstrou abortion of lies and decei-ts," and yet
Churchill must have known that Hitler, for all his faults, was not an
Internationalist.

This action was calculated to remove from Stalin's mind any' doubts
he might still have regarding the honesty of the intentions of the \Vestern'
Internationalists to divide the world into two halves and then live in
peaceful co-existence. Roosevelt and Churchill then proceeded to provide .
-Stalin with unlimited aid. They borrowed astronomical sums 'from the

. International Bankers and p.aid then interest on the loans. They then
charged the principal and interest to the National debts of their two
countries so that the tax payers paid for, and fought, the war fomented
by f-'he International Bankers while the Bankers sat back- and made
hundreds of millions of dollars out of the deal, This extraordinary
generosity with the people's blood and money paved the way for the
meetings which *THE BIG THREE' subsequently held in Tehran, Yalta,
and Potsdam.

Stalin played a very cunning game at Tehran, He made it clear that
he still suspected the 'Western Internationalists might be deceptive rather.
than sincere. He played at being difficult to persuade, and very hard to
get. 'He made outrageous demands. He demanded unreasonable eoneessions.
He implied that in making these demands he was only testing out the
sincerity of the men he knew only too well, from long experience, were the
powers behind the nationalist governments and the directors of the inter-
national conspiracy. Roosevelt had been well briefed. He gave Stalin
everything he asked for. Churchill had to go along or lose the financial
'backing of the International -Money-lenders and the military support of
the United -States. .
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Then came Yal-ta. Stalin changed his attitude. He pretended he had
been won over, He -became the perfect host. Churchill and Roosevelt were
dined and wined. Stalin dissolved the Comintern. The Cognintern was the.
executive body which had plotted and planned revolutions in every
country. -Stalin, Roosevelt, and -Churchill drank damnation to the Germans.
Roosevelt assured Stalin that after they were through there wouldn't be
enough Germans left to worry about, -he is reported to have advocated
shooting 50,000 German officers without trial. The controlled press has never
stopped harping upon the Nazi policy of genocide against the Jews, but it
has been singularly silent in regard to Roosevelt's policy of genocide
against the German . In return for the dissolution of the Cominlern,
Roosevelt gave Stalin more concessions. Six hundred million human beings
east of Berlin were handed over into Communist bondage. .

Ohurchill acquiesced in everything Roosevelt: and Stalin did. History will
-prove that at the. Yalta meeting Stalin and Roosevelt had several secret
meetings after Churchill had been dined and wined too well to allow him
to keep his wits alert. Roosevelt pretended to be friendly with Churchill
but, on the evidence of his own son, he often said things, and suggested
policies, which showed, that secretly, he looked upon him with contempt.

Only Churchill can explain WHY 'he had 'to sit and listen to Roosevelt's
suggestions that Hong Kong be given to Communist China. to bribe Mao
Tse-Tung' to play along' with the Western International is. How could -
Churchill profess publicly such a close and sincere friendship for
Roosevelt when Roosevelt was constantly repeating that he considered the
dissolution of the British Commonwealth necessary to the future welfare
of the human race? Hitler thought just the opposite.

But Stalin we nobody's fool. He had been associated with the agents
of the International Banker so long that he' could read their mo t secret
thoughts like an open book, He knew better than any man alive that they
had used -Communism to further their totalitarian ideas, so he played
them at their own game. During' the final stages of the war he forced
the Allied Armies to halt and wait until his armies occupied Berlin.

The above statements are proved by the existence of a secret order
issued by Stalin to the General Ofllcer of the Soviet Armies to explain
his policy. The order- is dated February 1Gth, 1943. It reads:

"The Bourgeois -Governments of the Western Democracies, with whom
we have entered into an alliance, may believe that we consider it our
sole task to throw the Fascists out of our land. We Bolsheviks, and with
us the Bolsheviks of the whole world, know that our real task will only
begin after the second phase of the war is ended. Then will begin for us
the Third phase which for us is the last and the decisive one .... the
phase of the destruction of world capitalism. -OUR SOLE GOAL IS, AND
IT REMAINS, THE WOR'LD REVOLUTION; THE DICTATORSHIP OF
THE PROLEITARIAT. Vl7e have engaged in alliances because this was
-necessary, to reach the third phase, but our ways part when our present
allies will stand in our way in the achievement of .our ultimate aim."

Stalin did not show his true colours until after he had captured Berlin
and occupied Ea tern Gerrriany. Then he broke every promise he had made.
This turn in events was kept out of the Press because neither Roosevelt
nor Churchill wished the public to know how Stalin the 'Bank Robber; the
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Murderer; the International Counterfeitcr had put it over them like a
blanket.

The Western Internationalists just had to hide their time. T-hey realised
that if -Stalin and Mao-'Tse-Tung joined forces the Communist hordes could
sweep over the western world like a plague of locusts. They reasoned that
Stalin was getting old. T-hey knew he hadn't too long to live. It was better
to curry favour with him rather than have him spill the beans and exposé
the whole diabolical conspiracy.

The Vlf cstern capitalists considered Stalin' . open defiance a serious
matter, but they had a trump card up their sleeves . Before playing this
card, -they instructed Roosevelt to make one more effort to bring' Stalin
back into line again. Roosevelt offered to grant anything Stalin demanded,
as far as the Far East was concerned, if only he would play along' with
the Western -Capitalists_ The controlled press have persistently reported
that Roo evelt gave Stalin the concessions he did in the Far East because
his military advisers had told him it would require two full years of heavy
fighting, after the collapse of Germany, before Japan could be brought tO
her knees. T=his lie is so apparent that it was really unnecessary for
General MacArthur to give Roosevelt the lie direct. The American generals
knew that Japan had been trying to negotiate a peace for a considerable
time before Roosevelt made the.concessions 'he did to Stalin.

Onee again Stalin -took all he could -grab in Manchuria. He again reneged
on :his promises and renewed his defiant attitude. This time the powers
behind the \Vhite House administration were really angry. They must have
made some suggestion of such a diabolical nature that it even shocked
Roosevelt, for he sickened and died. It has been said that he died in the
house of Bernard Baruch. 'The Advisers of the United States Government
then decided to play their trump card .... the atomic bomb. The atomic'
bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki to indicate to Stalin what
was in store for Russia unless he toed the line. The fact that America had=
atomic bomb had been kept secret. Japan was already defeated when they
were dropped. Swrtrender was only a few days off. Over one hundred-
thousand human beings were sacrificed, and twice that number injured in
Japan, to demonstrate to -Stalin that the United States actually did have=
atomic bombs. Thus it is seen that Churchill ordered the -unrestricted
bombing of .Germany to try to fooll.-Stalin into believing the international
capitalists wanted to befriend ,-and then 'bhe U.-S.A. bombed Japan with
atomic bombs to warn him that he better -play along and do as he was.
told....orelse. I

Molotov was the one man best able to judge what was going on in Stalin's,
brain. During' the post-war period -Molotov was the Soviet's Foreign
Minister. He represented the Kremlin at the United Nations for many.
years. Molotov married the daughter of 'Sam Karp of Bridgeport, `
Connecticut. Thus .Molotov became the bet_ween the -
Kremlin and the International Finaneiers of the Western World. It has'
been reliably reported that immediately after Stalin withdrew Molotov from
the United Nations he sent Molotov's wife into exile in -Siberia. These acts '
alone strongly indicate that Stalin had broken with the We tern Capitali ts
who had =helped put him in power in Russia. .

The fact that Tito broke with Stalin after the war ended is further
proof that Stalin had determined to go ahead with his imperialistic .
programme. Tito has always been subservient to the western Financiers
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who supplied him with all the money he required to establish himself in
his present position in central Europe, Churchill's son risked his life on
more than one occasion during' \'Vorld War Two by parachuting into Tito's
territories to confer with him on behalf of the western powers.

Finally Stalin died or was disposed of. He left this world with his lips
sealed like any other gangster. The agents of the Western Internationalists,
located in Moscow, truck as oon as -Stalin died. Beria, and -Stalin's other
trusted lieutenants, were done away with. Stalin's on disappeared without
a trace.

In order that wha.t was happening in Russia would not appear too
obvious, it was arranged that Malenkov should take over temporarily
after Stalin's death. He was ordered to decry the Great Stalin and, for
a time, he did deflate him in Me eyes of the people. 'Then he changed his
tactics. He renewed friendly relations with the Chinese Dictator: He
started to make friends with the Russian people: He sponsored the
development of'-a spirit of national pride. By doing so he sealed his own
fate.

The Western Internationalists countered with a demand that Western
Germany. be immediately rearmed. France was the stumbling block.
Mendes-France was placed in power long enough to have France ratify
the agreement -to may Germany. Having served his purpose he was placed
amongst the discards as so many others have been.

The situation in the Far East =has deliberately been confused but it is
not diflieult -to explain. The Western Internationaists had friends in
China, just as they had in Rus ia, but Mao-Tse-Tung cannot be considered
one of them. He and Stalin had very similar ideas in regard to the Western
Internationalists. But both the Eastern and Western totalitarian-minded
groups had one thing in common .... They wished to get rid of Chiang-
Kai-Shek, .

The Western Capitalists started a propaganda campaign against Chang--
Kai"Chek just as oon as the Japanese war ended. This action had a two-
fold purpose. They wanted to prove to Mao-'Tse-Tung that co-existence
with -them was feast-ble and, -at the same time, they wished to eliminate
the Nationalist Leader. The Press charged that the Nationalist government
was car-rupt ; that the Nationalist Generals were lax, and did not maintain
discipline amongst their troops; that the Nationalist troops committed
pillage and publicly performed rapes. I t  i only right to admit that many
of the charges made against the Nationalists were true.

The fact that many oiiicials in the Nationalist Government in China
were proved to be corrupt was u ed to justify Great Britain's policy to
recognise the Communist regime. It was also used by certain United
States advisers as the grounds on which they advocated that America with-
draw support from Chiang Kai Shek. What the 'general public has not
been told is the fact that, after the Communists took over in China, it w'as
proved that most of the high officials who had brought Chiang-Kai-Shek
and his Nationali t Government into disrepute were Communist cells who
had infiltrated into the Nationalist Government for the purpose of wreck-
ing it from within. This statement is substantiated by the fact that many
of the Nationalist Government officials, who came under critic m for corrupt
practices, were absorbed into the Communist regime, and given favoured
positions and accelerated promotions. The Rev. Leslie Millin of Toronto,
who wa a missionary in China during this period, will vouch for the
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truth of the above statements. .
The way international affairs developed .after 1946 would indicate that

-Stalin did not have atomic weapons at the time of his death, Had he
possessed atomic weapons he could have knocked the principal cities of
Canada and the United States into a cocked hat. .

Churchill has served their purpose as far as the International Bankers
are concerned. He is growing old and a bit troublesome. He has to be
relegated into the discards also. But Churchill has been built up by 'the
propaganda of the western Capitalists 'as II 'GREAT man. 'He is the
people's national hero. He couldn't very well be disposed of by a campaign
of L'Infamie. -He couldn't be ridiculed out of office. With rare cunning the
Western Internationalists disguised their intentions by ordering the Press
to organize the greatest tribute a man -ever -had, On Churchill's eightieth
birthday they showered him with gifts and honours. They convinced. the
vast majority of people that Churchill didn't have an enemy' in the world.:

Events indicate that both the .Communist Dictators and the Western
Internationalists were agreed that Churchill could be an obstacle to the
furtherance of their plans. The Communist dictators decided they would
use Aneurin Bevan to grease the skids under Churchill. They indicated
this to Communists throughout the entire world when the Chinese dictator
Mao-Tse-#Tung entertained Attlee and Bevan at a. banquet when they
visited China in 1954. The international press published pictures taken
at this banquet. - _: . . . . -° '. .

It is unlikely that one person .-in a million, other than a CommuNist,
understands the' significance of that picture. Attlee was shown as sitting
at the head table. Bevan was shown as having been placed at the bottom
nearest the door. Tlhe general impression wa that Attlee Was the guest
of honour; and that Bevan was considered of very little significance as far
as the 'Communist regime in Chin-a, and the Soviets, were concerned. But
this is how the public is confused and deceived. In Ghina. it is customary
to seat the Guest of honour nearest 'to the door. .. . .. ..

In view of the events recorded it. is reasonably safe to predict 'that in
the_near future the following events will take place. One. With.or without
his knowledge the Communist Dictators will use Aneurin. Bevan to help
oust Churchill by attacking his -foreign-policy 'in the House. of CommoNs.. .
. Two..That the Western Internationalists. will Use Bevan' ' attacks- on
Churchill as a. lever to get Bev.an out of the British 'Labour'Party.'ahd
Parliament. 'At the same time they will get rid of Chlureh'ill by casting
doubts into the minds of the people regarding his ability to carry on
top-level secret negotiations now he is past eighty. It is possible the
Western Internationalists may lift the screen from Secret Diplomacy just
sufficient to justify those chosen to lead the attack, By doing' SQ the threat
would be implied that if he didn't step down gracefully they would make
known all that went on behind the scenes at Tehran, Yalta, Potsdam. etc.

Three. I t  is safe to predict Churchill will step down immediately
pressure is brought to bear on him. I t  i equally safe to predict that
Bevan will not step down.- The chances are a hundred to one that Attlee
and Deakin will leave, or be removed, from the .Labour Party in Britain
and that Bevan will lead the Party against -Sir Anthony Eden when he
decides to contest a general election after taking over from Churchill.*

Four. The fact that Roosevelt's son has given a glimpse of the fact that
.* This we written prlor.to March 1955. - . .
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Churchill had to play along with his father; and had to do as he was told,
and even had to profess publicly his friendship for -the -president after
the president had so rudely told him that he favoured the di solution of
the British -Commonwealth of nations, is a. clear indication as to the line
of attack the Western Internationalists will take to get rid of, what so
;many'people consider, 'The Grand Old Man of British Politics)

-The point to remember is this. The Nazi Internationalists have, for all
intents and purposes, been eliminated from the game. =Two totalitarian-
minded groups of men remain ... the Communist Dictators of Russia and
China; and the \Vestern 'Capitalists or internationalists, whichever one
wishes .to name them. . -

Ju t as long as both groups are satisfied to live in -peaceful co-existence,
with the world practically divided between them, there will be an uneasy
peace. But if the leaders -of either 'side decide that co-exi fence is too
frail a structure upon which to build their respective New Orders there
will be war.

World War Three if started bar the Eastern Communist Dictators will
begin without any preliminary warning; An International General Strike
will he called in all Capitalistic countries. This action is calculated to
produce the paralysis previously referred to. The Communist planes will
bomb all industrial centres to knock out the war .potential of the United.
States and Canada and kill as many of the population as possible in
order to bring about speedy surrender and subjugation. Britain will likely
get the same treatment. Nerve Gas may be used on industrial areas the
enemy do not wish to` destroy, -Soviet Forces will occupy the mining
districts of northern -Canada from coast to coast, The' occupied 'areas will
be used as bases of operation against the southern objectives. The Inter-
national General -Strike will tie up shipping in every port in the world
making it impossible for supplies to -reach the people of Great Britain. A
blockade of the British Isles by Soviet submarines will stop any leaks.
The people of Britain will be starved into sub mi Sion four weeks after the
outbreak of hostilities. The Members of the Communist underground in
all cities in the western world will evacuate target areas immediately
before 'the attacks. The undergrouNd armies will return and take'over
the' devastated areas as soon :as ,the ."All-.clear" has been' given. The
Communist -5th Column will round up -and liquidate all people whose rares
are on the black list.~ Thus will the directors of the Western' Inter-
natidnali is be got rid of in much quicker time than they got rid of their
Nazi opponents by means of the Nuremberg Trials. '

On the other hand, if the Western Inter-nationalists become convinced that
an attack is to be made upon them by the Communist Dictators, then
they will force the western democracies into another World War in order
that they -may get in the Iirst blow. As a prelude to their attack the
public will be made aware of the dangers of International Communism.
The danger to Christian-democracy will be eMpha ised. The atheistic-
materialists, who have the western world in economic bondage, will call
for a Christian Crusade. They will justify their atomic attacks upon
Russia and China as Churchill justified his attack on Germany. They will
say it was nece sary to save our civilization. But don't lets fool ourselves.
Regardless of how the case may be presented W 'the public the fact will
remain that if World War Three is allowed to take place it will be fought
to decide whether Eastern Communism. takes over the entire world or



whether the Western Capitalists will continue to rule the international roost.
If. World War Three is permitted to take place, the dev.astation-will be

so extensive that internationalists will continue to justify their contentions
that ONLY a. World Government, backed up' by an international police
force, can solve the various national and international problems without
resorting to further wars. This argument will appear very logical to many
people who overlook the fact that both the Eastern Communist leader ,
and the \Vestern Capitalist leaders, intend to ultimately bring' into effect,
THEIR ideas for an atheistic-totalitarian dictatorship.

People who wi h to remain FREE can follow only one plan of action.
They must support -Christianity against A'LL forms of atheism and
secularisrn. They' must support private responsible enterprise against
-cartels and combine . They must support those who advocate 'T'he New
Economy' againt those who would continue with the old.

Wihen a person is in doubt regarding the right and wrong' of anything,
all he or she needs to do to solve their uncertainty is recite the first half
of the Lord's Prayer SLOWLY and contemplate°on the meaning of those
wonderful words of wisdom. "Owr Fn.ther .... Who art in heaven ...
hallowed by Thy name .... Thy kingdom some .... Thy will be done
.... in earth as it -is in heaven." It doesn't require more than a few
minutes to decide if any act to be performed individually, or collectively 'is
in accordance with the \Vill of. God, or furthering the machinations of
the Devil. . .

If we intend to save the future generations, from the fate being prepared
for them by the Forces of Evil, we must take IMMEDIATE ACTION . , .
TH-ERE IaS NO TIME TO LOSE, Tlhe reader may well ask: "But what
action must we take?" .

That is a very good question. If the answer wasn't provided there
would be no justification for the publication of this book. Far too many
men spend a great deal of time damning this and damning' that. They are
anti this and anti that. But very few speakers or writers who condemn an
idea, an organization, or a movement, offer practical solutions to the
problems, or make suggestions to bring to an end the -Ekrils exposed.

FIRST: We must as individuals recognise' the spiritual is ues involved.
Once again the -Scriptures -advi e us how to accomplish this purport.
Ephesians 6th chapter 10th to 17th verses tells us. "Brethren be
strengthened in the Lord and in the might of His power. Put on the
armour.of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the
devil. For our wrestling 'is not against flesh and blood, but against
Principalities and the Powers, against the world rulers of this darkness,
against the spiritual forces of wickedness on high. T-herefore take up
the armour of God that you may be able to resist the evil day, and stand
in all things perfect. -Stand therefore, having girded your loin with
TRUTH, and having -put on the breast-plate of justice, and having your
feet shod with the readiness of the Gospel of peace, in all thing taking
up the shield of Faith, with which you may be able to quench all the
fiery darts of the -Most Wicked -One. And take unto you the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the spirit, that is, THE YV-ORD OF GOD." '

SECOND: We must take practical steps and use constitutional means
to counteract the threat of both international Communism and international
Capitalism, and any other subversive ideologies which May try to destroy
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that ¢eontsi-t.u-tional -. mean he insti§.uted.,to... take .. away_ -$4199 ,..yqea]th,_,§n.q1 curb
the power~ ~5 of.the..leaders-o£..lr1l atheistiq-1nater.§glis;ic.gxgoupg,wh.o,.,jn the
8rst'.place,. usurped. it .from ..the. governments. of. she-,pg9pl.g. §§'h_is being
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B. Monetary controls :=»-The electors must.:-inisl~ ~t-that-.the.-issue IO-f money,
and the control--'therebf,8 be 'placed.= lack €in-'~the- hands 'off-thewgovernment
where lt rightfully belongs. By government is meant.-thef top-leveluexecutiwe
body- chosen =from- the--elected. representatives because- of .their Qualifications
to _.conduet- the- affairs- of..the -.nation .in-..an efficient =and `b\asiness¢like. manner,
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.bf all -revolutionary organizatioNs to iSubvertf- or= for°ée;-others into doing
their-'wills All"subverSive i1rganizati6ns'*rnust be-Outlawed and 'all -people,
proved to'°be. members, must'-be'-made' lilable'-`-to- punishment-provided--by» the
law, - ThOse who--advocate tlié- violent--Overthrow of constitutional govern-
ment do so in order that they INay' usurp wealth and power'-without-having
to work for _it. --Their punk ~hment ~hould therefore consist -of performing
rNanual labour and/or public services..!Their -hours should -be extended 25
per cent.-'beyond the union- limits, andltheir =pay should be 25-per cent. below
the u.nlon -rates.- -The period of their' detention sliduld be dccided~by'the
Way they iiilprove 'from their negative attitude-tOwards sociefty--and'religion.
. .D . ' Diplonititié '-ricgdtiatioois-: ':Because'the~'agentS' of - the ~inte;°national
conspiracy always, work behlnd'the scenes of government, and' always -use
SECRET méetiiggrand diploiiiaqi to'further their own plans and ambitions,
seem; negotiatioN' 'shOuld' not' be allowed _urider end' g;Ir¢umstan'ce§.` | If
government is'to be "By the people; of the'people;"£or the p~Bple";5tl'ieh
the people' have every right to.kNov\{ everjr .detail'oflwhat is going* oN. ' .
. E.' .Car-isuhwi' Vi-Wide. '.L'a§»m¢n..' 0f"a.n' '.c.h»-isciaii.-aghzsminatipna -siiauld
un i te in `the. Nanine of God to' '~liut'an en'd tolliikoti'v"aiid misundeisiurndiné
which variables anti-Christian ideblogiei `to 'kee'p. -cm-miaau divided and' at
loggerheads. `The -house' divided wiuiin itself' ziiuS€"!'all,"* na--'ciauaae
should be organized for the purpose of educating the public in .regard to
.the methods..used by -traipse '."who .di;°ect. atheistic-nieterialiitle . ideologies.
Special attention. should be. given .to interesting ,the youth .of. our nations
.in.the movement in .q1tder.thaj: .t.hey. May .126 Pl70te'c¢ed. Ir6m"the'.b'ubversive
actions .of th9.asenté..of .the.eonspirato11s. `-The 'Cru.sa,ders_should be' trained
to..take-a .-POSITIVE; lnmroéeh When dea]in.g.J!yith those. idaho have joined
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subversive organizations either willingly or because of ignorance. 'To
abuse, to knock, and condemn persons only increases their resistance and
makes them more anti-social. .

By first gaining their confidence the Crusader is in position to prove to
them that the heads of all atheistic-materialistic ideologies only use others
as "Pawns in the Game" to further their secret plans and ambitions. Once
a person is convinced he or she will be thrown into the discard joe t a soon
as the directors of their movement consider they have outgrown their
"usefulness, this will hurt their pride and cause them to reflect upon the
wisdom of their behaviour. Having once created doubt in their minds it is
then possible to convince them by supplying them with suitable literature
on the subject. It was to supply this need "Pawns In The Game" was
published. A religious revival amongst the members' of all Christian
denominations is essential in order to change men's thinking in regard to
the values and importance they place on worldly possession . The hearts
of men must be turned towards love of Almighty God. We must learn
once again to .take a real delight in rendering Him service and in perform-
ing His Holy Will. 'The National Federation' of Christian Laymen has
been organized to put thi idea into action, . . '

F. United Nations. Because the constitution of the United Nations
come up for revison this year, possible changes may be recommended. I t
is important, therefore, that all those who oppose internationalism in any
form organize -political pressure groups in all parties to urge that the
delegate of the Christian-democratic nations do not lend themselves in
any' way to suggestions favouring die trial of a World Government,
regardless of whether' it i called .a Super-nationalist government or
disguised in any other way. Churehill's suggestions for a. United States of
Europe was only a move in the direction of internationalism. Only he can
say whether it wa intended to help the Eastern Communists or the
Western Capitalists. . . '
_ G. Illegal tragic and trade: Because the subversive 5th columns, and
undergrounds, are oragnized, hidden, and subsist in the underworlds .of
large cities, and because no revolutionary effort can hope to succeed without
the full co-operation of a well organized, properly trained, fully equipped,
and well disciplined 591 column, or Underground organization, i t is
necessary that' public opinion be organized to demand that all those
engaged in illegal traffic and trade, or criminally connected with the under-
world, shall be arrested and brought to trial regardless of what their
political affiliations may be, or what position they hold in society. The
public must be organized to give support to all honest police oilieers and
law administrators. Public opinion expressed on the floor of the Hou es
of Parliament must in ist that the underworlds be CLEANED up, and not
just raided and scattered. The policy of raiding and scattering the under-
world character has Only resulted in creating a hundred dens of iniquity
where only one existed before. Those convicted should be treated as
recommended in subsection 'C'. .

H, PUblicity.. Chri tian Layynen must be organized to counteract the
propaganda of those who advocate internationalism 'and the atheistic-
materiali tie ideologies. Local branches should be organized to insist that
Subver Ive propaganda be eliminated from the press, the air, and T.V.
programmes. They should demand that time and space be made available
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so the Christian-democratic way of life may be 'presented to the people.
It is unfortunately TRUE, that i t  is several centuries' since Chri tian-
Democracy functioned properly, .

J. Defeatism. Every effort must be made to counteract the efforts of
those who preach defeatism. They u rally argue that there is nothing can
be done to correct the existing' conditions. They suggest that since the
pending fate is inevitable it is no use worrying. The attitude of the
Defeatist is like that of the profe tonal rapist who advises his intended
victim that, because her fate is inevitable, she might as well relax and
enjoy it. Those who claim there is nothing we can do to. e cape totalitarian-
ism ignore the fact that God exists and is interested in the destiny of man.
People who get discouraged must `be reminded that the only way they
can save their immortal souls is to keep on fighting against We Forces of
Evil, thus giving service to God. They must be made to realize- that they
won't be judged according to their achievements and victories, but solely
on the merits of the efofrt they put into the Crusade. .

K. Brotherly Love. Because God =has provided mankind with all he'
requires for this earthly existence there is no logical reason why some
of his creatures should live in opulence while others starve to death. The
theorie of the New Economists should be tried out to devise better methods
for the more equitable distribution of the necessities of life. Once these have
been assured to all human beings it will be a comparatively simple matter
to persuade those who have too much to share it with those who have
decidedly less and a greater need. To share what we have with others in
need provides the greatest happiness it is possible to enjoy on this earth.
By living in aecordanee with the plan of God, economic conditions would
improve to uch an extent that the e tablishment of homes, and the raising
of families, could be undertaken in reasonable security. Conditions of
'Fear' and 'Uncertainty' would be abolished. `

L. Military Preparedness, Military preparedness is absolutely necessary
just as long as the conditions exposed in this book are allowed to continue.
Everyone who accepts the hospitality of a country, and enjoys the
privileges of citizenship, should be prepared to defend that country from
aggressor , be they external foes or the enemy within. The only justifica-
tion for ilghting a war is to prevent subjugation =by the enemy on the
rational argument that as long as we have some resemblance of freedom
left there i still hope that we can overcome the Forces of Evil and
re-e tablish true Christian-democracy.

M. Internal Security. The best way to strengthen the internal security
of any nation is to build up a strong and efficient Civil Defence organisa-
tion. \To permit of rapid development Civil Defence should be made part
and parcel of the national internal security system. As such, it should
be a Federal project and responsibility. This suggestion is 'particularly
applicable to Canada because the Minister of Justice, supported by the
Royal C.anadian Mounted Police, is charged with the responsibility for
the nation's internal security.

Civil Defence is the organizing and training of the civilian population
into auxiliary units to augment the regular departments which render
public service during normal conditions. Civil Defenee workers are trained
how =to protect themselves, and the communities in which they live, in-the
event of attack by an enemy. Because our only potential enemies use
their 5th Column and Underground organizations to overthrow the con-
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.Thy Will shall be done . z 'Sam
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The-power.; of Satan
Our God may deny.

And claim there's no heaven
For us when we die .

All tyrants and clespots
Our Faith may decry

" Their torments and terrors" .
_ \Ve'll- always defy.. -. ..

To gain the whole world...
By serving 'neath banners

Hell's agents unfurled?
\Ve'll hold to Thy promise.

"Hell shall not prevail."
O Lord give us wisdom

Vile plots to curtail.

3.
I'

41

\Ve'll march into battle
Upholding' Thy Name

No worldly enchantments
Our "C»ause' shall defame_ ..

No evil enslavements
. Shall swerve from their goal
.~. Thy militant Legions ' . - .

._ .......Til.1.3¢h9y reach Thy Fold.

- '-` ~= -.--Men*seek---greater --riches -
.»..-._ .,.....Use wealth to gain power.

But Lord. We all need Thee.
Life's span's but an hour.

Through darkness to daylight
Sustain us with grace.

We'll fight on to glory,
We'll run the Good Race.*

4.
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* Since writing the above Dr. Joseph Ruff set It to music.
in two editions by The Nell A.
1. for four voice. while a. 'Special
copy will be uupplied to the organizers of all NFOCL Study Group..

It has been published
Kjos Music Co. of Chicano. Illinois. ' One edition
Edition' is for Cholrs and community singing. A

NOTE. The predictions made in the ]ast. chapter were made before the
MSS was submitted to the printer~ March 1st, 1955. '
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The National Federation of Ohristian Laymen is now being organized
and a. charter is being' applied for, Our purpose is to try and unite all
existing Christian ~Laymen's organization to combat all forms of atheistic-
materialism. The N.F.O.-C.-L. will °belkept strictly non-partisan and non-
denominational. It is not intended to interfere with the autonomy of any
existing Christian organizations.

The purpose of publishing "PAWN-S IN 'THE GAME" was to find out
how many citizens are interested in taking constitutional action to end
the International Conspiracy as exposed in this book, and to take legal
action to break the economic stranglehold a few Internationalists have
obtained on the Governments and peoples of the so called Free Nations
by their practice of ystexnatically applied usury.

It is suggested that interested persons organize branches of the
N.F.-O.-C.L. in their cities and towns and farming communities. Each group
hound provide Itself with a library chosen from the books listed on another

page. The material in the books will provide matter for thought and
subjects for discussion at study groups. When local branches have been
organized it is intended to send speakers, well qualified to explain the
various angles of International affairs, to address public meeting
sponsored by the local branches of the N.F.-O.~C.L.

am
1.

2.
s.

4.

5.
6.

We advocate Christianity and oppose atheistic-materialism.
\Ve support Nationalism and oppose Internationalism of any kind.
\Ve advocate respon i-ble private industry and oppose cartels and
combines. ` .
We advocate Loyalty to the Constitution . and oppose subversive
activities.
We support lawful authority and oppose organized crime. 1
We advocate the practice of ethics in trade and commerce and
oppose all forms of illegal traffic and trade. . .
We recommend brotherly love amongst all Christian pen;~le and
oppose bigotry in any form.

8. We stand for Liberty and oppose licentiousne s, `
9. We stand for Freedom as opposed to Dictatorships and tyranny,
10. We advocate justice for all and favour for none.
11. We recommend that punishment should be made to fit the crime. i
12. We' advocate National PreparednesS against internal and external

foes.
18. We advocate active interest and participation in political, economic,

health and educational matters as opposed to apathy, indifference,
and despair.
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TO: 'BI-IE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
CHRISTIAN LAYMEN

A. Herridge
77 Otter Crescent
Toronto 12,
Ontario,

Please accept my donation of $5.00
to aid in the educational work being
done by the N.F.O.C.L. Send me your
monthly bulletin, constitution and by-
laws.

(Please print name and
addreah in ink.)
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The N.F.O.'C.L. is non-political, non-denominational. Our purpose is to
convert people who have been deceived into believing in atheistic
materialism by telling them THE TRUTH regarding God's Plan for
Creation. We fight to retain our National autonomy, responsible private
industry, and God-Given Rights and Preroga.tives.
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In -the past, two methods have .been-. used.=to. prevent the public, from
.learning the TRUTH regarding'-the International ~Gonspir#¢y.~...- Agents of
`the men who feed the public on deceits and lies buy up all the copies of
books .put.=.into=-.circulation-;.to .-zemreal the TRU'TH, and destroy -them; or
they persuade' wholesale iandifetail. book vendors to tell.'.their.-f customers
that the books are out.ao£sprint.~s-' . . -* '

The -N..F.QJC..'L..--have;lmadef-arrangements to obtain for.t:he public the
following books which axe .hards to.. obtain but very interesting- and in-
formative..-T-he' N.F.C.O.L, do NOT agree with ALL that. i wri_tten,.
these books. The Publications' committee are agreed°'hbWe§rer, that '2£LL
of them contain facts which throw a great deal of light on variouS 'aspects
of the International Conspiracyl. Those who Have read "Pawns In The
Game" will be able to decide What they should believe and what -they
should not. . . ' . . . . .
"l'aWnS'IN 'me"Galme" by William Guy Carr. $1 each; 6 for $5 s' 100 for $65.
--"'I"h'e 'Gross -and- '  - '  ` `

Z:-..- .' paid: ~Set--tol-fihusic' bji-'Dz-. IJ'bs.-'.Ro1Y. `~` . - ' . I

"The='Atomic- Spies"='-'by OliVer Pilot -;- "-"'- *-':- -...._..1 --'.. .5 _:. $ 8 . 0 0

" ' T he= Fedéral"-Reserve-"ICONS§)liracy" by'--Eustace C.-' Mullins' -4- $ 1 : 0 0

"The Protocols of the Learnetr 'ElderS 8: =ZiOn'-' -'by Victor E. Marsden 5 0 c .
"Lightning Over The -Treasury Building" by John R, Elson .........-....... $1.00
"World Dictatorship" by Hilary Cotter and R. De Roiste 75c.
"Behind Communism" by Frank L. Britton ...._..............._............................................. $1.00
"Zionist Network" by Sen. J. B.' Tenney............................................................................... $1.00
"The Nameless War" by iCapt;. A. H. M. Ramsay, M.P...............................- $1.00
"From Admiral to Cabin Boy" by Admiral -Sir Barry Domville,

K.B.E., C.B., C.G.M., R.N. $3.00
"The Iron 'Curtain Over America" by John Beaty ...... ..... $3.00
"Douglas MacArthur" The untold story, by Hunt ...- ...- $5.00
"Rulers of Russia" by Rev. Denis Fahey ..... ..... .. .. ... 60c.
"Retreat From Victory" by Sen. Jo . McCarthy ..................................................... $1.00
"May God Forgive Us" by Robt. H. W. Welch ...................................................... 50c.
"'Zion's Fifth Column" by Sen. J, B. Tenney ............................................................-... $1.00
"The Palestine Plot" by B. Jensen ....-......................................................................-.......... 75c.
"Canadian Intelligence Service" Monthly publication. 12 i sues ............ $2.00
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To The Publications Committee
National Federation of
Cristian Layman,

L" .talbot Road,

11' illowdale, Ontario, Canada.

Please end me the books listed on the attached
sheet of paper. I will pay C.O.-D. -

. ORDER FORM .

SEND NO-MONEY PAY C.O.D
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Hell's Angels.of '
the Deep. -`

High and Dry..
Good Hunting..
Out of the Mists.

.Checkmate iii the
North.

Bra.ss"I-Iats and .. : ' .
Bell Bottomed . -
Trousers.

By -. GueSs 'and .By
God.: . `.

Books Previously
publi hed by
same author..
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A€.u1e~-ea;-my-age of
twelve the author
v§§aq"*thoroughly -in- '
doetrinated -into the
Bolshevik ideology .
by--two revoltibnary '-
misSlonaries- who ..
travelled .. on- the
Same' ship with -him -
Out us the Of°iént in .
1907. Unlike .many
others he didn't: .
awallcwv the bait
they offered him .
Hook, Line, a n d
Sinker'_ He decided
to keep open
mind, and. to in-
vestigate .matters.
thoroughly, :. before .
reaching any conclusions. His in-
vestigations and studies of all
angles. of the International Con-
spiracy have taken him to nearly
every country in the world.

Commander -Carr ha' had a.
distinguished Naval Career. Dur-
ing World War One he served as
Navigating Oilicer of H.M. Sub-
marines. In World War Two he
was Naval Control Officer for the
St. Lawrence; then Staff Odieer
Operations at Melbourne, N.S.;
then Senior Naval Ofllcer at Goose
Bay, Labrador. As an Officer on

. 'Commodore Reginald
Brock' he brganized the 'ith VictOry
lahang. for the twenty-two -Royal
CaNadian.sNa,val Training Divisions
.. Q§sl.ah"a,uthor he has previously
iiiwbighea the seven .books listed
above. Some were specially
18<su'nd for 'inclusion in The Royal
Library; The Library of The
Imperial _War Museum; and the
Sir Millington Drake Library
(which is bequeathed to. Eton
College), and the Braille Library
for the Blind. Several of his books
have been published in European
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language .
-Commander Carr is known to

many Canadians who have attended ..
his public lecture . He toured ."
Canada for the Gsmadian Clubs --in'.- .;-
1930-31. He warned people of the-*-_2-' " - . --
existence of an International Con='."':-.'=` '..
spiracy. He foretold that the."
con pirators would, unless checked ..  j
drag the World into another Global -2
War. In the years between 1931 .. .
and 1989 he'addressed Social and .
Service Club all over Ontario.- In. - . '.
1944 and 1946 he was sent on - . .
another lecture tour of Canada 'by' . -.
The Naval author-ities.' He ex- ' - `
plained why it would .be necessary
to win the Peace, if the fruits of` . 'Q

military victory Were not to be ' . '
'thrown away for a second time in .
less than fifty years. . '

Commander Carr is determined
to inform as ` many . people as .
.possible regarding the--Evil 'Forces ..
which adversely aifect all our lives,
and the lives of our c-hildren. His
book will be an é`ye-opener to
parents, clergyman, teachers,
students, statesmen, politicians,
and labour leaders.
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